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WEATHER BOOK

CHAPTER I

lotrodnctoiy Kenuurln—Qeneral Notices—Special ConaiderafioDs—
View of World, represented by a Globe — Atmoepheric Condi-

tions—Mot«orologic Lutrumeatsaa Weather-Glaasea ; and Methods
of Use practically.

Under so plain a title neither abstruse problems nor

intricate difficulties should be found. This small

work is intended for many, rather than for few,

with an earnest hope of its utiHty in daily life. The
moans actually requisite to enable any person of fair

abilities and average education to become practically

^weather-wise' are much more readily attainable than

has been often supposed. With a barometer, two or

three thermometei^ some instructions, and an attentive

observation, not of instruments only, but the sky and

atmosphere, Meteorology may be utilised. T\w ^^ ord we
havejust used may be unavoidable occasionally, however
inconvenient in itself and in e2:pression. The term
applicable to that sublime science, which once included

even astronomy, is now much too com[)rehcnsive for its

modern application in general
j

although, indeed, an
Arago, a Herschel, a Kaemtz, or a Dov^ might justly
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2 VIEW OF THE WOULD

daimfor it, even now, as extensive a range as that com-

prehended by Aristotle.

From the philosophers' point of view— analysis of

highest order, pure inatheinatics, scientific chemistry,

electricity and magnetism, geuiogy and natural history,

are requisite, as their elaborate treatises show, and with

those invaluable works scientific readers usually are

conversant. This book is intended to be popular—
not necessarily superficial— but suited to the unprac-

tised and to the young, rather tlian to the experienced

and skilful, who do not need such information.

To &cilitate such objects, it seems advisable to

consider meteorologic conditions of our world as if we
looked do\\i\ on it from witliout. When a terrestrial

globe is before the eye, relative sizes, spaces, distances,

extensions in area, and depths, are less inaccurately

viewed. Islands, even our own, are no longer seen as it

were in perspective only, continents have their due share,

in the mind's eye, and oceans have their extensive

magnitude displayed. It was culculuted by one of the

most eminent physicists of our age, that the average

depth of great oceans may be about five miles ; that the

height of Indian or Aidatic and American ranges of

mountains reaches as tar above the sea level, and that,

on a sixteen-inch glol>e, a coat of ordinary varnish

would represent a depth equal to their height*

For reasons explained in a following chapter, it does

not appear probable that the air of our atmosphere, which

we can live in, extends so many miles upward as in

general may have been supposed. Fi'oni ten to twenty

seems a probable total of depth, and not too small for its

extent, as air ; while about seven miles seems to be the

* Sir John Ileracbel's ' Natural Philosophy/
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ATM08PBBBIC CONDITEONS

limit in which man can exist. It should be considered

that no one has ascended in a balloon much above the

highest mountain's summit level, that all aeronauts and

mountaineers are ^oniliar with successive horizontal

currents of air, alike neither in temperaturenor dryness

—in electridty, or other qualities (excepting chemically

as air), that clouds are passed through, and left below,

while only on rare occasions have any, and those

vet^y high ones, been distinguished actually above the

highest mountain summits. And when these £Eu^ts are

well weighed, we cannot demur to reason about hori-

zontal motions of air, as those of a fluid, gravitating

and therefore seeking equilibrium all around the globe

we inhabit.

To some persons, it has been found that this idea of

air having a level, horizontally, like water, and invariably

tending to equilibrium, as an aerial ocean, is somewhat

difficult at lirst— as is the reconcilement of ocean's sphe-

rical surface, with that which we are accustomed to call

levdy to b^inners in mensuration. Not only has air

every elastic and mobile quality indefinitely, while it is

fluid tending to equilibration, but, unlike water^ or most

liquids, it U compressible to the greatest degree, and in

proportion extremely exj)ansihle— facts to be kept con-

stantly in mind, as they will enter into the explanations

of many atmospheric conditions specified in following

chapters.

Having our world thus in view, as it were, with an
atrial ocean around it, in depth not exceeding a few
mUes, we are prepared to Consider the consequences of

heat, solar heat acting diurnally on the atmosphere as

our globe rotates. To this great and constant agency,

comUned with its absence^ o^ cddj and with unfiiil-

M s
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4 LUNAR INFLUENCE

ing gravitation, it is sufficient to ascribe all our atmo-

spheric conditions and changes, "without at present

drawing in any powerfiil lunar influence, or other

planetary relations.

It is remarkable that * Astro-meteorologists * and
^ Lunarists ' have not observed that their supposed

causes of weather must, if existent, affect entire zones

of our atmosphere, in diurnal rotation, instead of one

locality alone ; and that such results are not proved

by the facts observed.

That the moon, as well as, and probably much more
than, the suji, causes a tidal effect in air, due to gravi-

tation, cannot be doubted ; but as the solar heating

and electncal eaiises are very much greater, and act

powerfully on elastic, expansible, and mobile air, all

the effects caused by gravitation towards sun or moon
have been found, by repeated observation, to be so

greatly overborne or masked by recurring daily causes,

. immediately referable to solar heating, or electrical

action, as to be almost undistinguishable even at places

supposed to be most eligible for observation.

When persons who attribute changes of weather to

the moon are a.sked, ' What periods of a lunation of

four weeks are critical ?
' the reply is usually, * the

quarters—new and full moon espnecially—within two or

three days of either.' But any day in a lunation must

be within ' two or three ' days of a quarter, one way or

the other; therefore no satisfactory information can thus

be gained, and we remain bafiled.

Coincidences are much noticed, generally speaking;

and but few persons treat them as merely casual.

Having premii^ed thesegeneralconsi<U rations,it appears

suitable to take a view of o)>sen'ed tacts in connection
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nrsTBUHiarrs and hbthods 6

With the use of metcorologic instruments, or ' weather-

glasses ;
* and respecting indications of atnio.splieric

change, previous to continuinir the suhject of horizontal

movements or currents of air, with their results ; and

discussing methods, at present in application, for

utilising acquisitions derived from multitudinous and

very prolonged observ^ations of authorities, acknow-

ledged in practice, as well as in science.

Separated from the body of this work, in an Appendix,

are various special papers in some detail; a few small

tables, of frequent use in practical meteorology j
* and

some illustrative diagrams.

* WheroTer the word 'meteorological' wodtf be accepted, by most pev^

aoDS, the preeeot writer aaka leave to tiorim it, by two letten; as the poe-

iUei but alig^t^ iBcoBeetneu of doing 80, in a few infltancea^ boobm trifling

in oompariaon with the fice^uent coQTeiuenoe of abbrevialioii*
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CHAPTER II

MeteoTologic Instruments— Authorities available for Reference, and
for fully detailed Inforinntion — IJiirometers, Thermometers, and
Hygrometers, as Weather-Cihusses— Kaiu-Gages—Wind-Vanes—
Summaiy—Rulea—Action and Range— Scales— Indications—
The ChiefFeatoies—Instrumental Affbctions—Clouds—Aninuds

—

Signs—True BeiriDgi— Leivela

—

Kbw—Amiga TempentoNt.

In addition to a careful and judicious observation of

any natural indications easily available — especially

those of the atmosphere, as seen and felt, unassisted

by man's inventionB— but few, simple, and inexpensive

instruments are required for ordinary purposes— such

as occur to, and therefore concern, everybody. For

higlier objects, invcstiirations of a purely scientific

character, and the general duties of a regular obser-

vatory, extremely delicate, elaborate, correct, and con-

sequently expensive, mechanical aids are indispensable.

Such beautiful instniments as tliese ai-e familiar to

the meteorologist, but arc not requisite for genei^ use;

therefore we wiU here only advert to the specially de-

scriptive and useful catalogues, and other lists, now
readily available (in answer to letters and postage

st.'iinps), which contain not only correct dra'wangs of

every such instrument, ^vith thoroughly reliable descrip-

tions and directions, but their prices. In authentic

treatises also, even of high class, such as ^ Meteorology,'

by Sir John Herschel; tiie *Admiralty Manual,' edited



SPECIAL .nVTOBMATION— INSTRUMENTS 7

and partly written by him ; Sir Henry James's ^ Instruc-

tions;' Drew's 'Practical' book; Glaisher's, Walker's,

DaniulFs, and lluwurcl's wo^k^': there are such ample

and proved stores of information respecting tlie best in-

struments, that one need only remind the reader of them,

and pass on to the very few and cheap indispensable aids

in the study of weather.

Perhaps a laudable anxiety to ])e correct and sys-

tematic in making and recording meteorologic observa-

tions has induced the prevailing idea^baXexIrmeprecision

is all-important, and that observations should be very

numerous. Jn observatories, unquestionably, such should

be the rule; but to treat all localities, all observers, all

circumstances of time, climate, and opportunity, aUi^e,

and to require a similar registration fiiom eadi, would
indeed be Procrustean, while their application of very

refined instruments might be like cutting wood with

razors. Any kind of mercurial barometerj if fairly

made, well divided to hundredths of an inch (or to milli-

metres), with enough vacant space in its cistern to allow

the mCTCury to fietll sufficiently, and without air above

the column, may be used as a weather-glass, showing

pressure (or tension) of air around. Such an instru-

ment may cost from two to four pounds. Cheaper ones

are sold, even at ten shillings each; but they are un-

reliable. Aneroids (if occasionally compared) are ex-

cellent as barometers for weather indications.

Good thermometers, on porcelain scales that will

last, with legibility^ may now be obtained from the best

makers for a few shillings each. Cheap ones, a shilling

or two in price, are not trustworthy.

Two thermometers are requisite, — one to be fitted

with a water cup, and a piece of cotton or linen, to

show evaporation (as will be further noticed).
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8 DIRECTIONS OF WIND

A rain-gage may be had for one or two pounds, in

zinc or copper. It is an interesting and useful, but not

a necessary adjunct ev(*r}^where.

AV'iiid-vanes, or weathercocks, should not be tru.sted;

as they are seldom placed well or correctly. Sometimes

their letters are set according to true north (by pole

star) ; sometimes by a magnetic compass, having per^

Imps one, two, or three points of variation ; sometimes

.by guess, according to neither,— occasionally "sWth

variation allowed for the wrong way, and therefore

error doubled.

The sun's shadow at noon, a line toward him at

rising or setting, about the equinoxes, or a line toward

the pole stai\ will give true direction for a local bearing

circle, easy of construction on grass, or a wall, or even

a window-sill.

Directions of wind ought to be ascertained by observ-

ing the set, run, or horizontal movements of tlie lower

clouds, when possible. Next to them is smoke, as a

guide; but this may deceive, from local eddies of

wind, as much as an ill-placed wind-vane or a rusty

weathercock.

Movements of upper clouds should always be noticed

likewise; and when different from those of the lower, as

is often the case, notes should be made (as the wind will

shift toward their direction); but the registered wind

should be the lower or surface current

A barometer, for a weather-glass, should be placed

where it may be seen at anytime, in a good light, at the

eye level : and it should be set regularly, at least twice

a day.

An explanatory card and a Manual should be acces-
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BAB0BCETEB8 AND THEBMOHBTBBS 9

Bible near the barometer, and should be carefully

studied by the inexperienced.

In an anert)i(l, a metiillic, or a wheel barometer, the

motion of the hand corresponds to tliat of mercury in

an independent instrument; but such mbstitviiea should

be occasionally verified by comparison.

The average height of the barometer, in England, at

the sea Jerel, is about 29*95 inches; and tlie average

temperature ofair in low situations, exposed, but shaded,

is nearly 50 degrees. (In the parallel of London.)

In order to compare a barometer with others, at

different pUices, each should be reduced, by allowances

proportioned to elevation above the sea, and fur re-

spective temperatures.

For each hundred feet the barometer is above the

mean sea level, add one tenth * of an inch to the observed

height
;
and, for close comparison, when desired, siihtract

three hundredths of an inch for each ten degrees which

the attached thermometer shows above 32°; or add

proportionally hd(nB the freezing point. (Round num*
bers are used here.)

The thermometer is usually about one degree lower

for eacli three hundred feet of its elevation a1>ore about

iifty feet from the ground : but this varies locally.')'

In general, wind appears to affect barometers more
than rain; and temperature is influenced by the direction

of wind, prevailing or coming, more than by time of day

or night ; or even by state of sky (while unexposed to

radiaHon).

• +0109 to +0-101 of «a inch.

t Depaoding on cuirents of tur, or wind, diynesa or moistuiOy and nduitiofii.

It 10 Y«i7 uncertain and TariaUc
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10 BAROMETRIC SUMMARY

Tiir Baromt'tf.r hises

for northerly wind

(includisg from north^westi by
the northf to the eastward),

for diy, or leas wet weather, for

less wind, or Ibr more than one

of these changes :^
Except on a few occjiwions when

rain (or snow) comes from llio

northward with strong wind.

For change of wind towards any

of the above directions :—
A Thermometer falls.

The BAnoMKT! It falls

for southerly wind

(Including from south-east, by

the sauthf to the westward),

for wet weather, for stronger

wind, or for more than one of

these changes :
—

Except on a few occasions when

modcrdtc wind with rain (orsnow)

comes from the northward.

For change ofwind towards the

upper ofthe above directions :—
A Thermombieb rises.

Moisture, or dampness, in the air (shown by a hygrometer) increases

before or with rain, fog, or dew.

On haromcter scales tlie follow- I And the following nummary
ing contractions may be useful in I may be useful generally in any

Horth latitude : —

WSt FROM

N.Ed.

FOR FOR
FOR FOR

N.ELT S.WLT
COLD WARM

mw.-m^e

DRY WET DRY WET

OR OB
OR OR

LESS MOBE LESS MORE

WIND. WIND. WIND. WIND.

EXCEPT EXCEPT EXCEPT

WET FROM
0

N.Ed.

latitude :—

WBT FROM

COOLER SIDE.

WET FROM

COOLEn SIDE.

In other ktitudes substitute the word South, or Southerly, or South-

ward, for North, &c.
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ACTION OF.BAROMBTBB 11

Familiar as the practical use of weather-glasses is, at

sea as well as on knd, only those who have long watehcd

tlic'ir indications, and compared tliem carefully, are

really able to conclude more than that the rising glass *

usuaU/y foretells less wind or rain, a falling barometer

more rain or wind, or bodi; a high one fine weather,

and a low the contrary. But useful as these general

conclusions are in most cases^ they are sometimes erro-

neous, and then remarks may be rather hastily made
tending to discourage the inexperienced.

By attention to the following observations (the results

of many years' practice and many persons* experience)

any one not accustomed to use a barometer may do so

without much dificulty.

A barometer shows wheth^ the air is getting lighter

or heavier, or is remaining in the same state. The
quicksilver falls as air becomes lighter, rises as it

becomes heavier, and remains at rest in the glass tube

while the air is unchanged in weight (tension, or pres-

sure every way). Air presses on eveiything within

about «ten miles of the world's surfiice, like a much
lighter ocean, at the bottom of which we live— not

feeling its weighty because our bodies ai*e full of air,f

hut fe( ling its currents, the winds. Towards any place

hooi which the air has been drawn by suction,^ air

presses with a Ibrce or weight of nearly fifteen pounds

on a square inch of suHace. Such a pressure holds a

limpet to the rock, when, by contracting itself, the fish

has made a place without air ^ under its shell. Another
^^milifti* instance is that of a fly which walks on the

ceiling with fbet diat suck and stick.

* GlaM, barometer, <wImihw^ mercury, quickrilvw, cnr liand.

t Or ataioepherey fhe atmoeplMde iaad which we hrealhe.

t Or exhaiistioo. i A Tacnnin.
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12 WATER BABOMETEB— SCALES

The barometer tube, emptied of air, and Med with

pure mercury, is turned down into a cup or dstem

containinir tlie same fluid, which, feeling the weight of

air, is so pressed by it as to balance a cohimn of about

thirty inches (more or less) in the tube, where no air

presses on the top of the column.

If a long pipe, closed at one end only, were emptied

of air, filled with water, the open end kejjt in water, and

the pipe held npriiilit, the water w^ould rise in it nearly

twenty-eight feet.* In this way water barometers have

been made. A proof of this effect is shown by any

well with a sucking pump, up which, as is commonly

known, the water will l ise aljout twenty-seven feet, by

what is called suction, which is, in &ct, the pressui*e of

air toward an empty space.

The toords on formerly devised scales of baro-

meters should not be so much regarded for weather

indications as the height and rising or falling of the

mercury; for, if it stand at changeable (29*50), and

then rise towards fair (30*00), it presages a change of

wind or weather, ^ough not so great as if the mercury

had risen higher; and, on the contrary, if the mercury

stand above fair^ and then fiiU, it presages a cha?if/e^

though not to so great a degree as if it had stood lower

:

besides which, neither the direction, nor force of wind,

nor elevation above the sea level, are in any way noticed

on such scales: which seem to have been calculated

for an averane elevation of about 400 feet above the

sea, to suit inland localities.

It is not from the point at which the mercury may
stand that we are alone to form a judgement of the state

of the weather, but also from its rising or falling^ and

« iVaciMdl^y o^-ing: to air, and meeluuuoil dilBcultiei^ which preyent a

riM to near thirty feet (aa oftea aaBomed).
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BANQE— VBRNIEB— TIIE&MOMETBBS 13

from the movements of immediately preceding days as

well as hours, keeping in mind effects of change of

direction^ and dryness or moisture, as well as altera-

tion of force (or strength) of wind.

The barometer is said to be falling when the mercury

in the tube is sinking, at which time its upper sur&ce

(if large and not well bailed) is sametimes concave or

hollow; or when the hand (see page 9) moves to the

left. Tlie barometer is risimj when the mercurial

column is lengthening, its upper surface being convex

or rounded ; or when the hand moves to the right.

In temperate climates, toward the higher latitudes,

the quicksilver ranges, or rises and falls, nearly three

inches — namely, between about thirty inches and nine-

tenths (30*9), and less than twenty-eight inches (28*0)

on extraordinary occasions: but the usual range is fsom

about thirty inches and a half (30'5) to about twenty-

nine inches. Xear the T.ine, or in equatorial places, tlic

range is but a few tenths, except in storms, when it

eometimes falls even to twenty-seven inches.

The sliding-scale (vernier) divides tenths into ten

parts each, or hundredths of an inch» The number of

divisions on a vernier exceeds, or is less than that in

an e(^ual space of the iixed scale, by one.

By a thermometer the weightof air is not shown. No
air is within it. But the bulb is full of mercury, which

contracts by cold or expands with hejit— according to

which effects the thread of metal in the small tube is

drawn down or pushed up so many degrees, and thus

shows temperature.*

When a thermometer has a piece of linen or muslin

* Thirty-two dogreea is the point at which fresh water hrg-ius to freeze,

or ice to thaw. Salt water fs^um at twenty-eight degreoa, if quite stilly and

aocesaihle to air.
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14 THEBMOMBTEB

tied loosely round the bulb, wetted enough, by a strip or

thread cl4)})lng into a cup of water, to keep it damp^ it

"will show less heat than a dry one, in proportion to

moisture in the air and quickness of drying.* In very

damp weather, with or before rain, fog, or dew, two

such thermometers will be nearly alike.f

For ascertaining the dryness or moisture of air, the

readiest and surest method is the comparison of two

verified thermometers—one dry, the oiharjiust moistened,

and kept so. Cooled by evaporation as much as the

state of the air admits, the moist (or wet) bulb thermo*

meter shows a temperature nearly equal to that of the

other one, when the atmosj)here is extremely damp or

moist ; but lower at other times— in proportion to the

dryness of air, and consequent evaporation— as fiar as

twelve or fifteen degrees in this dimate; twenty or

even more elsewhere. From three to eight degrees of

difference is usual in L^ngland, and about seven is

considered healthy for inhabited rooms. These ther-

mometers should be near each other, but not within

three inches.|

The thermomet^ fixed or attached to a barometer

(intended to be used only as a weather-glass) shows tlie

temperature of air about it nearly^ but does not show

the temperature of mercury icithin exactly. It does

so, however, near enough for ordmaiy practical purposes

—provided that neither sun, nor fire, nor lamp heat is

allowed to act on the instrument />^/?'//a//y.

^lercury in the cistern and tube being affected by

cold or heat, makes it advisable to consider this when

• Evapomtioo.

t Their difference, subtracted from the lower, or moistened one, gives

the DEW POINT (nonrly)—when hetw^een about 70° and 40°.

X See notes on Meteorologic Telegmphy, in Appendiz, on this subject
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BABOMBTRIC INDICATIONS 15

endeavoaring to foretell coming weather by variation

of the colimm, and indispensable when making com-

parisons with otlier instruiucnts, or for science.

Briefly, the barometer shows weight, tension, or

pressure of air; the thermometer, heat and cold, or

temperature; and the wetted thermometer, compared

with a dry one, the degree of moisture or dampness.*

It should always be reineml)C'red that the state of

the air foretells coming weather, rather than indicates

weather that is present (an invaluable fact too often

overlooked)—that the longer the time between the signs

and the change foretold by them, the longer such altered

weather will last; and, on the contrary, the less the

time between a warning and a change, the shorter will

be the continuance of such predicted weather.

To know the state of the atmosphere, not only baro«

meterand thermometers should be watched, but ((/'jfeav"

ances of the sky should be yi^^ilantly noticed, invariably.

If a barometer has been about its ordinary height

(say near thirty inches at the am level)^^ and is steady^

or rising— while the thermometer falls, and dampness

becomes less— north-westerly, northerly, or north-

easterly wind, or less wind, less rain or snow, may
be expected.

On the contrary, if a fall takes place, with a rising

ihermometer and increased dampness, wind and rain

* The two ihiu comlibed, maldiig a (Maaon) hygrometer ; fn whicli^

however, aome Idnda of hair, giatty or seaweed may he a aubatitate, though

Tety inferior.

t It diffeni, or etands lower, about tho tenth of an inch for each hundred

feet of heiijht directly upwanlf, or vcrtieally, abi)vo tho sea ; its average

height bt inLT 20 0o inches at tho mean f^oa levi l in England on the London
parnllt'l ol' latitude ; which heitrht maybe calltd 'par ' for that h'vel. Allow-

ances should therefore bo made fur barometers on hi},di land or in buildings;

each different elevation having its own (normal) lino of prujj^sure, or par

heighL
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16 TEMl'EBATUBE— BAROMETIUC HEIGHTS

may be expected from the south-eastward, southward,

or south-westward.

In winter, a considerable fiiU, with rather low ther-*

mometer (from 30* to 40**) foretells snow.

Exceptions to these rules occur when nortliorly

winds with wet (rain, hail, or snow) are impending,

before which a barometer often rises (on account of

the direction of the coming wind alone), and deceives

persons who, from that sign only (the rising), expect

i'uir weatiier in/ mediate! f/»

When the barometer is rather below its ordinary

height (say down to near twenty-nine inches and a half

at the sea levd\ a risemay foretell less wind, or a change

in its direction, toward the northward, or less wet

;

l)Ut when it has been very low, say about twentv-nine

inches, the £rst rising usually precedes or indicates

strong wind, at times heavy squalls, from the north-

westward, northward, or north-eastward, after which

violence a gradually rising glass foretells improving

weather, if the thenuonieter falls. But if warmth

continue, probably the wind will back (shift against the

sun),, and more southerly or south-westerly wind will

follow
;
especiaUy if the barometer rise has been sudden,

and considerable, or if it is unsteady.

The most dangerous shifts of wind, or the heaviest

northerly gales, happen soon after the barometer f^rst

rises from a very low point; or, if the wind veers

gradually^ at some short time afterwards, although with

a rising glass.

Indications of approaching change of wcatlier, and the

direction and force of winds, are shown much less by
the height of the barometer than by its fidling or rising

— yet a height of more than thirty (30 0) inches (at

the level of the sea) \a indicative of line weatiier and
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BAROMETBIC MOTIONS 17

moderate winds ;
except from east to north, occasionally^

whence it may blow strongly, even with a high glass,

for a time.

A rapid rise of the barometer mdicates unsettled

weather; a slow movement of some duration, the con-

trary \ as does likewise a steady barometer; which, when
continued, and with dryness, foretellB very iBne weather,

lasting for some time.

A rai)id and considerable fall is a sign of stormy wea-

ther and rain (or snow). Alternate rising and sinking,

or oscillation, always indicates unsettled and disagreeable

weather.

The greatest depressions of the barometer are with

gales from SE., S., or SW. ; the greatest elevations with

wind from NW., N., or NE., or with calm.

Though the barometer generaUy &lls for a southerly,

and rises for a northerly wind, the contrary sometimes

occurs ; in which cases, the southerly wnnd is usually

dry vrith fine weather, or the northerly wind is violent

and accompanied by rain, snow, or hail; sometimes

with lightning.

When the barometer sinks considerably, muc h wind,

rain (jK^rhaps with hail), or snow, will follow, witli or

^vntliout lightning. The wind will be from the northward
if the thermometer is low (for the season), from the

southward if the thermometer is high. Occasionally a

low glass is followed or attended by lightning only j wiiile

a storm is beyond the horizon,

A sudden fall of the barometer, with a westerly wind,
is occasionally followed by a violent storm from NW*
or N. to NE.

If a gale sets in from tlie eastward, and the y^ind

veers by tlie S., the barometer will continue falling

until a marked change is near, when a lull may occur;

c
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18 THRBB FBIHCIFAIi CAUSES

after which the gale will soon be renewed, perhaps

siiddoiily and \ioleiitly, iind the veering of the "wind

towards the NW., N., or NE., will be indicated by a

rising of the barometer with a &II of the thermometer.

Three causes (at least), appear specially to affect a

barometer :*

—

First The direction of tlie wind—the NE. wind
tending to raise it most, the SW. to lower it the most
and wind from points of the compass between them, pro-

portionally as they ai'e nearer one or the other extreme

point.

NE. and SW. may therefore be called the wind's

poles (as Doy6 suggested).

The range, or difference of height shown, due to

cliange of direction only^ from one of these bearings to

the other (supposing strength or force, and moisture, to

remain the same), amounts in these latitudes to about

half an inch (as read off).f

Second, The amount—taken by itself—of vapour,

moisture, wet, rain, or snow, in the wind, or current of

air (direction and strength remaining the same), seems

to cause a change amounting, in an extreme case, to

about half an inch.

Third. The strength or force alone of wind, from any

quarter (moisture and direction being unchanged), is

preceded, or foretold, by a fall or rise, according as the

strength will be greater or less, ranging, in an extreme

case, to more than two inches.

Hence, supposing the three causes to act together, in

extreme cases, the height would vary from near thirty-

one inches (SO'90) to a.bout twenty-seven inches (27*00),

• Electricftl efTects aro yot too little dctpmiineJ, hsawevGi evident,

t Very ioipoiiUuit, but too ueldom cooBiderod*
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DsSTiiUMENTAL ANOMALIES 19

which has happened, though rarely (and even in trojxical

latitudes).

In general, the three causes act much less strongly,

and are less in accord; so that ordinary varieties of

weatlier occur much more frecjuently than extreme

changes.

Another remarkable peculiarity is— that the wind

usually appears to veer, shift, or go round vnth the sun

(right-handed, or from left to right),* and that when
it does not do so, or backs, more wind or bad weather

may be expected, instead of improvement, after a short

intervaL

A barometer begins to rise considerably before the

conclusion of a gale, sometimes even at its coramence-

inent. Although it falls lowest before liigh A\nii(ls. it

frequently sinks veiy much before heavy rain. The
barometer £alls, but not always^ on the approach of

thunder and lightning.f Before and during the earlier

part of settled weather it usually stands hi«^b, and is

stationary', the air being dry.

Instances of fine weather with a low glass occur,

however rarely, but they are always preludes to a

duration of wind or rain, if not both.

After very warm and eabn weather, a sqiuill, or

storm with rain, may follcnv; like^vise at any time

when the atmosphere is heated much above the usual

temperature of the season; and when there is, or

• With wattrh-bauds in the northern hemisphere, but the contrary in

S. iMuie, lliiay howovw, ii onl^r apparent ; the wind is actually cir*

cnktiDg in the eontray directiosi : as a circle> or curcular figure, turned

horisoiitaUy, while moved acioas a map or chart, will explain better than

wor<l8.

t Thunder clouds rirfng from north-ea.'stn-ard, ajrainat the tropical wind, do
not usually cause a fall of the baromoteri because they are in an advancing

pdar current.

c 2
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20 IN8TBUMENTAL AFFECTIONS

recently has been, mach electric (or magnetic) disturb-

auce in the atinospliere.

Allowance should invariably be made for the pre-

vious state of the glasses during same days^ as well as

some hours, becaaae their indicationa mayU affected by
distant causes, or by changes close at hand. Some of

those clianges may occur at a greater or less distance,

iiiilueucmg neighbouring regions, but not visible to each

observer whose barometer feels their effect.

There may be heavy rains or violent winds beyond

tlie horizon and the \'iew of an observer, by which his

instmments may be affected considerably, though no

particular change of weather occurs in his immediate

locality.

It may be repeated that, the longer a change ofwind
or weather is foretold before it takes phice, the longer

the presaged weather will last
;
and, conversely, the

shorter the warning, the less time whatever causes

the warning, whether wind or a £b11 of rain or snow,

will continue.

Sometimes severe weather from the southward, 7iot

lasting Umg^ may cause no great fall, because foHowed

by a duration of wind from the northward ; and at

times the barometer may fall with northerly winds and
fine weather, apparently against these rules, because a

continuance of southerly wind is about to follow. By
such changes as these one may be misled, and calamity

may be the consequence, if not duly forewarned.

It is not by any means intended to discourage atten-

tion to what is usiijiUy called ' weather "vvisdom.' On
the contrary, every prudent person will combine ob-

servation of the elements with such indications as he

may obtain from instruments; and will find that the

more accurately the two sources of foreknowledge are
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WEATHER WISDOM SI

compared and combined, the more satis&ctory their

results will prove.

A few of the more marked signs of weather,

useful alike to seaman, farmer, and gardener, are the

following :—
Whether dear or cloudy, a rosy sky at sunset

presages fine weather ; a sickly-looking, greenish hue,

wind and rain; a dark (or Indian) red, rain ; a red sky

in the morning, bad weather or much wind (perhaps

rain) ; a grey sky in the morning, hne weather ; a high

dawn, wind ; a low dawn, &ir weather.*

Soft-looking or delicate clouds foretell fine weather,

^th moderate or light breezes
; hard-edged oily-

looking clouds, wind. A dark, gloomy blue sky is

windy, but a light, bright blue sky indicates iine

weather. Generally, the softer clouds look the less

wind (but perhaps more rain) may be expected, and the

harder, more ' greasy,' rolled, tufted, or ragged, the

stronger the coming wind will prove. Also— a bright

yellow sky at sunset presages wind, a pale yellow wet:

therefore by the prevalence and kind of red, yellow,

or other tints, the coming weather may be foretold very

nearly ;
indeed, if aided by instruments, almost exactly.

Small inky-looking clouds foretell rain
;

light scud

clouds driving across heavy masses showwind and rain;

but if alone may indicate wind only.

High upper clouds crossing the sun, moon, or stars,

in a direction different from that of the lower clouds,

or the wind then felt below, foretell a change of

wind toward their direction^f

• A * high dawn ' is when the first indicntion.s of daylijfht are seen alwvo

a bank of clouds. A ' low dawn ' is when Hut day breaks on or near the

liariioii, the first ttreaks of light being very low doi!\'n.

t In ilw tropics, or legions of trade nindi^ there ia generally an upper
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CLOUDS— APPEARANCES

After fine clear weather, the first signs m tlic sky, of

a coming cliange, are usually light streaks, curls, wisps,

or mottled patches of white distant clouds, which in-

crease, and are followed by an overcasting of murfy
vapour that grows into cloudiness. This appearance,

more or less oily or watery, as wind or rain will prevail,

is an inikliible sign.

Usually, the higher and more distant such clouds

seem to be, the more gradual, but general, the coming
change of weather will prove.

Tvight, delicate, quiet tints or colours, ^v\th soft un-

defined forms of clouds, indicate and accompany fine

weather; but unusual or gaudy hues, with hard,

definitely outlined clouds, foretell rain, and probably

strong i^nnd.*

Mist}' clouds forming, or hanging on heights, show wind

and rain coming, if they remain, increase, or descend.

If they rise, or disperse, the weather will im{nx>ve or

become fine.

A\'li( n sea-birds fly out early, and far to seaward,

moderate T\nnd and fair weather may be expected.

A\nien they hang about the land, or over it, sometimes

flying inland, expect a strong wind with stormy weather.

As many creatures besides birds are affected by the

approach ot" rain or wind, such indications should not be

slighted by an observer who wishes to foresee weather,

or compare its variations.

There are other signs of a coming change in the

Av eather known less generally than may be desirable, and

and counter current of air, with xery light clouds, wliicli is not an indication

of any approaching chang". In middlf* liititudos njiju r cnmiit'* nro not

often evident, except before n change of AVf.illi. r, Inin;,' irtMu rally iiiore or

less pohir, and therefore dry, ht cuuac their vapour, tmcvtuiiv^ied, us invisible,

• Sec Clouds— iu Appendix.
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8I6K8 OF WEATHER 23

therefore worth notice; such as, when birds of lonp^

flight—rooks, swallows, or others—hang about home,

and fly up and down, or low, rain or wind may be

expected. Also when animals seek sheltered places,

instead of q>reading o^er their nsnal range—when pigs

carry straw to their sties—when smoke from chimneys

does not ascend readily (or straight upwards during

calm)— an unfavoumble change is probable.

Dew is an indication of fine weather, so is fog.

Neither of these two formations occur under an overcast

sky, or when there is much wind. One sees fog oeca-

sionally rolled away, as it were, by wind, but seldom or

neverformed while it is blowing.

Remarkable clearness of atmosphere near the horizon

—distant objects, such as hills, unusuallyvisible, or raised

(by refraction)*—and what is called ' a good hearing

day'—^may be mentionedamong signs of wet, ii' not wind,

to be expected.

More than usual twinkling of the stars, indistinctness

or apparent multiplication of the moon's horns, haloes,

' ^\ind-dogs,' f and the rainbow, are more or less sig-

niflcant of increasing wind, ii* not approaching rain, with

or without wind.^

Near land, in sheltered harbours, in valleys, or over

low ground, there is usually a marked diminution of

wind, during part of the night, and a dispersion of

clouds. At such times an eye on an overlooking height

may see an extended body of vapour below (rendered

* Much TCfinetion is a ago of etsteily wind, Teering fouChwaid.

t FngmentB or pieces (as it were) of ninbo^ (scnnetimeB called 'wind-

galls seen on detnched douds.

X Hetnarkable clearness is a bod sign. The ^ young moon with the old

moon in her anns ' (Bums, Herschel, and others) is a sign of bad weather

in the temperate zones ur middle latitudee (piobabl^i because the air is

then exceedinglj transparent).
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24 TBU£ BEAEmOS— SHIFTS OE WIND

visible by the cooling of night) which seem to check

the wind.

The dryness or dampness of the air^ and its tempera-

turc (fur the season), should ahcays be considered, tcith

other indications of change, or continuance, of wind and

weather.

On land, generally, there is more difficulty in ascer-

taining the real direction of the wind, in practice, than

there is at sea, where sails, or a vane and a compass are

always at hand, uninfluenced by heights or eddy winds.

Some persons notice smoke, others clouds (seldom

going with the local wind, below, though generally

correct as res{)ects the prevailing wind), some mark

the vane or weathercock, wliile only a few of the very

numerous general observers know how their points of

reference bear by the world (or map) or even by a

magnetic needle, of which the variation is still less often

known within a point of the compass (if indeed under'

stood).

Observers should be advised to mark a true E«

and W. line, about the time of the equinox, hy the sun

at risinir or setting, and by it give their bearings or

directions of wind. And thev should take its direction

from that of the lower clouds (when they are not veiy

distant), compared with that of vanes and smoke, in

preference to any other indication.

^luch more cjtre is required in noticing the veering,

backing, sliift, turn, or gyration of the wind, than has

usually been thought necessary. Very rarely has the

way the wind toent round been noticed in ordinary

registers, though of material consequence.

These shiftings or veerings of wind— being caused,

generally, by the progression of circuits or cyclonic

movements of the atmosphere, which succeed or coun-
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8TANDABD LEVEL— WBATHEB-QLASSES U

tmict each other, variously impinging against air at

rest, or moving differently— require much attention,

especially inforecasts of weather.

With respect to the ' normal ' levels, or lines, or baro-

metric heights (namely, the means— Bbave and below

which instraments range, at places of various elevations),

often, indeed generally, used on the continent of Europe

— it may be repeated that our word ' par ' may be a

synonym for use: thus (say) twenly-four hundredths

(or whatever it may be) above or below par.

Wherever practicable, the vertical difference between

any such level, and that of the ocean, should be ascer-

tained, as each ten feet of rise lowers the barometer about

eleven thousandths of an inch.* This sea level should

be that of the ocean itself, at half tide— a mean level

which shoukl be the universal standard of reference

throughout the globe
j varying less than any other.

^Weather-glasses' wereused even before the eighteenth

century.f Among others, De Foe watchedand registered

them in 1703 (see his account of * The Great Storm *)

;

but it is an instance of the necessity for repent'uKj infor-

matiou, that, generally speaking, even now so little com-

plete use is made of these instruments, however inex-

pensive, fiuniliar, and common they have become.

As all these barometric instruments often, if not usu-

ally, show what may be expec ted a day or even days in

advance, rather than the weather of the present or next

few hours, and as wind, or its direction, affects them

much more than rain or snow, due allowance should

always be made for days as well as for hours to come.

J

* Through a few hundred feet Terticalljr^ at about 50° average tem-

perature.

t Torricelli inTented the barometep in 1643.

X See < Wlnd-Oiuroiits ' subseqiMntly.
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KEW VBBIPIGATION— ABEBOm

Marked distinction is advisable between such instru-

nients, observations, and instructions as arc intended

only for indicatmg changes of weather or its duration,

and those of a superior kind reqiiired for comparisons

and elaborate deductions for scientific purposes.

To know whether a tube with mercury has been well

boiled (as it is called) by holding and tiirniii<^ it over a

charcoal iire, it is unnecessary to watch the tedious

process. Subsequent examination of the metal in the

glass tube, with a lens, and its ^ click ' at the top of the

tube, ^ve unfailing evidences of the presence or

absence of air (whether boiled or otherwise pre[)ared).

To verify the graduation thoroughly, not a few casual

heights only (by comparison with another barometer),

artificial pressure or exhaustion must be obtained, by

placing the instrument under the receiver of an aii-

pump.
This is done at Kew Meteorologic Observatory very

completely; and it is necessary for accurate scientific

barometers, though not for mere weather-glasses.

While saying so much of the mercurial barometer, it

would be an injustice to the Aneroid not to mention that

fourteen years' experience of this small and very portable

barometer— at sea, on land, and travelling—has in-

duced its high recommendation (when set properly) as

an excellent weather-glass for small vessels or boats.

Annexed is a table of average temperatures between

8 and 9 o'clock A.M., near London, which may be

used (with allowance for ordinary differences between

Greenwich temperatures and others) to assist in foretell-

ing the direction and nature of coming wind and

weather.

The thermometer (shaded and in open air) whenmuch
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hiijher^ between 8 and 9 a.m., than the average^ indi-

cates southerly or westerly wind (tropical) ; but when

considerably lower, the reverse or northerly (polar)

currents of air.

These indications are not yet so generally fimuliar as

they ought to become, being easily marked, and very

useful, practically.

The average temperatures at Greenwich, in the shade

and open air, between 8 and 9 A.M., are nearly the

mean tempercUure of each twenty-four hours, taking the

year tlirouirh, around London
;

and, with allowance

for the differences between the means of Greenwich tem-

peratures and those of other places, they may be taken

for the British Islands, generally, as foUows, for about

the middle of

Jannaiy . 37** Jiily . . 02°

Febmazy . 39° August

.

. 61°

March . . 41° September . 57°

April . . 46° October . 50°

May . 53* November . . 43°

June . 59° December . 89°

and proportionally between each such middle period.*

• TliiB Mef abstract is token from Mr. OlaUlier'a elaborate and exteneive

tables of temperature, which were prepared from records of more than half a
oentmy of Oreenwich observatioiiia.
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Wind-Charts — Siinultanoou.s Observations — Synoptic Charts—
Beaufort Notation— I'ractico at Observatories— Liverpool and

Gfeeivwicli— GTiatioii of Wind— Definifee Subjects.

Besides the meteorologic instruments wc liave specified

as indispensable, some of a better kind, and many for

different objects, are used at Observatories, or by ama-

teurs who can afford time and expense.

Barometers of various kinds, standard, self-register-

ing, and mountain; various kinds of thermometers, some

most delicate, some for extreme heat, others ibr the

greatest degrees of cold (many being self-registering);

actinometers for measuring the sun's heat, and ozono-

meters— are employed: hydrometers are used at sea,

and hyp^rometers cverjnvhere. Of these, on Kegnault's,

Danieli's, or Mason's plan of construction, tlie most

satis&ctory, for ordinary purposes, is that of Mason,

being simple, easily made, used, and recorded, while

quite accurate if carefully employed.*

Hydrometers have been in extensive use during the

last few years in all oceans, with the resulting conclusion,

that sea water is of very nearly the same dennly, and

equal in saltness, throughout the general expanse of each

ocean and the larger seas, only differing by a few pai-ts

(say ten to twenty) in one thousand and thirty, near the

• See Memorandum in Meteorologic Telegraphy— Appendix.
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mouths of large rivers, or in those rainy regions where

at times the whole sur&ce of the sea is freshened by
recent heavy rains. DisUUed water hemg taken as the

unit, or as 1000 grains, the heaviest sea water yet tried

has been 1'040, or 1040 (equal parts) in the Red Sea

and Indian Archipelago, the average 1*027, and the

lightest, at sea, 1*012, or 1012 grains.

Ozonometers havebeen varionslyconstmcted and tried,

but no clear and consistent results have yet been obtained

by ordinary observers, so much individual tact is es-

sentiid to dealing satisfactorily with the test papers

and their alterations. Yariataons of light, draught, time,

and paper, may cause changes attributed only to ozone,

and there are no reliable means of checking them.

Hitherto the general conclusion appears to be that

ozone prevafls at sea, and that when much noticed over

land it is daring sea-winds, and at places most swept

by them, as high ground near an ocean.

It is coincident with healtliy winds—and is supposed

to be a modification or combination of oxygen with

gases exhaled from the sea, especially chlorine acid gas.

It has a tanning quality, and a slightly sulphurous smell.

Rain-gages,* or pluviameters, have been tiied of

many sizes and at various elevations. A ])reference is

now given to those of rather small size, either on the

ground, or but a few feet above its surfece. Some are

fitted with graduated glasses, others have dipping tubes,

graduated artificially ; which are very convenient,

though not quite so reliable, under all the possible

conditions, as those which have independent measuring

glasses.

AVind-gages have been tried;— that by Lind—also a

* Someirrite 'guage/ othen 'gauge;^ Biaiide prefen 'gise.'—

'Chfliiiiiia])ictiooM7.'
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modification of it bv Sir W. Snow Harris— and the

well-kno^vn pressure-plate; but these seem to yield only

partial, if not equivocal, results. The beautiful cup and

dial anemometer (due to Bofainson chiefly, if in some

degree suggested by Beaufort or Edgeworth) is more

ai^proved, ul'ter havingbeen tried experimentally tlu-ou«'k

several years of exposure.

The principle of the cups employed with Osier's self-

registering machinery, improved and simplified at Eew,*
is one of those facts of nature that are such prizes when
discovered.

Dr. Robinson showed (in the ' Transactions of the

Irish Academy' ) that a current of air is opposed by a
concave hemisphere, one-fourth more than ])y a convex

one of the same size. Thence experimental trials and

mathematical reasoning induced him to adopt the

arrangement now general
;
namely, four hemispherical

cups, on horizontal arms, revolving on a friction roUered

axis, at a known proportional rate one-third slower than

the passa^xe of air or wind current. Hence velocity,

and, from it, pressure, are readily calculated.f

The compact self-registering apparatus now well

arranged, and proved by trials of some years at distant

stations (Hali&x and Bermuda as well as in England),

indicates direction as well as vek)city of wind, and

requires attention only once a day. But it is expensive,

from 50^. to 70/. being the cost.

The small cup and dial anemometer, as made by
Mr. Adie, may be obtained for about 3/.

Yet, excellent as these well-devised instruments ai-e,

the practical, and now common, mode of estimating

force of wind by arbitrary scale, ranging from 0=:a

calm, to 12 ssa hurricane, isfound generally sufficient for

* Bj Mr. Becklej. f Diractioiis and Tabka in Appendix.
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descriptive purposes; and it is surprising how closely

practised observers agree in such estimations. All

honour to Beaufort, who used and introduced this

succinct method of approximate estimation by scale,

expressed in numbers instead of vague words, about

the beginning of this century. By the kindness of liis

family, we have themnow before us, in the log of H.M.S.
^ Woolwich ' in his own handwriting, dated 1805«

Being provided with the most requisite instruments,

and having a sufficient acquaintance with their prac-

tical use, our attention is necessarily drawn to a con-

sideration of the best sjrstem of making and registering

observations, however few or many.
Everj^one who has interested himself in meteorology

is aware of the dlMculty, delay, and annoyance caused

by varie^ of scales used, by want of accordance in times

of observation, by difference of language, and by the

expense, as well as trouble, if not labour, of extensive

intercommunication.

It seems hopeless to expect unanwnty where habits and

climates are so various. To break through accustomed

ways and adopt others is always more or less irksome,

if not inconvenient ; and perhaps such sacrifice will

be less necessary if certain general principles can find

&ivour by their own merit, and may be more commonly
established.

First. Asto the variety of scales.

Excellent as the centesimal division is theoretically,

and deservedly cherished on the continent of Europe,

the fact is that America, India, and Australia do not use

it on their iostruments (excepting those of a very few

scientific men, widely separated).

Fahrenheit's scale is so popular that neither Heaumur's,
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nor even the centigrade, can easily displace it in general

estimation; but tables for their conversion are very

common: and this first cause of discordance, namely,

variety of scales (including all those used forbarometers),

may be now almost irremediable.

Double scales on one instrument add to expense, and

are liable to cause occasional errors in reading off; but

ifan international scale should ever be deemed advisable,

such a graduation might be added to all instruments, in

addition to each respective national scale.

Secondly. The want of accordance in times of

observation has been much felt, but might be consider-

ably remedied in future arrangements.

There are certain special hours, agreed on by all who
are considered authorities in meteorology, and some of

these might be preferred as most eligible.

It seems to be a mistake to seek for more than a

limited degree of observation for general purposes of

extensive cooi)eration. Loading the mind, as well as

shelves, with overwhelming accumulations of facts, only

causes dbtaste, if not oppression, even among the most

zealous ; and then the progress of science suffers among
its misdirected, though earnest, votaries.

Broad distinction might be made between such minute

and frequently repeatcMl olj.scrvations as are requiivd lor

special or local objects, and those which are wanted ibr

elucidating the greater outlines of nature's laws, or for

knowledge of weather. Time may be wasted, great

trouble and |)Jiins misa[)|Jicd, by unavailing re])etitions,

or unnecessai*iiy minute niceties in reading ofi^ recording,

and redudng general observations. In consequence of

the unwearied investigations of able men, especially at

regular observatories, it is now known that there are

certain hours in every place at which the temperature is
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nearly an average, or mean^ a maximum or a minimum,

day by day; and these, hours might be chosen for

observations of a general or extensive character, in co-

0])eratioii with others elsewhere.

In tropical latitudes, tlie barometric maxima are about

9 o'clock, and the minima between 3 and 4. But in

middle latitudes, or near the poles, no such regularity

occurs (except very rardy during the finest and most

settled weather); therefore preeise time for readiiiL'" off a

barometer is of far less cousequeuce than frequency of

observation ; because, to compare with others, difference

of time (or longitude) must be allowed for simtdtaneaua

observations^ and the successive readings should be

dulv reduced by interpolation. Mean results, however

valuable for certain special objects, are nearly useless in

the comparison of simultaneous observations. For this

purpose single observations, at known times, unadulte-

rated l)v avera^res or means, are alone (le>ii'al)le.

Here the question may be asked — * What results

should be periodically published ? ' Some persons who
take the trouble to keep meteorologic regbters say,

* Publish them in fiill.' But this would be as imprac-

ticable in general as una\ailing. Tlie conibinrd data

from many sources are wanted by the majt)rity ol those

who are interested in such matters, not isolated diaries

or extracts, except in special cases. But what extent

or kind of combination is ad\isable? Some scientific

men require ori^jinal ohscrvations, sinirly or in numbers,

Still preserving their individuality. Others prefer

means or averages for certain periods, say ^five-day,'

monthly, or yearly; and as each has special objects in

\new, perhaps of equal importance, it aj^pears to be ad-

visable to tabulate all data in such a manner as to be

available, for the advocates of either method, and on no
D
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account to diminish the value of any ori^nal observation

by recording it (duly corrected or reduced) otherwise

than individually, whether subsequently published or not.

As one illiistrati(^n of what may be speedily effected

by combination, a plan was submitted in 1857, which has

been executed, and has thrown a light on the atmospheric

changes over the British Islands and their vicinity,

which had been unattainable [)reviouslv. We refer to

ascertaining the simultaneous stutes of the atmos[)here at

certain times remarkable for their extreme and sudden

changes, at very numerous stations on land as well as at

sea, within an area comprised between the parallels of

40 {ind 70 decrees N., and the meridians of 10

degrees E. and 30 W. longitude.*

For each selected time (referred to one meridian) a

chart has been compiled of the atmospheric conditions

within these limits, and from such charts a great amount

of information, practically as well as scientifically useful,

has been derived. Their inter-comparisons alreud}- tend

to show the course, progress, and nature of those

changes which had seemed so uncertain, and had
caused so much anxiety to farmers and travellers, as

well as to tliose concerned in naviiration or fishery.

Scientific men have obtained facts immediately appli-

cable to theories of wind and weather, and to a more

distinct elucidation of the nature and progress of sup^

jyosed atniosj)heric waves; or of varyinLi; pressures or

tensions of atm()sj)here, whether extending in lines or

areas, and to Avhat extent. The meteorologic history

of selected periods by such a combination is one object

now steadily followed*

* Betides more than a bundled places of regular obsenration ivrithin the

Britiah Islmuls, registers are kept at the lighthouses, nowrery numerous;

and generally there are ships pasring aeross the above-mentioned area,

which keep official Logs I
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When Sir John Herschel proposed ' term days * for

general use in the oombination of magnetic and me-

teoTologic observers^ which was instituted in 18B8, that

great philosopher recommended united efforts to be made
at definite Limited times. The principle of observing at

certain terms rather than constantly, if adopted gene-

rally— besides being otherwise advantageous— might

induce many persons to cooperate who now cannot un-

dertake to obseiTc continuously.

In accordance with this principle, the series of charts

adverted to was intended to exhibit simultaneous states

of atmosphere over the British Islands and adjacent seas

— especially the direction of wind current, and its

strength at eertain times (8 to 9 A.M. and 2 to 3 P.M.);

rain also, and fog, besides other features.

The investigation of changes, and order of variation,

in currents of the atmosphere, being one particular

object— in these synoptically dynamic ^\^nd-c harts, the

direction of the Avind is shown by a line drawn (to lee-

ward) irom the place of observation, in length propor-

tional to its strengtii or force; and the imit of scale

is one division of longitude.

Directions of wind are laid down l)y the true meri-

dian, two points of westerly variation being allowed as a

general average. The pressure or tension, and tempe-

rature, are shown, duly corrected and reduced.

Among the results already obtamed from these

synoptic charts (many hundred in number) is the

apparent N. and S., or meridional direction of atmo-

spheric wave-lines {so-called— those of the troughs

as well as those of the creats^)^ but real proof of areas

of depression—ofthe diminution of the wind's strength,

* Compare with Enpy'a Fourth Report.

D 8
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or force, over laud * —and evidence of a conlinuoas

alternation with opposition of the great, and more or less

partdlel^ f polar and equatorial, or tropical, currents of

the atmos]>here.

In the progress of these charts, observations published

in France, Holland, and Germany have been used, where

available; but delay and doubt have sometimes been

caused by the continental practice of using normal lines,

or levels, of pressure, without specif^nng the heights of

places above the sea level. This practice, accurate in

theory, when the normal line is mjfficiendy ascertained

from a series of observations, is inconvenient, practically,

when endeavouring to combine abnormal quantities (as

given in tal)les) with the actual barometric readings

observed at lighthouses, on board sliips, or at fixed

stations on land, where the height above the sea is known*

but the normal line of pressure has not been obtained.

And a minor cause of tcm])orary perplexity has been, the

variety of ways in wliich directions of vnud have been

recorded, without stating (if known) which meridian

was referred to, whether magnetic or true—the variation

of the compass sometimes exceeding two points.

But a more serious source of dou])t, and one which

requires delibemte consideration with reference to une-

mometric observations, is the varying manner of esti-

mating or measuring and recording the force, strength,

or pressure of the wind, and its revolutions or gyrations.

Some general uiidrrstanding with respect to measure-

ments of wind is urgently required.J
At present the gyrations of wind are called direct or

retrograde, and are registered and combined accord-

ingly ; but the results are unsatisfactor}-, ])ecause whether

* Shown romnrkal)]y at Wrotfeealey Hall in Staffoidsbire.

t Dovi^ in Liiw of Sfnrtns.

I See Lloyd and iiobmi:uu iii Trattsactioiis of Ji-ish Academy.
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the wind veers directly, or retrogrades (6acl»), is con-

sequent on the central part of a circulating portion of

atmospliere passing on one side or the other of an

observer: or results from the varying and alternating

impulses, or motions, of the main currents.*

The following method (Beaufort Notation) is now
generally used to indicate the state of weather and force

of wind at sea, and gradually has been adopted on land

at many places :—
b Blue Ay. *

e Goads (detached),

d DrisUogmiiL

g Gloomy,

h HaiL

1 Lig^toiog.

m Misty (hazy),

o Overcast,

p PasBbgahowem

q Squally,

r Bain,

a Snow,

t Thmider.

u Ugly (dmatening) i^pearance

of weather.

T Ylaibilily. Objects at a dis-

tance unnsnalfy Tinble.

w Wet (dew).

Note.—A bar (—) or dot ( .

)

under any letter augments its sig-

nification ; thns f very fojrgj', r

lieavy rain, r heavy and con-

tinuing rain, &c.

The above method is now become common, and that,

in practice, it answers well, at all events for seamen, is

shown by its having grown into general use during half

a century of very critical trial.

* See diagram—Veering "SN'inds.

0 Calm.

1 Steerage way.

2 0ean-Mi fiom 1 to 2 Imots.

3 „ „ 8 4
4 „ „ 5 6

5 WithroTals.

6 Tup-gullant sails over single

ree&.

7 Two Teeft in topsailSi

8 Three reefii in topsails.

9 dose-reefed topsails and

courses.

10 dose-reefed main-topsail and

reefed foresaiL

11 Storm stajrsails.

12 Hurricane.

From 2 to 10 being supposed

' close-hauled.'

On laud a gradually increasing

estimate between 1 and 12 may
be used ai* au approxiuiation.
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Another method of indication is the followinff

:

Scale ofwind

:

Beaufort . . ssl to 12

oomsponding to laadsO 6

' 1 to 8 Light . • 0 to 1

8 5 Moderate . 1 2
5 7 Fraah . 2 8
7 8 Strong • . 8 4
8 10 Heavy . . 4 5

.10 12 Violent . . 5 6

WIND

PBESSUEE— VELOCITY

raToiidopob) (Laid 8cato) (hourly)

1 ... 1 ... 10

4 ... 2 ... 25

9 ... 3 ... 40

16 ... 4 ... 55

25 ... 5 ... 70

86 ... 6 ... b5

Some time after this suimnary was first used, many
rasters of wind were received from carefbl observers

on land, who, it was then noticed, used the scale 0 to 6,

not only in a maimer diffeiing from the above, but

variously.

Out of forty observers, twenty used decimal firactions

below unity, to represent the weaker winds, yet not in

exact accordance with the scale authorised by Mr.

Glaisher, and eini)loyed by many well-known observers,

besides Mr. Hartnuj), of Liverj)ool.

At Greenwich, Wrottesley, Eew, Cambridge, and

other places, the force of wind is given in pounds

(avoirdupois) on a pressure plate, the assumed ultimate

standard.

0 representing a calm, and decimal fractions being

used with or without integers corresponding to the actual

increase of pressure ascertained, as &r as the number 6

;
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a moderately fresh breeze will be represented by unity

or 1, which is inconvenient, to a certain extent^ as sailors

are accustomed to take unity for representing the lightest

air, 6 a rather strong wind (which they call a fresh

breeze), and 12 a humcane. Moreover, seamen are

reluctant to use fractions for expressing what any two

people may differ in estimating, even at die same whole

iiunil)er.

The c'orresj)<)ndencebetween the land scale given ahove

(0 to 6) and that devised by the late Sir Francis

Beaufort, now used over all the oceans, is not agreeable

to the usage of land observers generally. These two

scales increase arithmetically, and without fractions;

while that used by some few good authorities on land,

in accordance with the geometrical progression of

forces on a pressure plate, subdivides the integers deci-

mally, beginning at one-tenth, and progressing as far as

the integer G. In practice, ])r()l)al)ly, the sealc to which

an observer is accustomed is tlie best lor him to use (and

it is his convenience that ought to be first considered),

8u[)po8ing its |)rinci|)le correct. But it is absolutely

necessary that all records, to be used by others, should

contain exact accouPits of such particulars, as indeed of

all those that are required by cooperators in meteorology

respecting times, scales, and instruments.

In reply to enquiries on this subject, Mr. Hartnup

wrote :

—

Obaervatoiy, Liveipool : July 14» 1S6S.

When this olisen-atory was first estabUshed, I adopted the

scale for wind (0 to 6) in consequence of it being in use

at observatories generally in this country. Tlie advantaj^e of

the numbers is, that when squared they represent the pressiure

in pouuda oa the square foot ; bo that the force, estimated in

this way, may be compared with an instnunent like Osler'a
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anemometer, which registers the pressure in pounds on the

square foot.

When we compare the forces from estimation with those

shown by the instrument^ we find them agree very well for all

the light winds; hut when the pressure gets up to 8 or 10

pounds on the square foot, the estimation appears to be very

uncertain, and individuals differ much in their opinions.

As our anemometer gives us a continuous record of the

pressure, and also horizontal motion of the air, we take only a

single observation daiJy from estiniaiiAyii (0 to 6) merely for

comparison with the recorded pressure.

Mr. Glaisher wrote as follows:

—

Greenwich: July 23, 1868.

Beaufort's notation^ 1 to 12, will do for sea use, because it is

accompanied witii definite reference to the power of the sails,

&C. ; but the notation I consider best for observatories is that

of 0 to 6.

This notation wa^ carefully compared with simultaneous

records, by means of Osier's anemometer, for several years, and

the results were discussed and published in the Greenwich

volumes for the years 1841 (p. 55), 1842 (p. 88), and 1843

(p. 115;, of the ' Abstracts.' Enclosed is the general result of

these comparisons.

From the Qreenwich Magnetic and Meteorclogic

Vokme far 1843.

OtoenratloBB Ui.pr«MaM

1,010 0-2

870
11

1,005;^ 2-0

216 8(}0} 40

V
86 0-2

41 325 7U
6 66 108
11 113 10-3

S 25 12-5

4 74 l8o
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And the error tliat arises from assuming that tiie square of

the estimated force corresponds with the pressure in pounds on
the square foot is as follows :—

The force hj estimation 0^, the enor ia 005 lb. in defect.

f9 tt 1 01 tt excess.

ft tf tt
0(5

ft )t

tf tt 2 if
0-0

ft tt

»f tt 2i tt 00 tt tt

ft tf 8 ft 11 tt defect

ft ft • 8| ft
1-4'

tf ft

ff tt 4
tf

6-7
tt tt

ft ft 4* tt
7-7

tt tt

it tf 5 tt
6*5

tt ft

With respect to the forces 4 and 5, the estimations are of

gusts in gales, antl they arc so few in amount as to be of little

value, and cannot be considered as of much weitj^ht.

Considering the strength of the wind by estimation to be

reduced to pressures on the square footy by the above rule—
or 0*36 bj flstimatioii ii 1 os. proiwire on the sqiiaie foot.

ft
0-6

ft 4 ft ft

<H tt
0-75

tt 0 „ ft

1 tf lO ft
1 lb.

tt

1* tt
1-5

tt ^t, tt

8
tt

20
ft 4 „ ft

2J ft
2-5

tt 6i ,t tt

8
ft 30

tt 0 „ ft

8* tt
3-6

ft ft

4 tt
4-0

ft
16 „ ft

4* tt
4*5

tt ft

6 tt 60 ft ft

6 ft 60 ft 86 „ ft

and tills rule has been found to hold, where understood.

During this investigation it was found that there were 1,.598

cases of estimated force of \y and that in 1,513 of these cases

there were no pressures shown at the anemometer, while the

sum of the pressures in the other 85 cases amounted to 31 lbs.

;

and there were 376 cases of estimatrd force of ^, 65 cases of },

26 cases of 1, and one case of Ij^, in which no pressures were

shown at tiie anemometer.

From these lesultSi which agree closely in their sereral
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characters with those of 1842, it appears that the wind may
frequently blow with a preasure of ^ lb. on the square foot, and

occasionaUy with a pressure of 1 lb. on the square foot^ and yet

no pressure may be shown by the instrument.

The subsequent comparisons, even up to the present time^

more closely agreed with the formula:—

>

(Estimated force) '= pressure in lbs. on the square foot.
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Those observers who have used the pressure represented above

have worked uniformly ; but for the most part we cannot com-

pare the forces estimated by one observer with those of another,

but rather should compare results by the same observers to-

gether; and in many cases we are reduced to the necessity of

sayiug, merely, that in those instances where the numbers are

greater the wind has been stronger than when it has been less.

There is great necessity for a cheap and effective instrument for

the register either of velocity or of force, so as to be eutirely

independent of estimations.*

By the frequent use of sueh ii wind-pfjiire as this, a close

approximation to the force, or ])ressure, mid the velocity

of the wind, may be attained ;f but at present estimations

at sea are often inaccurate; and even some of those made
on land are liable to mislead, when used for general

piir|)oses, on account of the following: reasons:

—

ObiierYatories are variously situated as to height,

* The small cup and dial anemometer iB such an instnuuent. See its

deacription in Appendix.

t Aaby Sir Fred. Wm. Orey, m 1800, <m bomrd H.M.8. BoaMweD; his

flag-ship.
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exposufe, distance from the sea, and influence of neigh*

l)()uring heights, or even buildings, which more or less

interrupt or alter the wind that passes close to the

observer.

There is evidence in Mr. Hartnup*s published and very
valuable anemometrical results * which seems to prove

that to his observatoiy, in a valley, with buildings and

hills to the north-eastward, the real polar current does

not blow from N£., but from nearer S£. By his reliable

digest of winds experienced there, it appears that those

most prevalent were from WNW. and SSE. But in

England, generally, the prevailing "s^nnds are proved to

be westerly, inclining to south-westerly and north-east-

erly, while of all winds the south-easterly is about the

rarest. This bdmg so, it would seem that observations

in the valley of the Mersey cannot be quoted as showing

the wind gciiorally prevalent even in that part of

England ; and similar effects may occur elsewhere.

At Lord Wrottesley's observatory, in Staffordshire,

about 530 feet above the sea, there appears to be con-

siderably less strength of wind at any given time, when
a gale is blowing generaUij^ than occurs simultaneously

at places along the sea-coast : whence the inference is,

that undulations of the land's sur&ce, and hills, diminish

strength ofmnd materially by frictional resistance.

While there were vervhea^T irales on the coast, Lord

Wrottesley's anemometer registered no greater force, at

any time, than fourteen potmds on the square foot;

thon^ at Liverpool, and at Greenwich, as much as

twenty-eight pounds' pressure had occurred, if not more.

All the synoptic charts hitherto advanced at the Board

of Trade exhibit a marked diminution of force inlandj

compared ,with that on the sea coast. Indeed, the

• 1852-1857,
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coast itself offers similar evidence, in its.stunted sloping

trees, and comparative barrenness.

Should not such facts as these induce much care in

selecting posifio?is for anemometers'^ and, when con-

sidered in connection with local peculiarities of many
places, their mountains, or other peculiar character,

their land and sea breezes, the diminution of wind at

night, and uncertain care,—may not they lead one to

doul)t whether reliable information respecting the

general winds of ocean, on the largest scale, such as is

now required by meteorologists, might not be obtained

from ships at sea even more accurately than from

anemometers set up on islands in the ocean (unless,

indeed, very carefully located, and unusually well at-

tended) ?

It has already been said that on land generally^ there

is more difficulty in ascertaining the real direction of

the wind, in practice, than there is at sea—where sails,

or a \ane and a compass, axe always at hand, unin-

fluenced by heights, or eddy winds, or local attraction.

It may also be repeated that some observers notice

smoke, others clouds (seldom going with the local

wind, l)eh)W, though generally correct as respects the

wind prevailing alx)ve, and fioon to be felt below, along

the sur&ce)—while only a few persons know how their

points of reference bear, accurately.

Various forms or schedules for registration are in

use. Generally speakin<j, the less complicated, and the

larger in scale, are the more productive, because more
encouraging and actually useful to the observer.

What appears best in them, as most comprehensive

and accurately devnsed, may be found, perhaps, too

exigent in cold, wet, darkness, or night; too trouble-

some, in fact, for a labour of love— even of science.
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Objects of known importance should take precedence

of any speculative or merely curious observations.

However true may be the {)rincii>le of accuinnlatiiig

facts in order to deduce laws, a reasonable line of action,

a sufficiently apparent cause for accumulation, is surely

necessary, lest heaps of chaff, or piles of unprofitable

figures should overwhelm the grain-seeker, or be^vilder

any one in his search after undiscovered laws.

Definite objects, a distinct course, should be kept in

mind, lest we should take infinite pains m daily regis-

tration of facts scarcely less insignificant for fiiture

purposes than our nightly dreams.*

Familiar atmospheric conditions and changes affect

all, are intelligil)le to all, and can be defied or despised

by none. Wind and weather, temperature, and diyness

or moisture, have first claims to the consideration of

all; however common or popular, rather than scientific,

they may be deemed.

For arrangements suited to one of the least onerous,

although immediately practical methods of observation

and record, at present in use, reference may be made
to the Appendix, in which the Boai'd of Trade experi-

mental system is described.

Of course independent observers will adopt such lines

of proceeding as may best suit their own objects, and

the promotion of useful knowledge: bearing in mind

that collections of facts, siftings, reductions, or nu'an.s

of observations, however valuable or numerous, are not,

as such, necessarily results.

They are prepared materials^ rendy for use, induc-

tively, or otherwise, from which such conclusions can

be derived as may indeed be correctly termed results.

* Henchers saying.
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CHAPTER IV

motoric Sketch— Works and Authorities anterior to this Century
— Ik'tween 1800 and 18o0 — Since 1850 — Department of Govern-'

ment for some Meteorologic purposes established in 1856—Essays

riooe made towudB Applica^on of Meteofology more pradieftOy—

>

Coast or Haheiy Buometera— Examples followed— Also on Con-
tinental Shoree— Eridentfy beneficial Conaequenoee.

Here it may be advisable to interpose a brief historic

sketch of what had been effected in meteorology before

the middle of this ccntim\

Unquestionably, li'om the oldest antiquity, this ' sub-

lime science * * was studied by all men of observant and

reflective dispositions
; including, as it did at those &r

remote times which preceded the day of the Sta<]r}^rite

philosopher, all astroiioniic, electric, chemical, and at-

mospheric phenomena. It was then observed with awe
and wonder, realised in modem times only among the

most illiterate, or indeed the savage of our race. Com-
bined with the earliest mythology, and always allied to

astrolosT}^— the study of all that was seen above the

earth, in an inanimate condition, or felt by atmospheric

influence on the senses, must invariably have engrossed

a large share of intellectual attention.

In the oldest and most authentic records, so frequent

are the references to ^\nnd, weather, rain, thunder,

lightning, hail, or the heavenly bodies— besides those

supreme luminaries the sun and moon—that the deep

interest then taken in such subjects is evidenced dis-

tinctly.

• Aristotle.
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Yeiy interesting and moBt instructive it is to mark
the expresraveness, the beauty, and, above all, the

absolute accuracy of all those numerous sentences, of a

metcorologic character, interspersed among the writin;is

so wonderftiUy and truthtuily lianded down through

more than 4^000 years.*

That the mjrthologic accounts of stealing fire from

heaven referred to a Franklinian essay by Prometheus,

and that Pythngoras actually used lightninpf rods (or

conductors), probably few classical authorities who
have compared the accounts entertain a doubt.

It is strange, however, that in no country does the

Greek sage's skill appear to have been followed by

any results of a practical kind; wliile in the far East,

from Ceylon to Japan, instead of attempting to collect or

carry off electricity, the practice from lime immemorial

has been an endeavour to avert the stroke of lightning

l)y a lum[) of glass, or a ball of silk at the highest point

of each important building.f

In the middle ages and since, astronomy took

ground above and apart from other sciences; chemistry

was studied exclusively; and meteorologic investiga-

tions alone almost ceased, till Hadley, Ilalley, and

Dampier roused a spirit of enquiry into atmospheric

conditions and laws. Dampier's admirable (but now
too little appreciated) descriptions and intelligent ex-

planations were text-books among the navigators of

that and the following century (as Cook, La Perouse and

Flinders showed in tlieir works), being then the only

systematic and reliable general account of winds,

weather, and climate aroimd the world.

Early in the eighteenth century Franklin turned his

* See paaaagee in Appendix.

t EztnM^ !n Appeodix lespecting Jtngtia, China, and C^lon.
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sagacious intellectual ability towards atmospheric phe-

nomena, especially those more immediately electric.

In hia yarious letters and works between 1740 and

1770, scarcely any of the more important questions

arising out of enquiries into air, water, and electrieity,

seem to liave been unnoticed by him; although the

science of that day did not admit of explanatory solu-

tions since become &miliar. •

Toward the end of last century, and during a few

years of the nineteenth, much meteorologic information

was acquired by Spanish marine sun eyors, out of whose

books many a valuable leaf has been taken by English,

French, and other navigators emi)ioycd in scientific

missions. Then, in the earlier years of the present

centiir\, tlie tr^cat Humboldt threw liis intellectual

light on the physical characteristics of our atmosphere,

which has been augmented by bright original rays from

Arago, Herschel and Dov^. Besides these philosophers,

a galaxy of distiniruished names occurs to mind as having

largely contributed to the meteorologic knowledge now
generally available.*

In 1853 the celebrated Maury visited England with

a view of endeavouring to rouse public attention to

the desirability of underiaking, as an extensive inter-

national enterprise, a systematic collection of observa-

tions over all the habitable world, commencing with

meteorologic observations at sea. Some years pre-

viously that active-minded, able, and industrious officer

of the United States navy, had taken paiiis to inform

* Any, Bache, Beocarift, Biot, Blodget, Buisty Capper, Oroaae, Daltoo,

Danielly De la Kive, Delmaim, Drew, Espj, Faradaj, Feirelli FatbeB,

Gluaber, Harris, Haughtou, TIenrv, TTi;.'giii.<*, Home, Howard, James,

J ! yns, Johnson, Kai-mtz, Kn-il, Kupfli r, Lauiout, Lartigue, Lc Ven-ier,

I>l<»y(l, TiOomis, Mnurv, Meldnim, Miller, Pidtlington, Piicy, Prt'stet, (^uetelet,

li.'fUifM. IJe'Tiianlt, ]lvh\. Kobin^m, I'on.ilds, IkU.ssell, Sabine, Secchi^

i>m} th, Siru\e^ Thorn, TLom^ii, T^ndall, Walker, Webator, Welsh.
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himself of all that had been done at the hydrographic

offices of France, Spain, Russia, and England; had
collected all the voyages and travels of recent date, and,

generally, had accumulated all the printed infonnation,

at that time available, whic h could be of use for his grand

project. Having induced the then powerM Government
of the United States to provide ample ftmds, and a staff

(vaninfr from ten to twenty persons) of etHcient assist-

ants,* their sagacious instructor accumulated all the

journals, diaries, ships* log books, and every such sea

record that he could obtain, and commenced that useful

system of deducing general or average conclusions, from

nHilti[)lied observations, which has been productive of

sucli unquestionably beneficial results to seamen, to their

employers, to commdxnal intercourse, and to the world.

The writer of these words is aware, from personal

knowledge, how coldly Maury's views and a|)plicatioiis

were received in this country prior to 1853, when they

first found earnest and adequate supporters in Admiral

Smyth f and Lord Wrottesley.}

In the earl} i)art of this century, while Mr. Marsden

was SecretaiT of the Adniiraltv, the want of eoUected

and combined information respecting tlie ocean was so

often felt by that able public servant, that he suggested

• a plan for arranging, or groujnng, all that could be ob-

tained, in certain convenient divisions of the seas. He
then proposed the method of squares, so suitable and

convenient in practice, as subdivisions.

§

In 1831 a sjrstematic commencement of a collection

« Sec \i<*t'* in ^Faiiry's ' Sailing Directions,* 4to, first to eighth edition,

f Th<' eminent Astronomer, Antiqunrinn, NavigatOTi and Marine SunreyOTi

then Foreign Secretary- of the Itoynl Society.

X }jon\ Wrottcley'^ exertion!*, in tlie House of Lordd and elsewhere,

induced Government to take active menaures.

§ General Sabine bos the documents.

E
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and discussion of mcteorolonric observations, made at sea,

was undertaken at the Hydrographic Oiiice of the Ad-
miralty, upon a sunilar principle, by Captain Becher;

but pressure of other duties, and the limited extent of

means then a])plicable, impeded the collection, which

was scarcely more than commenced.

This very uaeful arrangement, a division of the ocean

into squares, which affords the means of grouping and

avcra^iing observations, as well as identityincf spaces of

sea like provinces of land, was thus originated at the

Admiralty.

lu the year 1838 a system of meteorologic observa-

tions on an extensive scale was strenuously advocated

by the author of the first * Law of Storms ' (Sir William

Reid); and, chiefly in consequence of his exertions,

officers of the Royal Engineers at detached stations, and

Consuls in forei^rn ports, were requested to collect and
transmit such observations to this country.*

But probably the more immediate object in view at

that time was the investigation of storms affecting the

safety of ships rather than the duration oftheirpassages

;

and it was not till Maury, of the United States, fully ap-

preciating what had l)een previously done in the "\\ide

field of research which he was then contemplating, com-

menced those extensive undertakings, already so useful,

which have earned deserved praise for their accumulation

of facts, lor their useful advice, and valuuble results.

* Ab it has been said that ' we wtnt obBenrationB in imknoim, im£re-

quented places, rather than in tho beaten tracks,' it may here he rcinnrked

that we require to know all particulars about the most frequented localitieSy

as a^rd nrccasitj/, be^idos what can he collected about other plncef finteraUy,

Mercantile navipition cannot be too much facilitatecl In- iiii'onnrttion of the •

most complete description. The wants of inexpt-iii need pcrsDHs should bo

kept in view, not the (thM-tin^--) acquiivnu iit^ of those wlio have pas;*ed their

ordeal, and have acquired adequate informulion by lung years of practical

learning.
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The maritime commerce of nations having been ex-

tc'iHk'd over the world to an uii])rc'ccdeiited degree, and

competition having reached such a point tliat the value

of cargoes and the profits of enterprise depended more

than ever on the duration and nature of voyages, it was

obviously a question of the ^eatest importance to de-

termine the very best tracks for ships to follow in order

to make the quickest as well as the safest passages. The

emplojonent of steamers in such numbers, the prevalent

endeavour to keep as near the direct line between two

j)laces (the arc of a great circle) as intcrvoninii^ ob-

stacles, currents, and winds would allow, and the general

improvement in navigation, caused a demand for more

predse and readily available information respecting all

frequented parts of the oceans.

Not only greater accuracy of detail, but more con-

centration and arrangement of the existing though

scattered information (so difficult to obtain speedily),

were required. Besides which, instrumental errors

vitiated many results, and 2)revented a considerable

portion of the meteorologic observations made at sea

fcam being better than rough approximations.

^ It is one of the chief points of a seaman's duty to

know where to find a lair wind, and where to fall in

with a favourable current;'* but ^\ith moans hitherto

accessible, the knowledge of such matters has only l)een

acquired by individuals after years of trial and actual

experience at sea, of which the results have not been

conveyed adequately to their successors.

By the Wuid and Current Charts published of late

«years, chiefly based at first on the great work of the

United States Government, superintended by Maury,

and by studying his Sailing Directions, navigators have

* Said the able and mudi-Iamented Baail Hall.

s 3
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been enabled to shorten their passages materially—in

many cases as much as one-fourth, in some one-tLdrd

—

of the distance or time pre^Hously employed.

Although much had been collected and wi'itten about

winds and currents by well-known Authorities, attention

had not been sufficiently devoted to the subject^ however

important to maritime countries, and especially to Great

Bntain.

In 1853, the principal maritime Powers authorised a

Conference to be held at Brussels, on the subject of

meteorology at sea. The Report of that Conference was
laid before the British Parliament, and the result was a

vote of money for the purchase of instruments and the

discussion of observations, under the superintendence of

the Board of Trade.

Parliament having voted the necessar) expenditure,

arrnnfi^ements were made, in accordance with the views

of the lioyal Society and the British Association for the

Advancement of Science, for a supply of instruments so

constructed and tested as to be strictly reliable and
inter-comparable. A communication was made by Go-

vernment, in consequence of which the ]iO}al Society

obtained the opinions and suggestions of many eminent

meteorologists in Europe and America, and then ad-

dressed an elaborate letter to the Board of Trade,* ex-

pressing their views of the principal objects souglit for

and more especially desirable, in the investigations of

meteorologic science, with the hope of ascertaining

important laws.

A naval officer was appointed to execute the duties

of this new departinciit (assisted by other persons), and

at the beginning of lbo5 an olhce was estabiiaUed at the

Board of Trade.

* InApjK-ndix.
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AcroTits wore appointed at principal ports, throuirh

whom instruments, charts, and books might be furnished

to a limited number of very carefully selected ships

;

and the supply commenced. Since that time about a
tliousand merchant sliips and numerous men-of-war, in

which officers have undertaken to make record, and

transmit observations, have been so supplied.

Many more ships might have been similarly provided

inth instruments, had the willingness of their captains

alone affected the supply; but as only a certain number

of good instruments could ])e purchased by Government

annually, with due regard to the Parliamentary vote of

money, and as the agents require instruments, to be

kept for the purpose of comparison ^nth tliose sent or

returned, besides those wanted for occasional suj)[)lv at

numerous stations, the number was necessarily luuited.

Wind-charts were prepared for the four calendar

quarters, rather than for the four commonly received

seasons of tlie year, because, in fact, the extreme varia-

tions of the atmosphere and of the ocean occur some time

after the' equinoxes and solstices; so that February, May,

August, and November approximate to the actual ex-

tremes nearer than those months which respectively

precede them, and are mually considered the middle of

each season.

This arrangement was adopted for another reason

also, which is, that all parts of the world, all varieties

of climate and season, should be considered, besides those

most familiar to l^uropeans.

It is obvious that by making a passage in less time

there is not only a saving of expense to the merchant,

the shipowmer, and the insurer, but a preat diminution

of the risk from fatal maladies
;

as, instead of losing

time, if not lives, in unhealthy localities, heavy rains, or
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calms with oppressive heat, a ship properly navigated

may be speeding on her way under favourable circum*

stances.

Such information, duly classified and rendered easy

of access, is invaluable. At present it exists to a mueh
greater extent than is usually supposed; but is too dit*

ftised amon^ a variety of books and documents to be

popular! y uvailable.

Changes in the atmosphere over the ocean, as well

as on the land, being intimately connected with electric

or magnetic action, besides wind and weather, all seamen

are interested by such matters, while the facts which

they register become valuable to pliilosophers.

Meteorologic information collected at the Board of

Trade is therefore discussed with the twofold object in

view— of aiding navigators, or making navigation easier

as well as more certain, and amassing a collection of

accurate and digested observations for the consideration

of men of science.

There is no insuperable reason why every visited part

of the sea should not be known as well as the 'land; if

not, indeed, generally speaking, better, because more

accessible and less varied in character. And it is ex-

pected that in process of years every frequented square

of ocean will have been investigated sufficiently to

enable digests to be given, whiclM\nll afibrd such guides

to the inexperienced as much time and practice only

could give them otherwise.

As it is desirable that observations of the wind and

barometer should be mjide and recorded more fre(|uently

than those of other kinds, and as every vigilant com-

mander requires them to be made regularly for his

information, at least once in each watch, there can be no
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fjreat additional trouble caused by the Meteorologic

iiegister, or \\' eather Jiook (or ' Abstract Log,' of the

American States Navy).

B^ular attention to the barometer tends directly to

the safety of the ship, as well as the comfort of all on

board, and the economy of material ; but to make such

an inspection of fullvalue, the reading should be recorded^

in order that the movements of the mercurial column

may be known during previous days as well as hours.

These prolonged comparisons, and judicious inferences

drawn from them, atford the means of foretelling wind

and weather during the next following period of more or

less time, and therefore have an immediately important,

as well as a future value.

Their records, subsequently compared 'svith many
other accounts, assist the meteorologist in tracing and

investigating atmospheric changes, circulating winds

<>r cyclones, storms as well as ordinary gales— subjects

in \v liich every sealing man is vitally interested.

Great improvement has taken place of late years, in

passages across the ocean, no doubt partly due to ihe

improved construction of ships and eager competition of

their owners and captains ; but a large share of it may
be attributed to publications by which the experience

and acquirements of a few persons have been rendered

available to many. By coUectiug and digesting observa-

tions already ratule, but not yet turned to account, and

by means of more correct and extensive investiiiations

in future, the ^ highway of nations ' may yearly become

more safe, and the intercourse between distant parts of

the world remarkably facilitated.

To the well-inl'ormed and experienced Seaman there

may be comparatively little to offer; but property and
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life, to a great extent, must at lames be entrusted to in-

experienced men. Every commander of a sliip mubt

have a be grinning.

During late years the great increase (by the wider

diffusion) of nautical knowledge has not only much
shortened sea passages, but has rendered them more
secure and less liable to mistakes, as well as to such

uncertain delays as occurred so often formerly.

The great advantages of making a quick passage are

admitted, in*a general way, no doubt; but we do not

always realise to ourselves the shipowner's, merclmnt's,

ur even the public interest in the cjuestion. If a fri;2:atc,

with important despatches, is some days later in arriving

at her destination than might be the case, the possible

consequences may be disastrous; but the expense is not

thought of, because it does not affect individuals, and

because the ship is maintained in contmuous service for

a considerable period, probably some years; but for

every day that a merchant ship is delayed beyond the

expected or an average time of passage, not only do

])asst'ngcrs sutler more or less inconvenience, affecting

health, it may be, if not life itself, but the merchant

loses, and the shipowner loses. The expense of pay,

provisions, and wear and tear of a large ship, full of

car;j:o and passengers, is from 50/. to 200/. daily ; besides

which direct expense, there is tlie diuiLuution of that

ship's annual earnings, by the delay unnecessarily

caused before she can commence another voyage. Thus
the injurious effects of a long passage are compound,

and, though well known to the owners of clipper ships,

are not so clearly recognised by the public at large.

The importance of accumulating and discussing

ob^ei'vations of wind, weather, cliniaLe, currents, tern-
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perature, and nature of sea water, with other matters

usually incliuled under the term Meteorology, having

been fully recognised by Government in the department

established in 1855 for the collection and discusaion of

meteorologic observations, made principally at sea; and

in order to secure methodical reduction and tabulation

of such observations, so arranged that the pliilosopher

may use them with confidence and £Eu:ility, and that

the navigator may acquire from ihem practical informa-

laon without avoidable delay,—much consideration was
given to the s}'stem of record to be adopted, which is

now (briefly) the following :
—

The snr&ce of the globe bemg supposed to be divided

into squares, which are numbered and lettered on maps
for reference— luiinbers showing the principal squares,

and letters their subdivisions— these separate spaces

serve for grouping observations, and their respective

centres are as points of particular reference for averages,

or mean results, like observatories.

Large l)ooks, agreeing in tabular arrangement, are

numbered to correspond with the squares, and are so

methodised that every individual entry made from any

register or log of uncorrected observations, after being

duly reduced, can be recorded in its appropriate table,

in such a way that it may be used singly or othenvise,

and identihed or traced at any future time.

When averages are required, of course these data are

equally available ; but the general principles of operation

are to allow no details to be lost or confused, and to

leave no doubt as to the authority for any fact recorded.

There are in use many collecting books of forms,

called data-books, appropriated to the following prin-

cipal subjects :— barometer, thermometer, hydrometer,

winds, weather, currents, variation, soundings, crossings,
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paasages, Btorms, ice, shooting stars, and meteors, aurora,

electricity, and miscellaneous occurrences.

Entries are made in these tabular forms, as the h)^^s,

or meteorologic registers, are successively examined, the

various data being extracted, reduced, and recorded

by different persons, and remarkable passages of im-

mediate interest hemp^ noted for publication.

Perluips here reference may be made to a result

already obtained from the comparisons at sea within the

tropics, of a great many reliable £ewmodel barometers.

Within certain limits of latitude, near the equator,

the y)ar()nieter varies so little from a normal height now
ascertained, that (allowing for its tidal change) any sldp

between those parallels may ascertain the error of her

barometer, aneroid, or sjnnpiesometer, to nearly two
hundredths of an inch, and this without incurring risk

by moving the instrument, and a\ ithout any trouble,

beyond making the usual observations.

By this facty which could only have been proved by
employing such instruments as those recommended by
the Kew Committee, a value is given to idl barometric

observations made by ships crossing the equator, equi-

valent to that derivable fi*om comparisons with a

standard instrument ; and as this applies to past as well

us tofuture observations, it may be the more appreciated.

Having shown what has been eliected to the present

time, and having given an outline of some future

proceedings contemplated,— a reference to the Royal

Society's letter in the Appendix may be requested as an

exposition of the views of that learned and scientihc

body (in 1854) with respect to these subjects.*

* Till' rarliaint'iitary I'api'r> connecU'd with Mt loorolog^ic Obst-rvationa

nt Sra wt IV presented in I'Vbniarv l>'>.i (No. 115), ami iu Fobmiry 1604

^No. i), tliu latlur couluiuiiiy; u liuport of the iiiosatla Cuufurcucc.
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In 1857, the Board of Trade commenced that practical

measure which Ims been foHowed by such extensive and

IxMu'ticiul consequences—namely, lending barometers to

the most exposed and least affluent tishim? ^^^a^es on

the coasts of Great Britain and Ireland, and distributing

(ffratlif) instructions for their use. About sixty good

instruments have been so lent (by special arrangements

in each case) to responsible parties, wlio have charge

of those well-appreciated monitors. They are located,

^rom the Shetlands to the Channel Islands, on the east-

ern and on the western shores.

Since their establishment, some generous benefactors,

headed by the Duke of Northumberland, have fixed

barometers at many other places, £>r public use. His

Grace alone most ^dly contributed more than half the

exi)enses, and all local facilities for permanently fixing

about fourteen barometers along the coast of Northum-

berland. The British Meteorologic Society, with their

valued Secretary, Mr. Glaisher, did the rest.

Then the Lifeboat Institution took up the cause of

our seafaring coasters, and a considerable number ot

similar barometers, with instructions, have already been

placed at many of their stations.

The French Grovermnent has also cooperated, having

translated and distri])uted the 'Barometer Manual/

wliile instnnneuts, specially made in Paris, have been

conveyed to their coasts, for fishermen.

At a few places public barometenuhad been fixed, so

as to be available by the community, several years

before the Board of Trade moved in the matter ; but no

po])ular instructions or directions for their use had been

available, except at one place—Eyemouth near Berwick

— where Mr. D. Milne Home had not only set up a

barometer, l)ut had distributed printed directions for its

beneliciui use.
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At Aberdeen, Peterhead,* and other places in Scot-

land, there were such instruments some years prior to

1850. In 1842, much discussion about barometers, and

their value, took place at a Committee of the House of

Commons, on Shipwrecks.

Valuable as a barometer is if understood and duly

watched, its indications often mislead those who are un-

informed ; therefore wherever it is offered, as a weather-

glass, a brief abstract of instructions should be attached

—inmriMy.
It isnot easy to ascertain what total of effects in saying

life and property such extension of these accunuilating

measures may have caused already—under Providence

;

but there is no doubt the casualties on our coasts, as well

as at sea near them, have diminished very much during

the lastfew years (excepting by collisions), considering

the (jreat increase of vessels employed—and it is certain

that seamen as well as ^hermen now much value the

barometer.

* Placed there for tbe Earl of Aberdeen, by Admiial W. A. Baillie

Hamilton, and elsewhete by other penwo^ anxiouB to mto Uvm which no

Lumtmce Office can protect.
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CHAPTER V

Brief general Glance at Climates around the World— Atmo-
i^heric Conditions and Movements— Great Circidation of the

Atmosphere inct'seantly caused by Heat— Consequent on Action of

the Sun— Motions of Air around and about our World— Normal
WindB—Pravalent mids also, and their Eflbeta on COimstea

BsFO&E endeavouring to trace and explain the charac-

teristics and general movements of our atmospherei

a considerable knowledge of which is essentia) in

judging of weather, however little studied hitherto,

scientifically, it may be useful to place a terrestrial

globe before the eye, and not only compare the smaU
British Islands with other portions of the world

—

>

with continents and oceans— but to think of the

marked difi*erences of climate and atmospheric condi-

tions appertaining to those well-known divisions or

zones, the tropical, the temperate, and the polar.

Clear ideas of these general features, and of rdative ^

areas or magnitudes on the world's sor&ce, are indis-

pensable preliminaries.

Now, let us consider the world as it really exists—in

rotation—the directions of atmospheric currents being

more or less diagonal, across instead of along meri-

dians— owing to solar influence acting all around,

consecutively, and continuaUy', therefore occasioning

atmospheric circuits or circulation, and causing a

grand general exchange of air over all our globe.
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These currents of air near the equator are neither

eastward exactly with the earth's rotation—in speed

—

nor much in a contrary direction. Affected by the

mb-solar tendency at tlie same time, altliouf^h in varying

degrees, the sensible movement is inteimediate between

the extremes of diurnal solar drag and equatorial rotap

tory motion to the eastward (antagonistic impulses),

the results bein^r e({uatorial motion of air very much
less in speed westwardly tlian tlie sun's daily coui'se

(or that of the ^\ib'^6isx position)^ rather les,^ eastwardly

than the earth's sur&ce, and therefore reaUy alow along

it towards the west^ in the equatorial zones.

Thence, raised 1)v lieat, expanded, havinij nearly tlie

centrifugal or rotatory eastward motion of tlie equator

—held down, however, always by gravitation—towards

the poles the upper currents flow, with (for a time)

their equatorial impetus camnnir them more and more

across the converging meridians until it is lost, gra-

dually, near the poles
;

whence, again drawn, they

move, not only towards the equator, but—more and

more diagonally as they meet the augmenting velocity

of rotation, and cross the expanding meridians, tlicir

direction becoming more and more easterly, or from

the eastward, until so much checked and influenced by
the earth's rotation towards die east, that they become

gradually intermediate in movement between the an-

tagonistic motions, as above described.

Another view of this subject has also been expressed

by the writer, but as it harmonises in its results, and is

almost distinction without difference, he will only advert

to it by saying that a globe niiiforndy covercfl witli

fluid, water, air, or gas, must hohl any such fluid in a

level or horizontal equilibrium by force of gravity, and

that no local disturbance, such as that of sub-solar heat.
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can affect the mass dynamically^ without occasioning

counter-corrents prc)])ortional to constant forces, and

areas of surface jnissed over, horizontally.

According to this view, the inter-tropical perennial

(or trade) winds from the eastward should be counter-

poised by the (prevalent) arUi-lsradea or westerly winds,

of both hemispheres ;— and a continual alternation or

conflict between the currents going poleward^ and

toward the east, with those advancing from colder to

warmer re^ons, and westward withaly would be the con*

sequence, as under the previous expositions.

This great general circulation, affecting all the atmo-

sphere round the whole world (and therefore always to

be considered in connection with any limited or special

meteorologic case), is, however, affected, and exceed-

ingly modified, locally, by continents, oceans, moun-

tiiinous ranges, and deserts^ which much augment

conflicts of air currents, and occasion the varieties of

winds, storms, and climates experienced in each hemi-

sphere; all alike in origin, all in accordance as to

general principles, and all now explicable by the same

natural laws.

Wherever currents of wind, either the main currents,

tropical and polar (of which all others are more or less

compounded), or any other streams of air, meet or

mutually oppose, their tendency is to cause a calm, or

a gyration ; and if the latter, always in one direction,

against watch hands in the northern hemisphere, but toith

them in south latitude.

Currents //v>^/i a pole move towards the equator juid

towai'ds the west also, it has been shown ; and those

from the equator move towards the east while going

towards a pole. Their mutiuil approach occasions a

movement of the intermediate air, rotatory, in one
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direction only; a consequence of antagonistic air cur-

rents, as well as of convergence of meridiana and differ^

ing latitudes.*

In the southern hemisphere a contrary effect, or with

the watch, is obviously certain, on similar principles;

and it is very important tliat these gyrations should be

clearly understood and relied on by seamen, so many
mistakes having been made by confusing the cases of

cyclone centres passing between the pole and observer, or

tlie contrary \ but of this in other places.

Successive, or rather comecutive^ gyrations, circuits,

or cyclones, often affect one another, acting as temporary

mutual checks, until a combination and joint action

occurs ; their union causing greater effects : as may be

seen even in water, as well as in winds.f

Between the tropics and the polar regions, or in

temperate zones, the main currents are incessantly

active, and more or less antagonistic, from the causes

above mentioned ; the return current, or westerly (from

the westward), being prevalent in the temperate zones.

Wherever considerable changes of temperature, deve-

lopment of electricity, hea\y rain, or these in combina*

tion, cause temporally disturbance of atmospheric equili-

brium (or a much altered tension of air), these grand

agents of nature, the two great currents, speedily move
by the leeutt reatating lines^ to restore equilibrium, or fill

the comparative void. One current arrives, probably,

or acts sooner than the other ; but invarial)ly collision

occurs, of some kind or degree, usually occasioning a

circuitous sweep, a cyclonic (or eUipaonie) gyration,

little noticed when gentle or moderate in force, but

nevertheless occumng.

* Ebneheli Dovtf, Fenellf and otber auUioritiet.

t See Diagxam—Ihtei&riiig Ojclonea.
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As there must be resistance to moying air (or a con-

flict of currents) to cause gyration, and as there are no
such causes on a large scale near the equator, there are

no storms in very low latitudes (except local squalls).

It is at some distance (ten to twenty degrees) from the

equator that hurricanes are occasionally felt.

They originate in or near those hot and densely-

clouded spaces, sometimes spoken of as the cloud-ting^ *

where aggregated aqueous vapour is at times condensed

into heavy rain (partly with vivid electrical action), and

a comparative vacuum is suddenly caused, towards

which air rushes fn>in all sides. Tliat wliich arrives

from a higher latitude has a westwardly, that from a

lower an eastwardly, tendency, due to the earth's rota-

tion, and to the change of latitude : whence a chief cause

of the cyclone's invariable rotation in one direction, as

above explained.

The Imrricane or cyclone is impelled to the W., in /oti;

latitudes, because the tendency of both currents there is

to the westward, along the sur&ce; although one—the

tropical— is much less sOj and becomes actually easterly

near the tropic, after which its equatorial centriHigal

force is more and more evident, while the westwardly

tendency of the polar current diminishes; and therefore,

at that latitude, hurricane cyclones cease to move west-

ward (re-curve), then go towards the pole, and, subse-

quently, almost eastwardly (in some cases), though

commonly towards the north-eastward, tUl theyexpand,

disperse, or ascend. It is a mistake to suppose they

travel \Qry far, or last many days— however, details

on tliis su])ject may be deferred to futui'e pages, in which

they will be more apposite.

* Himy^s "BiijAaii (Geography of the Sea.

F
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The laws are sure and umform to which all atmo-

spheric conditions and chanpres are accordant, and only

require to be familiarly known to be appreciated and

to become practically useful.

In order to assist in explaining those laws, and to

aid in attaining a distinct view of their operation, the

following: brief considerations are submitted to the

reader :—
Looking at a globe, as an eye in space beyond our

atmosphere would see the earth—marking its relative

features, polar rcp:ions, equatorial and intermediate zones,

its diameter (S. ()()() miles), its switt rotation at the

equator but slow motion near its poles, tlie convergence

of meridians, and the small depth of sensible atmosphere,

(about ten to fifteen miles, above which may be some
miles of veri/ light gas)— bearincr in mind the nature

and extension of numerous ranges of mountains, some

being four or five miles high ; the relative proportions of

sea and land in each hemisphere; the constant cold of

polar regions, and the constant heat ofinter^tropical zones

— all around tin' world (not in one place, under the

sun, or sub-solavy for a short time only)—and then (for

simplification) imagining the earth to be still (not rotat-

ing)^ other conditions of atmosphere, heat and cold being

the same {without the sun), what would the movement?

then be? Tliey would be convcrtirr. like the con\ c>ction

of water heated at one place— the action of water in u

kettle on the fire.

From equatorial to polar regions there would be an

action, like that of fluid heated unerjiiiilly, in direct lines

(or meridians) from equator to pole, and back to the

equator. Expanding in the inter-tropical zone— all

around— checked by gravitation from rising above a

certain height, and overflowing towards the poles—
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thence cooled, the air would again move, chiefly along

earth's surface, toward the equator.

But the equatorially heated spaces, or masses of air,

require more extent of area, even irrespective of expan-

sion, than there is in the polar re^ona toward which

they tend; therefore eompression— a contest with air

moving below in a contrary direction— and a consider-

able union with it, even before reaching middle latitudes,

must occur. Thence much would return toward the

equator, the remainder only eontinuing toward a })ole, and

dcjseending (gravitating) to eartli's surface whenever

the flow fi'om the pole became diminished, or even tem-

porarily interrupted. These contrary currents (here

mpposed in meridian lines) would occasion comparative

stagnation, with tension or pressure, on the equatorial

side of ''middle' latitudes (variables, or ^ horse latitudes'),

and commotions (ifnot storms) in or beyond the middle

and even higher latitudes, quite into the polar regions.

(Still supposing the earth not rotating.) The ab-polar

current rjiaj/ expand as it goes toward the equator,

ha\ ing increasing space, though it is checked consider-

ably by the return current, just mentioned, that descends

near the tropics. Hence comparative freedom from

storms, and usual tranquillity of inter-tropieal latitudes

might be expected near the equator. Hence also one

might look for greater prevalence of storms in the

winter half of a year in temperate or high latitudes, and

for their comparative infrequency during the summer
half; because eaeh would approximate at those seasons

more toward the chamcteri sties of polar and equatorial

r^ons. Thus&r (pertnisaivel^ ?)widi an imaginary case.

Now, returnimj to a consideration of the world in its

acttud state, always rotating, uud to the circumstances

r 9
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Bkown in the first four pages of this chapter— it may
be stated that comparisons of accumulated hcts have

induced the conclusion that winds move in parallel

currents, or circulate around centrical areas ; and that

whether the extension of such movement or circula-

tion be immense, as between the tropics and the pohir

regions, or whether it be small even as the dust-whirl,

the laws of circulation, or fr}'ration,* are uniform^

except in such very rare and limited cases as to be

unimportant.

When movements of the atmosphere, such as those

of tlie perennial trade-winds, or those very prevident

westerly winds, the * anti-trades, 'f are on the largest

scale, tiie wind appears, at any one place, to move in

straight lines, owing to the really circular arc having so

little curvature ; but when circulation is com])aratively

limited, as in a cyclone, ra})id clian<^es iu the wind's

direction are obvious to every observer.

When such movemoits are not horizontal, but inclined

to the surfece, more or less, perhaps nearly vertical, or

partaking of various directions, they are exceedinjrly

difficult to trace, except by uj)per clouds seen crossing

heavenly bodies, or by visits to high mountains, or by
balloons, or by *dust':|: (so called), carried from fiur

distant places through the higher regions of our atmo-

sphere.

Nevertheless, it appears the facts ascertained,

that the current, from polar regions, tends upward when
arrived between the tropics, and then as a tropical current

ahove^ to the eastward, while the lower ah-polar move-

ment is southward and apparently westward. Apparently^

because it is caused by the earth turning towards the

E.; not by its own inclination or impulse, which is

* Jkf9^ t HeneheL X AsheBy or Lnfiuoria.
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almost soutlierly. Near the equator it has intleed

acquired tlie equatorial (rather than centrifugal) impetus,

which, as it rises into an upper re^on, causes it to move
ecLStward while returning towards either pole, but losing

this impulse gradually, by gra\ itation, and by friction

along the surfaces, as it approtuihes that centre.

This circulation, therefore, closely followed out, is

similar to that of all the smaller cyclonic motions

(ellipsomc?) against watch hands in N. latitude, mth
the hands of a watch in the southern hemisphere.

A practical, important, and too little noticed con-

sequence of these &ct8 is, that lines drawn on a map, at

right angles to the right of the wind's direction toward

any one facing it {left in S. latitude), idl tend more

or less toward the centrical area (wliether oval, elliptic,

or circular), around which there is then a movement of

circulation, more or less varying
; and, therefore, that a

feir average of such lines of direction (as radii), drawn

from various stations, will show ( where they intersect

each other niost nearly) the approximate centre of gene-

ral circulation, which, even thus roughly ascertained,

may enable any person, acquainted with the subject, to

complete the circles on paper, show how the wind is then

blowing, with its probable relative strength at any parts

aroimd, and over what countries or coasts the central

part of such circulation will probably pass.

Having this knowledge, it obviously follows that

telegraphic warning may be sent in any direction reached

by the wires, and that occasionaUy, on the occurrence of

very ominous signs, barometric and other, including

always those of the heavens, such cautions may be given

before storms as will tend to diminish the risks, and loss

of life, so frequent ou our exposed and tempestuous

shores.
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It has been proved that storms, indeed all greater cir-

culations of atmosphere, between the tropics and polar

regions, have eastward motion, bodily, while sweeping

around a centrical area. Within the tropics they move
otherwise, or westward, till they recurve.

This universal motion (however irregular or modified

in some feuo localities, by exceptional and minor causes)

is additlowil to the regular and grand circulation al)ovc

mentioned, wliich, constt^ained by the earth's 8ur£GU^e,

or otherwise, by gravitation, &c., occasions movements

like 'parallel currents' (first spoken ofby Dov(^). These

circulations of tlie polar and tropical currents, with their

attendant peculiarities of diy, cold, and heavy air, or

moist, warm, and light air, raising or lowering the

barometer, as they pass over any country, have caused

the appearances^ of^en noticed, of 'atmospheric waves,'

corrc'sp(»iiding to barometrical oseilbitions ; as Avell as to

the ^gyrations' of wind, so well elucidated by that emi-

nent meteorologist.

Such currents, excessively broad and prolonged, are

always flowing, in nearly opponte directions : if near the

earth's surfact*, side by side, or parallel; but if over-

lapping, or entirely superposed, crossing in various

directions, and more or less impinging on or intermm'

gling with each other. These greater currents, inces-

santly in motion, occasion vnth their eddies the minor

movements of cyclones, successive,and perhaps numerous

—one cyclone following, impinging on, and more or less

counteracting another, thus causing those complicated

changes of -wind, sudden shifts and apparent contra-

dictions of general laws, which have so bafiied sonic

investigators, and have caused temporary' doubts of the

reliability and the universality of laws of storms.*

• See Diagnmi of Interfering Cyclones.
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While these normal (cA-polar^ and tropical) currents

are respectivdy moving, toward the wide inter-tropical

re<^ions, and toward those veiy limited spaces around

the poles of our Avorld, they have also, as lias been

mentioned, but may be repeated, a general movement,

in mass, laterally towards the east.

The l)ody of air raised (rarefied by warmth, loaded

with vapour, and expanded) around the whole globe,

about its equatorial bulk, is vastly greater -than the

aggregate of cold, dry, condensed, and heavy air in

the polar regions. This inter-tropical mass of fdr, sur-

rounding the world, has a teinj>orary impulse ea.sticard

with nearly the rotating velocity of that zone. Prevented

by gravitation firom rising above a certain distance,

pressed on continuously by air in motion below (or

behind), toward either pole it must go, to seek its level

and equilibrate the atmosphere.

While moving toward either pole— retaining for a

time, though gradually losing, its acquired eastward

motion, which is continued only till the momentum of

its weiglit and velocity fails in effect towards polar

circles— there must be a continual impact, a constant

impulsion from the westward laterally against the polar

current, as it is drawn toward and after the rising sub-

solar or inter-tropical part of the atmosphere.

The pohir ciinviit has no lateral impulse of its (mm;*

it is draicn towards the W., in appearance only^ because

the earth's surface has a greater rotatory velocity east-

.

ward than the polar current, proportionally to its nearer

approach to tlie eijuator: thou.irh, on tlie other hand,

that current is g;radually acquiring equatorial motion,

the greatest vestward effects being near the tropics

(where the trades are generally found strongest).

'Hio inter-tropicul zone is heaW permaoentlyi and nearly aUJto^ on

an averagti^ ail round the world.
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Therefore the sensible result on the whole system of

circulation in temperate zones must be continual

easterly proofressioii, a (jeiicral motion of the atinospliere

toward the I^just, except in the lower latitudes and

(perennial) trade winds, where its motion is different

from that in higher latitudes, being to the West.

This continuous impulse of the upper tropical current

eastward^ while that of the polar stream is nearly soiitli-

ward, in itselj\ seems to be one cause of that universal

law of gyration— against watch hands in N. latitude,

with them in the southern hemisphere— which is now
generally recofiniised, thou^rh not explained nor accounted

for or'nj'inaUi/ previous to Dove's ])ublications.

Thus, however frequently altered or masked, the

normal state of our atmosphere appears to be a regular

alternation or circulation of currents between pohur and

tropical regions— the polar mwilhj advancing along the

earth's surface, the counter current generally above, at

higher elevations.*

Sometimes, even for weeks together, a polar current

prevails— excessively broad—many thousand miles in

width, and in latitude reaching from icy regions through

the perennial trade-winds, quite to the sub-solar zone.

The more marked characteristics of this current, where

it does not blow over an expanse of comparatively warm
ocean, are (relative) cold, dryiiess, and heaviness or

tension, with positive, or an excess of electricity.

During such a steady condition of atmosphere a
return, or tropical, current, passing above, is often made
evident by light upper clouds seen crossing heavenly

bodies, and by the sensations of feeling (or temperature),

at high elevations, on mountains, or in balloons.

At other limes, and by &r the more prevalent, there

is a more or less conflicting alternation, along the earth's

* lu the temperate zones mther current may be superpofled.
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surface, or in the upper air, of these great principal

currents, in such a vancty of proportion and combina-

tion, that observers, however careiui and discriminat-

ing, cannot be otherwise than perplexed until more is

ascertained, not only of the mechanical, but the chemical

and electrical, laws of the atmosphere. With the tropical

current there is little, if any, plus or positive electricity

manifested in the air; but sometimes, particularly with

moist deposit, including hail, there is minus or negative

electricity in a greater or less degree.

Part of tlie tropical current certainly descends^ be-

tween the latitudes of 20 and turns there toward

the equator, and combines with the perennial winds or

the periodical monsoons. The rest flows on toward

the polar region, invariably coming down, or descending,

toward the earth's surface, wherever the nh-polar cur-

rent fails y and then having obtained access, like an

elastic wedge, it increases in breadth and strength till

a revival of the polar current's energy enables that wind

to turn, overcome, and eventually displace its usurping

antagonist.

As the ah'polar current diminishes or fails, gradually^

and irregularly (in outline or shape like tongues of

flickering flame), while moving sauthwardf and as the

first descent of the upper tropical stream is more or less

from the westward, the feeble extremities of the polar

curr^t are turned to the eastward, and, as they become

combined with the advancing tropical stream, turn ac-

tually northward till lost— thus causing a rotatory

movement, against watch hands— a movement as

constant in the northern hemisi)here as its analogous

motion, in the contrary direction, is general in southern

latitudes.

When the polar current recovers strength, being

recruited from iur remote sources, it usually presses
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suddenly if not violently against the fdar side of the

current which is flowing frcm the tropics, and from

the westward^ making it diverge in direction by curving

away from the place of most pressure, and thus increas-

ing the tendency to circulate, as above mentioned, in one

direction rather than another. These currents combine,

or mix, Tariously, in their nature as well as in direction.

There is also an electrical action, not yet traced dis-

tinctly, though frequently indicated, and fully ascertained

by instrumental means.

Although these appear to be general audines in ac-

cordance with observed fiicts, it ought to be borne in

mind that, A\ liile similar features or peculiarities occur

on even a small scale in some localities, there are ap-

parent exceptions or contradictions in others (such as

temporary land or sea breezes, occasional g}'ration of a

local whirlwind or waterspout, contrary to usual law)

;

so exceptional, however, that they may truly be said to

prove the generality of those great laws so necessary to

be carefully studied and sufficiently mastered,— parti-

cularly by seamen.

The more marked characteristics of the polar current,

where it does not blow over an expanse of comjmratively

warm ocean, are (relative) cold, dryness and heaviness,

or tension witii pointive electricity. By relative heaviness

is meant specilic gravity, the weight of a given bulk

(say a cubic foot) of polar air com})ared with an eqiial

bulk (by dimension) of air in a tropical current
; and,

by tension, we mean its confined, or resisted elasticity.

When such a body of atmosphere as a wide tropical

current flows agaiii>t high land, it is speedily deprived

of much aqueous vapour (condensed into rain or snow),

and if it afterwards crosses a considerable tract of country

it is dry^ though still spedficaUy light; with inferior

tension, until mixedy by degrees, with polar air.
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Masses of land, with arid deserts or large forests

—

high, perhaps snow-covered ranges of mountains, ex-

tensive valleys, or rivers on a great sailc, inliiience

atmospheric currents, as they cross, in almost every

conceivable way; and it is exceedingly difUcult in some

localities to eliminate effects of a special or peculiar

kind, from the great general, or normal conditions of

the world's atmosphere, which should always be kept

in \\ew.

That there are waves of ur, atmospheric undulations,

or ptdsoHonSy we have authorities for accepting; but

that they are not such as have been sometimes supposed,

while looking at barometric curves of oscillatiou, seems

clear. Vibratory undulations may exist on a greater or

less scale in all elastic fluids that are not at rest ; but the

direct consequence of such motions, in the atmosphere,

on tliose of the mercurial column, appears inconsistent

with the £Acts that, sometimes while either polar or

tropical current lasts several weela^ with settled weather

(the former much more frequently), there is little or no

sensible change in the column ofmercury, while the wind

remains steadily in one quarter; yet with, or shortly

before, a change of wind's direction ordy^ the mercury

MLs or rises; and this, while there are notable abnormal

motions in other regions of atmosphere, amply suflicient

to cause the transmission of undulatory vibrations, or

atmospheric waves.

What has been termed the Hrough' of the wave,

being the lightest air, ought to mount highest^ as it does

betivten the tropics; while the (so called) * crest,' being

in the middle of heavy dry air (which we find to be

the case with polar current, invariably)^ should have a

lower position.

The effects of icebergs on our climate have been much
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questioned, especially with reference to recent seasons.

It would seem that when they are numerous, or large,

and are under currents of wind that blow to our shores,

a chilling influencemay be felt^ and aqueous vapourmay
be borne from their vicinity to be condensed in rain on

our western high lands. The lieat absorbed in thawing

ice or snow, and converting its water into invisible

vapour or gas, is well known to be very considerable

in quantity.

But similar effects occur annually— not, indeed, from

icebergs only, but on an infinitely grander scale—around

the arctic and antarctic circles, affecting all the adjacent

temperate zones. As either pole is turned more toward

the sun, after the vernal equinox, heat increases in the

direction of that pole until a thawing effect is produced

on the exterior ice, when an interval of comparatively

cold weather occurs, caused by absorption of heat near

those circles, affecting more or less the contiguous

regions; and thus, perhaps, the frequent cold of April

or May in this country (and other parts of our hemi-

sphere also), especially atterawaniier early spring than

usual, may be accounted for generally.

The converse of these conditions ought to occur (if

the facts be as above supposed)—namely, a short second

summer, or ratlier an inter\al of comparatively fine

warm weather soon after the autumnal equinox, caused

by liberation of latent heat (during condensation of

vapour, and formation of ice) and precipitated moisture.

Is not this the case all over the world, in temperate

zones? The ex])ressions * St. Martin's,' ^ St. John's,*

and the ^ Indian ' summer, advert to this period, which

is recognised in each hemisphere everywhere.
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CHAPTER VI

Lower, Upper, and Intermediate Currcnta of Air— Consequent
Varieties and Variations of Climate— Barometric Curves—Wave
Theory— Winds nfloftiii}? Climates — luilueQCed by Oceaos— Sea

Temperaturea— iSpecitiu Gravity— Ozuue.

We have been cunsiclenii;]^ the grander and more general

atmospheric circulation^ irrespective of minor motions;

but as these greater and normal movements occasion a
variety of inferior ofP-sets, intermediate currents, and
edd}'ing circuits, it is indispensable to take due notice

also of them.

Any personwho has watched clouds crossing heavenly

bodies in unsettled weather, may have observed them
moving in perhaps more than two directions. Aeronauts

have found as many as four simultaneous currents,

successively superposed, and diifering in character as

well as direction.

Mr. Glaisher's recent ascents have corroborated the

results of Gay Lussac, Rush, Welsh, and Green, besides

other less generally known air-voyagers. These minor

or intermediate currents have -not qualities depending

on elevatioQ scidy. Far from it, temperature, tension,

and moisture vary quite differently from the formerly

supposed regular progression upwards. For example,

Mr. Glaisher found temperatures increasing with height

after much diminution; then again Mling, and with

varieties of moisture. These and other similarly

irregular variations proved intermediate currents, ir-
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regular in character, though corroborating normal de-

crease of temperature as well as pressure. As this

subject will be further and fully discussed, it may
suffice now to remark only— that these superposed, and

vaiying currents of air, either colder or warmer, drier

or more moist, than those adjacent (above or below, or

both), must affect the climate and ve<Tetation of hi/^h

lands, against which they impinge ; and modiiy greatly

the effects of any lower or surface stream of air;

whether limited narrowly, or extending over hundreds,

even thousands, of miles.

Hence it is that in Switzerland, Scotland, and other

mountainous countries, tlie temperature is sometimes

warmer at a considerable elevation than it is on lower

grounds; and that descending gusts of wind are some-

times very much warmer than the air then generally

moving along earth's (or ocean's) surface.

So much has been said during the last few years

about ^ atmospheric waves,' that we may again refer to

tliem here, and in rather more detail.

If wind veer round the compass in the course of two

or three days (more or less), or is many days in making

a circuit,— invariably, as it goes round, the barometer

rises or falls according to the direction or stren f^h of the

wind. Supposing a diagram to represent 3G hours, and

to be divided into spaces of three hours each along the

upper horizontal line, while below, points of the com-

pass are shown (from N. around by E. to N. again,

— continued to S.); and at the side a scale of inches

and decimals, from 28 to 31. Next, let us suppose

that the wind has gone round the compass once, or say

once and a half, as happens occasionall} , and that it has

been an extreme case of depression, as iu a stoiin.
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Then, if from (say) 30'8, with the wind at N., a

veering occurs, first towards the NE. and then on-

ward in the same direction around the compass— as

the wind so shifts to the N£., and is about to shift

towards the £. and S., the barometer foretells it or

fells beforehand. When the wind is NE. the mer-

cury is lower, probably, than when it was at N. As
it gets to the E. the mercury falls:— it gets lower

still at SE., and fidls still more to S. and SW., where it

is probably the lowest, because it feels the effects of the

soiitli-westerly or tropical current most tlien, and may
be down, let us suppose, to 28*2 inches. As the wind

shifts round to SW., W., NW., the column in the tube

rises, till, perhaps, the wind is N., or even NE., when it

may be as high as 30'8. It has been known in this

country as high as 30*9. As the wind goes round

again to the E. and SE. and S., the barometer Mis as

before, and a line or curve traced upon paper, repre-

senting these &lls and rises, or oscillations of the

barometer, during a certain time (sa^ some 36 hours),

has an appearance like the outline of a wave of water;

but as these apparent waves, or undulations, take place

€xacdy as the wind shifts, and proportionally to its

strength, and as, if the wind remains in one quarter for

some days, or say two or three weeks together, the curve

approaches to a straight line, remaining at about the

same elevation, it seems that there is an intimate and

immediate connection between such a curve, or wave-

Hue, and the oscillation of the mercury^ though not

necessarily between the curve and any undulatory

movement of the atmosphere above our heads.

If a body ofthe atmosphere above us swelled upwards,

like a wave, and fell again, as has been sup[)osed (as it

were iu 'crests' and ' troughs'), how should we reconcile
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it with the &ct of there bemg various currents passing

over each other in different directions through the at-

mosphere? Aeronauts who have been up in biilloons say

tluit from one stratum of air they passed into another,

and another, and at times even a fourth also, moving

variously. There cannot be vacancies between the un-

dulations of various strata of air. Those different bodies

of atmosphere could not be undulating like waves, while

having spaces between them, and interferences of cross

movements. Waves of ocean have only elastic air above

them, which does not impede their rise and Ml ma-

terially ; and they are only superficial, not reaching &r
do^vn.*

With any actual raising of particles, or masses of air,

the lighter or tropical portions of winds should rise the

highest, and would expand; but, according to the

*Wave theory' (here controverted), the reverse is

asserted; the lowest part of the apparent trough of the

wave occurs, with the lowest barometer, that is, with the

air, which is the lightest and most expanded^ and ought

(therefore) to rise up the hvjhest; and, coincident

with the heavy dry air, the highest part, or what is

called the ^ crest ' of the wave, is observed. Consider-

ing then these &cts, and the exact correspondence of the

movements of the mercury with the wind's direction,

besides the extreme variability traceable in such an

atmospheric wave— w^hich can hardly be conceived

motionless for toeeks (as in the case of a steadt/ north'

easterly/ wind), and then going into extraordinary irre-

gularity during a day ortico— we are led to the belief

that what are ronmo/ilfj called 'atmospheric waves' are

delusive; and that, although there are waves in any line

• Deep sea soundiiigs and explorations— Pearl and Sponge divers

besides vexy deep work in diving bells (as at Cape Frio, for the Tlictis'a

freight)— bATO proved tbia to be general
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indicating oscillations of the barometer, there are not

such movements in the atmosphere itself as are nsually

advert<.'(l to by the expressions ' trough * and ' crest.*

PuUatio7is^ or variations in tension^ occur continu-

ously, and have not yet been explained satis&ctorily,—

but are they, strictly speaking, waves?

Before refernng oven briefly to the effect of winds

upon climates generally, I would allude to a t'vw

considerations connected with oceanic conditions, it

may not be generally known that over ocean in most

parts of the world, the average temperature of super-

ficial water is nearly that of air near the surface. In the

tropics sea-water temperature ranges from 70° to 80° or

more, and the air is much the same. In some equatorial

parts of the world the surface water is as warm as 86^
for instance, near the Galapagos Islands ; and in some con-

lined localities it is even more than 90°, as, for example,

in parts of the Red Sea and Indian Archipelago. But

although so warm on the sur&ce, it is very much colder

at a few hundred fathoms below, where the cold in-

creases to 35°, or perhaps less. It was long considered

that 39° must be the greatest cold that could be found

in the lower ocean (being nearly that in which water

was said to be most condensed), but reliable obser-

vations during the last few years have shown tem-

peratures considerably lower than 35°.* We do not

yet know exactly what eifects are caused by i/reat

pressure, or other deep sea agencies besides want of air.

The effect of great variation of temperature, and, there-

fore, quality of water, or the varying state of the water

itself, — the action of winds upon the surface, also of

evaporation, of rain, and lunar influence— combine

* See Illaui7*B Phjiical Geography of the Sea ^ or lib Suiling Directione.

G
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to cause constant movement analogous to a circulation

of the ocean (like tliat of the atmosphere), though on

a much more liiiiitcd scale, and, perhaps, not sensibly

so much aftecting very great deptlis. There is, for in-

Btance, the well-known current called the Gulf Stream,

which runs from the Floridas across the Atlantic towards

Europe, with a temperature ranging from 80** to 60%
undei'neath which is a current which sevend observers

have lound to be as low in temperature as 36% or less.

So closely do totally different waters sometimes ap«

preach there, and pass without mixing, that Admiral

Sir Alex. Milne once found H.M.S. Nile's bow in water

of 4G° temperature while the stern wns in the Gulf

Stream at 70°. General Sabine (now President of the

Royal Society) has given remarkable cases o£persistence

in sea currents.* Off the Cape of Good Hope also is

a similar remarkable mixture of extremes of tempernture

within a very short distance of each other. The Lagulhas

stream running from near Madagascar, by the coast of

Africa and that Gape, has a temperature of 70% but

near the Cape, meets with cold water, from the Ant-

arctic ro<T:ions, at a temperature rangiiitr from 40° to

50°; and these currents occasionally intermingle, some-

times near the sur&ce, sometimes below it, so that one

may dip a thermometer in the water at one hour, and

find 45° or 4(5°, and an hour or two aftenvards lind

from 65° to 70°. Sunilar places occur in the Pacific

Ocean, and there is one very marked near the Galapagos

Islands, on the N.W. and S.£. sides of that group.

The ious elTccts of such warmth of sea water, par-

ticularly that of the Gulf Stream, upon our own climate,

and the waters that are near the shores of other countries

* Sabiue'B rendulum ExperimenU.
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Upon land adjacent to them, need liardly be miieh dwelt

on in passing, except to remark that wind blowing

over a body of warm sea water is wanned and otherwise

affected (perhaps chemically).* Those countries which

are exposed to the sea wdnds (of tlie lower and middle

latitudes all round the world, in the northern as well as

in the southern hemisphere), bringing moisture and

warmth with them, are milder in climate, and more
fiiYourable to vegetation, than those countries which are

exposed to dry land wnnds, whether hot or cold. Tro-

pical, or other east winds, from over an expanse of ocean,

carry vapours and rain. But they differ in some

respects from the westerly. Polar currents in general

carry but little moisture excepting where, immediately

before reaching the land, they have passed over a

considerable exj)anse of ocean, whence they have taken

up evaporated moisture, and, therefore, have acquired

a character more like that of ordinary sea winds,

though not so moist and beneficial. Where ice or

snow is melting on a great scale, air carries off vapour

even from a usually dry quarter. Generally speiUdng

sea winds are more or less charged with vapour, but

land winds are usually dry, very different and various

in their qualities, according to the countiy tra\ ersed.

It has been much discussed, especially in Scotland,

whether the Gulf Stream has really so much effect upon

our climate as has been usually Ihought It has been

chiefly questioned because experiments have been made
•with thermometers close in shore, within twcntv or

thirty ^sithoms, where the water has been affected more

or less by rivers or the land near it, and has not been

fiiund nearly so warm as the winds or water of the

Atlantic—but this seems to be rather a fidlacious

* Osone indicates aoxuc such peculiar effect.

Q 2
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gi'oimd of argument. There is no doubt that alono^ the

coast of Xorwav, as well as the coasts of Scotland and
the Hebrides, the wanning effect is such tliat all ice is

kept out of the harbours there. The climate is mild all

the year round, even at the North Gape; while on the

western or the opposite side of the Atlantic, ice comes

down in-shore to a very much lower latitude, even below

XeAvtoundland.

The Consul General for Norway (J. R. Crowe, Esq.)

says, that within the last few hundred years ice has in-

creased along the east coast of Greenland very iniu li,

acccording to authentic records which he has consulted.

We know that there were colonies, many centuries ago,

on the shores of Greenland, then an open coast, which

were destroyed by being blocked up by ice, and have

never been heard of since: but the precise site of those

settlements has been doubted. Late authorities state

that they must have been on the west side of Greenland.

The space between north-west Iceland and Greenland

is now blocked up usually, although some centuries ago it

was quite o})en; while between S|)itzl)er;i-en and Nova

Zembla there is a very large space of open water, and

lor 200 miles round the North Cape of Norway, no ice

is ever seen. The Gulf Stream is found to communicate

its effects across the Atlantic by more or less narrow

streams of wanner water, even to the eastward of the

North Gape, where none of the harbours are frozen up

at any time of the year, and where fishermen work in

lighter clothes than thqr use further to the southward

and eastward.

In some countries, where the wind blows ahnost con*

stantly in one direction, vegetation is abundant on the

side against which the wind blows from tlie ocean (an
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inexhaustible source of moisture), while on the other side

there is scarcely any vegetation at jill ; as in Peru, Pata-

gonia, parts of Arabia and Africa, various islands, parts

of Asia, and of Australia, where all the moisture from the

sea winds has been previously cond^ised or abstracted

:

and in passing across extensive land, the other sea side,

as in Peru, receives only dried air from tlie land, and

the countiy is more or less barren. So in many other

places, wind carrying moisture affects one side of a hill

or mountain and does not affect the other equally. Our
own climate being exposed to westerly and southerly

winds for about three fourths of the year, is remarkably

&voiired in this respect, as these winds are not only

moist, but warm, and pass over warm waters of the

ocean, if not the tropical, at least those of the more
expanded part of the Gulf Stream.

There may be cause to suspect a gradual change in

our average climate under such peculiar circumstances,

and it may be very questionable how &r the northern

re^ons,—those in the lalatude of Iceland and from

NcAvfoundland across to Nor^va\\—how far those

countries may be directly though slowly affected by in-

crease or diminution of ice in the Arctic regions; and
this is a subject which should also have its weight with

reference not oidy to considerations of our own seasons,

but to temperate climates adjacent to polar regioiisi

around each hemisphere.

The temperatures of the 8urfiu:es of almost all seas

and oceans has been generally ascertained, and those

of their depths here and there. Thermometers pecu-

liarly constructed, self-registering, and showing maxi-

mum as well as minimum temperatures, or minimum
only (which is sometimes sufficient, and admits of the
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instrument being narrawet^ a considerable advantage in

sounding)^ strong enough to resist the pressure of the

ocean at three or four miles depth, where there may be a

force exerted to compress them, exceeding three or four

hundred atmospheres (of 15 lbs. to the square inch), have

been employed.

The specific gravity of the ocean has been tried lately

in nearly all parts of the world, by small glass li} (lro-

meters ; and the general result is that the specific gravity

of the salt water is very much the same in all places,

except where affected by recent heavy rains, or by water

from the mouths of large rivers ; the differences in the

specific gravity being found to be less, usually, than

errors of observation, such as may occur if the hy-

drometer is put into water without bemg careAilly

wiped. From mere carelessness in not thus cleaning it

a difference oftwo or three divisions of the scalemay be

caused. The instrument is, however, ve7'i/ accurate if

con^ectly used,, and by its means a genei*al result seems to

be established— that the sur&ce of the ocean is almost

ever3rwhere within one or two divisions of 1,027 (taking

distilled water at 1,000 grains), sea-water thus averaging

1,027 grains in weight. The diflerence between various

parts of the ocean, taking the whole world, being not more
than 2 or 3 of these divisions, or &om 26, in short, to

about 28, rather less than the difference between using

the instruniont carelessly and accurately. In tlie Red
Sea a specific gravity considerably higher than 1,028

seems to have been found; and some of the eastern

seas show similar exceptional instances {said to extend

to 1,080 in the Red Sea).

Interest has been caused by ozone, wliich has been

thought to afiect health considerably. Whatever may
be the real chemical or philosophical explanation, the
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known facts at present appear to be that ozone is chiefly

found on or near the sea, and that winds which blow

towards the land from the nearest sea brinpr tlie most

ozone. Lieutenant Chiinmo lately observed that in the

Hebrides, and on the north-west coast of Scotland, there

is more ozone than he had found in other places, including

the great ocean
;
and, on comparing notes from different

parts of our own coasts, it is remarkable that the winds

which accompany the greatest indications of ozone are

those which blow from the nearest and largest sea.

When Captain Jansen, of Holland, and Dr. Mitchell of

Edinbur;^di, made obsei'vations in India, in the Athmtic

and in Algeria—Jansen's being between Bata^^a and

England— they found by independent methods that

over the sea, clear of the knd, there was most ozone,

and that oyer land or hills near the sea—hills against

which the sea-winds blew— there was more than in the

valleys or in other places which were separated irom the

sea; and that inland, about towns, and in inland places

generally, there was exceedingly little. These observers

employed the methods advised by Dr. Moflutt and by

Professor Schonbein.

This may seem to point to a connection between ozone

and chlorine gas, which is in and over sea-water, and
which must be brought by any wind that blows from

the sea. We v/i\l not here make any further rcfcrciiee

to its peculiarities, except one—its possible aft'ection

of the gastric juice—as it is a question rather too purely

chemical. Certainly at present the results of various

different observations of ozone show— that the greater

prevalence of it is ^vith wind that blows Irom the near-

est sea;— that it prevails mow over the ocean and

near it than over land, especially land remote from the

sea :—^that it improves digestion,and has a tanning effect.
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CHAPTER VII

Hecnpit Illation and further Explanations— Qualities of Air — "N'a-

pour — C'ouvectivc Action — Alternations— Trojiical or Jnxta-Tro-

pical Zouea— Action of Curreuts— IveaulLa of Kxperienco— liaro-

metrie Corves—^Atmoapheric Waves—Comnts spedfiedliyDov6 as
' parallel/ by others as * sucoessiye *—Law of Gyratun --'Electricity

—Polarisation of Air— Mechsniaa Views of Bedfidd, Bad, and
Barlow.

AViTH the hope of being clearly understood, although

risking a repetition of ideas, if not expres^ons,

some degree of recapitulation will be offered in this

chapter before an advance is ventured into an explana-

tion of the reasons for predicting, or, rather, /crtco^^-

ing weather, as a practical application of meteorologic

science tending to its utilisation in daily life.

Pray imai^ne or place a globe before you, and look at

it frcni east or west, at right angles to the polar axis.

Consider the globe as rotating : your eye being in space

a long way outside of the earth's or globe's atmosphere,

which ma) be supposed to extend eight or ten miles

from the surface, iiearly as we feel it— and farther in

a much lighter condition, perhaps even less pondenible

than that of hydrogen gas, the lightest of our elements,

which, light as it isj still gravitates.

Bear in mind the difference between actual and re-

lative gravitation, or ireifjht. Lead, tlatlicrs, gas, even

the lightest of all, gravitate toward the centre of mass—
one more forcibly or heavily than another, which is,

therefore, forced to rise, or sink kss^ against its awn

tendency. Air is an elasticj a higldy elastic fiuid^ having
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not only the equilibrating properties of water, but a
resilience^ or tendency to expand at even 0ie least diminu'

tt'on of pressure. Its (atomic) particles being more

neurly mechanically than ckemically combined (in the

proportion of one part of oxygen to four parts of

hydrogen), they are always liable to chemical change,

caused by more or less heat (caloric), electrical action,

or mere gravitation. In gravitation is included cohesion,

the cohesion of particles being only a lesser eff(^ct

of the general law of attraction or gravitation, whether

as Newton viewed it, or a magnetic action, as has been

suggested by high authority.

Air under diminished pressure expands on all sides,

becomes Jhjhter, bulk for bulk, like the air on a high

mountain, which presses so lightly on mercury, compared

with that near the sea.

Air also expands from increase of heat, that subtle

and mysterious agent which acts mechanically, and in

an unexplained manner: but a manner which is fdt
through the very densest as well as the lightest matter,

yet no more explicable, to the general senses, than sight,

or the electric touch, or the moral emotion in one human
being caused by a look or a word from another.

Again, air expands from an increase ofvapour, aqueous

or watery vapour, in an invisible state. This gas,

lighter than air (like expanded but not condensed steam),

mixed among the particles of air, renders any given bulk,

say a cubic foot, lighter than a cubic foot of drier air
;

while, from its elasticity, resilience, and fluidity, it Alls

equal space : partly as a bale of cotton occupies a larger

space, naturally (tliough not larger if artificially/ com-

pressed), tlmii a mass of earth equal in weight : and

partly as warm water occupies proportionate space among
bodies of cold fluid, such as the Gulf Stream at 80"*

meeting currents at 40^.
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AISL—COirVSCTION

Vapour rismgf which is water in a gaseous state,

(water being one part oxygen, and two parts hydrogen

by bulk)^ may undergo more or less chemical change aa

it rises through air, thus adding to or taking from the

weight of that air. Such changes are accompanied

probably by electrical action, more or leas audden, or

vittble ; or felt only in its effects.

An electrician at a table can cause a little breeze of

wind that moves toy boats in a trough, and can make

rain, in drops, by an electric current through the air

we are breathing—a miniature analogy to operations of

Nature.

Having thus sliown the more special properties of air

—

Suppose tlie torrid zone of our eartli (or the globe

imagined before us) to be considerably heated, while the

polar regions are cool, an action like that in water set on

the lire to boil takes phice in the atmosphere. The

warmed parts rise; their places are tilled by the cold;

in torn, the now chUled parts (which were warmed)

descend, where they can, and a circular rather than a

vertical alternation is ^set up.' This is almost the

process of convection, which generally proceeds iu fluids,

by a circulation nearhj \x'rtic{d.

Now, bear in mind that the warmed masB of torrid-

zone air is vastly greater, even without any expansion,

than the polar cool bodies : and that, once in motion, the

greater mass tiiust go somewhere (owing to its momen-

tum, and to condensation and increase of weight, in the

upper and colder r^ons of our atmosphere) ; and it

will not appear improbable that a very considerable

portion of tlie air raised near tlie equator desctuds just

beyond the tropics, and there makes its way, between

opposing polar currents, or under or over them, towards
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ibe north and east; while another, perhaps the greater

part, turns southward in the calm variable latitudes, and
helps to supply the perennial trade winds, which cannot be

suliiciently maintained the comparatively small

polar regions (where the meridians all convexge so

rapidly).

But the varying states of equatorial and polar regions,

consequent on the earth's rotiit'u)n, on immense })re-

cipitation of vapour (rains)—on daily, as differing from

nightly, action of the sun— on great electrical changes

and diemical action, and other perplexing causes: these

viiiying states must be accompanied or followed by

alternations, or, as it were, pulsations of the atmospheric

greater currents— those, towards and from the equator or

poles. SnckpulscOions^ so to speak, must be accompanied

bymore or less onward movement of air along the earth's

surfece, by absolute calm, or by a tendency towards a

vacuum. Mind, only a tendency, because no sooner

does either current, polar or tropical, 3rield or fail, than

immediately the reatHent properties of the other are

actively developed to equilibrate the mass. Thus,

directly a polar current (our north-east 'vvind) becomes

less decided, and draws towards east, the barometer

by &Uing, and the thennometer by rising, indicate a

lessened tension, a raised temperature, and a coming

tropical current. The change may follow by south-

east and south to south-west, or it may be miisked by

other influences, and back round, by the north, or shiiit

across at once.

After an interval the polar current, having, as it were,

acc^uired strength, approaches, either sudderdy >vath a

great conflict, perhaps storm, lightning, and hail, or

gradually^ causing only a change from S.W. through
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W. to N.W.f and afterwards again by N. to N.£. These

are the usual effects, but anomalies occur often, from

counter-eddies in the atmosphere, more or less r6'.v///V//Y,

which, however, are all explicable iii connection with

these few general principles and the rotationof the earth,

for which reference should again be made to the globe.

As the earth (or globe) turns on its axis from W. to

E., particles or bodies of air drawn towards tlie equator

fh)m either pole, are more and more left behind, as it

were, on the sur&ce, which is turning continually to the

£• more and more rapidly as nearer the equator, where
the rotary movement is greatest. Hence air, starting

from either pole, and always moving directly towards

the equatorial regions, is felt on the earth's suiface

as a current between N. and £. (a diagonal line being

traced across the globe), and thus a wind Mt as N.E.

was, perhaps, really a north wind ; and a north wind,

as felt, may have been almost a north-westerly current.

The opposite case differs considerably. A particle or

a mass of air raised at the equator and impelled towards

&ther pole, has the momentum of that part of the

glol)e wliere it a.^cends^ and as it goes polar>vise it passes

over portions of the suriiice mo\ing slower and slower

compared with equatorial rotation. Such an equatorial

mass (or particle) goes eastwardfaster than the surfiice,

and causes westerly wind. Hence the prevalent west

winds of middle latitudes, which are, however, frequently

in contest with, or considerably affected by, polar cur-

rents— the two combining—from the westward causing

all varieties of wann or cold, wet or dry, wind from

that side (south to north by the west)^ while their

mutual action from the opposite side (north to south by

east) causing the ffuctuations and variations observed

with winds from that half of the compass.
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The basis of this theory is Deri's ^Law of Gyration/

supported by Sir John Herschel ; but its illustration in

some measure, and this application of it to the peculia-

rities of the calm variable, or horse latitudes, were the

present writer's, originally.*

Some of those * peculiarities ' are— remarkable stag-

nation or quiet of the atmosphere near the earth

(while hi<j^h light clouds, rapidly crossing heavenly

bodies, show upper currents toward polar regions)—

frequent, but temporary rains—squalls, often deacending^

and (generally, all the year round) a remarkably high

barometer, or much atmospheric tension.

Exceptions to this general condition, between 25° and

Zb'* of latitude, are those occasional but comparatively

rare hurricanes, or storms, which, like all great tempo-

rary winds, are more or less cyclonic or circuitous.

The high barometer and general tranquillity of those

juxta-tropical zones of all the world (where not much
affected by continental masses of land, having heated

plains or snow-covered mountains) ore caused by the

opposition of descending equatorial air cooled (to a

certain degree) by the higher regions, and the horizon-

tally moving polar currents drawn usually towards the

equator. The combination of these two causes pressure

and raises the barometer.

AVlien, in middle, or other latitudes, pressure or

tension is relaxed— from comparative failure of polar

supplies

—

immediately the air becomes lighter the

barometer &lls, and the prevailing opponent, equatorial

or tropical current, begins tobe sensible— its approach

being generally gradual, preceded by warmtli, and

by an overclouding of the sky— altogether different

* They were flTSt expressed in the third uuuiher of Meteorologic Papers,

published by the Board of IMit In 1S67.
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from the accompaniments of a sudden or rapid, cold, and,

perhaps at first, stormy polar wind.

The more salient features have alone been here

sketched; as to include more details at present might

only confuse. The general circulalaon and alternation

of atmospherical currents being understood, it is easy to

see how a circular or cyclonic character must obtain

with all storms, which are the vortices, or eddies on a

large scale, at the edges of great moving hreadlh or

masses of the atmosphere.

The currents of a large river illustrate these motion??,

in a certain sense, but the fluid water has neither

resSience, nor mnck electrical agency operating in it

—

nor chemical changes—nor mechanical alteration from

absorption or precipitation of vapour^ like the fluid., and

elaj^tically, as well as othenvise, most cha7i(jeable dir.

Circuitous sweeps or cyclonic eddies are horizontal, or

vertical, or inclined at a certain angle to tiie horizontal

plane. One part of the meteoric curlmay touch, sweep,

or press along the surface of the globe— while another

side of the cyclone may be in an upper region, and

unfelt, though often traceable, through its upper

current, carrying clouds across the heavenly bodies in

various directions— successively—difl^ering from, those

of the surl'ace wind felt by the observer.

Land and sea breezes— of tine weather, and tropical

climates— are local, and small circulations, vertically,

on principles exactly similar to those already mentioned.

They are cases of * convection *— the cool sea air

movijig to the heated land, by day— rising, becoming

cooled, and returning seaward to the then warmer
ocean at night, or towards morning. The sea varies so

very little in its normal tempersture, in respective
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latitudes and localities, that it is everywhere a great

modifier, or moderator of climate ; besides being perhaps

the source of that interesting peculiarity, ozone— so

beneficial to health— which is found toprevail over sea

or with winds from the sea (and, as we have said, sema
to be oaydised chlorine gas).

A few more words, by way of recapitulation, may be

here added respecting ^ atmospheric waves ' (so-called).

Particular attention was drawn to these supposed

undtdations of atmosphere, by papers read at meet-

ings of the British Association, and by an article in

the Admiralty Manual of Science. Great authorities

then oonntenanced the theory, and apparentiy sanctioned

such opinions. Yet there is so much argument against

those views, that even the highest names may scarcely

warrant theii' implicit adoption. That there must l)e

undulations or pulsations in the atmosphere— consti-

tuted as it is— cannot be doubted, but that the curve

traced on paper representing the oscillations of a baro-

meter, as the wind veers round the compass, corresponds

to a mechanical, watery, wavelike, undulation of the

body of atmosphere— is not sufficiently proved.

Summarily, one may demur to it on these grounds.

First, the curve so traced on paper, varies not only with

the barometer, but ^\nth the direction of the wind, which is

invariably accompanied by change of pressure or tension,

consequent on the greateir or less action of polar current.

Secondly, while the wind remains in one quarter, the

curve or line, ttiken as that of the superficial outline of

a wave section, remains almost unvaried, except in con-

sequence of altered strength oi wind or much raiti^ which

have each a comparativdy small effect.

Thirdly, the lowest part of the curve {called the
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trough of the wave) always corresponds to the lowest

barometer, or lightest air; whereas it is the lightest air

that rises highest, as instanced at the equator; and

therefore the crest of an atmosphcnc wave (so to speak)

ought to be over the place of lowest barometer.

Fourthly, aeronauts always find, and the upper

clouds often show, currents above very different fix)m

those below. These superposed and successive strata,

iu rapid cross motion, must tend to check if not to

destroy undulation. To what has been stated on this

subject (atmospheric waves) in the invaluable Essay on
Meteorology in the last edition of the Encyclopedia

Britiuinica, the utmost deference is due; but the ex-

periment there descriljed, of the undulations transmitted

through successive passive strata of fluids (coloured) in

a vessel— did not meet the case of fluid strata of air

moving horizontally, in various directions, across each

other.

That there are tidal waves in the atmosphere, caused

by the sun and moon, experiment has proved ; but that

they are so very small as to be, practically, almost in-

sensible, seems alsotohave been demonstrated. This sub-

ject, however, has still to be much investigated. Such
waves as these foUow their causes, in periodic times, not

diumally alo7ie^ as influenced by sun and moon, but in

semi-lunar intervals affecting both dirtcUon aiid force of

wind.

Among constant agencies are the formation, growth,

or decay of ice in polar regions, and its effects. The
comparative qualities of polar winds (north or south)

— their electncal and otlier peculiarities, and the nla-

live deptlis of the atmosphere at the poles and equator

—

arevery curious andlittle known subjects in meteorology.
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As it has been aseertamed that the son's rays are more
powerful in high latitudes than they are in tropical

regions, perhaps the depth of atmosphere is diminished

near the poles, owing to less centiil'ugal force j wiiile it

is not 80 much charged with aqueous vapour: and thus

thm may be at least these two reasons for increased

penetration by the sun's rays.

Electricity has been referred to, and often will l)e again,

in these pages—ubiquitous agent as it assuredly is. With

polar winds or air currents^ its influence varies towards a

maximum^ and is plua^ positive, or vitreous. With the

opposite (tropical, moist, and southerlyor south-westerly)

winds, electrical indications are almost insensible, minus,

or negative. With rain or snow there is usually less,

(minus, ornegative) electricity in the atmosphere—^ifany

can be distinguished at all (without experiments of a

peculiar and special nature). This all-pervading agency,

latent and tranquil if equilibrated, equally dilfused or

specifically apportioned— excited, or made evident to

our &eulties by action, change of temperature, friction,

collision or pressure—is so intimately engaged in every

atmospheric change, opposition, movement, or conil)i na-

tion, that it should never be left out of mind. Imponde-

rable, intangible, ubiquitous— nay, materially^ almost

onmipotent, this most marvellous of all the elements of

our wonderM world, is under control, subordinate to

man, and yet as unknown and even as mysterious as

^ his glassy essence.'

*

The drculations of magnetic currents are so similar to

atmospheric circulationain their remarkable outlines, and

the electrical state of each main current of air, tropical

or polar, is so regularly minus or plus according to

the north-eastward or south-westward direction— these
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currents having alfio, invariably, iensians of more or less

mechanical pressure, shown by the barometer, averaging

from a quarter to half an inch everywhere—that onemay
ask whether polar cold and tropical heat may not affect

the condition and relative jmsition of tlie atoms, particles,

or molecules of air, so that those from polar regions are

polarised in position, inter deprived of much heat,

or electric fluid, and therefore also of aqueous vapour,

closed together, and nuule denser, drier, and heavier, bulk

for bulk. Supposing this to be the case, and that the par-

ticles of an ab-polar current are ranged (say) north and
south (whatever their actualultimate form may be), while

those of a tropically-affected body of air are not only sepa-

rated farther apart by heat and vapour, l)ut ranged iu a
different direction (suppose), east and west—^their form

may be such as U> prevent^ under ^um circumstances,

so close an adhesion or packing together.

The particles would be more separated, more mobile,

even more fluid; and, as vapour is lighter than air, each

cubic quantity would be lighter and moister than equal

cubes of ab-polar or north-easterly atmosphere. Such
considerations as these might go toward explanation

of the barometric oscillations— as varying currents

extend or move along earth's surface.

But there is another cause of barometric oscillation

besides actual lateral and vertical pressure or tension

;

(themselves effects of depth and lateral elasticity of

atmosphere, acting more in a calm than at other times,

especially when currents or winds are mutually tending

from oppositedirectionstowardsthe place ofobservation).

This cause is the diminution of air tension or pressure

caused by its e.rpamion^ in consequence of freedom to

move horizontally, or otherwise (like water let out of a
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resen'oir, were water also elastic as well as fluid). Sir

William Keid's explanation, after Redfield's, adopted

and therefore supported by his very high authority, is

that the pressure of the atmosphere is diminished by
moHan in some places; increased, by the same cause, in

others, according as the depth varies vertically. But

they applied this view specially to rotatory storms, aud

did not include the general question.

And there may be a further consideration

:

Experiments made by Mr. Barlow in 1849, instituted

to discover how far vertical pressure is diminished by

horizontal speed, seemed to show that a velocity of fifty

miles an hour caused about one seventh less vertical

pressure than when the movable body was stationary.

Now, in the familiar instance of sJvat'unj— ice will l)ear a

mau in rapid motion which would break if he stood still.

If air, in swift motion, have its vertical weight, and there-

fore total tension, diminished, the Torricellian column

must show it. Ifmoving with horizontal velocityofthirty

miles an hour (about one-third of its swiftness in a

storm), and the tension diminished only one-thirtieth

instead of one-seventh, the column might fall about

one inch from this cause only;—^but, probably, it would
fall much more— on the assumi)tion of this view of

diminished pressure being tenable,— which, however,

high authoriHee deny.

In treating of remarkable and happily but infrequent

occurrences, such as great storms, a tendency has j^re-

vailed to permit attention to be so much engrossed l)y

those exceptians to the general course of nature, that

ordinary weather, prevalent winds, and, as one may say,

the meteorology of everyday life—has been neglected.

u 2

«
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An endeayour to lessen the vacancy, in this respect, left

by those admirable teachers, Redfield, Reid, Piddington,

and even by higher authorities, namely, those true

philosophers who have written on meteorology, is the

present writer's aim. He has felt the want of aid in

daily toea^ter'icork and knows how others often feel.

In 1839, the following passage was published in the

Beagle's Voyage, with reference to Reid's Law of Stonns,

then first exciting general notice among sea officers. It

was thought by the author of that voyage, then recently

returned from seven years' exploring and surveying

duties in many quarters of tlie world, including its

circumnavigation, that too much stress was laid on the

exceptional storm, and too little notice given, too few

fEusts stated, respecting the normal or regular course of

atmospheric conditions or changes, and ordinary move-

nients of the air.

His words then were : ' are not storms exceptional to

the general whids or atmospheric currents— not the

CAUSES of them ? Some persons may have laid too much
stress upon such exceptions, and have rather overlooked

the principal ^^^/?(?;'nf^ features — tiiose of the conditions

which prevail almost continuously. Common winds

occur throughout the year, except during short inter-

vals; but hurricanes, or even ordinary storms, are com-

paratively rare. May not opposing or passing currents

cause eddies or whirls on an innnense scale in the air,

not only horizontal, but inclined to the horizon, or

vertical?'

* In laying a ship to during a storm, there are other

points to be considered besides the veering of the wind,

such as the direction of tlie sea, perhaps against a cur-

rent. I never myseli* witnessed one storm that blew from

more tiian sixteen points of the compass, either succes-
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sively or by sadden changes. In most, if not all of

the storms to which lean bi'ar testimony, currents of air

arriving from diiFerent directions appeared to succeed

each other, or combine together. One usually brought

the dirt " (to use a sailor's term), and another cleared

it away, driying much back again, often with redoubled

fury. One of these currents was warm and moist, an-

other cold and dry, comparatively speaking. While

one lasted the barometer fell or was stationary; with

the other it rose. At all places I have visited, or from

which I haye obtained notices on the subject, the baro-

meter stands high with easterly, and comparatively

low with westerly winds, on an average. Noitherly

winds in the northern hemisphere affect the barometer

like southerly winds in the southern hemisphere.' *

A quarter of a century's attention to the subject

.s/7?rt\ has euiuanced the writer that consideration ought

to be given Jirat to the great general order of circula-

tion, with alternating, and more or less * parallel,' cur«

rents, and afterwards to their consequences, when
disturbed— namely storms, and other occasional phe-

nomena.

* Voyages of AdTentoM and Beagle.^-Appendix, 1889.
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CHAPTER VIII

Meaui employed to collect Infoniiaixoii—• EKmultaneoiu or S^-noptic

Charti— BeiMly Co-operation— Inftranoes ainoe proved true—
Baxmnetrie Curree—AtmoqihaieCiimnta: their ^banaktioii Eaat-

ward— Commencements of Changes— AJtention and Dcflectiom

of Cuirents— £ffi»ct8 of I^d — Cydoaea : their Dumtion —

•

Authoritiea— Ci^per De Foe^ Compariaon of Stonna.

Simultaneous observations of our own atmosphere

had been recommended by some of the most eminent

men, who hud turned a part of their attention

to meteorology, even before Dr. Lloyd undertook and

executed his valuable series, extending through ten

years, in Ireland. From these, from Mr. Stevenson's

tlu'ee years in Berwickshire, and from many frag-

mentary notices, some of veiy okl date, some in the

last two centuries, and others of our o^vn time, it was
obvious that, over and around the Briti^ Islands, storms

had an eastward course, or, in other words, came frt>m

the west generally, ILxceptions, however, seemed to

oceur with easterly winds (li'om the east), wliicli were

not then understood.

Inl857 the Board ofTrade invited general co-operation

around and upon the North Atlantic, between the

tropic of Cancer and the arctic circle. United States,

Norwegian, Danish, Dutch, German, French, Spanish,

Portuguese, and Italian observations were collated with

those of our own coasts, ships, and observatories. The
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lighthouses (admirable points for such enquiries) were in

the front rank, by Trinity House direction. Ships tra-

versed the sea, provided with the few instruments

indispensable, while, for central operations, the prin-

cipal observatories afforded an unquestionably sound

basis.

A series of charts was then commenced by Mr.

Babington, which, in three years, increased to many
hundreds. These outline charts have no mark on them

umMcmary for expressing atmospheric condition or

time, or locality by latitude and longitude. An out-

line only of land, and as few names as possible, are

shown. Ix'iii jT intended to express consecutive simulta-

neous states of atmosphere— as if an eye in space looked

down on thete^Aob North Atlantic al one time and after-

wards took similar views (much more extensive than

^hinVs eye^) at regular intervals of hours or days, so as

to obtain sequences of synoptic conditions— we called

them ^ synoptic charts.' It was subsequently suggested

that ' synchronous ' would be a better term, and it was
adopted. Now, however, it appears to the writer that

this word is less a])propriate. In General Sabine's

recent lecture at Cambridge, on Magnetism, the term

synchronous is applied to observations made at the

same local hour around the world: but these are not

simultaneous. Truly indeed they are synchronous, but

not in the sense that is required for occurrences happen-

ing simultaneously or synoptically, referred to time or

view, at one place only, and one meridian. Therefore it

is that we now abandon our erroneous appellation and
revei*t to ' synoptic charts.' Their principles of construc-

tion, and many other details respecting these very useful

documents, are in the Appendix, and in accompanying
diagrams.
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Among the most instructive and pennanently valu-

able, are those of the period which induded two notable

storms, that ofOctober 26-26* and November 1, in 1859.

This scries was published as an atlas, with the Tenth

number ot the Board of Trade Meteorologic Papers.

First comparisons ofsuch observations around ourown
coasts seemed decidedly to show consecutive ^wavea^

of atmosphere, by the curves indicating altitudes of the

bavtunefric column.

Espy's great works, and liis multitudinous curves

closely covering many large sheets, seemed to prove the

case indisputably.

Yet the present writer ventures to submit a very

different \new of the subject— one that, at all events, is

ill no degree contmvened by any facts hitherto publicly

recorded as having be^ anywhere reliably obs^ed.
The two principal currents of m being different in

their qualities, obviously cause states of pressure or ten-

sion, temperature, and other peculiarities, at any given

place, corresponding to those of the air then present—

a

portion,however small, ofa passing current. This current

does not continue, in the temperate zones, for a long

time ; it may be a mere streamlet, as it were, of a few

hours duration; it may continue during some days;

it may persistently last through several weeks; but,

while it is present, the statical conditions of air around
an observer are of the same character, however different

ill <jiiaiitity, or force—exceptuig when there is a inirtave

of air currents at the })lace of observation, in wJiich

very common, if not prevalent case, statical conditions

vary with the relative proportions of elements inter-

mingled.

(Such elements are now sufficiently known, and trace-
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able, to admit of their being stated in a mathematical

manner, and managed algebraically.)

It has been proved that great atmospheric currents

circulate, extend to various distances horizontally in

length and breadth, or either only, are sometimes side

by side but moving in opposite directions, sometimes

superposed or overlying. And it has also been proved

that the mercurial column has an average height, in

presence of one current, differing considerably from that

which is the normal, average, or mean elevation under

opposite influence, that of the contrary main current.

What must be the results of observation at any one

place? As one of the principal air currents, polar or

tropical, approaches, its peculiarities are gradually felt,

and barometers alter (other instruments also.) The
alteration continues in one direction as the current

passes, until its greatest influence is past, and a contrary

change begins, which increases as the opposite current

advances, or extends its effects. Thus the barometer

rises and falls, or Mis and rises, more or less regularly

— as it is influenced by the passing currents of air;

and as these movements are more or less directly with

the surface wi?id which goes round the compass,

' gyrates,' or shifts with those currents (of which it is

the eflect and evidence), a line traced on paper, co*
'

ordinating the barometric heights, will have a wave-like

form, in which the crests will correspond to one current

and the hollows (or troughs) to the opposite.

But this appearance on paper in no way demonstrates

a real mechanical undulation of atmosphere, a body

composed of many layers, or overlying strata, different

in qualities, and moving in various directions simul-

taneously.

The Gulf Stream, with its dense, and heavy, though
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warm water, exists side by side, in equilibrium, with the

less saline, lighter, and cooler water of arctic regions.

Sabine describes currents of water ronning thousands

of miles parallel to other currents setting in contrary

directions, icithout mixing^ one ha^^g qualities very dit-

ferent fixnn those of the other. Every navigator of ex-

perience knows several cases of a similar kind. The
Orinoco, the Amason, the Plata, Niger, Congo, Ganges,

Hoanho, the Japanese current (like our Gulf Stream),

the Lagulhas current, and the Straits of Magellan, are

familiar instances, immediately occurring to mind.

Generally speaking, the more rapid the motion of

passing currents, either of water or air, the less they

mingle; and, contrariwise, the more gentle, the quieter

their appulse, the more readily, intimately and quickly

their intermixture takes place. Thus tiie observed &cts

show that gradual alterations always accompany slow

motions, and abrupt rapid changes are observed in-

variably ^vith strong winds. Simultaneous observations

show tliat the lines uniting places of equal pressure or

tension (isobarometric) usually extend NW. and S£.*

across the directions of those main atmospheric currents

which agree so remarkably witli the directions ascer-

* tained to be those of magnetic currents,f whether in

earth or air.

This accords with the views expressed here of mutual

action from opposite directions, either retreating, and so

d'uninisJiing tension {apj>arent pressure), or advancing,

condensing, and therefore augmenting it, not only

horizontally, but by the intrusion or rush of either

advancing current, as a wedge, above that next the

* In tlii- honii^iphere.

t Ilenchel, Ikxkli Larnont, Llojd, LoQmbi Qudtolet^ Sabine, and

Walker.
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BurfiMse (though below other air), cr along the bottom.

It is in these transitions that t^pestaoas weather

occurs,— storms and all iiiiiior atmospheric commo-

tions being occasioned chiefly by these opposing cur-

rents, causing eddying or cydonic sweeps, sometimes

continuing for several days in succession. These huge
eddies in the atmosphere have been too often regarded as

erratic meteors, starting from some place (not defined)

and wliii ling round and round, like a wheel, while going

across a whole ocean. For many reasons (some ab*eady

stated in these pages, others to be yet adduced) this

cannot be.

As the contestin^^ currents move aloncr eartli's

surface, they must carry such eddies, which they cauee^

with them, between tii^ contiguous rides, just as

eddies in water are carried along (trandated) bodily,

by a stream, while whirling round.

Soon after a few of the earlier synoptic charts were

partly filled, it became apparent that while there are

various currents, sweeps, or circuits, in any given area

of our temperate zone, intermixed and incessantly

moving— the whole body of them (as a connected

group), tlie entire mass of the atmospliere in our lati-

tude, has a constant, a perennial movement toward the

east, averaging about five miles an hour.

This induction from &cts observed at a great

number of places having since been iully proved, and

amply corroborated, has induced the Board of Trade

to provide means for daily forecasts of weather, and

occasional warnings ofexpected gales of wind, or storms.

It is certainly remarkable that, until lately, attention

had been so much attracted to tlie exceptional occur-

rences of our climate— to storms, to extremes of tem-

perature and extraordinary &Us of rain, hail, or snow-
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that the ordinary course of nature, the less disturbed

and normal condition of atmosphere, though hy far the

more prevalent, had so slight a share ofthought bestowed

on it, so little consideration of a conn)rehensive kind given

to its usual state, that there was no clue, apparently^

to the common alternations or changes of wind and

weather ; and even the ablest philosophers almost derided

the idea of foretelHng them, exeo|)t on occasions of great

storms, Kow that we have a key to the subject, some

light may be thrown, and the difficulties of darkness

partly dispersed. Some perplexing questions still are

unanswerable, and obstacles occur often, no doubt,

but they are of minor importance, in a practical point of

view, and do not interfere materially Avith what has be-

come a daily public duty— namely, giving general notice

ofprobable winds and weather, for two da3rs in advance,

around the coasts of Great Britain and Ireland, with such

occasional cautionary premonitions as may diminish loss

of life and destruction of property.

When one contemplates the grander circulation of

our atmosphere, effected by a continual progression to-

wards the West, inter-tropically,* and Eastward in tem-

perate zones— when these originating movements are

viewed in connection with the permanent conditions

of equatorial and polar regions, and with the meridional

or cross currents occasioned by their respective heat and
cold— admiration of the providential armn^ment for

incessant change of vital air may well be unlimited.

By these continuous changes a malarious or pestilen-

tial r^on is ventilated, and air raised or carried from
it does not pass more than once over any other place

before it is intenningled with the atmosphere, as land

di^age is carried out to sea, by constant tidal currents.

* Not omrlooldiig oeeadoiu], woA bnt temponiy intefniptioiiB, easily

ezplictUe ; but Tnitrkniy, aa it were, groat miUmm,
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Amonof the most striking consequences of this normal

tendency towiird the east, in the teinj)emte zones, is the

apparent anomaly of east winds sometimes beginning in

the west, and west winds occasionally to the eastward

of any place—which may be thus explained.

A stream of polar wind traverses the North Atlantic

near Ireland and Seothmd. As it advances southward

it aLso moves (or is carried with tlie whole atmosphere)

eastward, so that its eiiect is felt first in Ireland and

Scotland. Advancing southward still, before approaching

Norway, it is impeded by Scotch highlands (4,000

feet) and then affected by Norwegian mountains (8,000

feet). The increasing current, of air (or wind)—ad-

vancing, widening, and augmenting in momentum,
passes around Scotland, between it and Ireland, along

the Scottish eastern shores, and, urged from behind, while

in front checked, and deflected by Danish, Dutch and

French shores, this polar wind becomes more or less

easterly on our east coasts.

There is no tnte east wind in our zone, that has come
from any considerable distance due east^ mo\ing to-

ward the west. Polar winds deflected by local contigu-

ration, and the earth's rotation, become more or less

easterly. When a tropical current is advancing, its

extremes intermix with the pelding or diminishing op-

posite (the polar), deflect them, and (affected also by

local configuration of land) become south-easterly before

they turn to southerly and then to south-west.*

This is the usual order, but the force of each current

varies, the vie a tergo, or, as itmay be, the mdraught of a

change in advance^ a diminished tension not at once

altered by a current from elsewhere, causes successive

actions, expansions, impulses, or pulsations, of an other-

wise foiling movement— occasioning retrograde motions,

• See Polar Current diagram.
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sudden shifts, squalls, or even violent gales of short

duration.

The mutual action of horizontal, or any currents of air,

may be likened to the shooting out, or flickering, of long

tongues of flame, in their farm^ though of course totcUlif

unlike in degree^ or direction of motion, and otherwise.

There can be no vacancy, nothing like a vacuum l^etween

opposing, or adjoining air currents, under ordinary

circumstanoes, although there may be diminished or

increased pressure, according as they tend towards and

compress each other, or incline away from and so lessen

mutual tension. AVhen a tropical current is advancing

from the S. and W. it approaches in an irregular manner

by such (as it were) flickering sallies, either from above

a diminishing polar stream, or horizontally along the

sud'ace of earth or ocean.

Touches of the coming wind are therefore felt, in

various places, before its main stream has occupied the

area. This applies equally to an advancing poliBr

current, as the new occupant usually comes above^ and

displaces the exliausted one, by local and perhaps far-

separated action, previous to general usurpation. Hence

it happens at times tliat the tropical wind extends a

stream across South England, to perhaps Heligoland,

before it has touched Ireland ; afterwhich it may increase

in its spread iiortliwards to the west of Ireland, and so

gradually include all the British Islands
;
or, it may not

touch them more, but pass off eastward. These varia^

tions are dq>endent on the great causes of the conflict-

ing currents— of which we know but little, as yet, that

enables us to calculate their occun*ence and duration.

Very great differences and dcHections, or changes in

direction, are caused in the lower air currents by land.

One cannot more readily realise the view of this subject,
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that is £>und to be accordant with £Bct^ than by looking

at the action of flowing tide around rocks, or a river

under a bridge.

Viewing our islands, or any lands, as impediments to

the free horizontal motion of air currents, and recollect-

ingthat—howeverimpeded, checked,ordeflected(perhaps

upward) air may be in places—the main body, the great,

wide, and deep portion of atmosphere flows on resist-

lessly—^local anomalies, squalls, eddies, or calms are more

readily explicable* In general the tropical current is so

unimpeded, comparatively, in the North Atlantic, that it

advances much more northward there, than at the same

time it reaches across Spain and Portugal; and the

consequence is that the first appulse or influence of a

south-wester is usually felt in Scotlandand Ireland, and

even occasionally Norway or Denmark, owing to such

precedhig local ''touches^ as have been just mentioned.

Conversely, the very first effects of a polar current

advancing, are sometimes shown in Portugal—although

generaUy on the west coast of Ireland, its north part,

and in Scotland. Useful prooft of these effects are

attainable, not only by comparisons of published

weather reports, but by a curious and generally un-

noticed means. The Steamers arriving at Queenstown,

Londonderry, Liverpool, or Southampton, sometimes

publish short notices of the wind and weather prevalent

during two or three days before arrival,* and such kind

of weather may not only be expected to follow in Ireland,

but generally it will reach and cross England, though

not always, as coasts are more or less bamers. Against

the high hills of Ireland, the mountains of Wales, and

• These ateamers have crossed the places or linei of wind and weather m
described ; the ktenA progreMioii of inch cnizents not nearly oqualliiig

pow«M steanmBy adTance oerou Uiem.
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the highlands of Scotland— against the heights of Corn-

wall, Devonshire, Westmoreland, and Cumberland,

. many a current of wind, heavily charged with vapour,

is impelled (byits iiioinentum from remotely actiuir force),

but thei'e has its moisture precipitated and its direction

changed, either by the land or by apposing air-currents.

Storms occur in such localities which do not last long

or travel far. They are violent and locally dangerous,

but are not extensive and far reaching, like those

cyclonic commotions which sometimes begin in the

Atlantic, and pass overus, sometimes originate hereabouts

and last a day, or, rarelyj two to three days, as they

move along eastward.

Whatever /na^ have been the duration of any one

cyclonic storm in the Atlantic, in the West Indies, or in

the Indian Ocean, no instance has yet been obtained

kere^ of a definite and reliable character, of a rotatory

gale lasting or traveUIni] beyond four days.

Kedheld, Sir William Keid, Piddington, and their

immediate followers, certainly refer to cyclones of appa'

rently many more days in duration, but, after looking

through their works, examining carefully their fiu^ts, and

comparing them with other data, it is difficult to believe

that occasionally comecutive cyclones have not been

treated as continuous storms. In Ihe works of those

authors, so fiill of &ct8, and everywhere evidencing the

integrity of mind dictating their expression, it is highly

satisfactory to study ; whether recently acquired light

induce other conclusions from their researches, or, on the

other hand, ratify them fully.

There have been authorities, however, whose works,

though ])ublished, have not been known sufficient]}", and

the chief of them is Capper. Mentioned, and e\ eu quoted,

indeed, he has been, but not sufficiently. For original
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and valuable ideas, Colonel Capper deserved more credit

than he received in his day, or has yet been awarded.*

Nor should De Foe be remembered othermse than

vath gratitude, for his interesting accounts of great

8torms.f De Foe's name, better known by ' Robinson

Crusoe ' than by ^ The Storm,' may induce a remark that

his statements may be more or less over-coloured, if

not exaggerated, nevertheless they will bear criticism.

Those who have never witnessed the power of wind

in a violent tempest^ or concentrated whirlwind, are

naturally reluctant to give full credit to ^traveller's

tales
:

' but as it happens that the writer of these words

has himself seen effects exccudingly marvellous, and lias

often found truth stranger than fiction, he vnil add a

few extracts in the concluding chapter from various

authorities, showing some consequences of storms which

he believes to be correctly described and perfectly true.

And here may occur a question not easy to juiswer,

respecting tempests of former days, and those occurring

now, occasionally. Were there greater storms some
hundred years ago? Was that of 1703 really much
more remarkable than any other known, historically, or

by tradition? Ought we to anticipate such extreme

visitations again?

When analysed carefully, the tacts of the greatest

storms on record do not appear to exceed those occa-

sionally witnessed now: but there are, in the present

day, better buildings, better ships, and more preoiu-.

tions. Experience, education, instruments, and diffu*

sion of knowledge, with the now understood laws of

storms, have enabled us to withstand, although they

have not disarmed the tempest.

* Capper on Winds, See.

t I hc Storm, &c., published in 1704.

I
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CHAPTER IX

Eflecto of tlie grortor Cime&to of Air and their Offiets aroand the

World— Glancing- intertmpically first—West Coast of Airica:

Its Islands—Atlantic Trade Winds— Rains— Ilarmattan—Tom*-
do€8— Brazil— Wcist India Hurricanes— Gulf of Mexico— Northers

— Rains— Tsthniu.s— Mexico — Papagayos— Tapayaguas— Peru
— Galapagos — Digression about Mountains— Pacific Ocean—
Polyin sia — Indian Ardiipolago — ("hiiia Sea— Northern Au.straliA

— Indian Ocean—South-western ^Watic Coasta— Eacitem Shores of

Tropical Aftica.

Haying considered the facts of a great atmospheric

circulation, and their ap})arc'iit connection, it may be

advisable to glance arouiid the world at their salient

effects. In meteorology, almost more than any other sub-

ject, it is requisite to comprehend a wide range of pheno-

mena within one general view, rather than to limit the

mind by lew or minute deUiils— the atmosphere itself,

of wliich we treat, being only limited or restrained by

gravitation, and by the world's superficies— between

which concentric sur&ces it is specially ^cee to move in

any way. Extreme mobility, elasticity, and perme-

ability, are marked characteristics, in addition to proper-

ties of fluids in general.

Near the equator, in Africa, are heavy rains and

great heat, much thunder and lightning, particularly

tyv\ce in the year, soon after the sun has been vertical.

When he is farthest north or south there is less min,

with a prevalent easterly wind (from the east); wliile

returning southward, or about September, exceptional
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westerly winds occur, with excessive rains on the west

coast. Inland, on high tracts, especially when far from

the sea, less rain falls, excepting on the eastern side of

hi^'-h ranges of mountains, near tlie tropics. In North

Africa especially, but likewise in a less degree in South

Africa, rain is rare. The perennial winds, north-easterly

and south-easterly, blow over so much heated and dry

land in crossing Arabia and Asia, that no moisture

reaches the deserts.

Southward of the equator, towards Caphcom, and in

the interior, away from sea influence— thence also to

about the parallel of thirty degrees, aridity prevails so

much that the ' rain-maker * thrives by his impositions

on tlie credulous savages.

Crossing towards the west, from Africa, it is well

known that between about five and fifteen north latitude

is a space of ocean, nearly triangular, the other limit

being about twenty (long.) and ten (hit.), which used to

be called by the eai*lier navigators the ' Kains,' on

account of the calms and almost incessant rain always

found there, in which unfortunate ships used some-

times to be detained for many weeks. They are caused

by the meeting of the tradL- winds and the upi)er

retuiTi currents. Sometimes between the ' trades ' a

westerly wind blows, even with the strength of a gale,

in this space, and near the Gape Verde Isles, even to the

African coast, to which it takes rain. Formerly this

wind, which occurs a])out September, was called (wlim

England traded for slaves) the Line westerly Monsoon.

At other times of year, a dry wind blows horn

Africa, near Gape Verde, carrying clouds of fine dust.

It is the Harmattan. Another peculiarity of that coast

is the tornado,* a brief local whirlwind, very violent

• Spuiiah and PortngufiM for <iPMtodL

I 8
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but not extensive. The southerly trade wind, drawn in

towards Airica l^y the expansion of heated air inland,

imparts its sea moisture incessantly to the central wes-

tern shores. There, under the Line, are forests scarcely

tenanted, except by the goriUa, while on each side

northwards and to the south, are mangrove 8wami)s,

low river banks, and the |)estilential liaunts of tlie

genuine l)laek, the ebony-coloured man of Congo.

The ^ red fogs,' and the dust that falls on ship's sails

and decks in sailing near Cape Verde Isles has been said

by Ehrenberg to have been carried in upper (return)

currents from Xortliern Brazil. It appears much more

probable tliat the adjacent coast of Africa should have

such animalcules as he examined microscopically, than

that they should have been raised from Brazil and trans-

spersed through upper air without falling anywhere

exce[)t near the coast of Africa, where this red dust is

frequent. Elsewhere, or near Brazil, it is not observed.

Tornadoes and the Harmattan are frequent on the west

coast of Africa, near Gape Verde. On the opposite

boundary uf the Atlantic, along Brazil, towards the West

Indies, there is continual, ahuost perennial, easterly wind,

moderate, but with much rain at times. The shores are

thickly wooded, there are no arid deserts. Certainly

such insects as Ehrenberg examined may be found in

Brazil, but does it follow that tliey are not also in AMca
under neaiiy the same parallels ?

It is a question of some interest—not only because

similar ^dust' (animalcules) had &Ilen in the Mediter-

ranean and Italy, which also was supposed to have been

wafted from Brazil (althougli Africa lies l)etween them),

but because a celebrated authority partly based on it his

theory of the trade winds crossing near the equator and

then becoming upper or counter currents.*

• Mtturj'.
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How two nearly equal and similar bodies of air

always advancing from opposite directions, could pass

throu«z-li or pei^meate each otlier, eiich one maintuining

uiouieutum and bulk, wiHiout chaiu/e^ instead of inter-

mingling and becoming mutually neutralised, does not,

however, appear in evidence.

Physically such a permeation of aqueous air may be

dccnied impossible. l )alton, it is true, and other philoso-

phers since, have showed the iuter-penneability of cer-

tain gasesf but even then, and under special conditions,

very slowly and gradually.

On the west side of the Atlantic, between the tropics,

steady easterly winds blow always, except in occasional

calms of short duration, and in the hurricane season

of the West Indies. The two trades meet in about

thirty (W. long.) and cross the Mexican Gul^ with

directions varyuig from local causes, between S.E. and

N.E.

Great heats in the northern parts of Bmzil, Guiana,

Trinidad, Venezuela, and Columbia—likewise also those

of Central America and Mexico, draw very strong gdes,

at times furious storms, from the cool north, iVom over

North America : and besides these so-called ' Noites *

there are in the West India regions, especially their

eastern part, those awful hurricanes of which every one

has heard so much. They are cyclones of the most

distinct and, so to speak, complete kind; and they have

been traced through several days of apparently con-

tinued gyration. Respecting the power and nature of

these storms, some notices will be found in a following

chapter.

Kedfield thouglit tlint lie traced two or three notable

hurricanes even from the coast of Africa to the West
Indies, and then actually across the whole Atlantic to
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our European islands; but these hurricanes occurred at

periods a\ hen the northern hemisphere was much dis-

turbed, namely, the autumnal equinox, the time of
^ Line westerly Monsoons,' and of gales in other parts

of the Atlantic.

Judging from Rudfield's e\ndence, published in cliarts

and books, it appears to the present writer that one or

two shifting gales in the 'Line westerly,'* two or three

distinct cyclonic gales, each of brief duration, as usual in

the Atlantic, and some West India hurricanes altogether

inicuiinected with them, were linked together on paper

because happening near the respective times, and near

one another. How is it that no one such hurricane, or

gale, has been met or crossed by the almost innumerable

vessels that have passed along that frequented thorough-

fare between 20° and oif W., 10 N., and the equator?

Facts are entirely against lied£ield's thcoiy in those

cases.

It may be here observed, in passing, that no hurri-

canes occur on or within a few degrees of the equator,

in any part of the world. The occasion of this special

peculiarity will be subsequently explained.

Proceeding to Central America. It is found that the

Cordillera, or range, of the Andes, intcrrui)ts per-

sistency of wind, and causes great local variety. On
the eastern sea-coasts, superabundance of rain is brought

by the easterly perennial: along the eastern sides of the

mountains, from North Mexico to Grenada, forests

everywhere s])read; and vegetation corresponds to the

lieat with an excessive quantity of rain.

Westward of the heights along the Pacific coasts,

sterility is the prevalent feature; all moisture is depo-

• Ho called hy liorobur^^h HiC
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sited by the easterly winds on the weather side, and

along the leeward flanks of the ridges there is oompara^

Hvi hj an arid tract of country.

There, however, as around all the loorld^ hiter-tropically^

short intervals of 2i7es^er/y winds, a lew weeks or a month

or two in their duration, occur every year, at about

the same time, near or soon after the September equinox.

Sometimes strong, if not violent, northern winds, blow

from Mexican hein^lits across the sea-shores, within a few

hundred miles soutli and west of those coasts.

They are coincident with, and correspond to the

Nortes of the Gulf of Mexico. These winds sometimes

reach the Galapagos Islands. Unless so disturbed by

the ' Papairnyos,' as these stron^^ but clear winds are

called, or by the rare westerly winds, all the western

coasts of Central America are tT%}iy pacific. There is

very little wind, and the sea is smooth. As you recede

from land tlie perennial easterly \vinds again become
regular, almost without an interval of calm.

We must not proceed farther without a notice of the

tropical currents across those northern breadths of South

America that are covered with the most abundant veofc-

tation, and the most extensive forests, and are watered by

the longest rivers, in the world. All the perennial wind

there brings moisture from the Atlantic; which is

stopped, precipitated, waii^from the mountains, returned

by the rivers. Across the Andes to Peru, not a shower

reaches, and the country there is al)solutely sterile:

while in the vast territories, extending from those moun-
tains to the estuaries of the Amazon and Orinoco, rain

is abundant all the year, forests spread everpvhere, and
animal life abounds. In Peru the houses have no roofs

to keep out irnter
;
— rain is a ]>rodig}'-; and everywhere,

unless artihcially irrigated ii'um a mountain torrent, the
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country is imifonuly barren and brown; producing no
vegetation (naturall} ), maintaining no conspicuous

animal life except llamas (vicunas or guanacoes), con-

dors, and seals
;
though by artificial ex[)edients and

immense labour ibrmerly, now a productive, rich, and
in some places a populous region.

Similar harsh sterility extends both ways from

central Peni— northward, as far as Payta, near the

equator, and toward the south, along part of Cliile.

On those shores in particular where, in former ages,

such multitudes of sea-birds swarmed as in their

seemingly interminable flights actually darkened the

air, guano abounded ; no rain washed away its accu-

nnilations, age after age ; and not until the comparative

civilisation of those countries, under Ynca rule, were

those deep deposits at all disturbed by man.
In consequence of the Andes interru[)ting easterly

winds between the equator and the trojnc of Ca}>ri('orn,

the usual, ii' not perennial, atmosphcnc current is along

the coast, rather toward the heated land by day; and

from it, from the cooler heights to the then warmer sea,

by night. But these alternations occur only near the

coast. At sea, the trade-'svnnd blows with more or less

regularity, according to tlie offing.

It should be observed that the grand Cordillera

rises, in Chile, if not in Peru, to about 23,000 feet

above the sea level. One-third higher than the Swiss

mountains or Tenerilfe, higher considerably than Ararat

or Demavend, it is only exceeded by the magnificent

Himalayas (29,000 feet). Eastward of these Andes, so

remarkable in geographic, geologic, and meteorologic

])oints of view— politically also, and ethnogra[)hically

important —- in the regions extending from their slopes

to the Atlantic, as £w as the zone of cahns and light
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variable winds usually extends, or to about 30^ S., forests

everywhere prevail.

Here it may be convenient to draw attention to a

very remarkable geologic conformation, common to a

great part of our world i^proachable by sea, though

not so much to the &r interior of extensive continents

—

namely, gradual slope up from east toward west, and

comparatively precipitous steeps, from summits, west-

ward. Norway, Europe generally, Africa, with its out-

lying islands, both Americas, the Galapagos, the

(elevated) Polynesian islands, the ranges of Australia,

China, and Asiatic sea-coasts genemlly—when viewed

extensively in profile from south or north, have the

wedge-like outline tluit is familiar to Englishmen in the

BiU of Portland.

To the physical philosopher and the geologist we
must turn for reasoning on this striking peculiarity—one

that the writer has often noticed and considered with

extreme interest. His attention was first drawn to it

byseeing the Galapagos group, from a distance, appearing

li&:e several * Bills of Portland,' all exactly similar in

their profile outline when many miles distant. Since

that time (1836) many opportunities have occurred for

enquiries and careful comparisons, of which the result

is a belief that, excepting those greater east and west

ranges of mountains embodied within continents, or

continental islands (such as Austndia and Borneo), the

general average direction of ranges or chains of moun-

tains is nearly meridional, and their section approaches

that of a wedge (pointing eastward).

This wedge-like shape is common to every little sand-

ridge, eveiy shifting shingle bank, formed along shore by

wave or tidal action. It is also that of sand-ridges on

a plain, drifted by wind alone, and it is the form of
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snow-drifts—the point of the wedge being towards the

source of action. Whether water, or wind, or both,

acting candnuauslyj have been agents in these confor-

mations: whether, in oontrading or expanding, the

earth's surface, or crust, has hud a tendency to scale-

like fracturing, must be left to the com>ideratiou of

competent judges.

In meteorology the fiicts are immediately important,

only as affecting wind and climates. One geologic con-

sideration however iiiav be offered here, nanielv, the

a/>/>are7i^ explosion of volcanic eruptions, in general^ sloug

the steeper ridges to the westward; the frequency of

earthquakes among the broken and upheaved strata of

the steeper, or more precipitous sides of mountainous

ranges; and their rarity, comparatively, on the much
more extensive sloping ascents, on their east side.

To this last a recent instance at Mendoza is one of

the very rare exceptions. The inhabitants had supposed

themselves as safe from earthquakes as if at Buenos

Ayres. In one minute, however (in 18G0), their large

townwas shaken to the ground—and part of it entombed.

This may have been a vibratory shock from the Andes,

rather than a volcanic action, under Mendoza, or in the

plain country near.

Whether Sir Humphrey Davy's earlier view of volcanic

causation abandoned by him, but said to have been

again fitvourably considered in his later years, was well-

founded, or otherwise—the fects are incontrovertible, that

all the great volcanic craters, all the princii>al originating

places of eartliquakes, are near the sea or some great

lake-supply of water. On noticing a newly placed

volcano in central Asia, on the lamented Atkinson's

mil}), lie was questioned, and his reply was, that it is

dormant uow, but baidby the natives to have been active
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hefore their time— aud that uear it there is a very lari^e

lake.

The few active volcanoes known in central Asia, on
the great chains extending from Persia to China, are

probdhlf/ near lakes, or unfailing supjilies ot" water from

ice or snow melted, either by the sun, or by action of

internal volcanic heat affecting the surface and its super-

posed glaciers.

Perhaps, in glacial theories^ the effects of such heat,

and that occasioned by immense pressure (even of ice?),

in thawing or softening, and, as it wei^e, lubricating the

under sides of glaciers, has scarcely been estimated

sufficiently.

This rather geologic digression may be pardoned,

beeanse some meteorologic cfTt'ets are occasioned l)y

volcanoes, aud because the ibrms, as well as the natui'es

of lands) have so much local influence on winds and

weather.

Looking along eartli's surface horizontally, and recol*

lecting that elevations of land range from a few hun-

dred feet up to about five miles vertically (Himalayas),

that the lower or surface currents of are sometimes

less than a mile, seldom more than two or three miles

in depth, and that other currents, are variously supei--

posed, the possible eflVets of such barriers as i^ges of

mountains, or even high hills, are obvious. Impelled

against them by persistent cause behind, while overlaid

above, increased tension (]>arometric pressure) is occa-

sioned to windward, and to leeward an opposite result,

where, under the lee (as it were), sensibly lesspressui o

is found, experimentally, than on the weather side ofsuch

a barrier— at the same time.

Perhaps such efiects ai'e nowhere more remarkably
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evident thaa in Patagonia, where westerly windspr^a^.

While the barometer is high^ comparcttively^ yet with

warm westerly winds, accompanied with much rain,

h\oW\Tig strongly on the western coasts, towards the Ancles^

tliere is, simultaneously, a comparatively low barometer,

ynthwesterly wind, still strong, but without rain, and very

cold, in the almost deserts of eastern Patagonia. These

anti-trades are forced against the meridional barrier,

recoil, and then pass over it, having lost moisture and

warmth. Everywhere similar effects occur under like

conditions ; and it may here suffice to allude^ in passing,

to our own high western and comparatively low eastern

lands, also to India, to South Africa,* to the Kock of

Gibraltar, and to the Straits of Magellan.

f

Referencemay be made here to Sir Henry James's ex-

periments at Edinburgh, in 1852,| to windward and to

leeward of (even) a house, with an aneroid barometer. If

his scrupulously careful trials, with a delicate instrument,

showed distinct diiterences of tension, in consequence of

being to windward or to leeward, how much more sen-

sible must be the effects ofextensive winds against high

ranges of land, not temporary obstacles.

In all cast's of wind blowinfj airaiiist land, whether a

continent or an island, the first and the chief effects are

felt to windward, on the exposed shore. Afl:er impinging

against such obstacles, and passing overmore or less un-

even or rugged land, the force of wind is nuich dimi-

nished, for a certain time or distance, although eddies,

and at times very violent squalls^ may be caused by the

wind forcing its way over a barrier, while resistcid by
upper currents as well as by the barrier itself and then

* TaUe Mouotain, fte.

t liagaUumot, or MagalhaenA.

} T^nuiwictiCTnB of the Koyal Sociely of Edinbuigh.
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rushiDg suddenly into the space to leeward (where ten-

sion is much less) with elastic expansion like that of air

from a gun.*

Proceeding now across that vast space of ocean, which

no charts sufficiently realise to the mind (because nu-

merous islands occupy such disproportionate space on
paper), that extensive spherical area, of ahuost lialf tlie

world's suHacc—tlie ' G reat South Sea ' of the early navi-

gators—we find uniform trade winds on each side the

equator, almost uniting near it; and without a space of

continuous ^ rains : '— a limited interval only of variables

and calms bcin;^; found, durinpr about tevk months of the

year. In the other two, westerly winds and rains are

frequent (about Octol)er) near the equator, and among
the Polynesian archipelagoes, but not even then near

the 'heart' of either perennial wind.

A word about the Galapagos islets should be added

here, before quitting the east side of the Pacific.

All volcanic craters, seemingly recent, scantily covered

with vegetation and trees to windward, deserts on the

lee nde, the climate of those islands is healthy though

hot. The sea on the north side is more than 80**,

while that on the south is 60°, distinct currents of

water meedng there fix)m the hot Gulf of Panama
and the cool coast of Chile. They join, and flow

westward together, from four to two miles an hour.

Doubtless it is their influence, and the continual easterly

breezes, that make these islets very salubrious, although
' under the equator. When the distant ' Papagayos,' or

' Nortes ' are blowing, a heavy swell rolls against the

northern shores : and, on the south, the influence of far

• ThoB an canaed thoae whulwmdsqiiaUaf fonnedj ciUed by the aealen

in Tienm del Fu^go^ 'iriUiwawa.' They may be tenned tnily kmriemM
tgmUU— like thote at Gibialtar* in a violent Lnmtltr*
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away southerly gales, in the South Pacific, is similarly

felt— occasionally.

Although intertropical parts of the Pacific have usu-

ally fine weather, with light or moderate easterl)- winds,

inclining from north on one side, and from south on

the other side of the Line; tlicre are the occasional thougli

rare interruptions of bad weather, and even stonns,

already mentioned. From the equator northward these

occur about, or a month or two after, the autumnal

equinox, but to the southward of the Line (at tlio

Friendly and Society IslaiKls lor cxainple) tlicv occur

after their con*esponding season,— namely in May, or

June. During such interruptions of the regular wind

and weather of these seas and islands many a frail vessel,

laden deej)ly (a doul)lc canoe), has ])ceii driven out of

her intt'iided course (as s/utped by stars, and iisutil wind)

from island to island, and obliged to run to leeward, to

perish in the ocean— if no land could be found before

their food and water fidled. Several such instances are

related by the earlier navigators; many arc detailed in

Barney's great work on the South Sea. The peoj)liiig

of very remote isolated spots, such as Faster Island,

(or such as tiie Andaman Islands, passim can be thus

explained, but not those alme— (h fortiori) great con-

tinents, in various places, successively but irregularly.

On the west side of the Pacitic there are more and

longer interruptions to the otherwise prevalent easterly

trade winds. In the Indian Archipelago, including the

Arafum Sea, westerly winds are the monsoon that blows

dunng October and three f(>llo^^^ng months, at times

stonuily, itiid often with much rain.

Towards China, the effect of a continent much heated

• Lately much diacusbed.
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in summer but very cold in winter is shown by mon-

soons south and nortli, and by hurricanes, or typhoons,

about the periods of change, especicUly about October,

occasiondlly in May, soon after the equinox*

Very healthy and delif^htful climate, owing to con-

tinuous easterly sea breezes, is a propei^ty of north-

eastern Australia, but toward the west, along the north

coasts of that continental island, heat and droughts

are great. From the Indian Archipelago across to the

east coast of iVtrica, there are veiy diflercnt winds and

weather at op})osite seasons of the year. When the sun

is south of the Line, north-east and south-east trade winds

blow, with settled Wjsather—till hurricanes occur, in the

southern autumn, near the Mauritius, and in the Southern

Indian Ocean. When the sun has crossed the equator

northward (in Ai)iil) a change follows, and, instead of

• the north-east trade, a south-west monsoon is drawn

into its place by the heated sur&ces of eastern Asia

—

and then continues several months.

The atmospheric contests at changes of monsoons are

always occasions of heavy rains and storms, ^vith thunder

and lightning. With the monsoon itself

—

from the

south-west, the tropical region, and the sea—great

quantities of moisture are carried—to be deposited on
the Himalayas, and other hi^rh ran^res of eastern Asia.*

It should be particularly noticed that these great air

currents of the Indian and China seas are simultaneously

toward the north-east, while Asia is heated by the sun

:

and that when that continent is comparatively cold,

snow-covered mountains adding to its frigidity, the

greater currents of air are polar^ from the north-east,

• Five or six hundred inches of rainfall, at one plac(% have been nuamired

in half u ^ear uuly— by Colonel Syke^ and other weli-kuown observers.
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towards the warmer seas, and always heated souihem

parts of AMca, India, Malacca, China, and Borneo.

South of the equator, eastern Africa and Madagascar

have continuous easterly winds, a fine climate, and

abundant rain.

At the Seychelle Islands, north of Madagascar, storms

are unknown ; so beautiful, healthy, and untroubled a sea

climate is not to be exceeded, if equalled elsewhere.

The ^lauritius is well known to be otherwise at

intervals^ but its notoriety for hurricanes has been

exaggerated. True it is that once in a w years a
violent storm occurs at Mauritius, but the hurricanes

heard of so frequently range over that extent of ocean

whieii lies from Madagascar to Australia, and many gales

of wind in it, however iar ofi^ are called Mauntius
hurricanes. Nevertheless, such cyclonic tempests occur,

like gales of wind elsewhere, most frequently in {their)

autumn, but occasionally at other times, with as much
fury as West India hurricanes.
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CHAPTER X
General View of Climates in Temperate Zones— Eastern Coasta of

North Aflantie—sWeatem— North America: Central* Land, and

Weatem Coaata— North Pteifie— lalanda— Japan— Ch^—
Tartaiy— Central (temperate) Asia—Weatem Begiona— Sea of

Asof—>Caapian— Black Sea— Turkey— Greece— Italy— Medi-

terranean— Adriatic—Archipelago—Syria—Egypt—North Cooat

of Afiica— Spain.

Haying glanced around the inter-tropical regions, we
may now go westward again in the northern temperate

zone, between Cancer and the Arctic circle.

ComnicTicing at the union of the Mediterranean and

the Atlantic, a mixed but comparatively fine and tem-

perate climate, hot only in summer, is characteristic of

north-west Africa (along the coast)^ in Spain, and in

Portngal. During, and after summer, the calm variables

extend 10° to 20° fxirthiT north (and the NE. trade "wind

also) than they do at the opposite season. The efiect is

that the parallels of forty and fifty N. in their summer,

have weather reswbling that of thirty and forty, when
the sun is far south uf the equator.

This shifting (or libration) of climate, generaUy^ all

round the globe, ought to be kept in mind, because its

effects, however much niodified by local causes, are of a

universal nature. From Portugal to Ireland, to the Isles

of Scotland, and to Nor^vay, greater variations, stronger

winds, and less settled weather prevail, as the latitude

increases, even in summer.

The latitude in which the main currents are most in

K
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opposition below, where there are consequently more
squalls, gales, or storms, varies with the seasons, and
with local circumstances. It is important to observe and

compare these 7iodal lines— or averages drawn through

the nodes^ or central calm areas, around which the

principal air currents seem to turn or circulate wh^ in

mutual antagonism.

At one season these points are considerably further

north than at anothei',— in cxteimve Asiruls, when only a

very few such central spaces are observed to co-exist in

some thousand miles of superficial area; but in light

breezes they are as numerous as irregular.*

In the tenij)erate zones there are, at times, intervals of

the very worst as well as of the very finest weather iu

the world, tliough such e.vfrcmcs are rare.

Some local whirlwinds, or hurricane-squalls, are as

furious as those of the tropics, but they are usually less

extensive, and in genrral less violent.

Beautifiilly sei'cne and delightful days occur, not

to be excelled anjrwhere in the world, but they are few,

comparatively, and fiur between.

Generally speaking, the later spring, the summer, and

earli/ autumn are less troubled by gales, have finer and

more regular weather, and less rain, than other seasons

of the year. There are firequent exceptions to this rule

assuredly, but they are generally compensated in adjoin-

ing or immediately subsequent periods. Of course there

are marked difFerences in climate, even in the same

latitude, not only between sea and land, but in that of

the land under different conditions.

Mountains, plains, open or sheltered localities afiected

by directions of winds (with t/ieir characteristics), are

* BdbvBiioe may be made, with legazd to this subject, to a paper in tho

Appendix, leipectiiig some notices of wind gyiations at obeervstwiee.
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cold or heated, arid or moist, in the same zone. As
oxainplcs, compare the climates of Norway and Greeii-

laud| of Ireland and Labrador, of Portugal and Pennsyl-

yania. UnquestioBably much, iadeed meet of the

characteristic qualities as to climate, of the climatology

of any })lace, depends on latitude, and elevation ; but next

to these are prevalent air currents, or irinds^ even

before local conformation, which always has so much
influence.

It has been observed, and has been the subject of

recent discussions, that temj)erature is gometinu^s liiirher

at a considerable elevation than below. In S^Wtzerland,

:n Scotland, and other places, besides in balloons, these ap-

parent anomalies have been noticed—difficult to account

for OB the supposition that temperature diminishes uni-

formly and rcfrularly with elevation, l)ut obviously easy

by allo^ving for upper currents, at various temperatui^es.

That there are usually such alternating currents, and

that they vary much in tension, temperature, moisture,

and other qualities, has been proved by ascents of high

mountains, and in balloons. Crossing clouds show them

even to the casual observer below.

In changes of weather, accompanied by differences of

temperature, how little, ordinarily, is attributed to the

body of air enveloping a place—how much to the sun's

action

!

Sometimes it is remarked as strange, that during a

cloudy, perhaps windy and rainy night, the tempera-

ture should be many degrees higher than during

(perhaps the previous, or following) days of bright

sunshine. The directions of air currents, whether

southerly or northerly, not having been sufficiently, if

at all considered.

Hence it is that so many miaiakts are made about
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clothing and fires; their conseqaences being colds,

coughs, and too crflten fittal ilhiess.

Looking now at the Atlantic, between Europe and

North Africa, with North America in the temperate zone,

and bearing in mind the peculiarities already noticed, one

cannot but be struck the great facilities its winds,

and even the water currents, afford for communicating

between the continents. Their greater circulations (as

elsewhere in other oceans) expediting the voyager in

one direction here, while aiding his return, by another

route, there.

It is impossible to know these facts, and to contem-

plate the condition of various nations in eaiiy ages,

without a conviction that migrations in various cUrec-

tions across the oceans^ occurred long before the era of

Ghrislaanity.

We may recover, by the research of a Rawlinson, and

by the will of an enlightened liuler, undestroyed tablets

showing how, where, and when, Etruscan, or Phosnidan,

or Pelasgic argonauts explored other lands than those of

which we now have early histories. In the mounds of

Assyria, in Mosul itself (that ancient site), from among
the dust of Babylon and Nineveh*— greatest cities of

antiquily—Indian and Mexican and Chinese history

may yet be largely disentombed.

Prevailing easterly winds across the lower half of

the North Atlantic impel surface water, incessantly,

through intervals of the West India Islands, into the

Gulf of Mexico. There they are heaped (as any one may

When the writer hrst vibiled Tahiti (iu 1835-6), a ceremony ocnirrod

among the heathen natives which Mr. Nott (then a missionary there; told

liim -WIS sn nmmX cnstom^ a ' lamentatioti Ibr NineTeh.' He hii«w no
more*
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observe that water is raised at the leeward end of a
large lake, a canal, or an estuar}^, while strong winds

are blowing along its length), and, as fluids, seek equili-

brium by rushing through their easiest escape— the

Gulf of Florida— into the North Atlantic. Their

accumulated action amounts to that of a vast river of

wanned water running along the coast of America, over

or against opposing currents (still nearer the shores and

then below) this Gulf Stream, so well kno^^ now, yet only

brought into useM notoriety by Franklin, about a cen-

tury ago. (1760-70.) It would be mere repetition to

say much more here, about this influential oceanic cur-

rent, than to recommend an examination of Keith

Johnston's admirable illustrations of that, among many
other physical peculiarities of our world's superficies;

and to urge a student of such subjects to study the

' Physical Geography,* and the * ^leteorology ' recently

given to the world by Sir John Ilerschel.

In the illustrious Humboldt's works are such inex-

haustible mines of knowledge, that extreme gratitude is

due to those who have rendered them so pleasantly ac-

cessible by translations everywhere pronounced excellent.

Arago*s I^Ieteorology, similarly available and acceptable,

should be also remembered, by a student, among the

first of numerous works on the atmosphere. One word
more. Whatever effect the Gulf Stream may have

locally^ it is obvious, on comparing its extreme limits,

source and direction, that the great bodies of tropical

air which incessantly traverse both temperate ssones,

toward the poles and eastward, must have for more effect

on climates than air from over any comparatively small

tract of ocean.

Where winds from sea approach—still more when they

blow against land, their characteristics are more or lesa
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altered; and these clianges are more obvious at or near

the boundaries. Currents of air accumulate, blow

round or over, are stopped or deflected by land (as

has been shown elscwliere) which, at the siinie time,

absorbs much, if not all, of their moisture. Hence the

windiness of headlands, projecting capes, or veiy salient

promontories, and the comparative wetness of those

shores or high lands against which the vaporous or mois*

ture-beariiig winds usually blow, such as Portugal,

Western France, Ireland, Wales, Cumberland, Scothmd

and Norway.

Inland, such winds are more and more moderated

and dried. Hence it results that within Portugal, and

much in Spain, in France, on the east side of England

and Scotland, as well as in Europe generally, there is

less wet, and for less wind, on an average, than along the

immediate seaboards of the Atlantic, exposed to every

first onset of the anti-trades. Along the eastern coasts of

Great Britain, and, partially, those of Ireland, the loca-

lities may be considered (by a seaman) as under the lee

—less eiq>osed, and drier during westerly winds. But
wh^ the polar current is in force from north-west to

north-easterly, the coasts exposed to its onset feel most

wind
;
though they have not necessarily the most rain or

snow, as their depends on meetings of currents solely,

when heights of land do not chill the vapour-bearing one

(as is the case during a polar current along the surface),

unless their summits reach u[)ward, above the lower

wind, into the vaporous tropical one.

It is a common remark among observers of weather

in £ngland, that usually it snows only when the ther-

mometer ranges between 30* and 40^ or rather with the

air temperature about 35**. This seems to be a conse-

quence of inliueuce on either current by the other, which
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tends to diminish an extreme of temperature, while

causing deposition of vapour in snow or rain.

At the western islands of the- Atlantic and Bermuda,

I'speoijilly the latter, storms aix* but too well known.*

iSir William Keid*s worksf are as ample as truly reliable,

respecting the &cts of meteorology thereabouts, in the

West Indies and in North America. But his views of

one cyclone travelling far, instead of having successors,J
his adoption, so far, of Redficld's expositions, and liis

slight attention to great permanent or constant move-

ments of atmosphere, are not to be reconciled with now
proved fBtds^acta^ be it observed with thankfulness,

accruing out of obsei*\'ations suggested and encouraged

by himself. On the western side of tlie Atlantic,

although often visited by storms, the coofit is not by any

means so tempestuous as its eastern opposite. Winds
are more offshore^ and are drier in general. Causes

operate there on a grand scale, analogous to those above

mentioned as occurring in western Europe. Neither

there, nor elsewhere in the temperate zones, does the

wind preoail from east (true). It may be north-

easterly, or south-easterly, but from true east it does not

blow except rarely, and only for a veiy short time as it

veers or sliiits into other quarters, south-east or north-

easterly.

It was observed by Franklin§ that north-east winds

began to leeward on that coast (which trends south-

west and north-east) (true), and he accounted for it by

supposing that the first movement of air began to

leeward, like that of water in a canal drawn off from one

end. But he did not then show where the water, so set

in motion to leeward, went, or what originated the

* ' StUl vexed Bermoothea.' f Law of Storms, second edition.

I Sterenaon of Jham, § Letter, May 18, 1760.
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movement. On the principles explained in these pages,

a polar current ought to be felt at the westernmost place

first, if not very &r south of the eastern one. And (in

example) u reference to the globe will show that a

polar wind (called NE. but truly NNE.), ought to

reach Philadelphia before advancing eastward to Boston

(400 miles £N£.), irrespective of mountainous ranges

or other local features. References to cases of northerly*

winds first beginning in Ireland, and then felt sKCces-

aively to the edatward., showTi by numerous simultaueous

observations, and to the polar (north-easterly) winds

crossed by &st steamers to the west of Ireland, which

afterwards are found to traverse the British Islands and

western Europe, may illustrate^ and tend to corroborate

this view. Pi*ofessor Henry* and the lamented Espy have

lately published abundant evidence of a general motion

from west towards east, over the Northern States, and

the testimony of each experienced aeronaut is strongly

coniirmatoiy. This, as a ' great fact,' is insisted on

here— at the risk of supererogation. As the prevaleut

winds in temperate North America are westerly

—

crossed at tunes by tropical or polar currents, and as

they blow over vast extents of huid, cold and dry in one

season, hot if not moist in aii<"ther, extremes of winter

and sunnner temperature are ielt, unmitigated by sea

winds. Ranges of mountains, lying nearly in meridional

directions, and of height to influence the lower air cur-

rents, induce a remarkable parallelism frequently, and a

narrowness of stream, in proportion to its length, that

has not been described in any other r^on of the world,

but appears to be quite in accordance with such ideas

and principles as have lately obtained currency. Pro-

fessor Henry said, in a remarkable letter to General

* Of tlie Smithaonian Imtitution.
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Sabine (dated July, Iddl)) ^ We find that not only do

the Btonns of wind and rain come to us (at Washington)

from the west, and enter our territory from the

north (near the Kocky Mountains in Britisli posses-

sions, about 110° west), but also the cold and warm
periods. The early and late parts traverse the

countiy in the form of a long wave extending from

uoith to south, and moving eastward.*

' When this wave arrives at a given meridian during

the night, a killing firost is experienced along a band of

countiy extending north and south, it may be in some
cases more than a thousand miles, while in an east and
west dii'ectiou it is not more than fifty or a hundi'ed

miles.*

' At first sight it may appear somewhat strange that

our warm spells (periods) should begin at the NW. point

of our map,' and then Mr. Henry offers an explanation

which is not satisfactory to the writer of these words,

—

but he gives it vei'batim, and will then venture to suggest

another.

^The south wind (says the professor) is warm and
light, and as probably, it is, in all cases, awind of aspira'

tiofij the solution of tlie problem is not difficult.

*A rareiication probably takes place in the north,

which draws into it the air next to it on the south, and
this again ^ves motion to the portion of air still further

south, and so on till the current reaches the Gulf of

Mexico, while at the same tune the same heated air

from the south is wafted eastward by the prevailing

westerly upper current of the temperate zone.'

This argument supposes a very improbable, but yet

continually recurring cause of first motion in the NW.
What is this cause? Why do not similar causes (if such

exist) occur elsewhere^ and occasion analogous effects!
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Let US revert, rather, to first principles—^to the action, the

contmuoiis action, of polar and tropical currents caused

by t ropical heat (solar) and polar cold— verm eausw?

Looking at a globe— it is endent tliat an advance of

either main current, from polar or from tropical regions,

may reach a high latitude in any given meridian before

it touches a lower one. But this will depend, not only

on the diagonal line of advance more or less south-

westward or north-eastward, but on the facilities or

impediments either current encounters. Tropical

currents, in force, arrive at the west of North America

from the south, along and over the Rocky Mountains,

whence they ai e deflected by the increasing anti-trade

towards the east, and thus their first indications, their

first appulses (which are lateral) at Washington, come
fix>mthe NW. across the direction of their length.

The polar winds, air currents from NW. to NE.
iio^v south-westward, and while so nionng in that

direction, have also a sidelong or lateral progression

(as elsewhere described), slow but constant and general,

toward the east.

Hence the first advent of polar winds to any of the

very numerous meteorologic stations set up by the

Smithsonian Institution is from the NW. quarter, al-

though the wind itself is more northerly, even north-

easterly, or almost easterly in direction.

Thus it occurs also in Ireland, Europe generally, and
around the vorld^ under similar conditions.

The laws of nature being uniform, must of course

apply to all places similarly ^ and that those which we
believe to be such laws are found generally applicable,

cceteris paribus^ is their crucial proof.

jx'fore quitting America, it may be observed that,

although very many hundred stations were provided
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with meteorologic instruments, and directed by the

Smithsonian Institution, natural difficulties and sources

of error unavoida]>ly occurred amonf? the incidents of

new and extensive countries. Of but few places in the

interior has the level, or elevation above that of the sea,

been ascertained geometrically. Approximate heights,

assumed from barometric readings themselves, of course

afford no standard to which they can be rclrrred, and,

however useful nonnal levels (as adopted by Dove),

may be for comparisons, they require years of con-

tinuous observation for their determination, and, after

all, indicate no independent measure of elevation.

lV'iii])erature observations, within a continent, at

various elevations, are likewise dillicuit of inter-com-

parison^ besides being so liable to error.

With a general reference to the latest editions of

works published by Espy, Blodget, Bache, Henry,

Ferrel, Looniis, Redfield, Kussell, Maury, and, above

all, those of Fi-aoklin—
We may now proceed to the west side of America,

and across the North Pacific.

Very similar is the climate, and nearly do the winds

correspond to those of Spain, Portugal, Ireland, Nonvay,

and, indeed, the west of Europe generally corresjjonding

in latitude. And much the same may be said of the

North Pacific compared with the North Atlantic, and
of the coasts of Japan as well as China, considered in

quality with eastem North America. 'LQcaXpccuUarities^

special differences there are, in detail, but the broad

general character is similar. Intermediate islands have

no such cold, nor such heat^ as the continents.

Along the northern coasts and islands, storms and

bad weather are as frequent as on Irish, Scotch, and

Norwegian shores. In the ocean itself its central
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extent especially unimpeded by land, winds are less

sudden and yiolent ; and they veer or shift much less

irregularly. But there are cyclonic gales, and at times

severe tempests, as in the North Atlantic.

There is also a kind of gulf stream—the Japanese

current which sets toward the N£., and a general

circulation of that ocean in consequence, with a sort of

central eddy also {mare sargassum) in which sea-weed,

drift wood, l)irds, and fish, arc abundant. Japan and its

adjacent islands have much less extremes of tempera-

ture than China near them, but are very stormy in

winter, very foggy, and subject to great earthquakes,*

besides emptions of volcanoes.

From E. to W. in Asia and Europe, 1)( tween Chinese

Tartaiy and the Mediterranean, the ordinary features

of a t^perate continental climate are much modified,

in various regions of that vast continuous space, by

elevated districts, steppes or tuble-lands, chains of

mountains, or low plains.

Remote from ocean, no such supplies of moisture are

received as diose which fertUise sea-coasts and islands

generally. But on the windward slopes mountainous

ranges, and hills of fertile soil, forests extend— the

level or table-lands being usually without trees, often

arid deserts, but occasionally rich praines, abounding

in pasturage. From the mountains and those^ tracts

where rain or melted snow feed rivers and lakes,

ample supplies of water combine with other natural

advantages to render those regions among the finest on

the globe for the developement and health of all animal

creation.

The Black Sea, that of Azof, and the Caspian, may
be regarded as large lakes iiiliuenced by tlicir limited

* ^tlAinifny described in Appendix.
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local ocmditions. Sudden change s, squalls, storms of

sliort duration, though very violent^ are consequent

on their expanse of water, immediately contiguous to

land sometimes heated excessively, at others snow-

covered and £rozen. From the Black Sea, currents

always set into the Mediterranean, being the drainage of

those great stei)i)es and mountain-ranges held by the

Cossack and the Circassian, under Kussian (nominal)

dominion, though scarcely control.

To say much here of climates and seas, so well-

known as those of Turkey, Ittily, western Europe, the

Adriatic and the Mediterranean, would be superfluous,

were not this book intended for those who may not

have been there, as well as for others.

Generally, one may describe the Mediterranean, the

Archipelago, and the Adriatic, as fine-weather seas, in

beautiful climates. But they have their storms, and

heavy ones, at times j
short, however, in duration ; and

all are in accordance with the laws obtaining elsewhere.

That notorious storm of November, 1854, in the Black

Sea, was demonstrated to be circuitous, or cyclonic,*

and comparatively local.

Many tempests have been investigated in the Mediter-

ranean, bearing testimony to the unity of character

remarkable in meteorology when accurately viewed.

Squalls, however, are of frequent occurrence, and their

origin is of course local, however violent. iKirometnc

indications are as useM there as in other regions,

allowing for latitude range.

The Maestral, the Bora, Gregala, and Levante, are

polar currents, with more or less easting. The Sirocco,

Libeccio, and Ponente, are tropical. Their respective

peculiarities are as well known to pilots, and are as

* Meteorologic Paper^ Board of Trade, First Number, dingrain.
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constant, aa the g3nrations of wind over the British

Islands.*

But the snow-covei ed Alps, Etiiii, and the Appeiiines,

many Spanish high ranges of huid, Greek mountains,

Syrian and Arabian heights, and the hot deserts of Africa

— each so near the great Mediterranean basin—must,

at tunes, iiifhicnce atmospheric currents suddenly and

violently, though, if unsustained by remote and general

causes (inter-tropical or polar), not lasting long, like

gales over an extensiye ocean.

Before advancing farther, it may be here mentioned

that veiy interesting barometric results have been col-

lated by Dovd, from Russian and other reliable ob-

servations, chiefly directed by Kupffer, According to

which, as now viewed, it woidd seem that the tension of

air is so inueli less ortUnarihi in the northern parts of

Russia, within the temperate zone (latitudes 40° to 50°)

that the normal pressure is said to be only about twenty'

nine inches^ in the parallel of 45"* N. lat.

However,— before relying on this result, and on

others of a similarlv-ol^tained kind, it would be sjitisfac-

tory, and doubtless is indispensable, to know tlie levels

or elevations ofmany stations—very difficult questions,

when inland districts, unsurveyed 8ecH<mally^ are their

foundations.

* Sm^ tii'd ^ Mediterranean.'
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CHAPTER XI

Tenipomto Zone — South of Equator — African Coast — South

Atlftutic— South Pacific— South Indian Ocean— Africa—Cape—
SouthernOoMD generally—South Ameiieft—East Coast—Infteriof

—

Andes— West Coast— Patagoiiia— East sad West Tieixa del

Faego— Falkland lalsnds.

SoxJTH of the equator, in the temperate zone, Airica

has a delightful, but rather dry climate. In the

extra-tropical region of calm variables, aridity prevails;

but to the southward, and as far as the Cape of Good
Hope, sea-winds carry moisture, and this a(k'(piate irri-

gation maintains much fertility. Animal lile is extra-

ordinarily abundant, and artificial crops succeed well.

On the west coast, toward the Tropic of Capricorn,

tlie southerly trade wind blows along shore, usually;

and during the summer, or ratlier more than half the

. year, south-easterly winds prevail Jfrom about the

latitude of the Cape of Good Hope, or a few degrees

southward. They are alternate with the NW. anti*

trades, which, in the winter of those regions, cross Africa

some distance north of the Cape, and at times blow most

tempestuously. The shifting of these stormy winds

from a trojMcal to a polar current {there from nortii-

west, to south-west and south-easterly), against watch

hands, accords with the law of gyration.*

Several causes combine to make the Cape of Good

Hope a stormy promontory. High, steep, and salient,

every wind must be more or less affected by it, as a

mechanical obstacle, and by the relative temperatures

• DoT«, 1S27—1863 (Scott's edition).
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surrounding, as well as immediately above, its ranges of

moimtainous land. It is also frequently a central place,

or nodal mass, around which oj^jx)sing currents of wiud
turfi mow readily than when unobstructed.

Heated ti'acts of arid land, cool summits of mountain
ranges, and an ocean, are there contiguous. In the

north are African deserts— toward the south, Antarctic

ice, beyond a wide range of open sea, in which strong

currents, like the Gulf Stream, run iix)m thirty to eighty

miles a day or more (off Cape Lagulhas). And this in

that zone where incessant alternation occurs between

the two greater air-currents : all which causes contribute

to make that famous promontor}^ truly 'El Cabo Torinen-

toso' or the ' Cape of Storms,' as described by the early

voyagers, and not in exaggerated terms.

Complaints of the barometric indications have often

been made there (as in most of the stormier regions), but

probably the faidts were not instrumcntdl. Persons who
think the barometer intelligible without some intimate

acquaintance, who draw hasty conclusions from in-

sufficient observation, are unlikely to judge correctly in

unsettled weather, and then they blame the barometer.

In that part of the year when the sun is south of the

Line, — from September to March, or about a month or

two after that period, the south-east trade is, bodily,

several degrees southward of its medium range, and is

strong, blowing rather toward Africa on the east side,

and toward America, near Brazil ; tiiose regions being

then most heated. At that time it encroaches on, or

occupies part o^ the temperate zone; and the calm

variahles^ usually just extra-tropical, are then found

l)otW('cn 30° and 40°. In their winter the contrary

occurs, and those variables are found between fifteen

and thirty degrees south.
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South of those parallels, or reaching into them, heavy

galea may occur at any season, but they ^re prevalent in

winter; eyen more than prevails in the northern zone.

There are two distinct winds especially affecting those

southern temperate regions, the northerly or tropical,

and the southerly or polar.

On the Brazilian coast, about and to the south of the

tropic, there is so much regularity in the alternation of

winds, although but lor a few points, that the two pre-

vailing currents, south-east to north-east, are olten

called monsoons* The latter prevails when the sun has

been &rthest, if not longest, south— and^ therefore, baa

heated the interior country excessively.

Much rain—and electric action— thunder and light-

ning— accompany the stormy periods of those ^vinds,

especially the times of their shiftings, though the change

of direction does not vary more than about a quadrant

in general. In the vicinity of all these coasts an excess

of lightning is remarkable.

As in the southern hemisphere there is much less land

than in the northern—as the oceanic expanse is scarcely

interrui)ted, excei)t by the southern Andes, by the pro-

montory of Africa, by Tiismania, and New Zealand— the

courses, the breadths, and the successive combinations

(after opposition) of the main currents of wind are far

more regular, sdf-demonstrative, and easier to trace,

than those occurring anywhere in the northern tem-

perate zone; their gyration being frequent and re<fid(ir.

A very marked consequence of this unifonnity is the

great similarity, and equability of climate, around the

globe (in the south temperate zone) and its resulting per-

ennial, or evergreen vegetation, almost unmixed (except

hir inland) by any deciduous trees.

The anti-trade prevails—those ^ brave west winds ' as
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Mauiy calls them— and a reiiiai-lval)le i'act corres|)oiHls

(whether it be their cause or their etfect), the barometer

averages about an inch less than in equal northern

latitudes: though it does ramfe as high, or nearly so,

when the (rare) south-easterl} winds Mow. Very in-

teresting questions hang on tliis remurkubic average

depression of the barometer.

Theories have been hazarded as to pressure (or ten-

sion) at the poles, on account of proved diminution of

pressure, from the calm \ariables of each juxta-tropioal

zone to the Antaixtic and (in a less degree) the Arctic

regions. Tropical currents (the anti-trades) bx^prevalent

in temperate zones, and are stronger toward higher lati-

tudes. AVith them the barometer averages a less height

everywhere on the <ik)be. Tlie greater their strength, or

force, the lower isthe mercurial column (orits substitute).

But these currents caimot circulate near the poles as

they do around them, thirty to sixty degrees distant.

What p/'oo/ is there ofpolar depression?

Anothi r consideration may be oliered to the reader.

All explorations of high southern latitudes have been

made in the summer or autumn of those regions, when
westerly winds are prevalent. But it is in their winter

and spring, when nights are long and the cold is greatest,

that easterly— south-easterly— gales blow, with a com-

paratively high barometer frequently. At other seasons

they are rare : and as the greater number of our observa-

tions liave been obtained dunng summer and autumn,

of course a comparatively low average has been deduced

hithei*to from the figures.

Afew voyages, such as the Chanticleer's and Beagle's,

in winter^ show high barometers with easterly winds in

50"* to 60** S. repeafed/i/.

Many, also, of the passages made by ships ii'om
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Austriiliji round Cape Horn or— going towards our anti-

podean colonies through high latitudes, show high

barometers, with winds £rom south-west to south-easterly

(polar) ; but as those winds with easting are exceptional

and as the wn^sterly "svinds (mixed tropical and polar)

are generally strong, the baix)metric averages are com-

paratively low.

Assuredly, however, it is as unphilosophical to infer,

solely on account of a diminution of pressure from the

calm vanal)le3 towards i)olar regions, that ])r()])orti()nally

lessened pressure exists towards a pole, as it would be

to expect a pressure at the equator, similarly greater

than that near the tropics.

Instead of proceeding across to the east coast of South

America, it may be now more convenient to add a few

remarks on the Great Southern Ocean.

Not only in the southern part of the Atlantic and the

Indian Ocean, butthroughout the circumferential expanse

of sea between the circles of Capricorn and the An-

tarctic, generally similar winds, weather, and climate,

may be truly said to prevail, varying only in (a few

degrees of) temperature, with the latitude.

A voyager round the Cape of Gwd Hope, Tasmania,

or Ca]>e Horn, iinds the turn of tiie winds, tlieir charac-

ter, and the climate, correspond throughout remarkably.

Indeed, in describing any one southern region much
beyond the tro|)ic, a whole zone is described, as &r as

the oceans and continental seaboards.

Inland, however, over African, Australian, or Patago-

nian deserts, in the vicinity of mountams, or near ice,

extreme differences exist:— while elsewhere the causes

already mentioned, and the moderating or ecpialisinor

effect of such a predominating body of ocean, neai'ly

I. 8
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alike in temperature, probably occasion the evergreen

vegetation that is so remarkable.

It is there the mariner sees sweUing waves on the

grandest scale, a quarter of a mile apart, and rising

sixty or seventy feet vertically. There, likemse, enor-

mous icebergs are sometimes encountered, not only in

high kititudes, but even occasionally near the parallel

of forty degrees. By reliable angular measurements

some have been found to be at least eight hundred feet

high, and several miles in circumference.

In that ocean it is easy to make rapid j)assages east-

ward, before the prevailing wind and sea: but easterly

gales are sometimes found, and, when heavy, they raise

a great irregular sea, crossing the perennial swell from

the westward.

As we have said, easterly winds may be rather ex-

pected in the 'winter of those latitudes, namely, June,

July, and August, but occasionaUy, also, though rarely,

at other times of the year.

Fogs are comparatively rare, except near land, or far

south. Thunder and lightning are very infrequent, but

indicative of bad weather.

For the use of a few seafaring I'eaders, one may
remark here that, in crossing the Pacific toward the

eaatf in southern latitudes, a ship should not go beyond
50** S., till near Cape Horn, as there is usually much
ice southward of that ])arallel, especially in the eastern

part of the South Pacific; and occasionally it is met
with some degrees £u*ther north, in autunm (Febraary,

March, and April), after long continuance of westerly

gales.

A few hundred miles ?/?^///l)e saved in distance, out of

about twelve thousand, by going into very Kigh southem
latitudes, but at the risk of encountering ice, and with
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the certainty of a \cry cold disagreeable cliinate. This

applies equally to Australian passages by the Cape of

Good Hope, where Great circle Sailing has been carried

too &r by many ships.

Immediately near Cape Horn, and the Falkland

Islands, ice seldom remains, as any that is di'iftcd

there (from tlie breaking up of great antarctic masses in

the latter part of summer) is carried eastward by the

cuirent of comparatively warm water (about 45^ to 50""

Fahr.) that always sets aroand the great southern pro-

montory— and not to the northward till beyond the

Falklands, where prevalence of south-westerly "svinds,

and the currents, combine to drift them, melting gradu-

ally, even to as low a latitude occasionally as about the

parallel of forty degrees.

In the long dark nights of an antarctic winter, when
the moon is not near the full, ice (especially the low and

less visible floes which are not many feet above the sur-

face of the water) should be specially guarded against

by a most vi^lant look-out, and by keeping under

manageable sail, in readiness to alter course instantly,

if danger should be suddenly reported.

These quantities of ice drifting partly with the wind,

but more influenced by currents of water (as so much
the larger portion of each mass of ice is entirely

submerged), may be thought to affect the weather

near them. However unimportant may be the effects on

climate by action of those detached icebergs, oiten seen

by passing ships, the general influence of that enormous

mass, extendi!^ all around antarctic polar regions, must

be momentously important, whether unchanging, in«

creasing gradually, or diminishing.

So little are we sensibly affected, in our inhabited

portions of the globe, by polar icy regions, that their
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a!Z.i^rc2fate effects on eliniates are hardly considered,

except by an effort of the mind. Yet tlie course, dura-

tion, and nature of air currents, with all their conse*

quences in climatology, are mainly dependent on those

cold regions, as extremes of one kind,— and on inter-

tropical heats, as the other. Do they vary from a^irc to

age? Do they increase in their respective peculiarities?

Or are they diminishing? What would be the condi-

tions of our world's sur&ce without accumulated ice at

the poles? Was it so once, and were climates then not

only more equable, hut very iiuicli AvaruKM'?

Such are a few of the (questions that reflection sug-

gests, but philosophers cannot answer, except specula-

tively, turn to whom we may.

KevertiniT now to the eastern coasts of South

America. We find between the tropic and the great

river Plata a fine climate, less arid 1 >y far than its opposite

in AMca, under the same parallels, less heated in sum-

mer and not exposed to cold, from mountains, in any

part of the nortli-eastcru side of the Plata, called * Banda

Oriental.' A finer climate is hardly to be found. Sea-

winds sufficiently moistened, not injuriously charged

with vapour, alternate with the anti-trade, dried by
passing across the continent. But it is subject to

storms of a violent charactir at chanires of wiiKls (tro-

pical to polar), and to extreme alternations of tem-

perature, at such times, even to 40** or 50° of

difference, in a few hours. These storms (called ^pam-

peros,' because they apjiear to come from the * pampas,*

or jilains of the level Plata district, many hundreds of

miles sfpiart ), are preceded by hot weather, moderate

variable winds, lightning, and sometimes l)y myriads

of insects. Cumulonus clouds gather in the SW.,
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becoming gradually more massed, dark, and ominous,

while distant lif^litiiiii;^ is almost incessant. Then the

stonn bursts,— squalls from the XW. (tropical) being

overpowered and displaced l)y tremendously heavy

rushes of wind from the SW. (polar). Once in a few

years such storms are equal to hurricanes in force, but

at other times are not ibrniidiilile.

Anotlier kind of* storm occurs on these coasts occa-

sionally, and is more dangerous, on account of its direc-

tion towards the land, from the Atlantic, and its accom*

paniments of dense clouds and rain. This is the south-

easter which, although ap])arently different, is really part

of a cyclonic circuit, extensive in expanse, and originated

&r south. A pampero, or SW. gale, sweeps circuitously

round as it advances toward the N£.— its northern

half being south-easterly, and then easterly, till ex-

pended, which is the case along the coast in question,

from Patagonia, and the i- alklands, to Brazil. Easterly,

or south-easterly gales, at any part of that coast, are

backed by southerly and south-westerly, farther to the

south. Hence the weather clears up by the S. and

SW., the later direction of the wind.

Such interruptions as these are only occasional, the

general character of weather being fine, and the ^viuds

moderate, more or less on or off shore— easterly or

westerly inland, according to the season.

Those who say that trade winds are not a principal

cause of accumulated water in the Gulf of ^fexico, and

its outpour in a sfrcm)/, should take note of what occurs

in the very wide but shallow estuary of the liver Plata:

— where, when a pampero is blowing in the South and

East, the water is raised many feet everyichere within

the u[)per ri\ er, a))o\ e ^lonte \ ideo, and some fathoms

at and above Buenos Ayrcs.
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On the other hand, when tropical (northerly) winds

are preyalent in the interior, the river ftlls proportion-

ally below its average level. Tides there are scarcely

sensible, at any time,* but these changes-

—

feet con-

tinuously—of fathoms at times, depend on the direction,

strength, and duration of winds on the sea coast, and

of those acting on the river/ar inland.

At the outer anchorage or roadstead, off Buenos Ayres,

horses and carts liave gone wliere, at ordinary times, sliips

lie at anchor in three or four fathoms water, and where,

on the rare occasions above mentioned, six fathoms have

been found. These changes have been caused by wind,

and (in some slight degree) by diminished tension of

atmospliere.

With the high lands of South Brazil the wooded dis-

tricts cease—as forests. From the north bank* of the

Plata, or rather from the river Grande—treeless exten-

sive plains everywhere bound the horizon, even down
to Magellan Strait, excepting only low hills, and a few

ranges scarcely many hundred feet elevated, though

dignified relatively by being called mountains.! All

is a level expanse, from the sea to the Andes; the north-

em districts from the river Grande to the Negro (in

40* S.) being rich—inexhaustibly— in depth of fine

soil, and well-watered (jenerally \ but the countiy south

of the Negro, to the Strait, is an arid desert, saline,

stony, and, exc^t near the very few rivers, without

verdure.

Why are there no trees in the painj)as, except a few

ombus?X ^ often asked. Vegetation is rank. Thistles

* See TiDBBy in Appendix.

t Siem Yentana, Monte Vldeo^ Ifonte Negra^ 8tc

X SomewhAt like a fig tree; not valBke a banian, but more reaembling a
baobab

;
peculiar to tiie ooontayi and an olgeot of rdigioiia attention among

the aboriginal Indiana.
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spnnnr up to a height that hides cattle. Grass is equally

luxuriant. The soil is very deep.

It is a curious enquiry. Fruit trees thrive. Peach

wood is grown and cut for fuel, pigs are fed with the

peaches, and yet timber trees are not found till you
reach the int'erior near Paraguay.

Can it be that the very deep soil, absolutely without

a stone, or stony substance, ' tosca ' being only liardened

clay, is unsuitable? Have the violent and cold winds

impeded the growth of trees, unsheltered, as at the

Falklands, and elsewhere? or have immense numbers of

grazing animals eaten off the young shoots and destroyed

them as fiist as they grew above ground?

; Vast herds of cattle, horses, and sheep, have roamed

over those almost unlimited tracts since the Spanish

conquest in the fifteenth century, before which time,

countless herbivorous animals, including the guanaco

(now in droves about Patagonia), ranged everywhere in

the open country. Perhaps no sapling tree could exist

two years, exposed even to the biscacho, armadillo, hare,

and other small animals which thrive in an open, earthy,

arid country, where they can burrow, or hide in per-

fectly dry places?

Patagonia, east of the Andes and south of the river

Negro^ is usually swept by dry and strong westerly

winds, warm in summer, but cooled much by the Andes
in winter. They are anti-trades.

Only with rare sea-winds, or occasional northerly, is

there rain in Eastern l^atagonia, therefore the whole

extent, excepting a very few oases, is a stony, arid desert,

where, nevertheless,h^^ of guanaco find food and con-

genial country. On them the Indian regales, the condor

feeds till too heavy to fly, and the puma satiates l)oth

hunger and thirst, leaving the bones to vultures and dogs.
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Ostriches are numerous, and thei*e are numbers of

cker (roe) in some places'. Hence it is obvious that the

climate is liealthy and fine. Salt ponds (Salinas) of the

purest white salt, ibrmed naturally, are frequent in those

wild deserts.

The Falkland Islands are remarkable for their windy

but very healthy climate, resemblinir that of soitth-eastern

Patagonia. Treeless moorlands, peaty soil, and nume-

rous small lakes, show effects of the continuous westerly

winds,and frequent showers, that are usuallyexperienced.

Some degrees eastward, and to the northward of the

Fa Iklands, is a space of sea in which driftwood, seaweed,

and other lloating substances, are lon!i retained by a

great central eddy caused by currents of water from Cape

Horn and the Falklands, met by others from the eastward,

and affected by those which set toward the south along

the coast of Patagonia. On a very small scale it is

another 'mare sargassum*:—kelpweed (ffinis natam)^

being a veiy substantial substitute lor (jrul/weed.

South-eastern Patagonia, and north-eastern Tierra del

Fuego, are much alike in climate and character, except-

ing that the latter is less arid, rather more hilly, and

partially wooded. It is in ^\'inds, weather, and climate,

a mean between the extreme characters of Eastern and

Western Patagonia, or Tierra del Fuego.

The eastern entrance of Magellan Strait is very no-

table on account of the strong winds without rain, or

calms Avith fogs, and extraordinary tides.* v^even

lathoms (forty-two feet) vertical rise, with a current of

eight or nine miles an hour in the narrow parts, are

regular each spring tide : and remarkable it is, in the

AVeatern Strait only a seventh of these aiauuntb exist.

* See Tides, in Appendix, v
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CI ii nates are much affected by such peculiuritios. A
current approaches the ejistern entrance of tliose famous

Straits, wliich is much lower in temperature than that

of the Western Ocean. Along the eastern shores of

Tierra del Fue^ and Staten Land, between them and

the Falldaiul Ishinds, a current is impelled from the

smith. AhM\\i the western ishinds of Tierra del Fueiro and

Patagonia the constant stream is from the north. There

are many d^rees of difference in temperature (five to

ten) between them all the year, the northern being

ah\ays warmest. With allowance for local pecidiarities,

and excess of sea, the climate and meteoroloiric nature

of those far distant lands, the southernmost by ten

degrees that are inhabited, have a striking accordance

with those of Orkney and the Western Islands, ako

particularly with that of Norway.

The Strait of Magellan is proverbially stormy, wet,

and dismal. Yet, in the rare intervals of fine weather,

grander scenery, more striking combinations of high,

snow-covered mountains, extensive glaciers, forests with

every tint and shade, immense precipices, numerous

waterfalls, and deep blue sea at their base— cannot be

found in all the world. In Switzerland there is not

the oceanic dement, though lakes are some substitute.

In Norway, the glaciers are inferior, in Greenland there

is much less concentrated raricfi/.

Western Tierra del I'uego and Patagonia, from Cape

Horn to South Chile, may be described to the mind's

eye, by suj)i>osing ranges of mountains sunk lower

beneath the sea as extended ferther southward, until

onlv their summits and hiirher raiiL'^'S remained above

w^ater, as an archipelago of islands, islets, tuid rocks.

Westerly winds (the prevalent anti-trades) almost
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always blowing against and between these obstacles,

have swept some rocky surfaces into a barrenly desolate

state,* while carrying rain and fertilisation to every

less exposed valley or slope in the vicinity. The power

of storms, as experienced among these intricate pas-

sages, is like that of hurricanes. The barrier opposed

to regular currents of wind and water by projection of

the mountainous ran^re of the Andes into fifty-six south

latitude, at Cape Horn, naturally resists, impedes, and

deflects both water and wind: the results of which are

tempestuous weather, and high, cross seas. But the

winds, weather, and general meteorologic characteristics

of these regions, ahout (.'ape Horn, are so like those of the

North Atlantic in autumn and winter, between fifty and

fflxty north, and the instrumental notices are so similar,

that we need not risk repetition, but might now proceed

through the Pacific to Chiloe.

However, a few words nioi-e about climate and weather

off Cape Horn, with respect to passages, and the choice

of seasons, may not be unacceptable.

There is deep water everywhere close to the shores,

which are bold, but rocky. Currents set always along

shore sou tli-eastward, eastward, and then, from Cape

Horn, north-eastward, past Staten-land, toward the

Falklands.

Icebergs do not generally approach the land within

two degrees of latitude, they are all carried eastward,

in a higher south latitude. In summer and autumn
(December to May), gales are hea\iest, and prevail from

westward: but the days are long. In winter and spring

are easterly winds, some hard gales, and short days.

* <So desokte Isnd to liehold.*—Sir John Naifarooglii 1677.
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CHAPTER XII

ContiiiiiAtioii of tempemte Zone— Soitth of Equator-^Wettem
F^itagooia— OhonM Aidiipelago—Chiloe—South Cliilo^Ctir-
lents — Ctpe Honi— South Padfle— leebezga — VokanoM—

>

New Zealand— Tasmania— Southern Australia— South Sea-
Indian Ocean Southward— Maoiitius— Hurricanea—Bourbon—
Madagascar— South-Eaat A&ica— Layilhaa Stream.

Polar Regions— Ico or Water— Animals — Early Voyagers—
Modem Means— Efiecta of Icebergs and Fields of Ice— Second

SuBUBMia and Little Winteia—Sammaiy.

Between Western Patagonia and Chiloe, the soiithem-

most inhabited part of Chile is the Chonos archipelago,

in climate and characteristics only differing from either

in degrees of wetness and wind.

When the first Spanish explorers of these coasts had
reached their extreme limits, they named the southern

habitable port in Chiloe, *E1 fin de la Christiandad,'

not deeming any places farther south fit for perma-

nent occupation. Even Chiloe was scarcely habitable,

thought the men accustomed to Peru and Chile,

where rain is so infrequent. Since their time, how-

ever, clearing the forest, cultivation, and fires, have

altered and improved the climate so much that Chiloe

is now important as a well-peopled province. There is

a gradual change, firom much wet and wind to a dear

atmosphere, and to a tranquil beautiful climate— as the

latitude diminishes, from near forty soutli, to about

thirty—where the nightly cry of a ' Coquimbo ' watch-

man is ^ Sereno^^ from which the city itself has been

often, indeed generally, so termed in Chile.
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Along that part of Chile, southerly (or poLar)

winds i)rc\ail, excc]:)t during autumn, winter, and

(rarely at) other times, when the opposite or tropical

current holds sway, and blows occasionally with great

force. The characteristic peculiarities of these winds,

and their alternations or sequences, are much tlio same

us those of a his/her latitude, thouf^li less extreme.

There is much less difference between these climates,

their prevailing vnnds^ and the order in which they

follaWj than persons would suppose who judge onh by

their positions geographically: and as their resemblance

to those of the Nortli Atlantic and the British Islands

(substituting north for south) is strikingly corroborative

of views elsewhere expressed in these pages, and has

been noted, in quotations, by Professor Doy^ it may
be useful to repeat here what was said in 1835-8 by the

present writer, and thus quoted.

North-westerly* winds prevail, bringing clouds and

rain; south-westers f succeed them, and partially clear

the sky ; then the wind moderates, and veers into the

south-east J ([uarter, where, after an interval of fine wea-

ther, it dies away. Light airs spiiugupfroni tlie nortli-

eaat,§ freshening as they veer round north,{{ and aug-

menting the moisture which they (the tropical currents)

always bring. From the north ^ they soon shift to the

prevalent direction nurth-west,** and between that ])oint

and south-west they shift and back (veer and haul) for

weeks sometimes before they take another round turn.

Whenever the wind backs (from south-west towards

north-east), bad weather and strcmg winds are sure to

follow. A\'ind does not Lack suddenly, but it shifts

* Like our MwlA-weateriy. f Our nortk-weeben. % Our nofiA-east

§ Our «Ni«A-eaflt l| Ourtonth. II South. ** South-wwt,
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ic'tth the sun (in that liemisplicrc) very suddenly, some-

times flying from north-west to south-west,* or south,

in a violent squall. These sudden shifts are to the left^

there (against watch hands). While a north-wester is

blowing with force, accompanied by rain, the wind may
fly to tlie south-westwiird at any minute. It never

blows hard fsom the east, rarely with force from north-

east)f but occasional severe gales irom south-east occur,

principally in winter. In the summer southerly winds

last longer, and blow more frequently than in winter,

and conversely.

The winds never go completely round the circle : they

die away as they approach east, and, after an interval

of calm, more or less in duration, spring up gradually

between north-east and north.

Heavy tempests sometimes blow from north-west to

soutli-west. §

Such are the leading and general characteristics of

interfering, or prevailing polar and tropical currents of

wind, between the extra-tropical calm vanal)les and

the polai' regions, ai'ound the world— with local modi-

fications.

Easily are they explicable on the basis of alternating

main currents, polar and tropical, with a continuous

translation of all— eastward. On no other hypothesis

hitherto proposed can all the varying conditions of regu-

lar or normal winds, monsoons and storms, be reconciled.

Across the Southern Pacific Ocean, about New
Zealand, along the shores of Australia, from Sydney and

Bass Strait, to Swan iiiver and Perth in West Australia,

* Like south-west to north-west in our hemisphere. f South-east.

X North-east and north of this our UMrthem hemisphere.

$ South-west to north-west.
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aimilar remarks apply generally. In the ocean there is

more regularity and uniformity in the winds than haa

been foundnear land : but the principles, usual sequences,

and times are reliably similar.

Passages have been made eastward from Tasmania to

western Patagonia, in the anti-trade, more rapidly than

from Chile to Australia, through the trade wind, while

intolerable delays have occurred in the intermediate

spaces of calm variables.

The general circulation of oceanic currents in the

South Pacific ought to be here noticed, as connected

with winds and climates. It is with the prevalent winds,

as in other oceans, throughout the greater expanse ; but

near South America, in about 40^ of latitude, a division

occurs, and one stream of oceanic current moves south-

eastward, along the Patagonian and Fuegian islands,

toward Cape Horn. One of the effects of this separation,

to the westward of America, seems to be the &ct that

no icebergs are carried far northward (beyond near

50° S.) between New Zealand and America, though in

the South Atlantic, about the Falklands, they have been

found sometimes even in a lower latitude than 40*'.

There is a space of ocean in the South Pacific, between

about lOO* and 160** of west longitude, 50' and 60* of

latitude, in which every ship, that risks a passage through,

finds numerous, and some enormous— musses of ice.

Immense islands, rather than bergs, have been passed

thereabouts, 800 to 1,000 feet vertically above the sea,

and several miles in length.* The present writer

measured one trigonometrically that was at least 800

feet hi^ih and two miles in direct horizontal leuirth.

Can they be aground, or are some of them really islands ?

* Seo Towion's pul^lulied notioeB.
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Considering how little the &r South Paciiic has been

explored) how small a space has been ihorouglily

examined, and that the last discoverer (Ross) found an

active volcano (Erebus) -with its crater about 13,000

feet above the sea (in lat.77° long. IG?**), it appears prob-

able that there are not only islands, but much continental

land amongst the almost impenetrable icy barriers

of Antarctic regions : and that some of those huge

masses seen by Australian voyagers are, really, snow-

covered islands.

Approaching New Zealand, we find a climate between

that of southern Chile and Ghiloe. Windy, much
min at times, comparatively equable in general tempe-

rature ; wanner in the north, and everywhere healthy.

In the sheltered vallies of New Zealand a tropical

character of vegetation and a moist warmth, with much
bright sunshine between firequent rainy intervals, are

j)re\alent.

On mountain summits snow lies all the year. The

western and especially the southern coasts are tem-

pestuous.

The south-easterly gales iAuLt blow with force on the

eastern coasts of New Zealand, are precisely similar to

those of eastern Patagonia.

The westerly, and, in a word, all the winds are like-

wise similar to those already described ; and the same

may be said presently for Tasmania.

The soutii-easter, is the north-east part of a large

sweep, pressed along by a south polar current, and, at

times uniting with, because meeting and defiectiiig,

north-easterly, or northerly winds, there the tropical.

A remarkable effect has been noticed in the lar^e

southern Island (usually called the Middle), of New
Zealand, but not elsewhere—except at sea between

M
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it and New South Wales. This is a hot wind, from

the north-west) evidently a stream from Australia.

Passing now to the south-east, or extra-tropical coast

of that continental region, we find drier wcatlier, even

with sea'winds, which there are polar, deflected more

or less, and only €U times combined with north-easterly

(or tropical)— as at New Zealand.

With this combination, in both cases, there is the

apparent anomaly of a high l)iirometer, ^v^th much rain

and very strong wind. But the instrument tells truth

;

the tension or pressure is increased by mutual action of

o{)posing currents, until one is relaxed, when the baro-

meter begins to fell, and, as the polar influence fails, the

wind draws through north towards north-west, and the

mercury falls. Alter which, and probably ^vind with

rain, the glass rises; the wind shifts towards south-west

(polar), and the weather improves, either ifor an interval

only (the wind perhaps backing toward north), or for

a considerable time.

In extra-tropical Australia, inland, as well as on the

coasts, occasional hot winds, from the interior arid and

heated deserts, sweep across the country, like a
sirocco, or being dry^ almost as a simoom. They are

immediately met and displaced by polar winds, raising

dust in clouds (^brickflelders'), and changing the tem-

perature twenty or thirty, even to fifty degrees, almost

suddenly.

As through all the extra-tropical range of Australia,

extensive as it is, tropical upper currents are I'ainless,

having passed over heated arid land only; and as the

natural polar currents are not usually moMfure-bearing

—^though in passing over an ocean they are slightly

moistened by taking up vapour—the consequence is
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tliat diy sterility is general. Localities of course may
difier;— fertile vallies,—near heights attracting rain,

and occasional water-courses, occur often; but there

are few fresh-water rivers, and fewer large lakes.

Untowardly tliere are many salt streams.

Tasmania, in point of climate, winds, and weather,

approaches Australia, excepting tiiat it is less hot, arid,

and saline, but windier and more rainy; therefore

(bein«f extensively wooded) shelter in extremes of
temperature is available, and agriculture flomishes.

At sea^ off its southern coast, the strong winds of
those latitudes (forty-five) prevail. Their characteristics

have already been sufficiently described. When known
femiliarly, as they ought to be, and their indications

understood—by the skies, as well as ])y the instruments,

advantages become available ])y vo}'agers, by agricultu-

rists, and by gardeners, which without such (ahnost
alphabetical) instruction are overlooked, or made detri-

mental by mismanagement.

What has been just said may be applicable to the

space of sea reaching from Tasmania to Western Aus-
tralia, where, with sudden change in the trend of the

coast, and some remarkable peculiarities of the tidal

currents,* alteration in climate is immediate.

Consequent on these facts. Cape Leeuwin has had a

bad name as a very tempestuous promontory, but this

seems to have arisen from ships passing itfr<m Indian
fine weather (inter-tropical) and directly encountering

the strong winds with high seas ofthe anti-trade, in about
thirty-five south, while ill-prepared, except for the smoorh
water and fine weather of Indian ordinary navigation.

From Cape Leeuwin, the summer winds are along
shore, right into the south-east trade, or indhiing

* Tidal paper in Appendix.

U 3
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towards then heated Australia. The winter season, and

occasionally, though rarely, the summer, is liable to

heavy gales fix>m tropical, and next from polar quarters,

which raise a high and dangerous sea, especially on the

ed^^c of soiiii(lin«:s, where resistance to the waves

impelled by wind toward land is much lelt.

Hence to the Mauritius is a space occupied, in winter

by variable winds from the northward, in the summer
by the south-east trade.

llurneanes occur in it, principally nearer that island

than Australia, and mostly not tar from auiitius and

Bourbon. Their nature is now so well known, that

they may be partly avoided.

From Dampier, Franklin, Capper, Flinders, Buist,

Piddington, Tlioni and Reid, among the past— from

Meldrum among the living— useful information about

these hurricanes has been made available by publication.

The last mentioned, in his later as well as earlier series

of facts and inferences, has shown entire corroboration

of the principles expressed in publications of the Board

of Trade—accordant with tliose of Professor Dov6 and

Sir John Herschel.

Madagascar, and the south-east coast of Africa, have

been adverted to already. They are likewise subject

to storms of a similar nature, but less regular, being

more affected by the land.

At the edge of the Lagulhas Stream (like the Gulf

Stream of the Atlantic) there are fogs and strong gales.

We have thus superfidaUy viewed the general clima-

tology of our habitable world, without taking into su^ht

actual figures, although available ;—and with but iQW

words may now treat of the uninhabitable polar regions.

Whether solid ice or open water may be found at
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either pole, or each, is still earnestly disputed. As neither

of the magnetic poles, nor the poles of greatest cold^ are

at, or even very near, the poles of our earth's axis—as at

those axial localities unceasiiig day lasts half a year

—

as fish, birds, and quadrupeds migrate toward the poles

at that time— as currents set /Vom thi'in, nieridionally

—

and, as Dutch voyagers [.sai/ they) went farther poleward,

in open water, in the seventeenth century, than Pany
did in this nineteenth, even (as they assert) not only

to, but beyond the Pole*—^it does seem only reasonable

to think that open water at or near the poles, or one of

them at least, may exist, more i)robably than a mass of

solid ice. And if i<'r> alone Med up those extensive

central spaces, would it not have a tendency to increase

in an augmenting ratio? If so, what of the fish, and
the birds, and the animals, especially nuisk oxen and

reindeer? and what of now temperate climates?

Very remarkable it is that, in Greenland, herds of

white reindeer migrate toward the north (no one knows
how &r) every summer, from the vicinity of the most

northern Danish or Esquimaux settlements in north-

west Greenland.f

Whenever whalemen or scalers have penetrated

beyond or within the formidable outer barriers of An-
tarctic ice, or have pushed well through Baffin's Bay,

I)a\is Strait, or Spitzbergen fields and berf^s, abundance

of fish, seals and whales, mamj l)irds and bears have

been seen. Could they thrive there, in numbers^ unless

open water exists to a greater extent than has yet been

discovered and traced on charts?

It is highly interesting to read accounts of the early

Dutch voyages, by Spitzbergen, and thence eastward,

* See Bumey, Daines Barrington, Beaufoy, and others,

f M*Cliiitock; Alleoi Young, iiid otlien.
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with very inadequate means, and to reflect on what a

Parry or other arctic hero might have eitected in tliat

direction had the course of discovery, aided by modem
appUances, been so directed.

• The effects of icebergs, or even floating field ice, on

climate, temporarily, has been much considered. It

would seem tliat currents of wind passing over tliem

must be chilled, and yet take off a certain amount of

vapour to be condensed against land, or by a colder cur-

rent of air, into rain, or hail, or snow.

Heat absorbed in thawing ice or snow, and convert-

ing its water into invisible vajx)ur or gas, is well known

to be very considerable in amount.

Of a similar kind, but infinitely greater in extent, are

those grand natural operations every year around

arctic and antarctic circles, affecting all the circumjacent

temperate zones. As either pole is turned more or less

toward the sun, after the vernal equinox, the solar efiect

increases, in the direction of that pole, until a thawing

is produced on the exterior ice, when an interval

of compamtively cold wesither occurs, caused by absorp-

tion of heat near polar circles, affecting more or less the

contiguous regions; and thus the frequent cold of later

spring months, especially after a warm early spring, may
be accounted for generally.

As has been previously said, in effect, — If the

above be a correct view, the converse siioiild occur,

namely, that a short second summer, or rather an

interval of fine and comparatively warm weather, soon

after the autumnal equinox, should be caused by liber-

ation of heat (during condensation of va|)our and for-

mation of ice) aud by precipitated moisture. Is not this
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the caae, all around the world, in both temperate zones ?

The familiar expressions ^ St. John's summer/ * St. Mar-

tin's/ and the ' Indian' Sununer, the ' red leaf/ advert

to this period, which is recognised in each hemisphere,

everywhere—in the middle or higher latitudes.

Irving endeavoured thus to subnut an extensivebut

generalised view of all climates, with their prevalent

Aviiids arid weather— it is supposed that the reader, while

attending to any one locality principally, will be less

likely to overlook what may be simultaneously occurring

in other parts of the world, as well as atmospheric

changes more particularly in his Own special zone ; and

ucai* his place of local observation.
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CHAPTER XIII

Utili^^atiun of Meteorolofry : its Statistics and Pynaniics— Simul-

taneous Observations— Separate Fields of Labour— Metoorulogic

TelojipnphJ— Forecasts— Storm Signals— Explanation— General

0<»BidentionB — Special and Notable Conditioiu ibqplained

Brief SketpJi of SysteaiiiowinFMioa, andMethod of Kraoeduie—
General OlMervatioiis and Befleelioiia— Anaogementi.

Prepared by general information about instruments,

obsorvutions and climatolo^i}', we may now undertake

to ap]>ly ourselves beneficially to the practical utilisation

of meteorology.

Having statistical &ct8, and understanding their

dynamical relation to our atmosphere at any given time

or succession of times, we know what is occurring

around within a certain area of several hundred miles

in diameter, in the air and clouds that may be above or

passing near us : and, not only so, we can tell, with

even more than probability, what will be the atmo-

spheric conditions within and at any part of such an

area, during the next two or three days. To those

whose attention has not been directed to the precise

import of d3niamical as connected with statistical &cts,

it may be convenient here to say that by the latter we
nuan the barometricjil tension (pressure), the temj)era-

ture of air, tlie direction and force of wind, and all other

meteoTologic data which are observed at one place, at

one time. Comparison of these with other similar

observations at the same place or elsewhere shows any
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movement, its force, and the duTatton <^ motion,

—

in a word the dynametry of air, in a p^ven time.

Single sets of observationB show statical measures or

statistical ^cts, and their comparison shows dynamical

yalues^ or rdatives, or measures; one is instantaneous,

the other is a continuance.

Until lately, meteorology had been too statical in prac-

tice to afford much benefit of an hnmediate and general

kind. Indefinitely multiplied records only tended to

make the work of their utilisation less encouraging, if

not almost impossible. By less ambitious courses—by
separating fields of labour, especially by treating of

dhnates individually, and referring observations to inde-

pendent centres—a prospect has been opened of imme-
diately usefiil exertions. Stones may be shaped, bricks

may be accumulated, but A\dthout an object in view

—

without an edifice to be constructed—how wearily un-

rewaitLing to the mind would be such toil, however

animated (even like Schwabe's) by true scientific fiuth

in future results.

As an example of what has been done in this direc-

tion, recently, under the auspices and by tlie powerful

means of Government, authorised by Parliament, a

brief ouAine will now be given of the practical system

established at the Board of Trade with reference to

Meteorolofjic Telep^raphy ; of its history, and the

methods of present application; after which the more

diffundt parts of these subjects will be further treated

—

namely, their actual management in daily practice, the

various conditions and circumstances under which the

ever-changing states of atmosphere occur ; and full

explanation of t he reasons for such decisions as are made
in forecasting weather.
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In meteorology some degree of increased interest has

been caused not only by various discussions and publica-

tions, but by this organised system of forecasting weather

and giving cautionary notice of expected storms.

In treating so complicated and extensive a subject as

that of our atmosphere and its movements, it is ex-

tremely difficult to combine mathematical exactness

vnth the results of experience obtained by practical

ocular observation and much reflection; but to some

extent this has been effected recently—the Board of

Trade having arranged telegraphic and frequent com-

munication between widely-separated stations and a

central office in London, by which a means fecUntj—
indeed one may say mentally seeing— successive simul-

taneous states of the atmosphere over the greater

extent of our islands was established, and an insight

into its dynamical laws has been obtained, to which

each passing month has added elucidation and value.

Possibly at this time, when extensions of our ariwige-

ments to the Continent are being established in France,

in Hanover, and in Prusria (although here there are

still persons who doubt, if they do not entirely dis-

believe their utility), it may be desirable to give an

explicit description of the basis, and the nature, of those

forecasts and occasional warnings which have been

proved useful during the past two years.

The first cautaonary or storm-warning signals were

made in February 1861 ; since which time sunilar

notices liavc been given, as occasion needed.

In August 1861, the first published forecasts of

weather were tried; and after another half-year had

elapsed for gaining experience by varied tentative

arrangements, the j/resent system was established.

Twenty-two reports are now received each morning
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(except Sundays), and ten each afteraoon, besides five

from the Continent. Double forecasts (two davs in

advance) are published, with the full tables (on which

they chiefiy depend), and are sent to eight daily papers,

to one weekly, to Lloyd's, to the Admiralty, and to the

Horse Guards, besides the Board of Trade.

The forecasts add almost nothing to the pecuniary

expense of the system, while their usefulness, practically,

is said to be more and more recognised.* Warnings of

storms arise out of them, and (scarcely enough con-

sidered) the satisfaction of knowing that no very bad

weather is imminent may be great to a person a])()ut

to cross the sea. Thus their negative evidence may
be actually little less valuable than the positive.

Prophecies or predictions they are not: the term

forecast is strictly applicable to such an opinion as is the

result of a scientific combination and calculation, liable

to be occasionally, though rarely, marred by an unex-

pected ^ downrush ' f of southerly wind, or by a rapid

electrical action not yet sufficiently indicated to our

extremely limited sight and feeling. We shall know
more and more by degrees. At j)resent it is satisfactory

to feel that the measures practised daily in tliese pro-

ceedings do not depend solely on one indinJual, but

are the results of &cts exactly recorded, and deductions

from their consideration, for which rules have been

friven. An able assistant shares their responsibilities

now, and others are advancing in the study of dyna-

mical meteorology.

• At a mooting of tho shareholders of the Great Weatem Docks at

Stonehouse, Plymouth, it wm stated alBdally that 'the dflfidency (in

leTenne) is to be sttribated chiefly to the abeenoe of veesela lequiriog the

me of the giSTing docha for the purpoae of repairing the damages oocadooed

by storms and caanaltiee at sea.'

t Henchel.
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In order to enable a reader to judge of the basis on

which rules for forecasting probable weatlicr arc founded,

some degree of explanation may now be offered— as

the method is new in its combinations, although depend-

ing on old or well known principles.

Repetition, to a certain extent, is unavoidable here,

for two or three pages.

We have said that air-currents sometimes flow side

by side, though in opposite directions, as parallel

streams, for hundreds or even thousands of miles.

Sometimes they are more or less superposed : occasion-

ally, indeed frequently^ crossing at various angles

;

sometimes combining, Jind by the composition of their

forces and qualitiea causing those varieties of weather

that are experienced as the wind veers more toward or

from the equator or the nearest pole; and sometimes

so antagonistic in their angular collision as to cause

those large circular eddies or rotatory storms cidled

cyclones, which are really like the greater storms in

all parts of the world, although th^ do not quite

assimilate to local whirlwinds, dust storms, and other

commotions of atmosphere, which seem to be more

electrical in their chanicteristics, if not in their origin.

Whenever a polar current prevails at any place, or is

approaching^ the air becomes heavier, and the baro-

meter is high or rising. When the opposite (tropical)

prevails or approaches, the mercury is low or falls,

because the air is, or is hccominrj^ specifically lighter

•—and these changes take place slowly. Whenever,

from any causes—electrical, chemical, or simply me-

chanical---either current, or any combination of currents,

ceases to press onward mthaut being opposed^ a gradual

lightening of the atmosphere, through a greater or less

area of hundreds or perhaps tliousands of miles, occurs,

not suddenly, but very gradually, and the barometer
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Mis : there is less tension of air, in every direction, about

the mercury.

To restore equilibrium, the nearest diaposaiUe body of

air (so to speak), or most movable, adTances first; but

an impulse at the same time may he given to other and

greater masses that— though later in arriving— may
be stronger, last longer, and cause greater pressure

mechanically as well as by combination. Air, like water,

mingles slowly^ either from above or laterally.

Taking, with Dov<5, north-east and south-west (true)

as the ' wind-poles,' all intermediate directions are found

to be more or less assimilated to the characteristics of

those extremes, as they are nearer one or other; while

all the variations of pressure or tension (many of those

caused by temperature), and all varieties of ^^'inds, may
hii clearly and directly traced to operations of the two

constant principal currents, polar and iropkcUy—our

north-east and south-west.

It has been stated that storms— indeed all the

greater circulations of atmosphere in the zone between

the tropics and polar regions, have an eastward motion

bodily, while circulating round a centrical area : and that

within the tropics it is otherwise, or westward, till they

curve, moving firsttoward the nearer pole direct,and then

eastward, with more or less direction towaid tlie same

pole.

Clear distinction should be made between those ever

alternate and often conflicting main, currents— tropical

or polar, and the local effects of dieir union or antagonism

— namely, mixed -VNinds, whether westerly or easterly,

with occasional eddies, or cyclones, on a larger or on a
smaller scale.

The lower current does not ordinarily extend far up-

ward (only some few thousand yards), and high lands,

mountidns, especially ranges of mountains, alter and im-
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pede its pi-otrrcss, so that a variety of eddy winds, or

streams ot wind, witli local and apparently anomalous

effects, are frequently caused.

Heat) electric action, or cold— condensation of

vapour into hail, snow, rain, or fog, or its other changes,

namely, evaporation, rarefaetion, and expansion— al)-

sorbing heat, and therefore causing cold^ immediately

cause currents of air, in a degree proportional to such

influence ; inducing hmzonUd motion and dynamicforce.

The polar current always advances from the polar

quarter while laferalh/ mo\nng eastward (like a ship

making lee-way), Ix ing pressed toward the east by the

tropical flow which advances from the south-west-

ward, usually above and at an angle with the polar

stream or current of air, often mixing with it, but at

times separatthj penetniting downward, sweeping and

warming the earth's surfaee, uncombined with the polar

current, even while feeling its approaching influence \

and thus, as it were, forcing passages between streams of

chilling polar air that at the same time are moving in

opposite and nearly parallel directions.

At times, alter a continuance of tropical air curreut,

or during its general prevalence, a polar flow or separate

stream of sir (electric, cold, dry, and of greaterpressure
or tension than the prevailing body of air then next the

earth) j^asses above, chilling or other^vise influencing the

lower air throngh which, at some places, it penetrate s

completely— before it descends entirely, and (usually)

displaces the tropical or south-westerly current.

These movements ofair^currents are shown by clouds

crossing the lieavenly bodies, by the visible cliaraeter-

istics of those clouds, and by simultaneous observations

of temperature, tension, force of wind, and its true direc-

tion, at many places.
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It is very interesting as well as practically useful to

markhow theseinroads or mixtures ofair-currents occur,

and to note thdr b^gimungs or endings, at a few places

considerably separated— such, for instance, as Copen-

hagen and Lisbon, Galway and iicligoland, Jersey and

Aberdeen, Queenstown (or Valentia) and Berwick (or

Yarmouth), with intermediate places. But these special

features may be better treated after a few considerations

have been submitted as preliminary. •

Dynamic force, pressure of air in motion, is ^^ene-

rated by disturbed equilibrium, whether electrically by
heat or cold, mechanically by aqueous expansion into

gas, by contraction into rain, snow, or ice, or by pre*

viously induced action of air currents among themselves

which has caused inertia or, rather, momentum.
Hence it follows that no great disturbance of equable

temperature, tension, dryness, or moisture can occur

without a proportionate dynamical force tending to

cause currents of air, or wind, however resisted, deflected,

or otherwise influenced by similar and simultaneous

actions, more or less in opposition, or in combination.

Sometimes their oppodtion is so equal, and equilibrium

is so complete, that a calm is the result, no sensible

movement hnizarUaUy along the earth^s surfece being

perceptible.

Frequently combination occurs, and dynamic efl'ects

are produced in proportion. These are particularly

evident in tiie fnaeftn^^ of tropical and polar winds (by

the west)^ by their subsequent continuance in strength

as mixed winds, and by the concurrence or combination

of following cyclones.*

Successive, or rather eansecuHve, gyrations, circuits,

or cydones, often afifect one another, acting as temporary

* See Diagram.
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inntual checks until a coml)inatioii and joint action

occurs ; their union causiDg tlieix much greater effects,

reflemblances to which may be seen even in wat6r-ciu>

rents as wdil as in the atmosphere itself.

Between the tropics and tiie polar regions, or in tem-

perate zones, the main cuiTents are incessantly active,

while more or less antagonistic, from the causes above

mentioned : besides which, wherever considerable changes

of temperature, development of electricity, heavy rain,

or these in combination, cause temporary disturbance of

atmospheric equilibrium (or a much altered tension of

air), one or both of those grand agents of nature, the

two great currents, speedily move by the least resisting

lines to restore equilibrium, or fill the comparative void.

One current arrives, probably, or acts sooner than the

other; but invariably collision or mixture occurs of some

kind or degree, usually occasioning a sweep or a circuit,

a cydonic (or eUdpsonic) gyration, however little noticed

when gentle or moderate in force, and while gradual

in mutual appulse.

As there must be resistance to moving air (or a con-

test of currents) to cause gyration, and as there are no

such causes on a large scale near the equator, diere are

no storms (except local squalls) in very low latitudes.

It ^ at some distance, from about 5^ to 20^ from the

e([uator, that hurricanes are occasionally felt in their

violence. They originate in or near those hot and

densely-clouded spaces, sometimes spoken of as the

^daud-ringj where aggregated aqueous vapour is at

times condensed into heavy rain (with vivid electrical

action), and a comparative vacuum is suddenly caused,

towards which air rushes from all sides. That whicli

arrives fipom a higher latitude has a westwardly, that

from a lower an easterly tendency, due to the earth's
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rotation and to change of latitude, whence is a chief

cause of the (^clone's invariable rotation in one direc-

tion, as above explained.

The hurricane, or cyclone, is impelled to the west

in km latitudes, because the tendency of both currents

there is to the westward along the surface, although one

—the tropical—is much less so, and becomes actually

easterly near the tropic, after which its equatorial cen-

trifugal force becomes more and more evident, while the

westwardly tendency of the polar current diminishes;

and, therefore, at that latitude, hurricane c) clones cease

to move westward (recurve), go then easterly, and on-

ward more and more toward the polar quarter*

Great and important changes of weather and ^vind

are invariably preceded^ as well as accompanied, by

notable alterations in the state of the atmosphere.

Such changes, being indicated at 8(me places sooner

than at others around the British Islands, give frequent

premonitions ; and therefore great dij'vrcnces of pressure

(or tension) shown by barometer, of temperature, of

dryness or moisture, and direction of wind, should be

cmisidered as signs of changes Ukdy to occur soon.

It will be observed, on any contmued comparison of

weather reports, that during the stronger winds a far

greater degree of uniformity and regularity is shown

than during the prevalence of moderate or light

breezes; and this should be remembered in forecasting

weather from such publications.

When neither of the greater and more extensive

atmospheric currents is sweeping across the British

Islands (cuiTcnts of which the causes are remote^ and on

a large scale), the nature or character of our winds

approaches to and is rather like that of land and sea

N
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breezes in low latitudes, especifilly in summer; as in

sue) I cases either the cooler sea-wind is drawn in over

land heated by the summer sun, or cold air from frosty

heights, snow-covered land, or chilly valleys, moves
toward the sea, which is so uniform m temperature for

many weeks together, chanpfinfif so slowly and but little,

in comparison with land, during the year. These light

variabiea may at such tunes be numerous, sunulta-

neously, and around the compass, on the various coasts

of the British Islands.

Fmjueiitly it has been asked, ^ In tins country, bow
much rise or tail of the glasses may foretell remai'kable

change or a dangerous storm?' To which can now be

replied :
*• Great changes or storms are muaUy shown by

fidls of barometer exceeding half an inch, and by
dift'crences ot" temperature exei cdiii^L;- about fifteen

degrees. Nearly a tenth of an inch an hour is a iall

presaging a storm or very heavy rain. The more
rapidly such changes occur, the more risk there is of

dangerous atmospheric commotion.

As all l)arometric instruments often, if not usually,

show what may be expected, a day or even days in

advance, rather than the weather of the present or next

few hours— and as wind, or its directum^ affects them

much more than rain or snow, due allowance should

always be made for days as well as for hours to

come.

The general effect of storms b felt unequally in these

islands, and less inland than on our coasts. Wind is

much diminished or checked by its passage over land.

The mountain ranges of Wales or Scotland, rising two

to four thousand feet above the ocean level, have great

power to alter the direction and probably the velocity of

wind, independently of alterations caused by changea
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of temperature at elevations affecting moisture and

tenBion.

Extensive changes, showing differences of pressure

above or below the normal or mean level, amounting to

nearly an inch, or tliereabouts, are certain to be followed

by marked commotion of the elements in the course of a

few days. If the Ml has been sudden, or the rise very

rapid) swift but brief will be the resulting elementary

movement; if slow or gradual, time ^^^ll elapse before

the changt.', and the altered state of weather will take

place more gradually, but last longer, whether lor

better or for worse.

Kotice may thus be obtained and given a few hours,

or a day, or even some days before any important

change in tlie weather netually occurs,—and liaving

such knowledge, it obviously follows that telegraphic

warning may be sent in any direction reached by the

wires; and that occasionally, on the occurrence of very

ominous signs—barometric and other, including always

those of the lieavens— such cautions mav be ^iven

before storms as will tend to diminish the risks and loss of

life, so frequent on our exposed and tempestuous shores.

Barometers show the alterations in tension— or, so to

spciik, the pulsations^ on a large scale—of atmosphere;

and their diagrams express to practised observers what

the ^indicator-card' of a steam-cylinder shows to a

skilful engineer.

Our own islands have very peculiar facilities for me-

teorologie communication by tele^irraph hetwien out-

lying stations on the sea coast and a central place, all

being at nearly the same level, and nearly all compara-

tively uninfluenced by mountain ranges.

And now the results are, that having daily knowledge

K 2
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of the weather (including ordinary facts of a meteoro-

logic nature) at the extreme limits and centre of our

British Islands, we are warned of any great change

taking place; the greater atmospheric changes being

measured by days rather than V)y hours. Only local

changes, however violent they may be occasioiiaUy (and

dangenm undoubtedly in proportion to their sudden-

ness and violence), oidy those changes are unfelt at a

distance^ and do not influence great breadths—such as

hundreds of miles' area of atmospliere.

Some special, and to many persons entirely new,

considerations should be mentioned here, as they are

practically very yaluable in connection with the means

of forecasting weather.

When opposing currents of air meet, tlieir masses

must continue in motion a certain time, either rotating,

or ascending, or going onward horizontally in com-

bination,

Masses of air, either of polar or tropical origin^ so to

speak, returning (when driven ])aek by stronger opposi-

tion), at first, and lor a certain time, retain the

characteristics of thdr peculiar and very different

natures.

In our latitudes there is a continuous alternation of

air-currents, each specifically dilFerent, and denoting

approach by marked characteristics; and we have

proved, by successive series of simultaneous statical

observations over a wide range—embracing Scotland,

Ireland, all England, and adjacent islands—that while

these alteniating, or circuitousl} -Tnoving, currents are

thus incessantly passing, the whole body of atmosphere

filling our temperate zone is mo\'ing gradually toward

the eastj at an average rate of about five miles an hour

(from two to eight miles).
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During strong westerly winds this eastward motion is

greatly increased, and in easterly gales it is proportion-

ately dimiimhed, as measured by its passage along a

horizontal sur&oe of earth or ocean.

Knowing these circumstances, and having accurate

statical observations of these various currents at selected

outlyinnr stations, showing pressure (or tension), tem-

perature, and relative dryness, vnth the direction and

estimated horizontal force of wind at each place aimid*

taneomly^ the djmamic consequences are already

measurable approximately on geometric principles;

and, judging by the past, there appears to be reasonable

ground for expectation that meteorologic dynamics will

soon be suljected to mathematical analysis and accurate

formulas.

The facts now weifjhed and measured mental! ^^

in what may be correctly called forecastiuij weather,

are the direction and force of air-currents or wind,

reported telegraphically to the centi^ station in Lon-

don isom many distant stations, their respective ten-

sion and temperature, moisture or dryness, and their

chancres since former recent observations. These show

whether any or either movement or chauge is on the

increase or decrease; whether a polar current is moving

laterally off, passing from our stations towards Europe,

or approaching us from the Atlantic ; whether moving

direct toward the south-westward, with great velocity,

or with slow progi*ess. If moving fast in the direction

of its length, it will approach England more from the east,

its speed direct being twenty to fifty or eighty miles an

hour; while its constant lateral or easterly tendency (like

a shii)'s leeway in a current) being only five miles an

hour, is then insensible to us (though clearly deduciblo

from other facts ascertained), and is that much in
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alteration of actual directioB, as well as of what would

oikerwise be the velocity of that polar current.

With tliL* opposite priiici}Kil current, the equatorial or

south-westerly, more briefly and correctly tropical^

similar but opposite results occur. The direct motion

fix>m a sotUh'Westerly quarter is accelerated sensibly to

our percei)tion by part of the eastward constant (about

fivemiles hourly), and therefore a body of air approaches

us sooner (other things being equal) from the westward

than it does from the eastward.

To seamen accustomed to navigate in ships making

leeway while in currents setting variously over the

ground, such movements, complicated as they may
appear, are familiar. There are the ship's headway,

leeway and drift to be considered, in combination with

the motion or current-rate of the buoyant water, and
that perhaps an ^fpper current, differing from one heneaih^

while each is parsing across the bottom or bed of the sea

beneath all.

But the motes circling in a beam of light across a

draught of dusly air may perhaps show most simply and

directly what is exactly meant by such combined and

varying motions of jluid^ elaaiic^ and /nubile air, as are

here mentioned.

A very important conskleration is the siihsequent

disposal ov progress of bodies of air imited, or mixed^ or

contiguous to each other, after their meeting^ either

directly op|)Osed or at an angle, on the earth's (or ocean's)

surface. They do not vanish. They cannot go directly

upwards, against gravitation; westward they cannot

(generally) go when there is collision or meeting,

because the momentum, elasticity, and extent of the

tropical 'unti-trade,'* orsouth-wcster, usually overpowers

* Sir John Ilenchers excellent tenn.
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any direct polar current^ or rises over it and more or less

affects the subordinate one hehw by the friction of its

eastward pressure. Do-sviiward there is no exit ; east-

wardly (toward the east) the accumulating air must

go, and this tendency continued causes the varietiea of

wind from the westward; being more or less mixedf

more or less purely polar or trofdcal, as either one

prevails in combination.

After a body of air has passed, and gone to some

distance southward or northward, it may be stopped by

an advancing and more powerful mass of atmosphere

which is moving in a direction contrary to or

diagonally across its line of force. If their appulse

l)e gradual and gentle, only a check occurs, and the

weaker body is pushed back until its special qualities,

respecting temperature and moisture, are so masked by

those of its opponent as to be almost obliterated;' but if

these currents meet with energy at very different

temperatures and tensions, rapid changes are noticed as

the wind shiits, and circuitous eddies, storms, or cyclones

occur.

Otherwise, when their meeting is, as first mentioned,

gradual^ there is ther^m of a portion of either current

(which |)rcviously prevailed), eitlier direct or deflected,

deflected even through more tiian one quadi^aut of a

circle, by its advancing opponent, and retaining for some

considerable time itsown previous characteristics. Thus

we have for short times cold dry winds from the S.W.

instead of the usual warm and moist ones ; or winds of

the latter kind from the north instead of cold ones.

The circuitous tendency of air in motion, and the

numerous impediments to its horizontal progress, such

as land, ranges of mountains, hills, or even cllils, induce

many a deviation from normal directions, extremely
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puzzling to the student of this subject; but so retentive

is air of its tension and temperature, for a time, that,

like currents in the ocean, each may be traced by its

characteristics as long as within our extensive web of

stations.

When the polar current is succeeded or driven back

by a tropical advancing finom a very southerly direction

graduaUy^ their action united becomes south-easterly

(from the south-eastward); and as the one or other

prevails, the wind blows more from one side of east or

from the other. When the tropical is more from west-

ward, their combination is a westerly wind.

Time is required to produce motion in the air, hori-

zontally, and more time is indispensable for its gradual

cessation from movement. Statical effects are noticed

at observatories, or by careful observers anywhere, some

hours or days before their notable dynamic consequences

occur, such as strong winds.

When a body of atmosphere is mo\ing from or toward

the pole, its impelling force {vis a tergo) or its attraction

toward a place of lessened tension, may cease, while the

mass itself has a certain impetus or momentum.
Diminishing tension then results at the plaee of

checked energy, and an upper current {always present)

descends. At the same time there is an alteration of

tension at the farther extreme^ which is meeting and
mingling with, if not resisting, while checked and deflec-

ted by, the advancing opponent.

Consequent on this, a body of air, extending perhaps

across some hundred miles, becomes, as it were, isolated.

Detached from its original source and maintenance,

whether polar or tropical, and then quite surrounded by
air of a different character, it is impelled in new and
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Tarying directions, still retaining for a time more or less

of its characteristics, until gradually altered entirely, and

totally incorporated with its conqueror.

Hence sometimes we have cold tropical wind, as to

direction^ with electric and other polar characteristics

(for a limited time onhf) before the tropical predomi-

nates; or, on the other hand, a warm apparently polar

air-current, in direction, with tropical peculiarities.

Moreover, in addition to these causes of apparent

inconsbtency, or irregularity, are the results of circling

currents, streams of air retaining their features although

changed, it may be even totally, in direction, along the

earth's sui-face; besides a variety of merely local altera-

tions, such as are effected by high lands, or valleys, or

coast-lines. All these, and many other minor consider-

ations, ought to be fioniliar and present to a forecaster

of weather who would judge comprehensively— accord-

ing to observed facts and ascertained laws.

At the Board of Trade from thirty to forty weather-

telegrams are received daily (except Sundays^ and fore-

casts, or premonitions of weather, are drawn up on the

following arrangement, for publication in newspapers,

as speedily as possible.

Districts are thus assumed:—
1. Scotland.

2. Ireland, around the coasts.

3. West Central (Severn to the Solway), coastwise.

4. South-West England (irom the Severn to South-

ampton), by the coast.

5. South-£ast England (Wight to Thames).

6. East Coast (Thames to Tweed).

As newspaper space is very limited, and as some

words are used in different senses by various persons.
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extreme care is taken in selecting those for such brief,

general, and yet aufficienAy definite sentences, as will

suit the purposes satisfactorily.

Such words as arc commonly found on puhlishtd

scales of force, or descriptions of wind and weather, being

generally understood, are therefore used in preference

to others, however apparently expressive to some per-

sons by whom they are familiarly employed.

In sayin.il, on any day, what the prohtihJi' cliaractcr of

the weatlier be to-morrow^ or the day attcr, at the

foot of a table showing its observed nature that very

morning, a limited degree of information is offered, for

about two days in advance,—which is as &r as may
he trusted (jencral/f/^ on an avemf^e: though at times a

longer j)rcmonitiou rnight be given, with sufficient ac-

curacy to be of occasional use.

Minute or special details, such as showers at par-

ticular places, or merely local squalls, are avoided ; but

the general, or average characterLstics — those expected

to be pnncipaLly prevalent (with but few exceptions)

the following day and the next after it, including the

nights (not those of the weather actually present)^ are

cautiously expressed, after careftil consideration. Ordi-

nary variations of cloudiness^ or clear sky, or rain, of a

local or only temporary diameter, are not noticed

usually, because they cannot be perceived from a distant

station.

That thus a broad geiieral average or prevalence is

kept in view, referring to a day or more in advance^ and

to a district^ rather than only to one time or place,

should be constantly remembered by the reader.

Although there is some practical difficulty in separat-

ing the effect on the mind of present states of air, wea-

ther, and clouds, from abstract considerations of what
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18 to be expected on the morrow, or next following day,

attention and ability may soon acquire the requisite

comjH'tency.

As meteorologic instruments usually foretell im-

portant changes by at least a day, Or much longer, we
have to consider what wind and weather may be ex-

j)ccted, from the mornin*^ observations, compared with

those of the days iinmediatcly previous, as indicative of

the morrow's weather, and of the day after, at each

place; to take an average of those expectations for each

district collectively, in a group ; and then to estimate

the dynamic effects which may be anticipated as the

legitimate consequences of sucli relative tensions, tem-

peratures, and dryness, occaisioninfr more or less in-

equality in the atmospheric equilibrium, and thus

causing greater or less horizontal motions of air-cur-

rents, or ordinary winds : and more or less doumfaU—
whether hail, snow, or rain.

Comparisons of the uuast and dry thermometers are

very useful, if well observed, in telling the hygrometric

condition of air; and thence, with o^ier &cts, showing

how either current prevails, or has relative influence

—

a ])(>i]it of much importance in forecasting a change

of wind either way, as well as the proOabiliti/ of rainy or

dry weather. A good electrometer is not yet available

at our out-stations, however desirable such an instru-

ment would be, in expressing, not only relative electric

states of air, but what may, perliaps, be called the

relative polarity of atmospheric currents (if not their

polarisation).

Whether there is a condition, or relative position of

the particles of air, in a tropical current, differing from

those in a po/'^r current— (analogous to the polarisation

of light)—and whether there is a direct connection
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between these principal air-currents, or winds, and

those mysterious electro-magnetic earth-currmta^ are

questions easy to ask— but difficult to be answered, as

yet, even by philosophic autliorities of the highest

eminence. To such physicists, however, the writer

would appeal for further particular consideration of the

following focts, for which he can vouch :
—

*

With polar currents of air, electricity is above par, or

plus ; the air is comparatively harsh, clouds in it have

a hard, oili/ appearance; animal as well as vegetable life

is peculiarly affected in various familiarly known ways;

tension is above par; and all these peculiarities are

constant qualities, independent of temperature of night

or day, and of the time of year, though, as it usualh/

varies, more or less, witli the winds, and may seein to be

their direct consequence, like temperature, their corre-

lation occasions some ambiguity.

With the op[)osite or tropical current, very difPerent

etfects are well known to most people ; but the compai-a-

tive absence of electnciil tension (or plus eU c tricity), the

soft, watery aspect ofclouds in such mr^ and the absence

of hard edges or outlines, unless influenced in some

degree by the polar element then abave^ and more
or less mix( <l. have not been noticed generally, though

they are [)r()perties expressive of tropical winds solely

(west to south in this hemisphere) when in ih&ii purity^

unmixed with the polar current.

In all frequented and known parts of the world, these

])eculiar characteristics of the so-called easterly and

vesterly winds luue been carefully ascertained, and

found to be irrespective of locality,— laud or water,

whether with an ocean to the east^ or with a continent in

• By numerous ppecific note?, made nt tlir s of remark, and liv re-

corded observations, for which space cuuuut bti allowed in these pages.
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that direction, or the converse. It may be remarked,

in passing, that easterly winds everywhere (prevalent,

not merely temporary currents), either mixed or de-

flected, are polar — derived more or less from the

nearest pole j and that so-called westerly winds are tro-

pical, from a tropical direction; or they aire tMxed

tropical and polar currents.

There is much to be remarked, In connection with

these distinctive features, respecting atmospheric colours,

clouds, auroras, and meteors, which at present must
be reserved*

Outline maps, with movable windmarkers, and
cyclone glasses or horn circles, are useful in forecast-

ing weather; and lull consideration should be given to

the probable position, direction, extent, and degree of

progress of those centrical areas, which may be termed

nodes, around which the principal currents usually circu-

late, or turn, as they meet and alter, combine with, or

succeed one another, laterally (in their lines of length,

though approarhing sideways), or at any angle.

Here dynamic considerations, with comprehensive

comparisons of statical &cts, become most important;

and to treat them even approximately well, with such

quick dhpatch as is requisite, demands aptitude,

experience, and close attention.

Those who are most concerned about approaching

changes, who are going to sea, or on a journey, or even

on a mere excursion ; those who have gardening, agri-

cultural, or other out-door pursuits in view, may derive

useful cautionary notices from these published expecta-

tions of weather: although (^om the nature of such

subjects) they can be but scanty and imperfect under

present circumstances.

Occasional objections have been taken to such forecasts,
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because not always correct, for all places, in one dis-

trict. It may, however, be considered by many per-

sons, that general, comprehensiye expressions, in aid of

local observers, who can form independent judgments

from tlie daily tables and tlieiv oicn instruinoits^ respect-

ing their immediate vicinity, thoiKjli not so ivell for dis-

tant places^ may be very usetul as well as interesting

:

while to an unprovided or othmnse uninformed per-

son, an idea of the kind of weather thought probable

cannot be otherwise than acceptable, provided that he is

in no way bound to act in accordance with any such

views, against liis own judgment.

Like the storm signals, such notices of expected bad

weather should be merely cautionary^ to denote antici-

pated disturbance somewhere over these islands, Avithout

1)eiii2: in the least deirree compulsory, or interfering ar-

bitrai^ily with the movements of vessels or individuals.

Certain it is, that although our conclusions may be

incorrect, our jud^j^ment erroneous, the laws of nature

and the si^rns nfforded to man are invariably true.

Accurate interpretation is the real deficiency.

Seamen know well the marked characteristics of the

two great divisions of ^nd, in all parts of the world,

and do not care to calculate the intcnuediate chanjres or

combinations— to two or three points. They want to

know the qmrter whence a gale may be expected

—

whether northerly or southerly, in general terms : and
every seaman will admit that, however useful, and

therefore desirable, it would be to know exactly the hour

oi'a storm's commencement— as our acquaintance with

meteorology does not enable such times to be fixed

—

the next best thing is to have limits assigned for extra
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vigilance and special precaution. Such limits are clearly

stated, in all the printed popular instructions, to befix)m

the time of hoisting the signal until two or three days

afterwards.

But, say some, and justly— fire slii[)S to remain wait-

in pr to avoid a gale that ai^er all may not happen? are

fishermen and coasters to wait idle and miss their oppor-

tunities? By no means. All that the cautionary

signals imply is, ' Look out.' ' Be on your guard.*

' Notice glasses and siirns of the weather.' ^ The atmo-

sphere is much disturbed.*

Perhaps sufficient thought has not always been given

to the consideration of mere pecuniary lose by wear

and tear, risk, accident, delay, and demurraije, caused

by a gale at sea; balanced against the results of waiting

for a tide or two, perhaps once in two months^ when
cautioned by a storm-signal.

Be this as it may with coasters, short traders, or even

screw-colliers, the question is entirely different with

ordinary over-sea or foreign-going ships; especially

when starting from a southern, or fi-om a western port.

To such vessels, a gale in the Channel, or even during

the first day or two after clearing the land, must always

be very prejudicial. Officers and men are mutually

strange; things are not in their places, often not s«}eured,

and the ship, perhaps, is untried at sea. Of course,

however, these remarks are inapplicable to fine, first-

class ships, and to powerfiil, wdl-managed steamers,

independent of wid and weather, which start at ap-

pointed and fixed hours.

It is scarcely too much to say, even now, that if due

attention be paid on the coast to cautionary signals

—

and, at the Central Office, to the telegraphed reports

—

no very dangerous storm need be anticipated without
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more or less notice of its approach being generally com-

municated aroimd the British Islands, or to those

particular coasts which probably may be most affected

by its greatest strength : though this hardly yet applies

to our extreme outposts, such as Jersey, Videntia,

Kaii'ii, and Heligoland, because their remoteness (in-

valuable as that condition is fi>r warning other places

nearer the centre) is an obvious reason why they cannot

always be forewarned, themselves being as videttes.

It is probable that another source of warning may be

found available in natural and spontaneous electric cur^

rented as the most marked indications of this kind no-

laced durinir the lasttwo or three years have immediately

preceded cLideraUe atmospheric commotions.

In using the published daily tables it should be borne

in mind that only one state of atmosphere in twenty-four

hours is there recorded (excepting fi>r rainMl) ; therefore

it is only by comparisons and by due reference to im-

mediately previous reports that probable consequences

can be fairly inferred.

It is advisable, in considering the forecasts, to look

always at the second as in some degree part of the

first; the time of weather continuing not being a suffi-

ciently certain or reliable notice, although the nature of

a change, the force aud direction of wind, may be

generally trusted.

In conduaion^ it may be heretimpressed on the reader

that this system is only a tentative experiment. Hitherto,

however, each month has added useful facts, and in-

creased our acquaintance with the dilhcult-, though not

unceilain, dynamics of the subject.

Nothing, it should be remembered, could have been
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well effected in an attanpt to apply meteorology to

daily practice with confidence, had not a foundation of

facts existed in the works ol" scientific authorities—
whose statical records and invaluable deductions allbrded

a sufficiently extensive basis on which to rely, while

endeavouring to utilise modem powers of communica-

tion, by telegra])h, from a large number of mutually

remote stations, simultaneously corresponding with cen-

tral Superintendence.*

* See iustiructioiis for Meteorolog^ic Telegraph)^ iu Appendix.

O
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CHAPTER XIV

Method of Pteoeeding with TeleeHuna—Comddfflrtamw— Com-
patiaoiia— Rainfiill Tension— Tempemtuxe— Moisture—Wind
Direction — Fofoe— Clouds— Character— Sea DiBtarbance— Ite-

ppective Changes and Indications— Reasons why— Veering and

Hauling (or JJacking) of Wind— Shifts (direct or retrograde)

caused 1>y Altomate Cunents, actmg at the saue Timei or by

consecutive Cyclones.

"We will proceed to show some ])ractical workiiifr of

the system now existing at the Board of Trade, and to

give explanatoiy reasons for each step in the pro-

ceedings.

At ten o^dock in the morning, telegrams are received

in Pai'liament Street, where they are immediately read

and reduced, or corrected, for scale-errors, elevation, and

temperature ; then written into preparedforms,and copied

several times. The first copy is passed to the Chief of

the Department, or his Assistant., with all the telegrams

to l)e studied for tlic dny^s forecasts^ whicli are carefully

written on the first paper, and then copied quickly iov

distribution.

At eleven—^reports are sentout to the Times (for second

edition), Lloyd's, and the Shi])ping Gazette; to the Board

of Trade, Admiralty, and Horse Guards. Soon afterwards

similar rej)orts are sent to other al'tcrnoon papers : and,

late in the day, copies, more or less modified in conse-

quence of telegrams received in the afternoon, are sent

out for the next morning's early papers.

Thus the earliest possible distribution of the intelli-
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gence is secured (almost insensibly to the public, re-

specting expense)^ the observations and their telegrapliic

roininuiiication to London having been authorised and

paid lor by rarliamentary vote, chiefly for scientific

purposes, out of which these additional practical mea-

sures have legitimately grown—^not at grecU additional

charge.

Let us sup|)Ose that on a given morning tlie barome-

trical readings are nearly alike, it may be not differing

more than a few hundredths of an inch from Nairn to

Jersey, from Yalentaa to Heligoland. Imagine the

temperatures also very similar fhrott<fhout, within a few

degrees (less than five) of each other, and a fair amount

of evaporation, say three to six degree s. Suppose also

the direction of wind nearly uniform if fresh, variable if

light, the sky but little clouded, the sea undisturbed,

and no fall of rain since the previous morning. Such a

state of facts (such statical data) at once would show a

settled state of the air, an equilibrium undisturbed, and,

as statical alteration must precede dynamic motion, a

probability of its continuance. Haw long in each place

will depend on previous conditions and probable local

efl^'ects, such as heated or chilled air, caused by plains

or heights, by \'iciiuty of sea, at a cerUiin temperature,

and by gradual movement of the atmospheric mass,

horizontally eastward, whatever other motions its cur-

rents may have, hcaUy northward or southward, or

from the east. A calm at any place implies but slight

motion in opposition to the nmal movement from the

west, a resistance to air advancing, but no friction or

even a ripple, along the earth's or water's sur&ce.

Calms are usually between opj^osing currents, but

mav be at their mutual offset in coiitranj lines.

in line weather, with light or moderate winds, there

o 2
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are oommonly circuits around calm places, or contrary

but gentle currents near them* In bad weather they

are the nodes of stormy cyclonic circuits or sweeps of

Avind-cunviits.

AVitli oquilibriiim undisturbed, as described above,

and having been so for some time, no dynamic oltemtion,

no general change of importance can occur during a day,

or more, after such observations: and, if the previous

interval of equilibrium has been loui^, proportionally

long wdll the interval be before ?uuch cliange.*

Equilibrated conditions of atmosphere occur with

either current—tropical or polar, but not during their

mixtures or combinations, because then a contest is

always in more or less activity above, whatever degree

of tranquillity may seem e\ident below at the earth's

surfiace. The barometer may be mther high, or at

par, or somewhat but not much below that normal or

average level,— with such an equilibrium.

And the thermometer may be high or low, provided

its indications are similar throughout at least our isLm

range of stations.

Small, indeed, our range or web is on the globe^ but

it is sufficient for our practical objects, and not un-

manageable. A much larger range would involve loss

of time and too great differences of climate. These are

considerations that, even now while we have continental

observations, impede their considerable utilisation.

Let a case be now taken of another kind, namely,

—

disturbed cfjuilibriuni after two or tlu'ce days of unsettled

weather, with changing statical quantities, or measures.

Suppose the barometer in Scotland at about twenty-nine

• * Long notice, long Inst :

Short woruiug, soon paj^t/
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inches, and the temperature sixty degrees, an overcast

cloudy sl^, little or no evaporation, sea * getting up'

(swell setting in), and diminished electricity.

Let similar indications, or extreme ones, be reported

from Ireland, while on the east coast, m the south, and

in the south-west of England, there is a high barometer,

say thirty inches, with much the same temperature as

in the north, or rather lower than in the north-west.

In this instance there is a difference in atmosplu^'ic

tension between Scotland and Cornwall, amounting to

what is indicated by an inch of the Torricellian column

:

and, if represented by a diagram, the curve, as a profile

or sectional view, would be that of a wave, high at tlie

south-west. Any increase of compression, or pressure,

laterally^ on a homogeneous fluid, must cause it to rise

vertically, if it cannot flow away horizontally. The

Jirat movements must be in lines of least resistance, and

they, although against gravitation, are upwards, until

accumulation and gravity cause downward and horizontal

force with a proportional flow laterally.

Here it may be expedient to pause, while considering

rather closely the nature and action ofatmospheric waves.

While a fluid, air, or water, is in continuous equable and

unchecked motion, it has no wave, vibration, oscillation,

or pulsation. But the slightest check by friction, or

any kind of opposition— by diminished channel, by

alteration in energy, or by varied ^ potential ' (to adopt

Green's and W. Thomson's term for a \Qvy analogous

consideration in electricity), instantly causes a wave-like

or pulsatory movement which, in so highly elastic and

mobile a fluid as an*, is speedily propagated, more or less

confused by lateral (or inductive) waves, and is much
longer in regaining a state of equilibrium than such a

liquid as water, which is heavy and dulL
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Hence the motion of air is seldom uniform in its

whole extent or space horizontally, even for veiy limited

areas, either in force or direction. Accurate delineations

of sclf-rciristenn^r anemometers at estul)lislied o])sen'a-

tories— the critical examinations of Wliewell, Lloyd,

and Robinson—and more generalised observations at sea

(where even the least changes of wind are naturally

more noticed, in sailing slilps, than on land)—have uni-

versally j)roved the variability of even tlie most steady

and direct winds, their lluctuating force, and, within

certain limits, their actually varying direction, while to

superficial observation they appear unchanged. There

are always tendencies to stream-like, or even thread-

like separations, 'v\ith almost eddying ciin'es, or even

curh^ and these tendencies are much more remarkable iu

squalls or wisettled weather— indeed, one may almost

say they are nearly proportional to the irregularity or

disturbed state of the atmosphere.

Waves of air thus caused ought not to be considered

the same as those apparent waves which have 1)een

rc presented as traced on paper, barometrically, divided

descriptively into crests and troughs, and mentioned as

if they had directly occasioned changes of wind, and often

with accompanyin<r storms. Such so-called ' atmo-

s[)lieric waves ' ai'e correctly designated ^ barometric

curves,' and their real character may perhaps be ex-

plained succinctly in the following manner.

We have described in former chapters the great

general circulation of air around our globe ; and more
or less nituidionaUy across.

We have noticed the polar convei gence of meridians,

their expansion equatoi^dly, and the relative tensions,

bulk for bulk, of dry polar air and aqueous tropical;

from which condderations it is obvious that, in moving
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from a. polar region, aii* becomes lighter, and has di-

mimshed tension, for two reasons—^its elasticity acquires

more space in which to expand, and augmenting heat

causes it to take up vapour. Precisely the convme action

occurs in a tropical current. It is cooled, diminished,

and, temporarily, has increased velocity, while momen-

^
turn lasts, and its lateml limits (like the baidis of a river,

up which a tide flows) are narrowing. We have also

noticed that there is a general, an universal moyement
of tiie atmosphere eastward, in temperate zones, while

there is a constjint alternation of the polar and tropiad

currents, either along the surfaces (of earth or sea), or

more or less superposed. And now let us carry our

tiioughts to tiiese actions,— aimttltaneaus around either

polar region and its adjacent temperate zone— to the

continual ebb and flow, as it were, tlie alteniathtj rtci-

procal action of great air currents (in a meridional

direction), or the pulsation, so to speak, of atmosf^ere

—

and tiien notice tiiat the barometric curves, as shown in

cUagrams, from west to east, are the ffdthful exponents of

these grand changes, not only in direction, in time, and

in character, but in the dynamic tension (or potential)

of each great current.

Barometric curves in the higher latitudes show more
tension, and greater extremes, than those of lower lati-

tudes. Their direction is nortli-cnst and south-west,

and they are quite distinct from the various curves of

casual local tensions occasioned by minor atmospheric

disturbances.*

Waves of air are comparatively free to expand upwards

— however fHctionally checked by the crossing of ujiper

currents, and alwa) s Iield downi by gravity.

* Soe diagrami in Appendix, and Eipy's gxeat coUecfcian in hu Fourth

Report.
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At a heiglit of about seven miles, the pressure, or

tension of air, is so diminished, that the barometer

would &1I to less than seven or eight inches.

In the truly heroic ascent of Mr. Glaisher, on the

6th of last September— (of which an account is now
befoi-e the writer)— when he and his intrepid aeronaut

were so near being carried up to a height at which the

balloon would have burst, and their dreadful fkte must

have been certain,— their greatest elevation was said to

be above six miles : which is higher than the loftiestIndian

mountain summit (Deodunga, about 29,000 feet— six

miles being 31,G80) ; and then the barometer's indication

must have been less than ciglit inches. The last regis-

tration before Mr. Glaisher lost consciousness was ten

inches, and this was in the extreme cold of fifh/'seven

degrees below freezing pointy and an extriiordinarily

rarefied air, through which their liberated pigeons fell

like stones. There was no moisture— there were no
clouds— for they were fax above both: they were

nearer to heatless, airless, and mysterious space than

ever mortal man had previously penetrated;— and into

which their daring venture will proba])ly deter any

otiiers from, making so desperate, however meritorious,

an e^^cursion— even for the interests of science.

Reverting again to waves. So much has been written

by the ablest mathematicians, in a manner which only

a mathematician can read intelligently and beneficially,

that it may seem futile, for those who are not so

qualified, to study— much less to write about—

a

subject generally considered so abstruse. But the

author of these remarks has gradually become con-

vinced that, although mathematical analysis of a high

order— the intellectual machmery of extensive power
— is requisite for numbering, measuring, and weighing
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physical effects, plain common sense, and comprehensive

reflectioii, may perceiye and approximately compare

material relatiooa, as fidrly as moral conditions.

Waves, as seen in water, are sometimes slight ripples

on a quiet pond, soinetimes are undulating hill-like

masses more than sixty feet in vertical height, and dis-

tant apart about a fiirlong. We have been told by some

aathoiities that waves, unopposed, never rise more than

about thirty feet. So said the lamented Scoresby

(aiuoug others) until, in liis last voyage, on board the

*KoyaL Charter,' he saw, and measured, the size of

waves such as he, in his previous northern experience,

bad never seen and therefore continued to disbelieve—
(as the late Sir John Barrow denied cannibalism; by

which both those well-kno^\^l voyagers implUd that

other travellers told tales— they themselves being the

only ' Simons.')

What is the actual motion, the change of position

among particles of water in any wave? The trndu-

lation goes along, more or less swiftly in proportion

to its size (the larger the faster;) but the water remains.

A substance floating on it is carried up and down
chiefly ; but it also goes onward and back again, for a

short distance; and its motion is in a curve, elliptic

or other, according to the circumstances of the wave
— whether resisted or unconfined, small or large,

urged on from behind, or expending its previously

acquired energy. When a wave of water is unimpeded

in the onward motion of its particles or mass, no
break occurs— the particles advance and again retire in

succession ; but if opposed, as by a rock, or other

unyielding obstacle, a breaking dispersion at once is

made, and with an effect that is proportionate to the

size of the wave. Immediately afterwards is Ae inevit-
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able recoil, when all the broken-apart and disseminated

particles of water are hurried back, by gravitation^ to

the places which would otherwise become vacant (in

respect offluid)^ and therefore not equilibrated, if they

were not thus diawu in, or backward^ by such a

hydraulic suction.

To form a wave— water being incompressible and

inelastic (in general terms)— there must be a certain

actual movement, from place to place, of particles.

Tlicre cannot be a visible change of form, without altera-

tion in the relative position of matter. Wiien a rising

wave advances, it disturbs only a portion of the fluid

below (at considerable depths waves are not felt*);

but the uniformly consecutive motion of particles appears

to he nearly as follows :—
The first to move are followed by tliose next below;

others instan tly take their places, and more follow succes-

sively, whose places are as immediately filled by particles

firom before the growing wave, where the sur&ce of water

is falling. Thus the /r^f particles (and others similarly

in unbroken close succession) rise, go onward, and, still

rising, to the wave crest^— thence they descend— still

going onwardy through the rest of that wave's length;

and, in so descending, occupying the places of other

particles, which as consecutively are drawn back, under

the next adnincing wave, to supply the places of those

which are then rising.

Thus each partide, or molecule, moves a small dis-

tance vertically and circuitously, but returns to its

original relative position, if not forcibly intorru|>tcd

;

and as its circuit depends on the size of the wave, of

course a larger wave will give its particles,—or their

mass, aggregated,—greater force than a smaller, when
* DiTWB, diving-bc'lld, surbeo of aea bottom, fte.
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impelled against an obstacle (as when breaking on the

shore), because they have the greater momentum (of

mass multiplied by velocity). Simple as this e3q>]ana-

tioii may now appear, the ^\Titer has often looked for

such a one in vain, and therefore offers it, in tlie

hope it may save a few others from being perplexed

by what too long mystified himself.

Whetlicr lie may lierc appropriately venture a step

fiirther, as a digression, is doubtl'ul ; but the brief attempt

will be risked ; with hopes of pardon ?

As in electric circuita (so called) no particle of

matter can be moved, or impelled^ in any direction,

without a corresponding i?iducc(l acticm, to prevent,

rather than fill an electric vacuum— there cannot

be a current through a conductor without a return

in same manner. And, electrically, such a return

can only be made from a body not in equili-

brium, or, in other terms, electrified differently;

and such a bodv is the cai-tli. Therefore, to effect
ml '

a rapid transmission of an electric current, or wave,

along a wire, it b indispensable to have a ready and

adequate source of other dectricily to follow, inatan-

taneomly, its coadjutor.

Just so, thoULfli 8eemin_a"ly almost infinitely slower,

no wave could grow without the rising particles hav-

ing their places succeeded by such a supply, that their

material support could be continued instantaneously,

and sufficiently maintained.

But this so-caHed circuit does not imply a return of

electiicity ti*om the utmost end of a long wire (per-

haps more than a thousand miles), as some have ima-

gined; it involves only a connection with the nearest

earth.
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That the electric influence through or along a wire,

whatever its length, has been occasionally misunderstood

or mis-stated— when an explanation has been at all

attempted— may, perhaps, be thus shown :—
No conductor is efficient unless solid. Of a solid

body, the particles or molecules are closely in contact.

If inelastic^ and adhering in a line, however long, no one

particle can be mored, lengthwise, without displacing all

the rest, however numerous. Push, or strike one end

of a long solid rod or inelastic wire, however lengthened,

and an equal iniijulse is felt, at tlie same instant, at the

other end. An electric shock is a severe concussion.

Mathematicallj, it may be shown that the above

view is correct— if the conductor is unyielding, aoUdy

and inelastic. That a line of steel bidls, i*i_Lndly confined

in an inflexible tul)e, and struck at one end, must feel

the blow at the jartimt ball— simultaneously coinci-

dent — may be variously demonstrated. *

These views may possibly help to explain that tn-

ductive action of electricity which has so peqilexed

many of us ; and to show why siubstanc(\ sectional

area, is requisite in conductors rather than superficies

(as some authorities med to think) ; but in tlds place

ihey must not be further followed, however enticing—
and especially so as connected with magnetism.

We have digressed very £u:, though perhaps not

entirely in a useless direction, and now would ask to

be allowed to return to the ixtmospherie case and

* Perhaps one of the remarkable instances of effects produced at a dis-

trace (not to mantioii aound, much lees light) is thst of a lemtch on one of
anuniberof logs of timber, tyiiigkocmtaet endwise^ which, touched witha
pin or the nail, convey the aonnd or vibration to their fiortheit end|

ijnchfonoiuljr*
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conditions under consideration in page 197. We then

supposed that there was about an inch difference of baro-

meters (south aiul north) Avith high temperature in tlie

north, from which it should be inferred that tlie polar

current had ceased or failed in the north—^was checked

in the south by an advancing tropical—and that a certain

quantity of polar air was cut off from its source of

suj)ply
;
consequent on which an accumulation south-

ward, from the momentum of that (so detached) polar

mass, and ixom the opposition of advancing tropical, in

great yolume, probably, would cause a strong dynamic

effect from south-nvest to north-eastward, and a &11 of

the barometer with it (not before), but no inmnediate

change of temperature, no change of moment, until the

mass of polar air, recently present in the south, had been

driven back northward and to the eastward, afier which

the pure tropical^with higher temperature, would succeed^

and last for a time.

Very strong winds, gales between south and west,

would certaiidy follow, and their duration would be

proportional to the length of immediately previous dis-

turbances of atmospheric equilibrium, and to the inter-

vtd between those signs and the beginning of dynamic

results.

Such gales would be ultimately (if not soon) followed

by polar currents setting in on the west side of these

tropical winds (induced pardy by the low tension in

their vicinity, added^ as a cause of motion, to their

normal succession or alternation) and either rushing

into them, from above, or deflecting, and then uniting

with them, laterally. These streams or currents, of

great length, and perhaps hundreds of nules in breadth,

but only one, two, or tlu*ee miles deep, pass on eastward

over Europe— become gradually changed in nature,
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force, and direction, by land— mountainous ranges espe-

cially, and by temperature ; and are succeeded, after the

[)olar current cmly, by a combiuAlion of both currents,

as a westerly wind:—or by their regular succession, if

not union, tlirough the east, till they become south-eaat,

southerly, and 80uth*west: unless indeed a retrogres-

sion or backing occurs (as often happens), or a complete

and sudden diange, or shift, to nearly an opposite

quarter.

The duration, the re})etition, and the force of these

governing currents, is too dependent on remote gene-

ral causes— such as polar frosts or thaws, tropical

heats or rains, electrical aclion and lunisolar tides—
for us to know or do much in foreseeing their distant

changes.
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ciiAriErt XV.

Supposed Caiet for Foneuliiigciid Wanungs ofWetthtr—MbdM
of Prooeeding» Cuniita advanciiig abore or bolow— Dove's View
— Notices of Contrsiy Conditions — Other Coses— Various Con-

siderations — Sea Swell— Electricity — Local Storms— Eartli

Currents: how to be foreseen — Winds from Sea diniiniphod by

Land— Light Variables hard to trace or follow — Land and Sea

Breezes— Animals' Sense of Change may be electrical.

W£ may next take a cose of atmospheric change in

the south of England, while the northern districts,

Scotland and Ireland, are apparently under air undis-

turbed by abnormal causes.

In the Channel and alonir the south-west and south-

east coasts, a rapidly falling glass, an increase of

cemperature, diminished evaporation, heavily-clouded

sky, and variable easterly breezes; while in North

Britain and Ireland there is cold dry air, with a

barometric column above par, perlaips risin;? ^y\t\\ \\\i\\t

polar wind; such statical facts show that a rush of

air will soon be^felt, but first from the tropical quarter,

whence there is as yet the greatest influence indicated.

If the column falls mnch^ and other si^i^ns increase,

probably the wind will back tlirough cast into the

polar quarter, and blow, with rain, toward a cyclonic

area then in formation at more or less distance in the

south-west. Such an area will generally progress

across France, toward the Netherlands and the Baltic;

its strength, or force, and development as a storm,

having commenced about the Bay of Biscay.
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In such a case England would feel the northern half

of a cyclone, between a polar current across Scotland,

Ireland, and the north-eastern Atlantic, and a tropical

current |)assing along Spain, West Africa and Portugal,

over the Bay, and across eastern Europe; its central

area occupying much of France and Germany snc-

cessively ; all places to the left of its course, or to the

north-westward, would have the wind from south-east

to north-cast and north-west consecutively—strong pro-

portionately to the dynamic potentials (of difierences

of pressure or tension, and oftemperature), ending, ifnot

again disturbed, like the winds of the south-western

half, which shift direct from south-east through south,

and south-west to north-west eventually.

If tlic central area is far west at the commencement,

though with southing enough to pass southward of an

observer, he will have much south-west and southerly

wind, hauling or backing to the south-east and then

continuing to back round, as above described. But if

the growing change, cyclonic in its nature (like all

eddies between currents of wind), is &r south and not

much to the west when first its signs are manifested,

then but little or no wind from these quarters will be

experienced.

In the very marked cases of the centrical area of a

great cydone passing over the middle of the British

Islands, as in thtt well-known instance of October 1859,

when the ' Royal Charter ' was wrecked, tlierc is a

general lowering of the barometer, with remarkable

differences of temperature and evaporation.

If these statical alterations extend throughout a wide
range, as through all the British and Irish stations,

extensive and considerable will be the dynamic
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consequences; as the corresponding excesses of tension,

somewhere, in proportion always to any diminutions,

must be fer off, and therefore indicating a wide range of

inlluencc, "with a proportioiuitt'ly aiiiriiicnted inoineiitiiin,

wlien the so distantly but widely atfected atmosphere is

once set in motion toward the locality of least tension.

Hence, therefore, not only a longer duration of follow-

ing commotion, but a much more violent collision of

the elements.

"When a disturbance of air is small, comparatively, in

extent, it does not affect very distant stations, nor does

it last long; though it may be veiy severe, even like a

whirlwind, or hurricane squall, for a short time.

Frequently, such squalls {on laiul^ usually called

thundev'Storim^ though seamen hardly would apply to

them such a term as storm), are very localised, scarcely

affecting more than one or two countries; but they

never happen, with any force, without well-watched

barometers showing by sudden, though not great, falls

of the column, or by its oscillation, that something of

the kind will occur. Thermometers and camphor-glasses

also contribute their indications.

Hitherto we have been considering the conditions of

such changes as if they were isolated, or happened singly,

which is seldom the case in reality; whence great con-

fusion has arisen in some descriptions, and in attempting

to trace storms from insufficient data. .

Usually Ihere are two, three, or more eddies, irrefftdar

in their curvilinear figures, between the main currents^

while they are approaching or closing with force ; and

a day, two days, or more may elapse between these

successive cyclonic effects. In general, at least one or two

minor circuits occur, and then there may be a marked

lull— a most deceitful pause happens. This comparati\ e

P
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calm, often with a})parcTitly fine weatlu r (to the eye

-vvitliout instruments ), is occasioned by one cyclone over-

taking and intiuencing another.*

Notice two eddies in a river stream (from a bridge

or other elevation), see how one overtakes, stops, then

mixes with, and joins force to the other. Two or three

eddies may thus l)e seen to run toirether, and combine

into one larfi;er and more continuous circulation.

Similarly, atmospheric eddies act, though in a much
more extensive and more gradually progressive manner.

When one a[)})roaches near another, and their dyna-

mic eneri^ies (jxik nfialfi) arc equal in opposite dii'cctions,

a calm ensues, if near their extreme outer limits ; but

if the appiilse occurs near their strength, one having

more or less overlapped the other, or descended diagon-

ally on it, with rapidity, then the most violent and

dan^rerous squalls, tlie most poweriul blasts of air that

are known, sometimes happen.

With the diagram it may be readily seen that a current

from SW. in the SE. semicircle, or half of a cyclone,

impinged on by a NE. current in the NW. half of a

much larger and overlapping cyclone, must be rapidlv,

if not suddenly, turned (against the sun), or backed

through S£., E., and X., to JSE. These are usually

the most dangerous shifts, and, in connection with

ordinary changes from NW. to south-westerly, have

occasioned the aniairs saying, ' when it backs it l)luws.'

Changes against th(^ >uii occni-, (in the north hemi-

sphere against WciiL'h hands), it should be clearly under-

stood, from two distinct causes—one the int^erence

of following circuits, the other a yielding of one current

to the force then increasinir of another.

Suppose now a north-west wind blowing. If a south-

* S«ed]igni% 'InterferiiigCycloiiot.*
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Avester is approaching:, above or along the surface, with

as much energy (momentum or potential) as the existin;^

north-wester, the two wOl combine into a west wind.

If the south-wester prevails, their combination will be

more southerly (and the converse), in which case tlie

wind will appear to hack, (or, if the converse, veer

direct).

But as the south-west^ly (or tropical) current is the

moisture-bearing, and the more impulsive one (from its

elastic mobility, and continuous increase of compression,

as it forces a way north-eastward), while also it is

more altered, irregularly, by influence of^ or contact

with, the polar, its stea^jr opponent,—^we see that un-

settled, squally, nuny, or blowing weather is, on this

account, more likely to follow oraccompany retrograde,

or backing winds, than those which veer round direct.

Of the results that accompany such shillings of wind,

of squalls and of electrical indications caused by changes

of direction or force, the next chapter will treat.

Generally, such consecutive and interfering cyclones

or circuitous sweeps of wind, increase in force and dia-

meter, or area, from the first to the second, and thence

to a third, if not more, the third or fourth being the

greater and longer, though not the concluding one. On
land, among a number of fixed stations, separated dis-

tantly, it is easy to follow and trace such phenomena ; l)ut

for a sea discussion, when only one or two, or at most a

very few, ships' logs can be collected, it is ahnost certain

that errors will arise, and that effects of several storms

may be treated as if they were &cts, that occurred in

one continuous cvclone only.

It is very rare that a single circuit, a centrical or rota-

tory wind of considerable force, occurs in cme place

only, or unaccompanied soon by another. Atmospheric

r 3
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currents which occasion cyclonic eddies arc on flir too

great and prolonged a scale to cause only one such effect.

Air, when extremely disturbed, takes a long time to

regain its equilibrium : one disturbance inductively

causes another, and so on, till inertia, finction, and

counteraction of other movements, entirely check mo-

mentum, by equal action in opposition.

There are no proved instances of continuity in one

cyclone beyondfour days, as one storm; very few indeed

that demonstrate three. Their ordinary duration is

from a few hours to a day or two. But as a following

one may thni ha[)[)en, and after it possibly another, we
may readily perceive how it has happened tliat in piecing

together the extracts from various logs of ships £ar apart,

using some data, and neglecting other &ct8 (because

seemingly at variance ), extraordinary courses of storms

have been supposed traced accurately across a whole

ocean—and even back again,* as if only one such mete-

oric gyration then existed, even in so extensive a quarter

of our world, during some weeks of time.

In truth, as is now becoming known, the greater at-

mospheric commotions usually occur, in many localities,

at about the same time (witliin a few days, or weeks),

and not only so in one quarter of the world, but through-

out one zone, at least, successively—^if not through other

regions, hemispherically distant.

When the sun, material mover of our atmosphere,

has recently crossed the Line, when he has lately been

at a solstice, or when his influence has been for a time in

vertical action over any parallel of latitude, how mailed,

general, and notorious are tiie consequences

!

Changes of monsoons, stonns, heavv and perhaps

continuing rains, everywhere, more or less (under corre-

• Bedfidd—Beid.
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spending conditioDS of physical geography), are recurring

evidences of the very g^eral accordance, similarily of

action, and most extensiye intercommiinication always

existing in our atmosphere.

In such grand disturbances as these, the Lunarist and

the Astro-meteorologist should endeavour to trace influ-

ences ofmoon and } )]anets. Welcome, indeed, would each

j)roved effect of either be—duly eliiuinated from masking

effects of other causations.

Let our attention now be again directed to the system

of Meteorolo<ric Telegraphy. We have considered some

states of weatluT, and their resulting consequences; but

as notliing has been yet siiid of the deduced forecasts, or

of warning signals, itmay be convenient to the reader that

allusion to those points should be made here, before

entering on the discussion of other and more varied

atmospheric conditions.

The area of onr islands has been supposed divided,

for these purposes, into six districts, suitable for ready

consideration, convenience for telegraphic conmiunica-

tion, and respectively not very dissimilar in climate and

conditions. In noticing our little islands on a globe^ and

considerhig tlieir position with respect to polar and

opposite currents, NE. and SW., with the composite

advances of those principal winds, it is obvious that the

western and northern stations will be first touched, U9u-

a%, by the approaching edges, or lateral limits of air

currents :— excepting wht'n (>;//.s7^('^>As, or advanced streams

ha\dng much onward motion, in lines of their length, are

pushed or drawn off, in either direction, along the lower

sur&ce, (earth or water) or overhead above the then sur-

face current :—in which last case touches (as it were)
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of the coming current, will be felt, here and there, some

time previously.

Having these (and many other) considerations in

mind, the district of Scotland is first taken by the tele-

the data for each place are used in deducing a

]>rol)able state for each locality, and then an average is

struck for the whole.

This average is subsequently collated w4th the conclu-

sions for other districts, in order to estimate, and allow

duly for, dynamic effects.

Next in order is Ireland, for wliich similar steps are

taken. Past rainfall, and existinir moisture, are weighed

(mentally) in connection with appearances of sky,

direction and force of wind, and the way the wind is

shifting, veering or baching^ (on which so much depends.

)

The state of sea also (sea-disturbance) is a useful fact^

as distant gales send undulations against sliures many
hours before the wind that causes them is felt, when ap-

proaching from seaward. Upper currents of air, in a

direction much differing from the lower, should be taken

into account, and especially if they move rapidly, as

there is no moi'c certain indication of a change of wind

in the temperate zones, where, (however superposed oc-

casionally, often indeed oyer kmdy where there are olh

stades, such as hills ormount»ns),theirnormal condition

is that of alternation, -svith more or less parallelism,

along the snrface of earth—in o])[)osite directions.

Here another brief digression may be pardonal^le,

on account of its importance, and relevancy to what has

just been said.

Dov^ in his latest work, (only just translated and

published,) adverts to tlie polar current as advancing

along earth's suriiax^e, and to the other as approaching

first fix>m above.
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As much pains have been bestowed on tliis subject—tlie

approach of new currents— l)y tlie present writer, arid as

lie has recorded niauy instances in writing when south-

westerly or westerly winds were blowing at the surfiace,

while northerly or north-easterly were evident above

(by light clouds crossing heavenly bodies), and which,

in sonic hours, or (in other cases) one or two days,

dis|»l:i('ed or succeeded previous long-continued south-

westerly (or tropical) currents, he trusts that his highly-

esteemed friend will reconsider this subject, though

diflcult to prove readihj^ as it is only on rare occasions

that the polar current, when above, or superposed, lias

any clouds by wliich its presence and course can be

demonstrated.

It will appear, the writer believes, in the next

chapter, how satisfactorily all the variations of clouds,

and their preci[)itations of rain, hail, or snow, may be

explained on the supposition of either cun*ent being

occasionally uppermost.

It wets stated, in more than one meteorologic paper

from the Board of Trade, that the polar current is the

normal one of either zone, and that it alwavs advances

along the surface (not from above). This statement

was erroneous, its author now believes. He has become

convinced that the truly normal movement in each

temperate zone is westerly, from the westward—a com-

posite result of the constant tropical and occasionallypolar

currents, uniting, ^/ //f /•</////, in an anti-trade wind.

Thus he also thinks that the polar air often, if not

usually, advances above, over the tropical^ at its Jirst

approach to a station.

Let the circinnstances of this case be more closely

considered. Suppose that a south-westerly or westerly

wind is blowing over a vdde extent of land, that it
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has continued during some days, therefore has much
momentum, and admit that a current of polar air may
be impelled (or drawn) toward the same region. Can

the advanciiKj current (refei-rcd to land stations) push

under its adversary, against not only the Mctional

opposition of air in motion, but the much greater

resistance of earth's varied rough sur&ce, along which

it would have to force a way, while hoisting or wedging

up the whole l)0(ly of another current?

On the other hand, a current advancing above has

space, unlimited space, in wliich to move fonvard,

affected only by friction along the superficial (lightest)

air of the current then on earth's sur&ce, and without

any weiglit to raise except its oNvn, which becomes less

sensible, proportionally to the weakening or diminu-

tion of the under current.

As the polar current is dry and unmixed, generally^

it is seldom that cirrus can be seen in it; therefore its

advent ahove^ fin^t^ before reachmg earth's surface, has

iiot been notablv remai'ked bv observers in "feneral.

The effect of a powerful polar up[)er current, in a
diagonal or contrary direction to the lower one, is to

deflect, or check, or act in both these ways on the

current below, which it either entirely stops, supj)lants,

and drives awav, or affects—for a time (ndiL—in force,

direction, and temperatui*e, without total change; aliter

which the lower current again acquires strength and
prevalence. Similarly a polar wind, at tbe surface^ is

nfficted by an advancing tropical current above; one

acting more or less on the otlier, as presently will be

shown, by partial or total displacement, or gmdual in-

corporation by intermixture and complete combination.

Beverting, again, to the present trial system of fore-
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casting and warning. Electrical, auroral, and any
meteoric uccurrences are sedulously noticed. Hitherto

their near coincidences ^vith cIuuKjes of -wind and

weather, if not premonition of storms, have been so

interesting that it is contemplated to arrange some

means by which earth-currents, or spontaneous dec*

trie action along telegraph wires, may be signified to the

Central Metcorologic Office in London.

On a small scale, such changes of weather, as one

main current succeeds another, are not <^iftftitnilftr to

changes of monsoons ; and they shew periodicity.

Having collated and duly considered the Irish tele-

grams, the first forecast for that distnct is drawn ; and

then, successively, the West central, SW., SE., and East

coasts are taken; after which are the purely dynamic

questions, respecting horizontal forces and dilutions

consequent on the respective energies exerted in specific

directions, proportional to the respective difi'erences of

statical quantities at stations, to the distances between

them and other stations (or groups of stations), and
to the moments (or potentials) of these prevalent or

approaching currents.

These coniparisons being made, and the first forecasts

altered as requisite, short expressive abstracts are

written, copied, and forthwith sent out for immediate

publication. These proceedings, seemingly tedious, only

require about half an hour after the telegrams are

collected and converted. The copied papers are on their

way to various Othces soon after eleven o'clock, at the

latest, ever\^ working day.

Should the indications be such as to require caution-

9xy signals to be shown along any or aU of the coasts, a

printed list of places is sent, with a word or two only in

addition, to the telegraph ofiices close at hand. Those
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words are simply NorUi Gone or South Gone, Dronii

or Drum and N. (or S. ) Cone, as the case may re-

qnire,— those districts only beuig warned, which it is

believed will leel the force of the coming gale, or

storm, with severity. This selection of districts implies

of course a certain knowledge of the storm's course and

probable greater force; to which we are now able to

approximate tolera])ly near.

When first commencing these warnings, some were

sent out too numerously or extensively, as at that time

less knowledge of the subject was available. Now,
however, the notices are found to be more accurate as to

localities as well as in time. An outline chart, ^\^th wind-

markers, is useful; likewise a transparent horn, or a

glass, with circles ; but a certain amount of practice

enables one to dispense with such assistance, and work
out the questions mentally (like a chess-player who need

not look at the board).

Comparing the wind and weather round our coasts, on

any day, by the published reports, it is seen that the

East coast is usually unlike the N., the W., or the S.,

but approximates in its meteorologic characteristics to

East Scotland. From midland districts we have no re-

ports. Those of a very limited nature which arc published

for inland districts, are not firom the meteorologic office.

The specific character of our warning signals and
directions about them being given fully in the appendix,

need not be here mentioned. Generally, they are obt.ain-

ing much popular favour and confidence, even among
those whose natural habits, if not prejudices, inclined

them, at first, to indifierence or opposition.

These cautionary si^rnals are transmitted so rapidly,

beinL^ sliown around tlie coasts in about half an hour from

their leaving London, at neaiiy two hundred stations.
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that their value has l)een proved and acknowledged
;

but the foreeabts, wliicli are their actual foundation, arc

not perhaps so generally noticed, not being yet fully

appreciated.

While news[>aper8 are printed and travel to distant

tiiwns, time escapes so fast, that the day and its forecast

too often arrive at a distant place together, and tlien of

course there is no value in such infonnation— the day

and its weather being present. For this there is yet na
remedy; but in some measure the second day's forecasts

may make up for the retai'dution of the first, if duly

noticed and compared.

The moniing forecasts are published in the afternoon

papers of that same day, as well as in the ' Times ' (second

edition), which, considering that they embrace more than

twenty stations—from Nairn to Jersey, and from Ya-

lentia to Heligoland, besides the central ones of London

and Liverpool—is perhaps as short a process as at present

can be executed.

A case may next be supposed of very low barometers

in the W., say nearly ticenfi/-ei(/ht inches, vjith high

temperature and much moisture. Unquestionably, a

violent gale or storm will follow, first firom the south-

ward and then from NW., or more northerly, and, on

the eastern coasts, perhaps easterl) .

The centrical area of such a coming storm may be

known, and its course approximately traced, on a chart,

with markers; and places which are found to lie within

its probable sweep, should be £>rthwith warned aocord-

ijiglv.

Some should ]>e warned by the S. Cone, others by a N.

one, intermediate stations by the Drum, but those places

at which the gale may be yeiy heavy, dangerously violent,
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ought to have the extra warning of a Drum and Cone,

the latter being Ijelow, or above, according to the ex-

pected first direction of the wind, southerly or northerly,

the drum indicating great force either way.

Great depression of the barometer, in the W., overthe

Atlantic, will be followed by similar, though perhaps

somewliat less, loss of tension across Ireland and England

or Scotland. It will assuredly be near the centre of a

rotary storm, which subsequently—^perhaps two or three

days after— wiU be felt heavily, first on our western

—

then on our east coasts, and wiU expand, while probably

expending itself, in the North Sea.

It should be remembered that many local threatenings

of storms, or actual gales, on the W., and to the SW.,

are not followed by very strong winds inland^ or to the

eastward. They are broken by our western heights:

they there part with much rain; and their force be-

comes materially abated.

Sometimes the barometer &lls considerably on the

eastern coasts, with a hw temperature— in which case

— rcmembei'ing that direction of wind alone causes

several tenths of difference in the column of mercury,

a glass near twenty-nine inches, with a low temperaiurej

may be as ominous of a northerly storm as one at twenty-

eight inches might be of a southerly gale. Such a ste^

tical condition, therefore, is sure to be followed l)y a

powerful polar wind, met pro])abl}', and made rotary,

by an opposing gale from soutliward.

Such a conmiotion as this might be felt onthe Eastcoast

of England, in the North Sea, and on the Western coasts

ofEurope ; but not in Scotland, Ireland, or Soutli England.

Local storms, (whirlwinds, thunder-squalls, or very

limited gun-like explosions of air,) unroof houses.
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scatter hay-ricks, upset wairgons, destroy boats, blow

down chimne}'s, tear off branches, uproot trees, or

break them off short, and drive vast furrows, as it

were, through wooded tracts. Such sudden and dan-

gerously concentrated effects are not to be correctly

foreseen from a distance, tlioup:h instrumental means

may say, by sudden falls, or changes, and oscillating

irregularity, that there is mischief impending.

Happily, such storms or squalls are but local, how-

ever much noticed when over the land; and they

always give warning to an attentive observer, by visible

evidences in the sky, or instrumentally, so that he can-

not easily be taken unawares.

Our attention has thus been drawn principally to fore-

casts andwarnings of storms ; but it should be recollected

that they are only exceptional, and occur comparatively

seldom— perhaps a gale once a month on a yearly

average, and a very great storm annually.

In some months, nevertheless, they may be frequent

— even three or- fom gales may occur in one week

;

but at other periods, a month, or two, or three months,

may elapse without a single strong gale requiring warn-

ing-signals to be hoisted.

In ordinary settled weather, it is more difficult to

draw correct forecasts than dunng strong winds.

So many minor causes then influence local air-cur-

rents, when no master-wind is sweeping across, that the

Central Office cannot safely say more than variable on

such occasions—which are firequent.

When land is colder, generalh', than the sea near it,

and no marked air-current is prevailing, there will be

land-breezes seaward, and conversely when the land is

warmer than the sea. Changes of local temperature, or

breezes fixmi cold heights, cause fogs, or rain.
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Mcltin^; ice, thawing snow, heavy falls of Tain, cause

considerable local effects ; but they are only local, and

do not influence the great general atmospheric changes.

Many animals and birds, most insects— even fl^es

— are acutely sensitive of changes in the air, which can

only be accounted for readily l)y considerations of tem-

perature, moisture, perhaps tension, and varying degrees

of electricity.

In ordinary weather, the alternation of moderate

hreezes between SW. and NW. is normal. A deviap

tion northward, and towards E., is occasional, com-

parativolv
;
and, wlien it does sweep round so far, it

usually passes through SE. (or there is a calm) and S.

to SW. Circuitous sweeps are always evident to a

close observer, however imperfect, or broken, in light

varial)le weather.

As the anti-trade is nonnally pre^alent, deviations

from it towards either direction are soon followed by a

return, either hcLcking or by a circuit direct

Only a north-easter lasts long, as an exception, and

that is a pure polar current, from and to a great

distance.

Wind that blows along the W. coast of Scotland to

Ireland, is there more from the W. than the same cur-

rent (from polar regions) is on, and along the £. coasts

of Scotland and England.

The mass of Scotch mountaiiis impedes and deflects

such a current (as if it were a water-stream). Urged on

from behind, pressed above, and laterally limited, it

blows more strongly through some places, as the various

openings between islands and channels— is even

stopped, apj)areutly, at others— and eddies around high

ranges, or across lower lands, under their lee^ in various

irregular directions.
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CHAPTER XVI
Our AtmospTit-re : ita ustial Conditions — P^vid oners to the Eye—
Attainable by Halloon Excursions and by Ascont.s of Mountaina—
Gay Lusaac— Welsh— Green— llusli — Montk Ma.-*on— Glaisher

— Clouds— Suspension — Dew — Fornmtinn — Damp— Cold of

Space — Cumuta superposed — Electricity — Heat — Liglit —
Agendet subofdiiuite to DiviiiB Bonror— Unsettled cloudy Weather
^ Squalls— Camphor Glasses— State of Electricity— Earth, as a
Leyden Jar— Boints as Condnctors— Forecaata— Cautions—
Patience in Repetition— Signalling to Stations.

OuB atmosphere has been so frequently described that

it may seem unnecessary to say more about it, and
yt't, pi'acticiill}', very few ha\v cither distinct or correct

ideas of its nature. Some think it extends indefinitely

upwards. Some suppose it twenty miles high or deep,

others fifty. Dalton held this last opimon in 1834.

Aeronauts and mountain-travellers have proved, since

then, that air, in which man may live, does not extend

to ten miles from our ocean kn'el, probably not to eight.

Glabher and his Aeronaut almost died at six miles or

thereaboats, and no other human being had ever as-

cended to iuUy five miles. At about ten miles there can

be no pressure of air, ov tension equal to more than an

inch of mercury : there may be rer^ light gas, but there

can be no atmosphere such as we feel and breathe. Those

who have supposed a much more extensive body of air

around our globe cannot have sufficiently estimated the

efiects of centrifugal force, and e\ en the resistance of

any ether, liowever imaginary some may think the so-

called all pervading medium by which space is JUled,

Delicately subtile as our cutermaat air or gas must be,

it is still hdd down, by gravitation, to a certain distance.
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at which either a collision and friction ^sdth ether, if

there is any, (however exceedingly slight, in withstand-

ing rotatory velocity), or a centrifugal, loss, if not so

held or resbted, must occur.

Our aeronauts, and travellers upward by land^ have

proved that there are, ^vithin six miles of ocean (the

summit of Deodunga being half a mile less), successive

currents, at least two, sometimes more;* which differ

in nature, tension, temperature, moisture, direction, and

force. Beds of moisture (clouds or fogs) lie at various

heights, not exceeding about two miles, however, and

currents of wind set, in diiferent directions simultane-

ously.

Mr. Rush ascended in a calm at London, was carried

nearly sixty miles in an hour, horizontally (on reaching

an upper current), and landed aprain in a calm near

Lewes ! ^ir. CoxwcU lately made a long and rapid run,

at a moderate elevation, with officers from Winchester,

in a very short time.

Mr. Green, having ascended four hundred and

twenty-six times into the higher regions, and now li\ hig

to describe them, says that he always found a current

from the westward if he went high enough, but that

nearer earth, he had found more than one current

before he reached the westerly. On examining the notes

of his various ascents, it is evident that the upper current,

which he considers constant in sui/ijue)\ is about WSW.,
true, corresponding to the geneml a^ erage of wind cur-

rents across Lreland and Great Britain, and to the return-

ing current of temperate zones, so fitly termed the

anti-trade.

Now considerable allowance should ])e made for aero-

nautic esHmatianj on account of their ascents being

* Gay haame, Glaisher, Qreen^ Mason; Kush, Wukb.
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made, not only in summer, but usually in Jine weat/ier.

They have not ascended during a strong polar, or in a

strong southerly wind (at the 8ur£Eu:e), in which cases

onli/ might we expect a general motion of atmosphere,

perhaps through its whole deptli, lor a certain period.*

Such—we know, from experiment— takes place at

Teneriffe and on other high mountains, for a time,

oocasionallyi though in general there are at least two
distinct and contrary currents setting against thenii

one above the other, with variables or calnis between.

We are so little accustomed to investigate common
eyeiy-day appearances, that it does not often occur to

anybody to enquire much about douds, so ^miliar are

they continually.

Were it not for crossin^r currents, with chan^fes of

air-teniperature, and of" their electric conditions, only

stmt lis would appear. SquaUs would be unknown,

and there would be no storms. Climate and weather

would be like those of Peru,f where rain never falls,

and the sun is shaded by a daily extension of stratus

that di>aj)pears each evening in dew, lea\iiig a clear

starlight sky.

The vapour existingin one current^ chiefly the tropical,

remains suspended, invkihly^ as vapour or gas, while

unchilled by a fall of temperature ; a slight chill, as of

an approaching cooler air, causes a .sA '//y/-like change, or,

if more, a fog; if still greater, rain, or snow, or hail.

Such changes occur variously, and at different elevations,

in accordance with the action or influence of adjacent

or perhaps superposed air, of cold space itself, or of the

• Mr. CoKwell'a kui WinchMier Toyage having been a hasaidoiu ezoep

tMMI.

f lu Peru there is only oue cuxTont, owing to thu height and poaitioa ol

the Andes, aud that quite dried.

Q
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earth. Heat radiated upwards, and cold air in the

higher regions, suspend vapour in air until one, the

colder, predominates, and more or less precipitation

occurs. From the mist over a river or a meadow in

the cvenint^, to the fog that obscures a street ; between

the low ninil)us, the aggregated cumulonus, and the

lightest delicate cirritus, there is no difference except

densily, quantity, and electric condition. All are vapour

more or less condensed— all are identical in chemical

constitution.

The meadow mist is, like dew, vapour held in air,

invisibly, by a certain temperature during the day, but

deposited or precipitated as its aiiy container becomes

chiUed in contact with, or near, earth that is radiat-

ing off its day's acquired heat, and cooling the stratum

of air nearest to its surface.

Fog is the moisture of warm earth evaporating into

cold air. It is like the steam of warm water ex-

ceedingly magnified, and surrounded by air too moist

and cool to allow of further evaporation, but not ooM
enouirh to cause it to be condensed into rain.

Clouds are condensed vapour held between lower and
higher temperatures, having therefore forces acting on

them oppositely. Stationary and unchanged as any
cloud may seem to a casual glance, close watching

throuLili a telescope shows that every j)art is incessantly

changing—that there is a continuous succession ofatoms,

appearing and disappearing faster than the eye can

follow, while the doud itself remains seemingly un-

changed.

Sometimes clouds float in one current, sometimes in

another. They occasionally remain between two currents.

By the sides of mountains, and by balloon ascents,

depths of more than 2,000 feet of clouds have been mea-
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sured vertically.* Sometimes clouds are dry, at others

saturated with moistore, and this quite irrespeetiye of

the state of air elsewhere, or at earth's sor&ce.

Temperature and dryness being so diiFerent, elec-

tric conditions must differ extremely, and various

maimers of combinations, attractions, or repulsions

among clouds must be continually occurring. Bearing

in mind that the higher and much colder re^ons are

highly (plus) electrified, or have an excess of (vitreous)

electncity ; that air is a non-conductor, and that earth is

in a state of electric deficiency, (minus) oris negati\'ely

electric; that moisture, especially water, conducts elec-

tricily well, and that every collision of clouds, or fidl

of rain, aids in transferring from plus to minus, a view

is caught of many most interesting electric questions,

which we are not now free to treat of, or say more

about than that they are inseparable from higher meteo-

rologic studies.

In the previous chapterwe mentioned that bad weather

usually follows what seamen call 'backing ' wind, and we
gave two reasons for it, while alluding to further remarks

tofoUow in this chapter respecting its consequences.

Now, therefore, it may be opportune to notice how
the alternation, or mutual counteraction, or approaching

injluence of air currents causes clouds, squalls, hail, rain,

snow, thunder or lightning, or some of these plu nunicna,

and why, without them, there would be invariably

tranquil uniform weather, parity clouded, with stratus

only, but without more dawnfaU than a dewy mist.

In a homogeneous stratum of air, unaffected by change

of temperature (and therefore l)y electncity), aqueous

vapour remains suspended, in\nsibly, as such, or in

foggy cloudiness. Warmth (heat) fiN>m Maw causes

* Iluiuboldty QlaiBher, Gieen, Gay Luaaac, BnA, WeUh.
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diminution of cloud, if not counteracted by cold ahove,

and conversely. Hence, as temperature rises at the

sur&ce of earth, cloudiness dinunishes, if unaffected by
cold air above ; and the contrary, as may be seen on

many mornings. The cold of earth's surfece about

daybreak, or before, ciiusus extensive \isil)ility of stnitus,

all of which vanishes soon alter a considerable increase

of temperature has been felt. There is an apparent

anomaly, however, about evening, which, unexplained,

might seem contradictory. It is this : often after sunset

light clouds which had overspread tlie sky, and

threatened to become nimbus (or rain cloud), with at

least some showers, swiftly disappear, and a clear sky,

with a fine night, follows, till toward the cold of early

morning. This light stratus is but vapour that was held

in air, in\Tsil)ly, during the warmer hours, audit is soon

absorbed by, or (as dew) deposited on the earth's surface.

This scarcely visible vapour—visible indeed only when
one looks at a quantity of it (as when doud-like, or a
mist along low places)—is but toowell known to sensitive

persons, who may not l)e exposed to the (so-called) diall-

ing dew * witli impunity.

By persons acquainted with the real nature of dew^*

this distinction between a gradual lowering of vapour,

approaching the condition of water, as temperature

slowly lidls, ])y which a dmnpness is diffused Avithout

vusible moisture, and an actual fonnation of fluid (water)

on coT tain surfaces exposed to the sky, radiating off

their heat, and therefore condensing adjacent aqueous
vapour, will be ftilly appreciated. But to others, who
may not have given attention to tlie subject, we may
add— that the efl'ect on paper, exposed to damp air,

although under cover, and in a room, is similar to that

* See WeUs on Dew, Maude^ and otiien»
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of eveninnf dampness, usually called ' dew,' while that

on a decanter ot" ic* il irufcr is tlie <]< nnuie deposition.

What is called the * pride of the morning* (a sign

of fine weather) is the sudden effect on rising vapour of

a cool breeze, usually from the northward^ diying

(although first causing precipitation), and generally ^\nth

a clear sky. A slight shower exhausts the sup|>ly, and

the air is cleared. There is no nimbus or other cloud

then advancing over a place so circumstanced.

Sometimes very light rain occurs, similarly, in the

evening, after which there is a dear sky, and usually a

fine night.

This effect is caused by a more rapid action of cold

on previously invisible vapour than that which causes

only dampness. It may be from a cool breeze, along

the surface, or a cold current above, or from earth's

radiation.

A fot; is exactly the same as a cloud. A traveller on

a mountain is sensible ofno difference. A certain antago-

nism of temperatures, or continuance of one alone,

maintains each variety ofvaporous exhibition, in a visible

state, until a change of heat affects the l)a]ance, and

more or less speedily preci})itat('s or evaporates that

gaseous elemont, the steam or vapour of water.

Remembering that the usual condition of our air is a

mixture of currents between about half a mile and five

miles from eartli (or, ratlier, from the /(/•</); that

these currents vary in temperature, tension, electricity,

direction, force, and moisture; that the heat near earth

does not extend beyond the range upward of tropical

currents, which may, at times, be three or four miles,

though generally not more than two or three; that above,

below, or between those warmer currents are, or may
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be, cool, if not cold, polar winds ; and that, abcyve all, in

space, is excessive cold, with proportionate electrical

tension—abundant cause appears for eveiy atmospheric

change that is witnessed, or has been faithfiilly described.

Clonds or doadmess of every kind and d^ree result

from temperature acting on vapour in air. Very distant

from its eftects may be the cause—or, on the otiicr hand,

it may be contiguous.

Sometimes extensive layers of clouds hang or float

in the lower current, or wind, then blowing along the

surface: sometimes tliere are no clonds in the lower

current, but there are more or less above it in the liext,

or in a third stratum of air.

Balloon ascents made for the British Association, at

considerable expense, and at extreme personal hazard,

by Welsh and Glaisher, have demonstrated the &cts of

temperatures varying with the currents, besides with

increase of elevation iiom'uiaUy \ also of degrees of

moisture, and dew-points above, very different from those

below, whether on earth or in intermediate air, and
irregularly differing. They have also proved that depths,

or thicknesses of clouds, may exceed two thousand feet

(a third of a mile) continuously, without any other

clouds above those masses. But no cloudy trace, even

the faintest cirritus, has been observed at a greaUr

height (estimated) than seven miles.

We are not generally in the habit of considering

earnestly how intensely cold is space—that the diU'iisioii

of heat is only terrestrial, and for a short distance,

its average diminution, with height, being about one

degree for each hundred yards, or sixty degrees for six

miles (in round numbers, as an approximation, not in

excess of observed fincts *).

* OlaSaher, finor to tax tnilM higli.
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We look at the sun, feel his warmth apparently^ and
with difficulty realise the conviction, that by going

towards him— our great limunary, visible centre of our
system, we should be frozen.

What are heat, light, and electricity—^three words for

perhaps only one power or influence, under various forms

or conditions— intimutely correlated,

AU-pen^ading, ubiquitous, incomprehensible now to

man, almost iniinite in power, rapidity, and extent,

though but an agent of the Almighly. Marvellous,

indeed, are the efiects of this subordinate influence' as

studied in these forms, and in other combinations, such

as magnetism and gravitation. They indicate the power

of Divine will Looming through the mist of man's ma-
terialistic philosophy.

Returning to the condition and connection of clouds,

with especial reference to weatlier and its changes— it

may now be stated with more evidence for the assertion

than in a previous chapter, that unsettled weather,

squalls, and all the other results of air in commotion,

however grand in scale, or small in effect, are

results of at least two antagonistic currents. There-

fore, while such causes are actively present in any

region or locality, their effects must follow propor*

tionally.

Hence, in forecasting the weather, the presence or

vicinity of more than one air current is most important

to be kn(j^vn, and in the following manner their relation

may always be ascertained. Temperfxture^ especially

in the morning—directions, in whidi tippeinmsi clouds

are seen to be moving, and their nature (whether hard-

edged and oily-looking, or soft, indefinite, and watery),

with the degree of elcctiical tension—as shown by
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electrometers or camphor glasses, indicate unfailingly

the relative presence of plus or vitreous electricity.

Minus (resinous or negative) indications, subskUmj

camphor—fidling rain, or snow, and the look of the

fikjy assure one of a lessened tension. Increase of either

characteristic implies action, or alteration, in the upper

air, or at a distance horizontally, but Anthin influential

causation. Camphor glaisses, in proper positions and

duly attended, are most useM to a quick eye and

skilled perception.

There is a clear analogy between the relations of

earth,—atmosphere,—with space beyond—and those of

a Leyden jar. Air, a non-conductor, representing the

glass dielectric. Gommunicatiou between overcbarged

space and under-tensioned or negative earth, is imprac-

ticable except by means of moisture, aqueous vapour,

rain, or forced collision of elements ;—such as happens

in a thunder-squall, or when li^ditning breaks a way

through even dry air, usually do^viiward, but sometimes

upward.

Considering this resistance of air to electric action, a

purely mechanical reason maybe suggested for the very

remarkable efl'ect of poitits in aiding the passage of

electricity, wliich is—that a close aggregation of particles

(atoms or molecules), whether polarised or not, may be

separated, or divided, more readily along a wedge-like

insertion than by a broad mass.

Wherever a Hash of lightning has passed through a

hody not a perfect conductor, though far from being

merely dielectric, the smallest possible hole or mark has

been made visible ; although, in other parts of its course,

that same flash may have shivered a tree or a mast.

Through a perfect conductor, such a stroke passes

without a trace, even though powder, the most exjjlo-
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sive ^npowder, is placed in absolute contact aronnd

the iiietiillic rod.*

\\'hen air is liighly electric, or indicates much excess

of electricity, a collision of clouds (from opposing air-

currents), a &11 of rain or hail, at once changes its

state, and electrometers alter instantly. In unsettled,

squally, or stormy weather, such alterations are fre(|uent.

While librations of wind, between polar and tropical

quarters, and corresponding electric indications, are

prevalent, there can be no settled weather. Squalls, if

not gales— at all events showers— will be frequent,

and tlie term changeable may then be used in preference

to any other word.

During such variable conditions of atmosphere, a
Forecaster may not use the term ^fine,' or 'settled,' or

'steady *—he should only employ words indicative of pro-

bable extent of variability, and amount of rain or snow,

while expressing the exj)ected degrees of wiud's force,

and its anticipated directions.

Repetition— even though it may be day after day as

well as place affcer place— should not be shunned in

forecasting, if it seems to be correct In nature there

is much repetition: *One day telleth another; ' avc nuist

not be weary of successive similarities. Accurate truth-

fulness will have its reward (for the negative evidences

daily recorded) by the real attention obtained^ and due

interest occasioned, when important alterations are

actually about to occur, f<jr then j^renionition becomes

au object of general importance.

Forecasters should always remember that a table of

the tamest nature, even having only indications of the

quietest and dullest character, has much absolute value

in declaring, expi-essively. No had weather,

* Snow, Hanic^'IMUm^Fkmdcr MagaiincB—Beagle'a Vojage, ftc.
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A few more words, on the Babject of diBtricts to be

cautioned by signal, may be advisable before ending this

chapter.

Against signalling too frequently, as well as too ex-

tensively, caution should be urged, lest ^Wolf ' should

come while unprepared; but, on the other hand, it is

better to risk occasional error in excess, than to let

clanger arrive witliout a warning, by wliich mistake

lives may be sacrificed.

It is not the centrical area of a Btoim, but the course

of strongest wind around sudi a space, that should be

most considered ; and as this circuitous sweep of a gale

is irre*^ularly altered by configurations of land, such

local circumstances and conditions should be always

intimately known by personal acquaintance or accurate

description. For example—Dover, under Shakespeare

CUff, and in a narrow strait; Yalenlia, at a point pro-

jecting into the Atlantic; Galway, in an inlet under

heights; Portrush, Naini, Aberdeen, Scarborough,

Yarmouth, each so very different from others in local

drcumstances require corresponding fecial considera-

tion.
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CHAPTER XVll

Diagrams illuatratiYe of Polar and Tropical Air-Currents— East-

wildly Progresskm or TnuuUtion—Royal Charter Storm— Fore-

casts of Westiier^ Appnlae of Wind-CuirentB—Yeoring Winds
—niaginnw— Inteilbring Cyclones— Ominous and Traochonms

Interrals— Retrogrado or backing Winds— Changes consequent

on veering (dired ) or bat kinfj-— Atmo^heiicWarTflO'* Tides in the

Atmosphere as well as in the Ocean.

Thb diagrams first adverted to in this chapter (vi.

and YU.) may asslBt in exphuning how the northerly

carrents of our atmosphere stream from arctic circles

toward the south, and diverge or are deflected toward

the west, wiiile their entire mass, as a combination, or

singly (as specially shown here) progresses eastward, gra-

dually and almost uniformly. A following illustrative

figure (viii.) will show how polar currents are deflected

totcard the east generally/.

Often as explanations have been given of the move-

ments of polar or tropical currents of air toward or

from either direction of their length, their constant

translation meanwhUe^ to the eastward, has not been

noticed distinctly enough finr general understanding,

thou«,di very important.

The first diagram (vi.) is intended to express a pokr

stream (gray) of moderate and diminishing force, just

sweeping across the British Islands, but checked by an

approaching tropical current of c<mnderable width and

supposed momentum (light red).
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The next (vii.) shows them in violent collision, as

during the Cliiirter storm of

The lateral tramlation of currents in an extensive

expanse, within which they stream and circulate

variously, had never been elucidated by any one

before tiie present writer, who was struck by their

evidences soon after those earliest inter-comparisons of

simultaneous observations in 1857, for which the means

were afforded through the Board of Trade. By com-

bining the effects of such constant local tranaloHanj

horizontally, with those of Dove's parallel currents, and

the eddies, cyclonic or eUipsoniCy between them, all the

movements of air-currents which we feel on eartli*s

surlace as winds, may be satisD^torily ibliowed out

and completely explained.

It is this new omibination which now enables iore-

casts of weather to be drawn by any person of fair

al)ility, who will take the trouble of (|ualifying liimself

lor sucli an undertaking by n reasonable study of the

subject. They are strictly scientific conclusions, modified

by practical acquaintance with the physical geography

of localities affected.

While looking at the diagi*am (vr.) an i/nd^/i/ian/

movement of all tlie land, towai'ds the west^ while

the atmosphere over it continues its several motions

as if unattached to it (partly shown by the drawing),

may illustrate the translating movement. Whether
the whole body of atmosphere, as shown here,

moves eastward together, over the land and water, or

whether they are supposed to be in motion westward

(with respect to the aeriform mass above), the effects

produced at any given points between them are the

same.

The polar air is iiisuilicieut.in quantity to fill so
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great a breadth as opens to it, in moN-ing toward tlic

tropic. It divides, diverges, or splits into streams,

interspersing with those advancing fix)m more or less

opposite directions as * parallel currents.* Hence in

middle latitudes or tciiiiKTiite zones, the continuous

alternation or succession of polar and tropical currents,

which in their innumerable modes and degrees of

opposition, or combination, occasion every variely of

mixed wind, easterly or westerly, with more or less

polarisation.

la this first diagram (vi.) we may repeat that the

gray tint represents polar currents solely, and the red,

advancing tropical. First touches of the polar are felt

on the W. coast of Ireland, or also in Scotland—possibly

sometimes even at Penzance or Jersey (observ'ations

have proved) : hence we may here suppose this gray

representative tint to have been so placed first, and to

have been pressed toward the South as it spread hoik

ways like a wedge, and diverged towards the west, partly

from earth's rotation, but more, in tliis case, fi'om

opposition and consecjuent deliection.

Somewhere in the temperate zones, the two principal

currents must often meet in varying latitudes, when
either does not occupy the whole space in latitude

between arctic and tropical zones, as sometimes is the

Ciise, though not frequently. In this diaLTam their

first appulse is supposed to be about the British Channel,

and its consequences are deflections of the real polar

current into an E., then ESE., next SE., and even-

tually a southerly wind. Gitidually this body of air is

incoq>orated or driven back, and the tropical wind

prevails over its opponent. «

Thus the longitudinally* extensive and overpowering

* Having great breadth in longitude, or £. and W.
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advance of tropical wind drives the jwlar current

toward the westj when its direction has been normal

or north-easterly, by which combined action easterly, or

south-easterly, winds are caused.

But when the polar current is, or has recently been,

mixed with tropical wind, by combiuation from the

westward, being felt at the sor&ce as north-westerly,

then an increased pressure of a southerly wind tends to

deflect the polar towards N. and E., as the ' veering

winds ' (viii.) and their explanation mil show.

^ Turnin^^ now to the diagram (vii.), which shows

tropical currents advancing with force, and rapidly

gamii^ ground, to be yet more speedUy driven by
polar, as in the instance of the Charter storm. The
features of this illustration arc not throufriiout exactly

according to the facts of that well-known tempest, but

their general characteristics are similar, asmay be proved

by comparing it with another diagram (zm.)

The features selected correspond to those observed

about nine o'clock iu the niDrnino: of that day on

which the Royal Charter was driven by polar wind

against the N. side of Anglesea. The cyclone, of

which some idea respecting relative form, position,

and force, is here essayed, had then advanced from

near the entrance of the Channel, where it was tlie

previous morning (as shown in xii.), mid the folluwini^

day, the 27th, its circuitous sweep was in the J^iorth

Sea, having crossed Lincolnshire.

After the 27th, it was still traceable, though less

strongly, toward Norway and the Baltic, expanding, and

diuiiiiishing in force. Through three days and nights,

that rotary stoim was traced by indisputable evidence.

Earlier than the 24th, or later than the 28th, there are

proofe of its nan-existencej but none of its having
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tnivellt'd further; yet the fjicts show that a more exten-

sively powerful cyclone has seldom passed across the

British Islaads. Nevertheless, in all its extent and

power, it was only an eddy between opposing currents

of wind, which diminished in force as their respective

moments and tension decreased. Moreover (and this

point should be well estimated), as there were preceding

and simultaneous eddies, smaller, generally, less strong,

entirely distinct from, however influenced by, the great

sweep, and, as similar groups of circuits are usual, it is

evident that when only a few observations are dbr iii cd,

from ships changing their localities, and during succe^ibive

days, they may appertain to different circuits.

In viu. (Interfering cyclones), the smallest circle

A, is supix)sed to represent the first of three drcuits,

succeeding and afFectin": each other in passing towai'd

the NE. over a fixed station.

Although shown thus by circles^ such regularity of

form or curve is by no means accordant to &cts ob-

served : it is used here as a kind of average, or mean,

fur simplicity. The actual curvatures, or sweeps, of

cyclonic gjTations of wind are very irregular^ between

approximations to circles, long ovals or ellipses, in

which, as thetf move bodily along, their particles describe

spirals. In open ocean, no doubt, their configuration

is somewhat less irregular than over land; but even

there at sea, when no mountainous ranges of land, no

arid deserts, or extensive fields of ice, are near enough

to be influential, it is proved (by inter-comparisons of

reliable observations) that the dimensions, irregularly

wa\'ing curvatures, figures and forces, of such atmo-

spheric eddies, are very variable, though within certain

Ihnits, and according to regular principles or laws.

In the diagram, cyclones a, b, and c, are shown as if
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increasing in area, wliich, in fact, is usually, if not inva-

riably, the case : the third or fourth circuits being not only

larger, but the more poweri^ in the strangest portions,

which are usually those near, though not in the (varying)

centrical area, round which the currents ofwind circulate.

In each circuit the winds gyrate similarly as to direc-

tion, and successively they are influenced, or are im-

pinged upon by a contiguous cyclone, and become checked

for a time (as it were, locked), till ovei^owered or ab-

sorbed, when augmented effects follow, from continuing

and elastic action of the conflicting great currents which

caused these eddies. Between absolute check (occasion-

ing calms, probably with rain, but sometimes treacher-

ously fine), and the violence of combined forces, every

kind of squall, more or less accompanied by rain, hail,

lightning, and thunder, occiu's at times.

Consideration of the diagram will show that slight

effects only would be caused at if no closer approach

followed the contiguity of a and b, but that a more or

less slight check only would occur till they separated,

or ])0('ame exhausted and failed. At from /'to and

througliout the south-westerly half of b, as c ovei'powered

it, in advancing north-eastward, there would be all gra-

dations of change successively, until the two cyclones

acted together with united force, owing to the greater

absorbing, and being strengthened by the smaller one.

Meanwhile, it should be remembered, all these gyra-

tions are in progress, as it were translated along the

sui&ce, toward the north-eastward, more or less toward

the one or other cardinal point, as the polar or tropical

current of wind at the time may prevail more or

less than usual, their normal relation being consider-

able preponderance of the tropical, or anti-trade, which,

however forcibly at times, is only temporarily driven
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back, opposed, or otherwise influenced by purely polar

winds.*

In these cases of inteHering cyclones, or even partial

circuits of wind, the change, shii't, or veering, apparent

to a fixed or stationaiy observer, is retrograde, against

watch hands, or backing (N

—

W—S—^E. in N. latitude),

as inspection of the diagram, and some thought of the

usual direct apparent veering, when a single circuit

passes over any lixed station, will soon convince a reader,

however paradoxical or contrary to Had it may at first

seem to most persons.

We have said that similar thou^rh 'n eater effects follow

the appulsc niul overpowering succession of a tliird or

fourth aud greater, probabl}^ the greatest, of several

successive cyclonic circuits (G).

After more or less duration of check (or stoppage of

the sweep), an ominous calm, perhaps a seemingly fine

iiiterval, occurs: althouglnnore frequently there is rain,

sometimes very heavy. Or there may be violent squalls,

even hurricane squalls like tornadoes, with lightning,

thunder, and, in places, waterspouts.

These concluding cyclones expand, after expending

their redoubled force, and in a day or two after the

greatest tempest a])pear to be deprived of the qualities

so formidable only a tew hours previously, and to become

ordinary winds, generally of a polar character.

These facts show some, but by no means all, of the

reasons, why bad, or * worse ' weather usually follows

shifts of wind agaimt watch hands f (retrograde or

backing), either during gales or in intervals of circuits.

Other causes for the saying, proverbial among seamen,

• Coiiadenitioiis of meridional oooyeigeiieoi lotatioii, and other prinuay

relatioiUy need not be here repeated,

t IFM them in a latitude.

B
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* when the wind backs, it will blow,' may be thus ex*

plained with the aid of Diagram viii.

Suppose an observer at o (to the riorht-lmnd), and

that wind is blowing: over liim, from \V. to E., which

is caused by a combination or joint action of polar

and tropical currents. Now imagine the polar impulse

shown by p A to be so &r augmented by great atmo-

spheric chan;]^es, liowever remote, as to deflect the tropical

air-current southward to /, i\hm<x the line t/; o would

then be iii a 7^orih-^yest wind, Convei'sely, a tropical

increase relatively to the polar, from t Z to t A, so &r
pressing back, or deflecting the polar, wotdd cause a

south-west wind to be felt at o. This would be a re-

trograde cliange, the former a dinrt one, thus shiftinir,

or veering. The nortlierly or polar winds being usually

much drier, and with finer weather than the southerly,

whether with westing or easting; and the tropical winds

between SE. and SW. generally bringing much iref^

wnth excess of warmth, and often great force; besides

which, squalls being caused by the condensation from

polar opposition, and still stronger winds speedily fol-

lowing— the seaman's saying quoted above is amply

verified, and another, equally true, though trite, may
here be added— namely, ' A north-wester is seldom long

in debt to a south-easter.*

An important question, often asked, may here be re-

peated, and possibly answered in rather more detail than

hithei'to. What are ^ atmospheric waves,' and how can

they can-se storms?

Objections have been made by the writer of these

words to an application of the term ' atmospheric wave,'

in its sense of alternate trough and crest, to curves

showinir a series of l)arometric cohirnnar lieiiihts; lait

not nt'Ci'^mrili/ corresponding atmospheric dcptJis, He
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has also adverted to waves of pulsation, rather than

undulation, meaning impulses extending through a

mass not necessarily causino; altered dimensions, either

vertically or horizontally, nor, while iuiojq>osed by a

resisting medium, either direct or lateral translation of

particles beyond a very limited space. Now such waves,

in their ])rogres8, can immediate^ cause no more sensible

horizontal motion of air (or wind) than is felt in the

ocean, remote from land, when a tide wave passes. But

there are other modes of action, also well illustrated by

tidal analogies, which may be described in the succeed-

ing chaj)ter.

Previously, however, to their attempted explanation

according to views of a new and possibly unsubstan-

tial character, resting as yet very much on hypothesis,

it is earnestly requested, by their originator, that his

paper on Tides (of the ocean) in the Appendix, may be

(jlain i'd X\\\\)\vr\\ for the principles (not details) first sub-

mitted to cousideration, in 1839, wliich, if sound, ought

to be likewise applicable to the atmosphere.
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CHAPTER XVIII

Tidal Eflbets of ICooii and San

—

VHSknanoB between Ooeana of

WatM and an nnintenrupted Aerial Oeean—Newtonian View of

Hdal Action— Direet ObaeiTalionB-- New Hypothesis— Lunar
and Solar Tides— rennda— Peculiar Effects hitherto overlooked

—

Uarmony with Htillev, Ilei-schel, Dov6, and otheia' Theory of aw-ciul-

inp find ovcrtlowhi;,'- Air-Currents — Semihinar recurrinp Periods

— Ilori/.i ntal Impulses— Inereuj-e and Diniinution — Diurnal Six-

hourly l't.'ritKls — ("iusually fn-quciit CoimiiU-uces — Sjmchronoud

Changes or l-xtrcnies— Origin of popular Views respecting

Weather Changes and Phases of the Moon — Sun's Action—
Intertropic Odllation of Barometer Semi-diumally— Hasardoua

Speculation— Espy'a and Webster's Collections of Facts— Mfltlrhig

Occnrrenoea— Centrsl Tides affect aU Regions <— Ccnqiarisons ci

Facts with Theory— Causes of Equinoctial Commotions— Solstitial

extreme Periods— Modifications—Crucial Txiais— Storms— Lunar
Temperatures— Dispersion of Cloada.

Irbesfective and iu addition to, the son's action

on our atmosphere, rarefying, expanding, and therefore

raising it, inter-tropicall}', there may be a tidal eflFect

caused ;— and very much greater, really, thaii tliat evi-

dent in our oceanic tides,— aiise air is so veiy much
more mobile and expansible tiuiu water, while it is un-

fettered, unimpeded karizontallj/ (speaking geneiiJly),

by barriers of land.

The moon also acts on every particle of air, as on

water and earth, by universal gravitation. Tidal effects

must therefore be caused by the moon and by the sun,

in earth's atmosphere, and their scales may be large (it

is submitted), in proportion to its depth and extreme

mobility.
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Such tidal effects in a horizontally unboanded aerial

ocean, to whose onward inclination no real barrier

exists (although the higher ranges of mountains may
be small local impediments), should cmHntte round the

world, as in on ocean around a smooth circular

globe without terrestrial projections. These tidal effects

of hniar and solar influence would be felt around the

world, and ^*om equator to pole, but chiefly tropically,

where the greatest actions would be nearly under the

sun' (sub-solar) and sub-lunar. In such a case, the

high tide waves, according to Newton, should be

nearly under, and nearly opposite, to those influencing

luminaries— the low tide at quadiimtal points. Syzygial

tides should be greatest, quadrature tides (neaps) the

least, as in ocean. But their greatest effects should be

not only thus in accordance with the Newtonian theory

(supposing earth entirely smooth and covered by an

ocean), but all the lunar and solar periodicities, of aj)ogee,

perigee, and declination, would have proportionate effects,

and the extremes of all actions combined together, would

be when sun and moon, in perigee and in syzygy, are

in or near the equator.

Next in importance to these would be the actions,

extraptropically, of both luminaries in extreme similar

declination, and likewise in perigee. Now what are the

facts as hitherto observed?

Such observations as have been made, baix)metrically^

would appear to have almost demonstrated the absence of

any direct solar tide that causes more than a few inches

(less than a ibot) of vertical effect, and of any lunar

tide that occasions a rise ol" more than a few feet of

air—quantities seemingly almost insensible, and quite in-

operative, one might consider, as principal agents, much
less as prime motors of atmospheric currento.
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Statical measures, however, the writer ventures to

submit ("svitli iniu li deference to those autliorities who
willjudge these remarks), cannot alone ehcit all the facts

of this important case, if the following views are based

on tenable grounds :—
Let the moon's action, ahnSj 1)6 first considered, and

sup2)ose her in the equator.

As the earth rotates, a wave is attracted by the moon,

and drawn toward the west. Similar waves follow ; none

are impeded; and as successively repeated impulses are

given continuously, all in one direction, their aggregate

result would (tjipcar^ at first thoui^ht, to be a constant

tidal current around the world (generated by wave ua-

pulses westward), and—a level of the ocean, under

the moon's path, above its level of liormal gravitation, or

equilibrium^ caused by the lateral^ as well as following,

horizontal ni()\ enients of air, which, when once Jiet in

motion, continue, and tend to prevent a return of the

tidal wave, which, it should be fully remarked, is not a

wave of vibratiafif or undulation^ but direct attraction,

in efect like expansion of air, and its rising towaitl

the sun. Now wliat follows? Surely a cojitin uo us over-

flow of air, like that described by Dov6, and others,

which not only prevents much sensible increase of

statical pressure or tension, but augments the dyna-

mic forces of the tropical currents of air periodicaUy

by lunar periods, and diurnally also. It is admitted

tliut thn overflow of inter-tropical air occasions those

perennial upper currents seen (by the clouds) over the

trade winds; and we know that those currents are very

variable in force, by their effects as anti-trades in the

temperate zones, and other>vise.

Recurring periods of about foui'teen days (semilunar),

of seven, and of three or four days, have been traced,
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liowever masked and irregular^ more or less qmcbronous

with the moon's phases, occasumalli/^ and then, for a few

times, mtlier correspondent—therefore evidencing some

kind of connection :— but a vera causa seemed to be

wanting for an explanation.

One might say, indeed, after entering a little ferther

into the apparent consequences and connected relations

of this entirely new, and even to the writer still almost

stactiing view (so satisfactorily doea it seem to elucidate

some of the greatest diiJiculties of meteorology)

—

se nan

i vero^ i ben trovato.

From such consecutive raising, and subsequent over^

jloic^ instead of fallinir or returning, all ai'onnd the

world, impulses or pulsations should be given, of which

the effects, at a distance, would be more or less periodical,

in certain times, however interfered with or masked : and

such effects are traeeahk*

Consecutive impulse s, in one direction only, given to

masses, or particles, cause motion, and motion given

does not cease suddenly, momentum (product of weight,

and velocity) continuing a certain time: hence currents

should be generated.

As the world turns on its axis, successive waves are

raised, and drawn on; so that before the effect of one is

lost another advances, and the result is continual moiioiLi

constant elevation of atmosphere being avoided by over*

flow toward each side, in augmentation of the solar heat

action.

Such lateral impulses, so caused by waves having a

totally different direction and nature (like tide-waves

advancing up the British Channel, and causing tidal

currents, in harlK)urs, sticcefisively)— such offsets (so to

s{)eak
)

vai-y diurnally and weekly or fortnightly, one

may say by semilunar periods (or semUuues?), They
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also vary with the declination and distance of the

moon.

During the moon's passage, in her orbit, from qua-

drature to syzygy, her action on air-currents should

increase, and conversely. When she has great north de-

clination, it ought to be greater here than when she is &r
south, and when in perigee greater than*in apogee.

Tabular records show that such are the facts.

Owing to these varying reinforcements of troj)ical

currents, and proportionate augmentations of their

supplies^ or feeders, the generaUy infraposed polar streams

usually increase through about a week, and then de-

crease ; so that from one maximum to another, or one

minimum to another, is about a fortnight (a semilune)^

but irregularly, and so often masked^ by causes as yet

untraced with accuracy, that one cannot expect so much
yalue to be generaUy attached to this theory as may be

by the few j)crs()ns who liave yet studied it.

We suppose that during the moon's jmssage fix)m

conjunction to opposition, and again to conjunction, or

from syzygy to syzygy, there is about a week's dimi-

nution of current impetus, and a week's increase, due

to the central lunitidal wave, of ^vhich the greatest

impetus is soon alter each syzygy.

These successive aUematians of impulses seem to be

connected with the successions of polar and tropical

currents, in ioi'ce as well as period. They are made

up of dai/t/ juilsations, or tidal impulses, unnoticed

barometrically because of the overflow^ but distinctly

traceable in the daUy four changes of force ofwind that

may be noticed everywhere, nt about six hourly

inten'als; not regularly nor synchronously, l)ut arerag-

ing six hourly periods : so that if for a time^ at any
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place, these intervals should agree with particular

hours, it is probable they will recur similarly for a

few days.

One seldom observes a strong wind with rain or snow
oondnue more than six hours without any change.

Host storms, and indeed general weather and winds,

have noticeably marked ch.mges, or alternations, at about

six lioiirly intervals. Often these times synchronise

with noon or midnight^ evening or morning, for some

days together; and hence probably has arisen the

common belief in changes, at those times particularly

:

the facts being that— such intervals ai'erage six hours,

but do not occur regularly, just as the semilunar

periods are about two weeks, but vanously affected so

irregularly as not to recur uniformly with the moon's

phases, although corresponding frequently^ and therefore

giving fair reason for the general, however fallible, l)elief,

that weather is aflected by, or clianges, with the moon's

phases.

Tidal action of the sun is, of course, similar in nature,

though very much smaller in degree, and only diurnal

(excepting the slight changes, consequent on apogee or

pengee).

Such slight effects are hardly distinguishable in

general, and may be passed over, in practical consider*

ation, at present.

Tiie regular (////r;?^/ atmospheric tides of inter-tropical

latitudes are due to another cause entirely, which should

be here described in passing. Solar heat expands and

lightens air, vaporising its watery particles, and draw-

ing their combined volumes upward; therefore lessening

downward pressure and tension.

This action is greatest duiing the morning, and till
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about two or three o'clock in the afternoon, during

which time the barometer falls. From three to nine

opposite causes— namely, a return of vaiwurto sensible

moisture, and condensation or coolin;^ of air—occasion

slight increase of local tension, and a corresponding

rise of the barometer.

On Newtonian principles, such six-hourly waves or

expansions and contractions, iuu>t lia\-e similar waves

opposite to them, at the other side of the world ; hence

the fall of a barometer within the tropics, from about

nine in the evening to near three the next morning,

and its rise from that time till about nine, with dock-

like regularity.

The manner in which that grand motor, the Sun,

principally affects our whole atmosphere, has been

repeatedly shown elsewhere. It may be here remarked,

however, as illustrative of the inexpressibly beautiful

and marvellous svstem, order, and harmonv of this

sublime universe in which ' we move and have our being,
*

that the ascending tropical currents which Halley,

Hadley, Dov<S, and Herschel, have considered as &cts

demonstrated, should accord (in their overflowing action,

and subse([uent motions toward the poles) so entirely

Avitii .s 'nuiliir eti'ects of lunar, and solar, tidal action— as

to produce only beneficial variations, not injurious inter-

ference, among those ever alternating main currents,

to whose conflicting opposition are due our minor

variations of temperature, our rain or snow, and gene-

rail v those remarkable clianges of weather which, on the

whole, make the tempemte zone so suitable for Man, so

favourable for his supplies.

Probal)l\- (if one may presume to hazard such a merely

speculative idea), were there no moon to cause varying
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impulses in our air, it would tend toward such equili-

brated and regular movements, occasioned by the sun

onhj^ that circulation would [)revail so uniformly between

tropical and polar regions, as to cause general approxima-

tion to weather and winds similar to those of regular

trades, or settled polar currents, almost without down&ll

of condensed vapour, and without any * doton-rusk ' of

the genial south-wester.

Existing extreme variations in periodical force of

mam air-currents seem to recur (as has been briefly

said above) at intervals of which the numbers average

about twenty-six in a year (semilunar), as deduced from

Espy's, Webster's,* and later records.

f

Espy's collections are immense (in his Fourth Report),

but require certain allowances for character (reliability),

instruments, and localities of which elevatiom above the

sea were unknown, and normal levels had not been ascer-

tained sutliciently, if indeed at all considered. In these

numerous and extc^nsively varied documents, evidence is

obvious of a continual succession of alternate currents,

all in lateral progression or translation eastward, while

their rapid principal motions are in meridional direc-

tions. There are also very remarkable expositions of

comparatively regular successions of extremes (however

varying in amounts) which, when taken in large groups,

average semilunar intervals, or periods. These extremes

show nearly the midiUe of each current, tro})ical and

polar, when the barometer is aljout the lowest, or the

highest. And that there are always such 'recurring

periods ' of atmospheric changes as happen between the

extremes of high and low barometer, varying usually

* Beconiiig Monthly Feriods. Webster, 1857.

t Six months' observationfi, collected for onoMer object, in 1856-7| but

iUiutnitiT0 of thi« tubjeoty aro shown in XHagnuns zit. and xt.
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from a week to a fortnight, however interfered with,

or masked, appears to be faXLy demonstrated by the

collections of facts above mentioned, registered without

any sj)ecial object in view.

To the frequent casual coincidences of these partly

varying periods, agreeing with lunar phases in timej

although not talfing place regularly, nor reliably (in

accordance vnth present knowledire?), as scieiititic i'acts,

— owiii": to far greater masking occurrences,—indeed

may well be attributed the popular belief in a connec-

tion between weather and the moon.

How periodical actions of great central or tropical
*

atmospheric tides may affect the winds and weather of

all regions, shall now be submitted to the reader in

rather more detail.

That there is always an alternation, or change and
circulation of polar and tro[)ic<al currents, has been often

repeated, but pei'haps siijju'ient notice has 7iot been

hitherto taken of the irregularity with which these con-

tinuous currents flow, as to time, force, and direction.

Hitherto their anomalies have been attributed to the

very various circumstances of geographical localities,

more or less affected by the sun and elements operating

as he influences them: but why there is a constant,

however irregular alternation of the two great or mun
currents, in temperate zones, while the average action

of the sun is so uniform, and while other general condi-

tions seem to l)e so little chanLring, lias not been demon-

strated, and consequently there has been a sense of

insufficient facts, and deflcient theory.

The vartatiom of lunitidal impulse are correspondent,

in times, with arerage periods of recurring extremes,

or changes of main air-currents, and with the intervals
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occupied by their oonsecaliye tmndationa towards the

east, as following parallel currents.

The moon's r^roatcst tidal action beiii;r syzyirial, and

the least at quadrature, should cause maximum impulse

about the former, and minimum near the latter, period

:

besides which, general effects should be augmented
considerably at or soon after the equinoxes.

In our hcmispliere such effects should be found to last,

or prevail longest from a tropical direction, when the

sun and moon are near the Tropic of Cancer; and the

contrary, a prevalence of polar currents, extensive and

lastins^ lon*r, should happen when those luminaries are

near the Ti oi)ic of Capricorn.

Now the facts observed, to whatever cause attributed,

do correspond exactly to these postulates.

. Great atmospheric commotions do occur, over all the

world (except where no disturbances ever happen),

soon after the equinoxes.

In summer and autumn tropical winds prevail oyer

extra-tropical or temperato zones.

In winter and spring polar currents extend widely

and last lonir— on an average.

What causes such equinoctial disturbances? Not the

mere fact of the sun's astronomical position?

No : the united tidal action of moon and sun upon the

whole atmosphere, which then is amaximum force. Lateral

offsets, streams ovei-flowing toward eacli pole, and, as

they go, preserving more or less momentum, are at

those times more powerful, and their effects are more

felt eveiy^ere.

Greatly, however, are such atmospheric currents

affected, modified, or varied by the peculiai' nature of

regions over or tlu*ough which they pass.

Crossing over an ocean— or above an African desert
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—deflected by the Alps, by the Andes, or the huge Hinia«

layas—extreme deviations are occasioned from ordinary

or normal movements, although through even those

anoinalics a radical line of j^eriodicity may be traced,

in connection with semilunar periods.

The manner in which such lunitidal effects accord

with apparent atmospheric waves, supposed to move
from west to east, and by some persons said to cause

storms,* seems to the winter satisfactory, because it

appears to unite facts and reasonings (of the liighest

meteorologic authorities) about tides, waves of air, and

storms,—by a chain of theory, deducedfrom cheermtiona^

sufficiently strong to bear even a crucial strain.

With more or less horizontal action, induced, mehdio-

nally, by great central tide waves, each main current, of

all regions, is affected hy propagations of periodic and

var\ini^^ impulses, or surges: sometimes effects of solar

In at waves principally, sometunes of heat and compound

tidal action— occasionally affected by hurricanes, and ex-

tensive eUetrkal changes in Nature— reacting on the

very forces originating such elemental operations.

Inter-tropical grand movements should thus, aj)pa-

rently, be sought and traced as the real origin, next to the

moon and sun, of derivative atmospheric waves of air-

currents, or winds, and storms.

It may have already occurred to the reader, that if

great tidal action attracts and draws to the westward all

our atmosphere so continuously as to cause horizontal

impulses, or currents, how is it that there is not a rapid

equatorial air-current always toward the west?

The earth rotates in a contrary direction. There may
then be a beautiful opposition and compensation of

* Uow eatuedf has not been eirplamed aatia&ctorily.
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forces. Every particle of matter, air included, certainly

tends toward the east, with earth's sur&ce, attracted to

it vvrticiilly, and haviiic^ rotatory iiioinciitiim. As the

earth's gravity diiiiinisjlies and that of the moon in-

creases, the rotatory velocity (in opposition to the moon's

attraction tending to cause direct horizontal motion of

air toward the west) augments, and there may be a

bahmce Ixtwecii them, which perliups is the limiting

boundary of our atmosphere.

Whether aU atmospheric circulation, including the

trade winds, may not be primarily caused by such lunar

and solar tidal action, however much increased or

affected by solar iniluence also in Jicaiinfj, as usually

understood— and whether lunar as well as solar period'

icity may be traceable through the correlated forces of

attraction (however caused), heat, light, electricity, and
magnetism—are over>vhelming questions into which the

wi-iter is not (^uaiilied to eater, but earnestly submits to

philosophers.

Before closing this chapter (already too long), per-

haps an allusion may be brieflymade to lunar temperatures

and dispersion of clouds.

Are not the Jirst, direct consequences of mistaking

temperatures of air^cvrrents^ having periodicity, for sup-

posed effects of the moon's rays (in which no heat has

yet been felt) ; and may not the supposed dispersion of

cluiuls ])}' the moon be partly an effect of seeing them

in profile, when at a distditce—near the horizon— or, in

phm, when overhead?—and in some degree owing to the

general diminution of cloudiness, in a rather fine night,

when there is radiation from earth andconsequent deposit

lion of dew? Vapour from air adjacent to earth, con-

densed into dew, cjumot leave dn/ air remaining above.

Immediate and extensive devaporisation must continue
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Upward^ while dew is fonning below, and the result

must be disap^>earanceof light stratus^ such as the moon
has been said to disperse.

So likewise nimbws escapes from sight, as rain is pre-

cipitated.

In the morning a converse action occurs. Solar heat

draws up expanding aqueous vapour from below to

a certain height, where it is visibly condensed by colder

air and held in a middle or trans itton state ])etween

invisible gas and actual water. Sucii clouds— as indeed

all clouds— are ui constant motion, incessantly changing

form and actual substance (as may be seen through a
telescope). Action and reaction, absorption and con-

densation, continual and rapid motions, are distinguish-

able in what may be apparently almost motionless

masses. In fine weather

—

ai night—^whether the moon
is visible or not, whether full, or near any other period,

tliere is a (jeneral tendency (as many a night-watcher

knows) toward a disappearance of clouds soon after

evening.

Sometimes dight rain falls, and not a doud is seen

afterwards ior some hours. Qftener dew is deposited,

but in eitlier case clouds soon vanish in still weather.

Such effects may have been unnoticed, when no moon
appeared, and consequently no person was watching

for them particularly.
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CHAPTER XIX

Extracts from various Accounts quoted by Sir William Reid illus-

trating Force of IIiirricAnes — Kepetition of similar Storms at about

the same Periods and in the same Ke^on not necessarily continuous

or oven directly connected, but conaecutiTe— Inat-ancea in pointy

from which to form Opinions.

Having attained a position at wliicli one may pause, to

interpose doubts and queries,— this appears to be a

suitable time for adverting to a few remarkable instances

of oocurrenceSf exceedingly well known, which may
illustrate our arguments.

Many storms having been described as if continuous,

although really not so, but consecuti\ (\ the IbUowing

well-authenticated descriptions are selected as examples,

firomwhich the readermay judge. In Sir William Reid's

work, a storm in the West Indies, in 1831, is thus

described :
—

The distance between Barbadoes and St. Vincent is

nearly 80 miles. This storm began at Barbadoes a little

before midnight on August 10, 1831 ; but it did not

reach St. Vincent until 7 o'clock next morning; its rate

of progress, therefore, was about ten miles an hour.

A gentleman who had resided for forty years in St.

Vincent, had ridden out at daylight, and was about^a

mile from his house, when he observed a doud to the

N. of him, so threatening in appearance, that he had

never seen any so alarming during his long residence in

the tropics; and he described it as ai)pearing of an olive-

green colour. In expectation of terrific weather, he

s
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hastened home to nail up his doors and windows; and

to this precaution attributed the safety of his house.

The centre of this hurricane, coming from the east-

ward, seems to have passed a little to the N. of Barba-

does and St. Vincent ; and Mr. Redfield has traced its

course to the southern United States of America.

On August 10, 1831, the sun rose without a cloud,

and shone resplendently. At 10 a.m. a gentle breeze

wliich had been blo^Wng died away. After a temporary

calm, high winds sprung up from the £N£., which in

their turn subsided. For the most part calms prevailed,

interruptedby occasional sudden puffs fix>m between the

N. and NE.
At noon tlie heat increased to 87°, and at 2 p.m. to

88°, at which time the weather was uncommonly sultry

and oppressive.

At 4 the thermometer sunk again to 86^. At 5 the

clonds seemed gathering densely from the X., the -svind

commencing to blow freshly from that point : then a

shower of rain fell, followed by a sudden stillness ; but

there was a dismal blackness all around. Toward the

zenith there was an obscure circle of imperfect light,

subtending about 35° or 40°.

From 6 to 7 the weather was fair, and wind moderate,

with occasional slight puffs from the N. ; the lower and

principal stratum of clouds passing fleetly toward the

S., the higher strata mere scud, rapidly flying to various

points.

At 7 the sky was clear and the air calm : tranquillity

reigned until a little after 9, when the wind again blew

from the N.

At 9.30 it freshened, and moderate showers of rain

fell at intervals for the next liour.

Distant lightning was observed at 10.30 in the HE*
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and NW. Squalls of wind and rain from the NNE.
with intermediate calms succeeding each other until

midnight. The thermometer meantime varied with

remarkable activity: daring the calms it rose as high

as 86% and at otiier times it fluctuated from 88* to

85*. It is necessary to be thus explanatory, for the

time the storm conunencod and the manner of its

approach varied considerably in different situations.

Some houses were actually levelled to the earth, when
the rendents of others, scarcely a mile apart, were not

sensible that the weather was unusually boisterous.

After midni^jht the continued flashin<T of the li^^htninor

Wils awfully grand, and a gale blew fiercely from the N.

and N£. ; but at 1 A.H., on August 11, the tempestuous

rage of the wind increased, the storm, which at one tune

blew from the N£., suddenly shifted from that quarter,

and burst from the NW. and inteinnediate pohts. The

upper regions were from this time illuminated by

incessant lightning; but the quivering sheet of bhize was

surpassed in brilliancy by the darts of electric firewhich

were exploded in every direction. At a little after 2,

the astounding roar of the hurricane, which rushed from

the NNW. and KW., cannot be descril)ed by language.

About 3 the wind occasionally abated, but intervening

gusts proceeded from the SW., the W., and WNW.,
with accumulated fruy.

When the lightning also ceased, for a few moments

only at a time, the blackness in which the town was

enveloped was inexpressibly awful. Fiery meteors were

presently seen &lling from the heavens; one in parti-

cular, of a globular ferm, and a deep red hue, was

specially observed to descend perpendicularly from a

vast height. It evidently fell by its specific gi^avity,

and was not shot or propelled by any extraneous force,

B 8
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On approaching the earth with accelerated inotion, it

assumed a dazzling whiteness and an elongated form,

and dashing to the grtiuiid in Beckwitli Square, it

splashed around in the same manner as melted mettd

would have done, and was instantly extinct. In shnpe

and size it appeared much like a common barrel-shade;*

its brilliancy and the spattering of its particles on
meeting the earth gave it the resemblance of a body of

quicksilver of equal bulk. A few minutes after the

appearance of this phenomenon, the deafening noise of

the wind sank to a solemn murmur, or, more correctly

expressed, a distant roar ; and the lightning which from

midnight liad flashed and darted forkedly "with few and

])Ut monx'iitary intermissions, now, for a space of nearly

half a minute, played frightfully between the clouds

and the earth with novel and surprising action. The
vast body of vapour appeared to touch the houses, and
issued downward flaming blazes which were nimbly

returned from the earth upward.

The moment after this shigular alternationoflightning,

the hurricane again burst firom the western points wiUi

violence prodigious beyond description, hurluig before it

thousands of missiles — the fragments of every uii-

slieltered structure of human art. The strongest houses

were caused to vibrate to their foundations, and the

sur&ce of the veiy earth trembled as the destroyer

raged over it. No thunder was at any time distinctly

heard. The horrible roar and yelhng of the wind, the

noise of the ocean— whose frightful waves threatened

the town with the destruction of all that the other

elements might spare— the clattering of tiles, the

falling of roofs and walls, and the combination of a

• llio glaas c} liiidar put round candles in tlie tropics.
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thousand other sounds, formed a hideous and appalling

din. No adefpiate idea of the sonsations which tlien

distracted and confounded the faculties, can possibly be

conveyed to those who were distant from the scene of

terror.

AAer 5 o*clock, during short moments (the storm,

now and then, abating), the falling of tiles and building

materials, which by the last sweep luid probably been

carried to a lofty heighty became clearly audible.

At 6 A.U. the wind was at S., and at 7 S£. ; at 8

ESE., and at 9 there was again clear weather.

• •«•••
As soon as dawn rendered outward objects visible,

the narrator, anxious to ascertain the situation of the

shipping, proceeded, but with difficulty, to the wharf

The rain at the time was driven with such force as

to injure the skin, and was so thick as to prevent

a view of any object much beyond the head of the pier.

The prospect was majestic beyond description. The
gigantic waves rolling onwards, seemed as if they would

defy all obstruction
;
yet as they broke over the careen-

age, they seemed to be lost, the surtace of it beiniz entirely

covered "vvith floating wreck of every description. It

was an undulating body of lumber *— shingles, staves,

barrels, trusses of hay, and every kind of merchandise

of a buoyant nature. Two vessels only were afloat

within the pier; but numbers could be seen which had

been capsized, or thrown on their beam ends in shallow

water.

On reaching the summit of the cathedral tower, to

whichever point of the compass the eye was directed, a

gmnd but distressing picture of ruin presented itself.

• The Americaa tenn for timW. Skm^ tte made of split lilodn of

woody and aie naed ioftead of tfles or alates for zoofr.
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The whole fauce of the country was laid waste; no sign

of y^etatioQ was apparent, except here and there small

patches of a sickly green. The surface of the gromid

appeared as if fire had inin through the land, scorching

and burning up the productions of the earth. The few

remaining trees, stripped of their boughs and foliage,

wore a cold and wintry aspect ; and the numerous seats

in the environs of Bridgetown, formerly concealed aniid

thick (proves, were now expo.<0(l and in ruins.

From the direction in which the cocoa-nut and other

trees were prostrated next to the earth, tlie first that fell

must have been blown down by a NN£. wind; but far

the greater number were rooted up by the blast from

the NW.
The centre of this stoim appears to have passed a

little to the N. of Barbadoes, and over the soutiiem ex-

tremity of St. Lucia.

On the evening of the 10th no unusual appearance

had been observed at St. Lucia; but as early as 4 or

5 o'clock next morning, the garrison, stationed near the

northern extremity of the isknd, began to be akrmed,

as some hut^barracks blew down. The wind was then

nearly north.

The storm was at its irrcatcst height between 8 and

10 o'clock in the morning ; but from that time the wind

gradually veered round to the eeut^ diminishing in force

and dwindling as it were to nothing in the 80>uth»ea8iy

when it was succeeded by a beautifrd evening, with

scarcely a breath of wind*

At the southern extremity of the iskind, the most

violent part of the storm is reported to have been from

tlie wuth-west*

At St. Vincent, the garrison was at Fort Charlotte,

near the SW. point of the island j and there the wind
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first set in firom norA^tve8t^ veering to toest and to

south'West^ raising the water of the sea in Kingston Bay
so as to flood the stress. It unroofed several of the

buildings in the fort, and blew down others. At Mar-

tinique the wind was easterly during the gale.

A great part of the island of St. Vincent is covered

.

with forest, and a large portion of the trees at its

northern extremity were killed without being blown down.

These were ti:equentiy examined (iu 1832), and they

appeared to have been killed, not by the wind, but by
the extraordinary quantity of dectm matter rendered

active during the storm.

Most accounts of great hurricanes represent the

quantity of electric matter exhibited to be remarkable

;

and the description given of a great storm, which oc-

curred at Barbadoes during the night of August 31,

1675, is nearly the same as that of 1831. The lightning

darted, not witli its usual short-lived llaslies, but in rapid

flames, skhnming over the suriace of the earth, as well as

mounting to the upper regions.

During the severest period of the hurricane at Bar-

badoes, on the night of August 10, 1831, two negroes

were greatly terrified by sjxirks jKt.ssing off from one of

them. This took place in the garden of Codrington

College; and it was related on the spot where it hap-

pened, by the Rev. Mr. Pindar, tiie Principal of that

College. Their hut in the garden had just been blown

down, and in the dark they were supporting each other,

while endeavouring to reach the main building.

In the work quoted on this Barbadoes hurricane, allu*

fiions are made to the dedaratious of some persons, that

they felt shocks of earthquakes during the storm. But

after attentively listening to the opinions of different

people on- this disputed point, and cai*eful examination
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of the ruins with reference to it, we feel persuaded there

are no sufficient reasons for beHeving that any earth-

quake occurred at this period : and it is very material that

the phenomena of hurricanes and earthquakes should not

be connected together without proo£

A very curious &ct seems to have been almost over-

looked, viz. the raining of salt water in all parts of the

country. We shall give below a passage from the account

of the Barbadoes hurricane of 1831, which alludes to

this ; and it will be found, when enquiry is pursued into

the storms of the Indian seas and of S. latitudes, that

there also are reports ofsalt-water rain.

At tlie N. point, tlie sea broke continually over the

cliff, a height of more than seventy feet, and the spray

being carried inland by the wind for many miles,^ rain

of salt water in all parts of the country is thus accounted

for. Fresh-water fish in the ponds were killed : and at

Bright Hall, about two miles SSE. of the point, the

water iu tlie ponds was salt for many days alter the

storm.

About 2 FkM. of August 10, a Mr. Gittens observed

indications of approaching bad weather ; and at 4, in-

thnated to his negroes that a huriieanL* might be ex-

pected. At 6 he bid them not quit their homes, as a

dreadM storm was approaching, and if they went

abroad they would probably be seen no more. At 9,

the indications which caused his apprehensions were less

apparent, and he retired to rest. It is well known that

this gentleman foretold the storm of 1819, some hours

previous to any other person suspecting such an event.

The indications observed by him were-^ 1st. The dart-

ing forward of the clouds in divided portions, and with

fleet iiTegular motion, not borne by the wind, but driven

as it were before it. 2ndly. The distant roai* of the ele-
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ments, as of wind rushing thTou^^li a hollow vault.

3rclly. The motion of the bniiu hes of trees, not bent

forward as by a stream of air, but coiibtantly wliii'led

about.

At Antigua a hurricane happened on August 12, 1835

;

the wind during the first part blowing from the N.,

and during the hitter ]>art from the S., with a cahn of

twenty minutes in the middle of it. From tliid account,

the centre probably passed over Antigua.

The barometer was observed to f&U 1*4 inch; the oil

sympiesometer was much agitated, and fell proportion-

ably.

Trees were blown do^\ni, as iffonning an effect

which has been remarked in many other descriptions of

hurricanes; and at its commencement the wind was
described as coming in gusts.

It has been said that hurricanes are not met with to

the eastward of the West India islands; but tliis is not

correct. A ship met the Barbadoes hurricane of 1831

to the eastward of that island. Two of the hurricanes

of 1837 I have traced to the eastward of the West Indies

;

and there seems no reason to believe that they ai*e caused

by the islands, as some persons ima^rine.

Whatever their cause may be, that cause seems to act

with very different degrees of intensity at different

periods ; for the usual atmospheric current, or trade wind,

is sometimes disturbed, the veering and changes indi-

cating a ix)tatory movement of part of tlie atmos})liere,

without proving destructive. Such an instance occuiTcd

on July 9 and 10, 1837 ; and this is also another instance

in proof that storms come from the eastward of the West
India islands— occasionally.

Tlie i^ale about to be mentioned was met to the east-

ward of Barbadoes : all tlie crew and passengers appear
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to have taken one of the squallB for land; and it seems

to have passed very nearly over St. Lucia. At St.

Vincent the wind became west.

On July 9 the Castries (Mondcl), from Liveqwol to

St. Lucia, in lat. 15° 4', long. 54° 58', having the wind

then at ESE., the master being confident in his reckoning,

his mate suddenly reported, ' Land on the lee bow!' the

man at the helm pointing it out at the same tune : it

had all the appearance of the broken outline of the West

India islands, and looked as if ^\dthin a mile and a half

from them. Never doubting that it was land, the cap-

tain trimmed his sails, that he might alter his course : and

when he had finished, he again looked for the land, when
nothinir like it was ^^sible. On reaching St. Lucia, and

hearing that there had been a hurricane there on the 10th,

he concluded thatwhat he had seen was this storm. The
Castries had no barometer on board.

Of the hurricanes in 1837, four were traced (on

charts) which followed each other "with only the interval

of a few days. The investigation into these is connected

with a fifth storm, not drawn on the charts. An atten-

tive examination of the details of these, strengthens the

probability, that aU such storms are rotatory, if it does

not actually confirm it: and by tracing mid comiecting

so many in close succession, the subject opens in yet

another form, altogether new and of iresh interest, for

it leads us to an explanation of the variable winds.

But it is necessary to examine each storm with atten-

tion and to follow the details, in order to aacertaiu

whether or not they were really rotatory.

The Spey packet brought to England the account of

two severe hurricanes in the West Indies in 1837.

These have been traced, and are laid down on charts.

The eai'lier of the two passed over Darbadocs on the
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xnormng of July 26 ; at 10 the same night it was at

Martinique, by which hour it was all over at Barbadoes;

at midnight on the 2Gth, and morning of the 27th,

it reached Santa Cruz. By July 30 it readied the Gulf

of l^'iorida, where some vessels were wrecked by it, and

many damaged; it then took a more norUierly direction,

being on August 1 at Jacksonville, in Florida.

From Jacksonville, it passed over Savannah and

Charleston, goinfr in a direction to the eastward of N.

The other hurricane was at Antigua on Auf^st 2;

by the 6th and 6th it was also on the coasts of Georgia

and Florida, crossed the line of the other hurricane,

nearly meeting it; and it seems to have touched

Pensacola on Aup^ust 8.

The reports of these two storms are arranged in the

order of their progress, and are as follow:

—

Barbadoes, July 26, a.m.—At 2 o'clock, light showers

of rain, wind shifting from S. to NW., the sky dark

and gloomy, with flashes of lightning in the SK.

and SW. : at 4, calm, with a heavy swell rolling into

the bay ;
lightning and thunder, sky assuming a blue-

black appearance, with a red glare at the verge of the

horizon
;
every flash of lightning was accompanied with

an unusual whizzing noise, like that of a red-hot iron

plunged in water : at 6, the barometer fell rapidly, the

sympiesometer much agitated and unsettled, and fell

at length to 28*45; hoisted in the boats, sent down
top-gaBant masts, struck lower yards and topmasts,

let go both bower anchors, veered out a long scope

of cable on the moorings and both bowers: at 7 '30

the hurricane burst on us in all its dreadful fury: at

8, it shiflted from ESE. to S,^ and blew for half an

hour, so that we could scarcely stand on the deck ; made
prepui^atiuub for battening the hatches down and cutting
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away the masts; the sea came rolling into the bay like

heavy breakers, the ship pitching deep, bowsprit and

forecastle sometimes under water; the wind shifting to

the ire-^t-.^cntt/i-trc'sf : at 1) the barometer bepm to rise,

and to our great joy we observed a change in the sky

for the better. As the haze cleared away, we counted

twenly-one sail of merchantmen driven on shore, and

perfect wrecks. Her Majesty's ship Gannet drove, with

four anchors down, but t'urtunately brouirht up and rode

out the gale. Her Majesty's steamer Albau went on

shore. One brig foundered at her anchors, and sunk.

Thank God we rode it out so well! The Sj^ey, the

Gannet, and Fortitude merchant ship, were all that rode

out the hurricane. The city of Kingstou stcuiner put

to sea, and returned next day.

On July 30, the Spey left Barbadoes to run along tlie

islands and pick up the mails for England. Found that

the hurricane had scarcely been felt at St. Luda, but at

Martinique several ships were wrecked.

The barque Clydesdale, from Barbadoes to Antigua,

encountered a severe huiricane ten miles north of Bar-

badoes on July 26, 1837.

Granada and the neiglibouring islands were visited by
a violent gale on July 2G, 1837.

The gale of July 26 was severely felt at St. Vincent,

the wind being from the u^^^^and the aautky with a heavy

swell of the sea.

St. Lucia, July 80, 1837.— There was a severe gale

from the north-west^ which blew very violently for several

hours.

Martinique suffered a severe gale on July 26th,

from the acutk-eaat The brig Blayais went on shore,

with fbr^-three persons on board, and only six were

saved.
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The 8tonu of July 26 was felt severely at Martinique.

The tempest raged there with great violence at 10 at

night, at which hour all was calm at Barhadoes. The
Blayais was dri\'en on shore at St. Pierre, a harbour

much exposed to the SW. An American vessel was

driven on shore at Fort Koyal, which is an unusual oc-

currence, as that harbour has always been considered a

safe anchorage in any weather.

At Dominica one of the most \'iolent gales of ^v^n(l,

which at tliat season are so alarming to these colonies,

occurred on July 26, 1837. The wind blewfrom south-

east dU day^ and about 8 in the evening, a violent swell

set in from the SW., which occasioned a tremendous

surf. The Ijurquc Jane Lockhart was obliged to slip

her cables, and stand to sea. The \'enus sloop was

waslied up into Kew Street. The sloop Dolphin, from

St. Bartholomew's to Barhadoes, was forced back to

this island, after having got within twelve miles of Bar-

bad(X'S.

At St. Croix about midnight on Wednesday, July 20,

it came on to blow smartlyfrom the eaat-aauth-eaat^ shift-

ing by Thursday morning, July 27, to south-east^ blow-

ing a gale of wind mitil towards noon, when it began to

moderate.

Le Navire Bonne Aim(5e a pt'i'i a Porto Eico dans un
coup de vent, 26, 27 JuiUet, 1837.

A Spanish brig was totally dismasted on July 28, off

St. Domingo, in a hurricane, and had to throw over-

board a quantity of flour.

St. Domingo.— Two hurricanes were experienced

here, during which the Edward (French ship) was
wrecked in the outer roads, and three of the crew
drowned : three Haytian vessels were also lost on the

coast, and only one man saved.
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The gale on July 29, at Nassau, was frcim the east

and the eaet'SatOh-eastj as reported by the master of the

sloop Humming-bird.

There was a violent gale at Nassau, New Pro^ddcnce,

from the east and south-east, on July 29, which continued

until 2 P.M. on Mcmday, July 31.

H.M. packet Sea-guU arrived at Falmouth on the 8th

from Mexico and Hayamiah ; had the wmd for twenty

days from the E. and ENE., with four days cabn. In

coming through the Gulf of Florida, and in the nan*ow

part of the Channel, on the night of July 30, experienced

a very heavy gale <^ wind from the nar&Moesty which in-

creased on the morning of the 31 st, with thick weather,

lifjhtnint? and rain in torrents. At about 10 a.m. dis-

covered discoloured water on the lee-beam, having had

no observation on the 30th. At this time the wind was

westj which made the Bahama bank a lee-shore; and in

carrying a press of sail to clear it, all of them were split

{iiul blown out of the l)olt-ropes : we were therefore under

the necessity of anchoring in five-fathoms water; and by

the time we had veered out 100 fatlioms of chain, the ves-

sel's stem was in 4^ fiithoms. We did not let go the odier

anchor, fearing she might founder, as the sea was making

a fair breach, and rolling aft to the wheel on the quarter

deck; and if we parted, we had still a chance of getting

into the Old Bahama Channel. With great dificulty we
tried to get another jib and trysail set.

On the morning of August 1 the wind increased, and

blew a perfect hurricane for about four hours, when it

moderated a little, and veered to the bW., which enabled

us to bend another topsul. At noonwe began to weigh,

and in three hours we were able to make sail off the

reef.

The barque Baltimore, from Havannah, experienced
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heavy gales from the westward on July 31, which con-

tinued until August 1. She was over the reef on the

Bahama Banks bythe Cat Keys, and com|^lled to anchor

and ride out tlic ^alo. When the weather cleared on the

2nd she saw three vessels on the reof wrecked, but she

was unable to lend them assistance.

The barque Cossack, on August 1, encountered a

violent gale forty miles S. of St. Au^stine. Met a ship

supposed to be the Emily of Livei'pool, dismasted, and

making for a port.

The ship Providence, on August 1, in lat. 29° 30', ex-

perienced a heavy gale.

Extract ofa letter from St, Simon IsUmd,

(Lat. 31° 2', long. 31° 28'.)

On August 1 and 2 we had a very severe gale here.

The brig Monument (Fisher) experienced a severe

gale on August 1 olF Gape Florida.

The barque Josephine, on August 1, experienced a

severe gale £ix>m north-east^ kt. 27° 50\ long. 79° 20', and

had some of her sails blown from the yards, though they

were furled.

The brig Closes, on August 1, off Cape Caniavenil,

kt 28° 16', long. 80° 24', experienced a severe hurricane,

oommendng at norihreast and veering round to souths

which hove the brig on her beam ends, and obliged her

to cut away her mast. She was in Iburteai feet water,

and was saved by tlic wind coming from the soutJi.

The schooner A. Brook, on August 2, lat. 29° 3S',

long. 80° 41', experienced a severe gale of wind from

east'-nar^east to aotxA'SOuth'eaat,

A severe gale of wind at Jacksonville, on Tuesday,

August 1, which continued until Sunday, August 6,*

* Thia waa owing to the aeoond IrairicaM neady orertaUiig the iint one.
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when it blew a humcane from the 7iorth-east and south'

east. Two government warehouses were blown down
at Jacksonville, and the crops of cotton destrcyyed.

The barque Mablehead, of Boston, was lost on the

western reef of the little Bahama bank on August 2.

The brig Howell anchored on the little Bahama bank

on August 2, 1837. Obliged to cut away both masts

to prevent her going ashore in a violent gale.

The Ida experienced a severe gale in the gulf on

August 3. All her sails were blown to pieces. The

boats and twenty of the crew were washed overboard.

The captain brought her into port with five men.

The Georgia steam packet left Charleston on Satur-

day, August 5, 1837, in the mominir, and arrived at

Norfolk in the Cliesapeake, on ^londay, August 7. Had
rough weather and lun th-east icinds.

Greenock, Dec. 5, 1837.— Thursday, 27 (26 p.m. civil

time) July, in lat. 14** 28' N. and long. 56** 12' W.,* wind

veered from ENE. to WSW., with a tremendous swell

from the southward ; the sky clouded, witli thunder and

lightning and heav}' rain, with all the appearance of a

coming hurricane ; fui kd all sails but the main topsail.

At 1 F.M. a heavy squall took the ship, and laid the sail

under water, which continued for the space of half an

hour ; at 3 p.m. the wind veered to the northward, and

cleared up to tlie southward, but a very bad appeamnce

to the SW.jhad no barometer or sjTnpiesometer; at 6

o'clock fine clear weather; made all sail for Demerara,

where the Balclutha arrived on August 3.

The Spcypjicket, which had ] )een at anchor in Carlisle

Bay, Barbadoes, during the hurricane of July 26, sailed

fit>m that island on the 30th for St. Thomas, delivered

* About 1 r. M. llu' S. portion of tho storm must have been about WSW,
of the BuicIuUia. This squall reaciuug her is a remarkable circumstance.
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mails at the nortliem islands as she went along ; and
was very nearly sailing into the second hurricane.

New York, August 23, 1837.— During a violent gale

at Pcnsacola, on the 8th inst., the brigs Alvira, llondout|

and Lion, were driven on shore, and much damage
done to the shipping in port. Most of the small vessels

were driven on shore.

The briguntine Judith and Esther sailed from Cork,

bound to Kingston, Jamaica, on July 2, 1837. A fiur

wind prevailed until August 1, on which day was expe-

rienced a most dreadful hurricane, of which the follow*

ing are particulai's :—
On the night of July 31, at 8 p.m., in hit. 17° 19' N.,

and long. 52° 10' W., the wind blowing &csh firom the

1^£., and all possible sail set, a white appearance of a
roundform^ nearly vertical, was observed, and while look-

ing steadfastly at it, a sudden gust of wind carried away
the topmast and lower stKdduiij-sails, At 8.30 p.m. the

atmosphere became very cloudy, and the ^vind increasing

we took in our small sails and one reef in the top-sail,

not ohserving at this time any swell but what would have

risen from such a breeze. The wind continued after

this time quite steady from tlie NE., and not incrcjising

until the hour of 1 a.m. on the ibllo^ving morning

(August 1), when the wind increased and the sea rose

very fast, so that it caused the vessel to labour hard.

At G.oO A.M. on the same day, close-reefed the topsail,

reefed the foresail and furled it, and close-recfcd the

mainsail; sent top-gallant yards down, and housed the

main-topmast ; the sea at this time very high and regular

from the NE. Seven a.m. M« wind gradually increaa*

ing; took in the mainsail and topsail, and let the vessel

run under bare poles, all hands being of opinion that

she would do better running than if hove-to; the sea at

T
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this time very high, the vessel laboaring and straiiihig

much, and shippin^^ great quantities of water— the

pumps being particularly attended to. At about 8 a.m.

very heavy rain, and the wind increasing to a hurricane^

80 that it was impossible to hear each other speak on

deck, or yet do anything for our safety. She broached-

to, and was hove on her larboard beam ends, by a tre-

niendously heavy sea, which took nearly all the bulwark

away from the larboard side. She had been lor some time

on her larboard beam ends before she rose, and when she

did, the wind veered suddenly to the southward of east.

After running a short time before the wind, she was
hove again on her beam ends, which, when she righted,

took all the bulwark away on the other side except a lew

planks; she then became again manageable for about

fifteen minutes, which lime was about noon. After the

short time she was manageable, it fell calm for about

liTteen minutes, and the hurricane suddenly veered to

about southy when we gave up all hopes of safety. A
sea, owing to the sudden shift of wind, had struck her

on the starboard side, and hove the vessel the third time

on her beam ends. She had remained some time so, the

cabin and forecastle nearly filled with water (though as

much precaution us possible was taken against it) ; ail the

boata (3), the cookhouse, water-casks, spare spars^ sails,

a quantity of spare rope, in &ct everything of any value,

was gone ; the mate,whowas attending (aswell 98possible)

to the wheel, was washed from it—the wheel was carried

away. All the stanchions on the starboard side were

broken, and every sail, except the mainsail, blown away

into rags, though ftirled properly; the foretop^ while on

her beam ends, nearly smashed to pieces; when to our

cheering surprise we observed her again righting, and

could not account for the manner in which we were
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saved, but throufjh tlie powci'ful hand of an Almi<jhty

Pi*otector. For nearly an hour ire could not observe < iich

otheTy or anything hut merely the light ; and^ most astonish*

ing^ every aneof war Jinger'naUs turned quite blacky and
remained so nearly five weeks afterwards f After she

had righted, we obs( i ved the clouds break (which were

from the commeiiccnient of the gale in a body, with

heavy rain); the mnd also abated a little. One hand

manned to get below and procnred a handspike, which

we shipped as a tiller, and managed to get her again

before the sea, which was then runnhig tremendously

high; the pumps were again got at, and kept going.

This time we considered about 3 r.M. ; the gale then

began to abate, and the sea did not break so furiously,

so that we managed to set a balance-reefed mainsail, and

hove her to. The gale still abating, we went below, and

found every article, that could be damaged by salt water,

injured. The pumps were still attended to; and we
found she did not make any water except what got from

the cabin and forecastle. At 6 p.m. the gale greatly

abated and the sea fell fast. The a])i)earance of the sky

at this time was most reniarkabk', being of a deep red

colour to the N., and looking very dark to tlie W., as if

the gale was moving in that direction. At midnight the

gale considerably abated and the weather appeared much
better, the vessel not making any water. At 4 A.M. on

the foUowuig morning, being August 2, the weather

appeared as before the gale (a steady breeze from NE.),

the atmosphere at this time being a dark red, and the

clouds not moving. We at this time bent the second

topsail and ran under it single-reefed, and a close-reefed

mainsail. At 10 a.m. on the same day, the wuid

remainhig quite steady, I'an under a whole topsail and

8ingle*reeted mainsail ; the crew being quite exhausted,

T s
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gave them the remainder of the day for rest. The
vnnd was at first north-east^ and vi'oi-ed easterly to souths

or soutli-south-west. No swell preceded the storm. Our

barometer was broken ; but that of the barque Laid-

mans, of Liverpool, Gap! Hughes, which arrived in

Kingston four days afterwards, was very unsteady, rising

and tailing during three days, while a very heavy sea

was running, though without increase of ^vind (in the

lat. and long, in which we experienced the gale).

Our sufferings were very great, more so than any

person could easily imagine.

The blast of wind which first alarmed us on the night

commencing the Imrricane came from a north-eaM direc-

tion, and remained so without changing until the time

mentioned.

The tliird time the vessel was on her beam ends, some

of the crew were in the main rigging, and the others

were standing on the weather side, holding on the

weather rail.

Why we were not able to see each other, it is impos-

sible now to tell ; but while running, before the vessel

was hove the third time on her beam ends; and while

on her beam ends, tlu^ atmosphere had quite a different

appearance; much darker, but not so dark as to hinder

one from seeing the other, or from seeing a greater

distance, were it not that our eyes were affected. It

was about this time our finger-nails had turned black:

—

whether it was irom. the firm grasp we had on the rig-

ging or rails, we could not tell, but our opinion is, that

llie whole was caused by an eUctric body in the dements.

Every one of the crew was affected in ^ same way.

Probably the first storm, the Barbadoes one, was pro-

ceeding toward Gape Hatteras, on August 6, at the time
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the second hurricane, from Antigaa, was arriying on the

coasts of Florida and Georgia. It will be easily under-

stood Vkith a little consideration, tliut if these storms

were rotatory, where their tracks approached eiich other,

the wind, as it blew in the first, would be reversed by

the approach of the second; and thus we have a clue

toward explanation of the mriabk winds.*

On August 15, at noon, the Calypso was, by observa-

tion, in lat. 26° 47' N., and long. '76'' 6' W.; the wind

was from the eastward, about east-nartk-east; she had

royals and fore-topmast studding-sail set : shortly after

we got a heavy swell from the north-eastward, and the

wind freshened gradually till d o'clock, when only the

double-reefed topsails, reefed foresail and mizen, could

be carried. During the night the wind increased, and

dayhght (the moon about full) found the vessel under a

close-reefed main-topsail, with royal and top-gallant

yards on deck, and prepared for a gale of ^\nnd. At
10 A.M. the wind about north-east^ the lee-railunderwater,

afid the masts bending like canes
;
got a tarpaulin on the

main rigging, and took the main-topsail in ; the ship

labouring much, obliged main and bilge-i)uni])s to be kept

constantly gomg. At 6 p.m. the wind north- ice 'it^ the lat.

probably about 27°, and long. 77''. At midnight the

wind was west^ when a sea took the quarter-boat away.

At day-dawn— or rather, I might have said, the time

when the day should ha\c dawned— the wind was south-

west^ and a sea stove the tbre-scuttle ; all attempts to

stop this leak were useless, for when the ship pitched

the scuttie was conaderably under water. The gaskets

and lines then were cut from the reefed-foresail, which

• SirWUlkiii Reid (from wboae work these y jiN^ii^cs are taken fndy
might hsTe said heiie

—

varymg or Aifimg ot ikm wind&—B. F.
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blew away ; a new fore-topmast studding-sail was got up

and down the fore-rigging, but in a few seconds the

bolt-rope only remained ; the masts were then to be cut

away. My cliiet" unite had a small axe in his berth,

which he had made very sharp a few days previous ; that

was immediately procured; and while the men were

employed cutting away the mizenmast, the lower yard-

arms went in the water. It is human nature to struggle

hard for life ; so fourteen men and myself got over

the rail between the main and mizen rigging, a.s ike mast-

heads went in the wateri the ship was sinking h&t;

while some men were employed cutting the weather-

lanyards of the rigging, some were calling to (Jod for

mercy; some were stu})iticd with despair; and two poor

fellows who had gone Irom the tifterhold over the cargo

to get to the forecastle to try to stop the leak, were

swimming in the ship's hold. In about three minutes

after getting on the bends, the weather-lanyards were

cut fore and aft, imd the mizcii, main, and foremasts went

one after the other, just as the vessel was going down
head foremost.

She then righted very slowly. On getting on board

again, found the three masts had gone dose off by the

deck: the boats were gone, tlie main liatches stove in,

the planks of the deck had started in many places, the

water was up to the beams, and the puncheons of rum
sending about the hold with great violence; the star-

board gunwale was about a foot from the level of the

sea, and the LnlH»ard about five feet; the main and

mizen-niasts were held on the starboard side by the lee-

rigging ; and the foremast was kept from floating from

the starboard side by the stay. The sea was breaking

over the ship as it would have done overa log. You will,

perhaps, say it could not have been worse, and any lives
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spared to tell the tale. It was worse; and although the

main and bilge-pumps were broken, yet, by Divine Pro-

vidence, every man was suffered to wfdk ikon that ship to

tlie quay at WUmington ! The wind, Iroin about noon of

the 16th till about 1 0, or noon of the 1 7th, blewwith nearly

the same violence. There was no lull; neither did it fly

from one quarter of the compass to the other, but backed

from eaat'fior^east to Bou^'west, and then died away

gradually. On Sunday, while beating off Rum Key,

the wind was variable and squally. On Monday, in

lat. 24'' long. 7^" 45^ had fine steady winds from

the eastward. Tuesday has been described. Had no

barometer; but from the appearance of the weather on

Monday and Tuesday moruiug, we did not apprehend

any bad weather.

On August 31, we sighted the land, about thirty miles

to the southward of Cape Fear, but the wind coming

morefrom the eastward^ had to bring up in five-fathoms

water. Durino: the ni^fht the wind increasecL but fortu-

nately backed into tlie northward (which was off the

land), and at noon on the following day blew a very

heavy gale of wind^ and continued until the morning

of the 2nd, when it backed to the west-north'tDest, and

moderated ; w^e then shpped the cable, sailed along

the land for Baldhead lighthouse, at noon got a pilot

on board, and anchored once more in port. We were

kindly received by the good people at SmithvOle and

Wilmington, who complained bitterly of the late storm,

for many of their houses were uiu'oofed, and trees blown

down.

The shifting of Ae wind to the eastward^ and its tn-

creasing^ are adverted to, in illustration of our subject.

This was the fifth storm, and came irom the went*
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The Calypso appears to have been upset just aflber

half the storm had passed over, and to have been very

nearly, although not quite, in the centre of its course.

The brig Cumberland put into Nassau, having ex-

perienced a hun-icaue on August 15.

The Mary, Sliarp, from New Orleans to Barbadocs,

"was abandoned on September 5, lat. 32°, long. 80°,

having been dismasted and thrown on her beam ends,

with six-feet water in her hold, in a gale on August 16,

in lat. 27° 30', long. 73° 53'.

The Neptune, £rom Jamaica to London, was dismasted

in this storm.

The Jennet, Gibson, from Honduras to London, was
capsized in a gale on August 21. On September 3, the

crew arrived at Rhode Island.

Tiic Emerald saw the Rosebud, of Glasgow, on August

23, in lat. 34°, long. Td*', a wreck; stood for her, and
found her derelict.

The Duke of Manchester was thrown on her beam
ends, and lost her niaiumast in a gale on August 18 and

19, lat. 32°, long. 77°.

The brig Yankee, on August 16, in lat. 24° 30', long.

70** SO', experienced a severe gale of wind from NE.
to SSW., which lasted until the 20th.

The packet ship Shcndan, Russell, arrived at New
York on August 28, I'roni Liverpool. August 22,

in lat. 39° 45', long. 68° 33', experienced a hurricane,

which took away the fore and main-topsails (double-

reefed) entirely from the yards, leaving nothing but the

bolt-rope standing.

The Mecklenburg brig Hannonie, Galle, from New
York to Alexandria, w»s driven on shore fifry miles to

the southward of the Capes in the gale above men-

tioned.
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The Hindley, Tamer, from Laguna for Liyerpool,

was off Sandy Hook on the 16th, dismasted.

The New York packet, encountered in September,

homeward bound, to the northward of Bermuda, a hea\y

gale from SE., which continued tor two days, when it

duddenly became calm. A small dear spot appeared in tfae

opposite quarter, NW. ; and in a very short time the

sliip was on her beam ends, with lower yards in the

water, from the action of the ^Wnd upon spars and rig-

ging alone. We were ohhged to cut away some of the

masts, or she must have foundered.

Between the Havannah and Matanzas, in the Sophia,

in company with sevend otlier Jamaica ships, occurred a

similar stoi-m to this lost oue. Having paid close atten*

tion to the barometer^ and other signs of a change of
weather \ and having prepared accordingly, we suffered

little or nothing in spars or rigging, when some of those

in com[)any were dismasted. On that occasion, slii{)s

not thirty miles off were not aware of this storm. It

began at south-east^ and going round the company wesU

wardy ended where it began in six hours.

Narrative from the ship Rawlins, Macqueen, from

Jamaica to London. Latitude, commencement, N.

30° 30'; latitude, tennination, N. 30** 40'. Longitude,

commencement, W. 77° 40'; longitude, termination,

W. 77'' 18'. Dates— 17th, 18th, 19th August.

Wind commenced at north-east hy east, blowing

strong from that quarter, about twelve hours, then sud-

denly veered to north^ continuing with unabated vigour

until midnight of 18th ; in an instant a perfect calm en-

sued icsr one hour; then quick as thought the hurricane

sprung up, with tremendous force from south-west^ not

aprain shifting from that point. No swell whatever pre-

ceded the convulsion. The barometer gave every notice
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of the coming gale for many previous hours. Two days

antecedent the weather b^uti^j serene, but oppres-

sively hot, with light shifting airs ; barometer during

that time standing at 'set-fair/ during the gale as low

as almost to be i?irisible^ in the tube, above the frame-

work di the instrument. The force subsided at midnight,

August 19; the sea tremendous, and rising in every

direction ; from the force of wind—no tops to the waves,

being dispersed in one sheet of tvhrfe foam ; the decks

tenanted by many sea-birds, in an exhausted state, seek-

ing shelter in the vessel:— impossible to discern, even

during the day, anything at fifty jwds* distance; the

wind representing numberless voices, elevated to the

shrillest tone of screanimg;—but few flashes of lightning,

and those in the SW. A very heavy sea continued for

some days after.

In the log of the Rawlins, on August 20, A.H., there

is this remarkable expression, after saying—
' The wind and sea much abated.—A dismal appear-

ance to the 7iorth-west.^ Tliiswas tlie direction in which

the centre of the storm had moved.

Witton Castle, Canney, Jamaica to London, ex-

perienced a tremendous gide August 21, in lat. 40%
long. 70°.

Catherine, Potter, arrived at Greenock, September 11,

from Grenada, having experienced the tail of a hurri-

cane 22nd and 23rd ultimo, in lat. 39% long. 5S^
Columbus, Burgess, from Pl}Tiiouth to Turk Island,

exixjrienced a gale August 21, lat. 37°, long. 71**.

Dunlop, Gifney, Campeachy to Liverpool, in a gale on

August 24, lat. ^^^ long. 76^

Cicero, Watts, at Baltimore, from Jamuca, in a gale,

Au^ubt 1'^, lat. 32°, long. 76°.
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Margaret, Marson, for Martimque, in a hurricane

August 14, lat. 21^ long.

The Duke of Manchester and another vessel, the

Palambain, were to the S. of the two first hun'icanes,

but tliey were in the heart of the third one, and

the Palambam foundered. When last seen she was
under a dose-reefed topsail, near the centre of the storm.

An extraordinarily black squall mentioned in their

narrative, was described as the most appalling sight ever

witnessed on the ocean.

The Victoria, Dunn, from Lunenhurg to Dominica,

was upset and dismasted in a hurricane, on August 24,

1837, in lat. 33°, long. 58°,— and abandoned on Sep-

tember 12.

The barque Clydesdale, from Barl^adoes and Antigua,

encountered a severehurricane ten miles N. of Barfaadoes,

on July 26, 1837. On August 24, encountered a

hurncanc more severe than the former, in lat. 32° 30',

long. 59° 30', in which the vessel was liove on her beam
ends, and remained in that position iov two hours. She

righted after the whole of her top-gallant masts and
rigging had been cut away. On August 28, 1887, lat.

30° 2r, about noon, it came on to blow fresh breezes

from the ESE., accompanied ^vith a heavy confused

swell. At 4 P.M. sent down royal yards:— at

midnight atmosphere dark, and wind icuth-east. Close-

reefed at 5 A.M. on the 24th ; took in all sail; at noon

blew a complete Imrricane; ship lying over very low,

sea washing over; at 4 p.m. top-gallimt masts and

yards cut away to save the vessel; at midnight gale

moderated. At .4 a.m. of the 25th kept away; at 8
moderate, but still a confused swell.

The greater storm hud passed over the same part of the
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ocean on August 22, where the Castries was lying-to on

the 24th and 25th, at which last date that greater storm

was beyond the place of the Wanstead. Here therefore

we have an explanation of the x'ariable Tvinds ; for the

great stonn would cause a westerly gale on the 22nd,

over the same part of the ocean, where the smaller storm,

coming firom the S. (and bringing up the Castries

along with it in the right hand semicircle), changed the

\dnd to east,*

A hurricane swept over the town of Apolachicola^

August 31, 1837, and half destroyed it. Nearly every

house was unroofed; a number of the upper stories were

blown down, and many houses levelled. The storm com-

menced on the afternoon of August 30, but was not severe

until 4 A.M. on the morning of the 31st, when it became

very violent until 7 r.M. The wind was from the south-

east to north.

This terrible tempest completely destroyed the town

of St. Mark. The liglitliouse was almost the only build-

ing left standing, yet the to>vu of St. Joseph suffered

very little in the gale.

At St. Mark it commenced about sunnse on the moni"

ing of August 81, 1837, the wmd being from north-east.

At 8 A.M. the wind was N., and it had increased in

violen(;e. Only one wharf has been left standing. At the

lighthouse the sea rose eight feet higher than usual.

At Pensacola there was no wind* The schooner Lady
Washington was becalmed at the same lime at Key West.

The wind was off shore at the time of the stonn, which

makes it difficult to account for the high tide ; but it is

supposed, while the north-east wind was blowing on shore^

* Surely Sir WiUiam Eoid implied, or intended to advert io,vmyu^

(•hiftiogi Teexiogi or backixig) winda.—B. F.
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a south-easter prevailed at sea. This is frequently the case^

and invariably produces a /i/(/h tide.

Another storm coinineiiced about the middle of the

night (of August 31), and at 10 AM, next moTning

was blowing with violence from the narth-uoest. It con-

tinued with increased violence until noon, when the wind
veered to about west. At 2 o'clock, was still blowing

a severe gale.

The ship Florence experienced a severe hurricane on

September 2, 1857, fifty miles £S£. of Gape Hatteras.

It commenced blowing at east-narth-easty and veered

roiuid the compass.

The Danish brig Maria, on September 2, in lat. 36** 6',

long. 73° 40', was scudding in a gale from the south.

The brig Stranger, on September 2, £x>m Port Plata

(in St. Domingo) to Philadelphia, experienced a severe

gale from south, changing suddenly to north.
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CHAPTER XX

Hurricanes in Pacific— At Mauritius— In tlio Tndlan Ocean— Bay

of Benp-al— China Sea— Typhoons— lioyol Chftrt<>r Storm—l*re-

TiousOccurronees in Apparent liclation—Seasons—Auroras— Elec-,

trie Incidents— rriucipiil Facts— Meteors and Contemporary

GalM— Similarily to Hurricanesy or Cjclones^ in other Ooeaai.

It may be useful to notice two or three instances of

severe stonus in tlie southern liemispliere, by way of

caution to inexjx^rienced voyagers, especially in the

so-called Pacific Ocean.

Mr. Williams, the well known missionary martyr,

witnessed a hurricane at Rarotonga, one of the Hervey

Islands (19° S. lat., 160° W. long.), Dec. 21 and 22,

1831:—
The vessel belonging to the missionaries was at the

time haided up on shore to be lengthened. By Mr.

Williams's account, it appears that a Aground swell' pre-

ceded the * coming tempest/ and the sea Avas I'aised so

high tliat his vessel was carried some distance inland

from the shore. When the east end of their chapel was
blown in, we may conclude that the wind was easterly,

and it is stated that tlie gale ended in the west.

The morning of December 21 Mr. Williams received

information that a very heavy sea was roUing into the

harbour, and if it increased (of which there was every

probability) the vessel must sustain damiige. lie set out

for Avarua, and was alarmed, on arriving, by the
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threatening appearance of the atmosphere, and agitated

state of the ocean. He instantly ein[)loy(.'d natives to

carry stones, and raise a sort of breakwater round the

vessel. One end of the chain cable was then fiustened

to the ship, and the other attached to the main post of

their large school-honse, which stood on a bank ten feet

high, forty or fifty yards from the sea ; and having

removed all the timber and ship's stores to wliat he con-

ceived a place of safety, and taken every precaution to

secure the ship and properly from the coming tempest,

he returned to Ngatangiia. As he was leaving Avarua,

he saw a heavy sea rolling in lift the vessel several feet
;

she fell again, however, to her place gently. Next day

(Sunday) was one of gloom and distress ; the wind

blew most ftiriously, and nun descended in torrents from

morning to night. Nevertheless tiiey held tiieir re-

ligious services as usual. Toward evening the stonn

increased; trees were rent and houses began to fall:

among the latter was a large shed used as a temporary

school-house, which buried their best boat in its ruins.

About 9 P.M. notice came that the sea had risen to an

alarming height; that the vessel had been thumping all

day on the stones; and that at G, the roof which covered

her was blo^vn down and washed away: to complete

the evil tidings, the messenger told them the sea had

gone over the bank, and reached the school-house, which

contained the rigging, copi)ers, and stores of their ves-

sel ; and that if it continued, ail the settlement would

be endangered.

As the distance was eight miles, the night terrifically

dark, and the ndn pouring down like a deluge, Mr.

Williams determined to wait till morning.

Before daylight he set out for Avarua ; and in order to

avoid walking knee-deep in water all the way, and to
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escape the &lling limbs of trees which were h&ng torn

with violence firom their trunks, he attempted to take the

sea-side path ; but the wind and rain were so violent, he

found it impossible to make any progress. He was

obliged to take the inland road; and by watching

opportunities, and running between the £BlIing trees,

escaped without injury. Half-way he was met by some
of his workmen, who informed him that the sea had
risen to a great height, and swe[)t away the store-house

with its contents. The vessel was driven in against the

bank, upon which she was lifted with every wave, and
fell off again when it receded. On reaching the settle-

ment, it presented a scene of fearful desolation : its

beautiful groves, broad pathway, and neat white

cottages, were one mass of ruins, among which scarcely

a house or tree was standing. The poor women were

running wildly with their children, seeking a place of

shelter, and the men dragging thdr- property from the

ruins of the prostnited houses. . . . On reaching the

chapel, he was rejoiced to see it standing
;
but, as he

was passing, a resistless gust burst in the eofit end, and
proved the premonitory symptom of its destruction.

The new school-house was lying in ruins by its side;

Mr. Buzacott's excellent house, whicli stood on a stone

foundation, was unroofed and rent: the inmates had
fled.

Shortly after his arrival a heavy sea burst in witii de-

vastating vengeance, and tore away the foundation of

the cha|)cl, which fell with a frightful crash. The same
wave rolled on tiU it dashed on Mr. Buzacott's already

mutilated house, and laid it prostrate with the ground.
The Chiefs wife had conducted Mrs. Buzacott to her
habitation; but shortly after they reached it the sea

dashed against it, and the wind tore off the roo^ so
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that they were obliged to take reftige in the mountaiiis.

They waded nearly a mile through water, in some places

several feet deep, to reach a temj)orary shelter, and

found that a huge tree had fallen and crushed the hut.

Again they pursued their way, and found a hut standing,

crowded with women and children taking refuge, where

they were however gladly welcomed.

The rain was still descending in deluging torrents;

the angry lightnuig was darting its fiery streams along

the dense black clouds, which shrouded us in their gloom.

The thunder, deep and loud, rolled and pealed through

the heavens, and the whole island trembled to its very

centre as the infuriated billows burst upon its shores

The crisis had arrived— this was the hour of ou

greatest anxiety; but * man's extremity is God's oppor-

tunity.' Never was this sentence more signally illus-

trated than at this moment— the wind shifted suddenly

a few points to the wesf^ which was a signal to the sea

to cease its ravages, and retire within its wonted limits.

The storm was hushed ; the lowering clouds began to

disperse; and the sun, as a prisoner, burst forth from

its dark dungeon and smiled upon us. • • • •

As soon as possible I sent a messenger to obtain sonic

information respecting my poor vessel, expecting she

had been shivered to a thousand pieces; but, to our

astonishment, he returned with the intelligence, that

although the bank, the schoolhouse, and the vessel, were

all washed away together, the latter had been carried

over a swamp and lodged among a grove of large

chesnut trees, several hundred yards inland, and yet

appeared to have sustained no injury whatever. As
soon as practicable I went myself, and was truly gra-

tified at finding that the re])ort was correct, and tiiat

the trees had stopped her wild progress; otherwise she
u
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would have driven several hundred yards £Eu:ther, and

have sunk in a bog.

One among many very remarkable storms in the south-

western part of the Indian Ocean may be here mentioned.

On February 28 and March 1, 1818, the Magicienne

frifi^iite was lyin^^ at Mauritkis, moored in the harbour

of Port Louis : and on that occasion, this frigate and

forty other vessels went on shore, or were sunk ; tlie

American brig Jason being the only vessel out of

forty-one that rode out this storm— which was felt at

Bourbon Isle, thoufrh not so severely as at ^lauritius.

In the accounts ^avcu of it, wc fiiul that, a.>i was ob-

served at r>arbadocs in 1831, ''the rain tasted salt;^

and it is added, that next day, * the rivers ran with

brackish water*
* Ottrttgan i Mgnrioe

:

'dtt 28 F^Trier au mm, an 1 llan^ ISia

* Les signes auzquel on reoonniut & Maurice I'approche des

grandes tempdtes n*ont point annono^ celle-ci. Dans les jours

pr^c^ens le mercure des barom^tres de la ville ^tait deecendu

deux fois au dessous de 28 pouces (29*8 English), mais le 28

Fevrier, il avait repris son niveau ordinaire. Seulenieut dans

rapres-niidi, le vent se mit a souffler par rafalles variant de

Test-sud-est au sud-est et au Hud-sud-est. T.a force des fjrains

aii^pnenta prn^^ressiv eiaent jusques a la imit et cependaut pen de

persoimes coiifurent des inquietudes. Piusieurs fois dans cette

saison, des menaces da tenipeti-.s plus caracterisees n'avaient

eu aucun resultat facheux. Aussi les marins du porty et les

habitans des campagnes n^ligdrent-ils egalement les precau-

tions que Ton prend d^ordinaire lorsqu'on cmnt un coup de
vent. Feu de navires renforc^nt leurs amarres ; aucun habi-

tant ne songea k couper les tiges des maniocs pour en sauver

les racines* La nuit survint et Touragan commen^a ses ravagef*.

La force du vent toujours croisBante, et la descente rapide du
mercure diiiis le barometre, ne laissereut plus de doute sur le

fieau dont on allait eprouver les terribles effets.
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* Jusques au milieu do la nuit les vents soiiffl^rent du md-
eud-rsfy au Slid ayec une extreme violence. Vers une heure

aprds minuit, ils commeno^rent ^ taumer vers Vesti au point

du jour, ils ^taient au nord^Tiordrtsl et au nordi le mercure

^iait desoendu k 26 pouces 4 lignes (28*00 English), hauteur

r^uite & celle du niveau de la mer. Jamais on ne Pavait vu

aussi has. Plusieurs peraonnes crurent que leurs barom^tres

etaient d^ranjife, celles qui ne pouvaient se m^prendre sur la

cause (le cettc ik'pression, s'attriHlaient a une grande catastioplie.

Heureusement pour la coluuie que cet etat de Tatniospliere,

n'eut qu'une courte dun'e. En efFet (tn peut juger, par le uial

qu'a fait Touragau, de celui qu'il aurait produit si sji violence,

telle qu'elle etait, de 4 heures ^ a 6 heures du matLu, se fut

prolongee de quelques heures. En passant au nord-miestf le

vent se calma assez promptement ; le raercure remonta avec

toute la rapidity qu'il avalt mise & desoendre, et dans le joum^
mSme du premier Mars, on parvint k commnniquer avec la

plupart des vaisseaux ^hou^ dans la rade, et Ton put 8*occuper

de porter quelque remMe aux aocidens causes par la tempete,

4 ceuz du moinsqui en etaient 8Uh<( ( pi d)les.

*0n a observe le lendemain du coup de vent ([tie lea eaux

ardlent ]i<trtout ini (joitt saiimatre. La plaie^ jjciida)U sa

dui'r*', araif t:Ui'-iit>'ii}«; une sdrcur f rrs-sdlt'c.

* La salle de Bpet tacle est un tres-giand (/difice. Sa forme

est celle d'un T dout la tete est un avant-corps consid(^*rable,

puisque La partie posterieure, formant la queue du T, a seule 53

pieds de laigeur sur 82 de long. Si cet difice eut ete brise par

la tempSte on aurait pu attribuer cet ^v^nement 4 la mani^re

dont 11 Stait construit; mais, ce qiu est drpeine croyable, cet

immense arridre-corps de 34 pieds et surmont^ d'un comble en

charpente, li6 en outre avec I'avant-corps qui forme la facade, a

cependant chased de prte de cinq pieds sur son soubassement.

Quelle force prodiijieuse que celle qui a pu produire, le deplace-

ment horizontal irune telle masse I son renversenient eut t'tt' uu

phenomene ordinaire; sa translation, si i'ou peut employer ce

terme, ne se con(;()it pas.

* Toutes les maisous couvertes en bardeaux (shnn/les) et c'e.st

la presque totality de celles de la colonie> out etc iuondees in-

V 2
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terieuremeut par la pluie. On n'imagine point la violence et

TaboDdance avec laquelle elle eat laiicee horizoutalement pen-

dant nos tempdtea. Alors les couvertures imbriqute sont

inutiles et dangereuses m6me car elles donnent an vent line

grande prise^ et contribuent k la destniotion des Edifices. Si

rouzagan eut dur^ jusques k midi aeulement avec la m^me-foroe

la ville n*eut M qu*an mon9eiba de ruinea. V^jk, an moment
cih il a oessd beancoup be belles mabouB, intactes en appaience,

^tai^nt entam^es par le toft Gelles qui n*anraient pas 4ib6 ren-

versees, cusseut etc einportt'es pi^ce a pi^e.

'Les maisons coiivertes en terrasses ou arganiasses, a la

mani^re de I'lnde, ont resistt' a la tempete, v.t on y a ete a

Tabri de la pluie. Mais aucune sorte do couvcrture n'a mieiix

soutenu cette epreuve decisive que celle construite suivant le

pzoo^e de M. Chaiz, c'eet-a-dire en briques unies par un cimeiU

rSsmeattx de 9a eompoaition.

'Les coavertures en ardoiaea ont ^t^ enlev^ La plupart

de oelles en cnivre et en fei^blano ont M enlev^te aussi, et

Dependant les toits de cette demi^ sorte ont sur les bardeaux

I'ayantage inappreciable de ne point donner de goutti^res et d'etre

facile k r^fMurer. Le mal est venu de ce qu*on n*avait pris pas

les moyens convenables pour les fixer sur le lattis des combles.

'Autrefois les liabitans aises constnii.'^aient iiue petite iiiais(»u

ser^'ant liabituellenient ile dependance, inais destiiiee surtout ;i

leur servir de refuge pendant les coups de vent. Quoicpril soit

probable (pi'un fleau pared a celui du 1 ^Nlars, ne se reproduira

pas de lougteinps, on ferait bien de revenir & cette sage pr^
caution. Un petit pavilion en pierre soigneusement bati, peu

^leve sur le sol^ et couyert d'un toit plat ^troitement li^ & la

magonnerie^ ne coute pas beaucoup plus, que constmit k la

manite ordinaire, et il a le double avantage d*une durfe in-

d^finie, et d'etre un lieu de surety pour les fitmilles, lorsque

Pouragan se d^daie.'

Extract from tbe Log of H.M.S. Magideime, Mau-
ritius, February 28, 1818:*—

* Written by the pteeent Adminl Geoige EvaDt.
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* Maicli 1, 1818.— Wind SSE.; a.m. 2.10 strong gale, heavy

squalls, and rain, 1 (lowing excessively hard; the best bower

bent to a niooriiig-nnchor
; ship driving? slowly; got the spars

out of the rigging; SE. at 2.40 a miTcliaut ship drove athwart

Ufl, and carried away the jib and flylug-jib-boom, with gear,

then went dear and upset ; at 3 a schooner drove athwart us,

remained some time, and then drove on shore; at 4 blowing a

complete hurricane, ship still driving; drove on board the

Prince Regent^ merchant ship ; carried away the ensign staff,

and cut the stem down to the cabin windows ; carried away her

jib-boom, and sprung her bowsprit; jolly-boat swamped and

went down; the barge went adrift, and stove her broadside in

with the Prince Regent's anchor; made fast a cable to the

careening hulk ; ship agroiiud, heeling very much to port; KSE.

at .3 a brig drove atliwart us; carried away her mainni;\i?t, and

^vent on shore; daylight, liurrii-ane still unabated ; <jbserved all

the ships in harbour (except the American brig Jason
), forty-

one in number, were either on shore or sunk ; found the main

and mizen channels shifted with the violence of the wind, and

the bammock-cloths, rails, and boards blown away ; at 6 parted

the sheet cable; the hulk parted her mooring-chains, and we
drove on shore at the point of the entrance to the fort ; NE.
ship heeling very much to starboard ; sounded round the ship^

and found 10 feet of water from the fore to the main chains,

17 feet under the stem, and 18 feet under the ^larboard bow;

at 8 a hard gale with heavy squalls and rain ; issued a gill of

spirits to ship's company ; at 9 more moderate ;
noon, strong

wind and squally; found as the weather moderated the icnier

sJioali'd fast : under starboard fore-chains only 7 feet, a-stern

14, and on the larboard ))ow 15 feet; NE. between 2 and 3 p.m.

fresh gale and squally with rain ; at 4 fr^sh breeze and rainy

weather; attempted to heave the ship off by the single bower,

fiist to mooring-anchor ; at 4.30 found anchor coming home

;

£N£. at 7 and 8 fresh breese, and cloudy weather ; easterly at

10.30 ; midnight moderate with rain.*

Extract from the Asiatic Journal:—The frigate Ma-

gicienne, Captain Purvis, is on shore, and many houses
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of the town are in ruins. On the plantations the build-

iiies have siifforod as much as tlio fieUls: many planters

have lost tlieir all, and the distress is general. The

barometer sunk lower than ever was known, and most

of those who observed it were imable to account for the

notice it gave in so extraordinary a manner.

It npjjcars that the most violent blast was from the

north-east, but with a force veiy unequal, as we could

see small vessels withstand it, whilst others of the

greatest strength were destroyed at a small distance

from them.

Many persons observed that iJir rain iraf( r //vr.*? snif;

and on the day after the storm the water which flows

near the town was found brackish.

The Magicienne sufTered greatly while on this station

from the effects of hurricanes ; she experienced two

storms in ISID, thouirh less severe than those in 1818.

The first one, like that of the ])re\ ious year, began

with the wind at SSE. and ended with the wind about

NW.
In a hurricane on February 23, 1824, at Mauritius,

upwards of thirty vessels were wrecked.

The following remarks relate to the manner in which

the wind appears to blow in veins differinpf in degrees

of strenirth :— II jiarait qu'une trombe, on tourl)ill()n

(de ccux qui ont liiit domier aux ouragans le nom de

iyphon), a parcouru une lignc sur laquelle se sont

trouv^es plusieurs maisons du Champ-de-Lort, et par-

ticuli^rement le College Royal.

CVst contrc ce terrible phrnomen(\ fju'il faut se

precautionner dans les ouragans: aussi n'est il pas pru-

dent en ]):ireil cas, de demeurer dans les maisons <Slcv6es;

dans celles surtout qui sont pos^s sur de hauts soubasse-
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mens en pierre formant le rez-de-cliauss^e. C'est tres

mal riiisoiincr que de dire, qii'une maison a rcsiste a tel

oiirjigan ou a tel autre. EUe ne s^est pas trouvde sur •

le chemin dun tourbUloUj yoila ce qui Fa preserve.

Tdle est aussi la cause d'un fait observe dans tous les

ourapfaiis, celui de la preservation d*une maison tombante

de vetuste, ('•troite, elevee, qui u'cst pas mOuie cbraulee

a peu de distance d'un Edifice ueutj qui est renvers^ oa

mis en pi^es.

La m^t^ToIogie est encore dans son en&nce. Tout-

ce-que nous savons c'est que, dans ce qu'on appelle les

mauvais tenis, la pesanteur dt s colunnes atniosplieriques

decroit plus ou moius; inais k s proportions entre ce

ddcroissement, et Faction de Fair k la sur&ce de notre

planete, demeureront probablement longtemps ignor^es.

Prol)a]jl(.'Uient aussi ce n'est pas nous qui verrous con-

struire raneniometi*e capable de niesurer la force acquise

par Fair, lorsqu'il riduit en Jilamens, et qu'il tord comme
un cordage le tnmc d'un arbre vigoureux, ou qu'il fait

toumer sur sa base, une ddifice en pierre comme la

Maison Laflai'irue. Aussi les diverses denominations

dounees rccennnent aux differens de^p'es de la tenipete,

en raison de Fespace que le vent ])arcourt dans une

seconde, nous semblent elles fort insignificantes. C'est

le tort de beaucoup de savans. lis ont la fureur de

rc^'duire ])reniaturenient en theories certains ])oints des

sciences naturelles, sur lesquelles on est enticrement

d^pourvu de faits suffisanunent observes.

The Commandant of the Island of Bourbon wrote

relative to a hurricane of Fehruarv 23, 1824:— Nous

avons ressenti a Bourbon, le contre coup de votre tem-

p^te. II est a remarquer, que le 22 F^vrier, nous

eiimes aussi des apparences de mauvais terns; qui s'ac-
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cru^rent jusqu'au lendemain, au point de me determiner

k donner le signal d'nppareillage k nos batimens. Mais

ces deux jours, les vents restcreiit a Vest et au sud-est

ils s'appaisc'i'eiit dans la journee menie du 23. Le
lendemain le terns fut magnifi(jne, et se maiutint en cet

<^tat, jusque dans Tapr^s midi du 25, que le vent s^tant

ddcko^ au nord, amena des nuages, et une simple appa-

rence de pluie. L'indication barom^trique, n'^tait

nuUcment defavorable. Par nialhcur les batimens

etoient revenues sur la rade; dans la uuit la mcr
dcvint affreuse, et contribua surtout, a en pousser nenf

d'entre eux, sur la c6te. Le vent souffla alternative-

ment du nord, et du nord-ouest ; mab sans une extreme

violence. Le baromctre etoit descendu alors a 27*7

(or 28-2 English).

Among records of storms in south latitude, two^ very

disastrous in their consequences, left a deep impression

on the minds of many persons, from the L^reat loss of life

OS well as property tluy occasioned. These w(u-e tiie

storms of 1808 and 1809, encountered by the fleets of

the East India Company, under convoyofH.M.S. Albion,

Captain John Farrer, and of the Culloden, with the flag

of Rear-Admiral Sir Edward Pellew, the first Lord
Exmouth. The East India Company's sliii)s Glory,

Lord Nelson, and Experiment, foundered in the storm

of 1808* The Lady Jane Dundas, Jane Duchess of
Gordon, the Calcutta, and the Ben^ral, with H.M. bri«r of

war Harrier, foundered in the hurricane of the year
1809.

The Jane Duchess of Gordon was last seen on the 14th,

by the Inglis, with her fore and main-topsails dose-reefed

and set : it was then blowin*^ a storm, and she lost sight

of her at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
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The Lady Jane Dundas was also last seen that day,

with close-reefed fore and main-topsails set.

Each ship had on l)Oiird Iroiu 5,000 to 7,000 l)ags of

saltpetre ; and in hurricanes, when water gets into a sliip's

hold, such cargoes as saltpetre and sugar are well known

to melt; the trim of a vessel becoming deranged. She

is, consequently, in danger of oversetting. In the

Calypso and ILM.S. Rnleiorh we have instances of ships

blowing over when under bare poles.

The orders of the Dutch East India Company would

appear to have had reference to ships encountering

rotatory gales. When the wind, at SE. or ESE., shifted

to north-eastward, the Dutch commanders were direeted

to take in the main-sail, ii' lightning aj)peared in the

NW. quarter, they were to wear and shorten sail. In

the first case, they expected a hard gale at NW. ; and if

lightning was seen in that direction, they thought the

gale would commence by a sudden shift or wliirlwind,

which might be iktal to a sliip taken aback.

In a succession of hurricanes on March 6, 7, and 8,

1836, the barometer at Mauritius ranged through one

inch and seven-tenths.

Typhoons in the China Sea correspond, in their ex-

traordinary violence and gyrations, to West India

hurricanes, and the worst of North Atlantic cyclones.

That in which H.M.S. Camilla was lost, exactly re-

sembled the storm at St. Kilda—^and both happened in

the same month—October 18G0.

In 1835, H.M.S. Kaleigh sailed from Macao. Tlie

barometer (in a typhoon) fell to 28*20, soon after which

the shi}) upset. The crew were on that vessel's broad-

side, while * keel out,' twenty minutes.

In the Bay of Bengal, during a hurricane in October

1832, the London^s barometer iell about two iticlies, and

was recorded tX 27*8 inches.
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In the various works, already mentioned, are such

numerous and striking instances of great storms and

their results, that a reader who wislies for ample infoi*-

mation should do their authors the justice of attentive

perusal.

JSritish Storm.

It is well known tliat no } ear passes in wliich the

British islands are not visited by storms, and that they

vary, in degree of force, from what is usually called a

gale, to a hurricane almost irresistible in violence. Only

of late years, however, has it been supposed, and but

recently proved, that nearly all, if not indeed the whoh'

of these remarkable tempests, by which such exeessive

injury has been done, have been so much alike in cha-

racter, and have been preceded by such similar warn-

ings, as to warrant our reasoning inductively from

their well-ascertained facts, and tlience deducing laws.

Every one looks back to some extraordinary storms as

exceeding all others in a lifetime; but a tempest that is

sevei ely felt in one part of a country is not always ex-

tensive, it is usually the reverse, more or less limited in

area, varying in range, direction, and force. It would

be inexpedient to refer to many of even the most devas-

tating tempests in much detail; therefore we propocfe to

allude only to a few, and glance but summarily over

their most marked features.

The first stoi-m to which we would adveii; is that so well

and so fully described by De Foe, 1703.* He calls it

^the greatest^ the longest in duration, the widest in

extent of all the tempests and storms that history gives

any account of since the beguming of time.' *Our

* The 'Stonn/ 1704. A most strikiiig collection of the then leooided

tempestB in England, MMf to haTe been written hy De Foe.
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l)arome1ers,' he cdiitiiuies, ' hifonncd us that the night

would be vcr\' tempestuous j the mercury .sank lower

than ever I liad observed it on any occasion
;

' it fell to

28*47.* This storm began at south and veered

through the west towards the north, round to the

south, and continued (eliiefly Ixtween SW. and !NW.)

with more or less strength, tor a whole week

!

Very remarkable it is that not only did De Foe sup-

pose this storm began near the southern coast of North

America, but tliat it traversed Enghmd, Denmark, tlio

Baltic, and lost itself in the Arctic regions. He recurs

afterwards to its shifting from SW. to NW., and

coming from the west like other storms in the south of

Eufjland^ but docs not advert to any corresponch'n/^

north-easterly Avind, nor had he evidently any idea of a

rotatory or circulating atmosj^heric current. Probably,

accounts from the north of England were less inquired

for then : it is noted, however, that the north of Eng*

land escaped the violence of that storm, which seems to

have been one of a suecession of eveloiies.

Among other storms, two alone will probably suffice

as types. The Royal Charter gale, so remarkable in its

features, and so complete in its illustrations, we may say

(from the fact of its liaving been noted at so many parts

of our coast, and because the stonn passed over the

middle of the country), is one of the veiy best to examine

which has occurred for some length of time. It com-

menced on October 25, in 1859. The lowest baro*

meter and a corres])onding or sinudtaneous central lull

prevailed over areas of from ten to twenty miles across

* In the Orkneys, Mr. Clouston has recorded 27*45. Perhape De Foe*g

mercury conld not fill more for want of t^pace in the dstem, a defect

oommoD in the earlier buometen, and not unknown now occasionally.
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succesavcly . But at the time that tliis comparatiye lull

existed, there were violent "winds around the centrical

space (by some called a vortex, but which can hardly ])e

thus appropriately termed, because there was no central

disturbance), while there were only yariable winds, or

calms, with rain, in the middle of the area. The wind

attained a maximum velocity of from sixty to one hun-

dred miles an liour, at a distance of twenty to fifty miles

from the middle of this comparatively quiet space, and

in successive spiral eddyings seemed to cross England

toward the N£., the wind blowing from all points of the

compass consecutively around the lull ; so that while at

Anglesea the storm came from the NNE., in the Irish

Channel it was northerly, and on tlic E. of Ireland it

was from the NW. ; in the Straits of Dover it was from

the SW. ; and on the east coast it was easterly— all at

the same minute*

Thus there was an apparent circulation, or cyclonic

commotion, passing northward, from the 25th to the

27th, being two complete days from its first appearance

in the Channel; while outside of this circuit the wind
became less and less violent; and it is very remarkable

that, even so near as on the westcoaist of Ireland, there

was fine weather, with light breezes, while in the Bristol

Channel it blew a northerly and westerly gale. At
Galway and at Limerick, on that occasion, there were

moderate breezes only, while over England the wind was

passing in a tempest, blo\ving from all points of the

compass, in irregular succession, around a central

variable area.

As it is the NW. half (from NE. to SW., true),

which seems to be prhicijjally iniluenced by the cold,

* 3ee Diagrams xiL and it"T,
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dry, heavy, and positively electrified polar current;

and the SE. half of the cyclone that apparently shows

effects of tropical air

—

(ivdnn^ molsf^ Jiijht^ and jicf/a-

tivehj or less sensibly electrified), places over whicli one

half of a cyclone passes are aiiected differently from

others over which the other part of the very same atmo-

spheric eddy passes, the sweep itself being caused by the

nicetinf^ of very extensive bodies of atin(»s|iliere moving

in nearly, but not exactly, opposite directions, otic of

which gradually overpowers, or combines with the other.

On the poW side of a cyclone, continually supplied

from that side, the sensible effects are chilling, drying

U]), and clcarinir the air— with a rising baronieter and

idling thermometer; wliile on the tropical (or equatorial)

side, overpowering quantities of warm, moist air, rush-

ing from comparatively inexhaustible supplies, push

toward the N£. as long as their impetus lasts, and are

successively cliilled, dried, and interniiuglod with the

conflicting polar currents,*

Another storm that occurred a few days after was

similar In its nature, though it came from a slightly

different direction. This one was on the 1st and 2nd
of November, and its character was in most respects

like that just mentioned. Its centre came more from

the westward, passed across the north of Ireland, the

Isle of Man, and the north of England; then went

over the North Sea toward Denmark.

The general elfect of these stonns was felt unequjdly

on our islands, and less inland than on the coasts.

Lord Wrottesley has shown, by the anemometer at his

observatoiy in Staffordshire, that wind is diminished

or check( (I by its passage over land. The mountain

ranges oi \\ ales and Scotland, lising two to four

* See Diagram Tn.
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thousand fleet above the ocean level, must liave great

power to alter the direction, and probably the velocity

of wind, independently of alterations caused by changes

of temperature (and Wrottesley trees show their shelter

by Waks).

^ ery remarkable were the similarities of the storms

of the 1st and 2nd of November— the 25th and 26th

of October— the series of storms investigated by Dr.

Lloyd during ten years; and the observations of ^Ir.

William Stevenson in Berwick.^hire.* There is no dis-

crepancy l)etwecn the results of ten years' investigation

published by Dr. Lloyd in ^ Transactions of the Royal

Irish Academy/ the ^ree years' enquiries published 1)}-

Mr. AV. Stevenson, and other investigations whieli have

been brought together during the last few years. They

all tell tlie siune story. Gales from the S. and W. are

followed by dangerous storms from the N. and £. ; and

those from the N. and E. do most damage on our coasts.

By tracing the fiicts it is shown that storms which c()nie

from the W. and S. come on gradually ; but that those

from the N. and E. hcgin suddenly, and often with

extraordinary force. The barometer, with these north-

eastern storms, does not give direct warning upon this

coast, because it nmges higher than with tlie wind from

the opposite quarter. But though the barometer does

not give much in di ration of a NE. storm, the thermo-

meter does; and the known average temperature of

every morning in the year affords the means (from the

temperature l)eing much above or below the average of

the time of the year) of knowing, by compai'isons,

whether the wind will be northerly or southerly (thanks

* Ou the Stonud which pass over the British Isles^ 18^
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to Mr. Glaisher's cleductions from more than eighty

years' Greenwich observations).*

For a few days Before the ' Royal Charter Gale ' came
on, the thermometer was exceedingly low in most parts

of the country : there were northerly winds in some

places ; also a good deal of snow; with low barometers.

There had been a great deal of exceedingly dry and hot

weather previously, which made the sadden change to

• unusually cold weather, with snow, more remarkable (for

the season). In tlie north of Ireland, especially, at that

time, thermometers were very low (on the '2'2nd and

23rd of October). Many days preceding the storm

an extraordinary clearness in the atmosphere was
noticed in the north of Ireland— the mountains of

Scotland were never seen more prominently than they

were in the few days preceding tliose on which it took

place. The summer had been remarkable for its

warmth; it was exceedingly dry and hot. All over the

world, not only in the Arctic but in the Antarctic

regions, in Australia, South America, in the West
Indies, Bermuda, and elsewhere, auroras and meteors

had been unusually prevalent, and they were more
remarkable in their features and appearances than had

been noticed for many years. There were also extra-

ordinary disturbances of the currents along telegraphic

wires, which were so disturbed at times that it was

evident there were great electric or magnetic commo-
tions in the atmos[)here which could then be traced to

no apparent cause. Perhaps these electric distur-

bances were connected with a peculiar action of the sun

upon our atmosphere. Certainly electric wires above

ground, and also submarine wires, were greatly dis-

turbed, and those disturbances were followed within a

* Electrical indicatioaa by telegraph ynm, azo alao becoming available.
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few days by great commotions in the atmosphere, and by

some remarkable change of weather.*

Instances of sin^^ular exceptions to the force of these

particular storms occurred. At some places there was

little or no wind, though much rain; the barometer

fell much, but there was no storm ; the wind apparently

circulating around those districts did not affect them,

Avhile at other places, only a few miles off, the tempest

was tremendous.

^lany other special atmospheric peculiarities were

noticed from 1857 to 1859. The summer of 1859 was

hot and dry, the two previous years were similar, and

the intervening; ^Ndnters comparatively mild. In 1858

a severe drought prevailed in x\frica, America, the West

Indies and Australia; and a mild winter followed iu

Western Europe, but without a sufficiency of ram, so

that during spring and summer of 1859, drought was

severely felt, especially in England.

Some violent local thunder-storms occurred, in sum-

mer, but not tiU September was there any important

rain&U.

In Africa, however, at this time, the rains were ex-

cessive, and the rivers swollen greatl\'; so much tliai in

even the sea entrance of the l>onny there were three

feet more water than usual, and other rivers were

* 'Moorgatc Street': London, March 28, 1800.

*Lad mOmrm wt had raj remarkable wMther. The changea an that

oecarion were preceded hy tremendoua ** magnetie atonna." Very poweiful

electric emxaita flew ahont the earth, and frequently paralyaed our drcnifa,

anhmaiiae and land«

* To-day we have had notable deflectiona, but not aeaily so atroag aa

those of last autumn.

' A.^ tlir.4)> pro])<i1)]y indlcntc a chftDgc, I have thought it would bo

iutereatiiig to ^ ou to be informed.

'C. F. Vablw.*
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fiimilarly flooded by heavy rains in the interior of the

country.*

Turning to the Arctic Regions, as on one side affect-

in;]r our temperate zone, while influenced by varying

trojiical conditions on the other, it was found that in

1860 great quantities of icebergs had accumulated on
the coasts of Grreenland, to an extent not previously

known for about thirty-six years.

f

Those masses of ice must have been moved by some

abnormal cause, perhaps by the successive heats of

1857-8 and 1859 : and such immense quantities— dis-

placed from more northerly localities, indicated an

unusual action in the arctic zone, near Iceland and
Greenland, if not around the polar region.

Some eminent men of the first authority on such

subjects, do not think that ^magnetic storms,'—or even

auroras, are directly connected with atmospheric cur*

rents, or have any special relation to storms of Avind, l)ut

there are many facts on record that seem to point toward

a different conclusion.

We have adverted to auroral exhibitions as preliminary

to those sensibly felt changes which occur subsequently,

because, whether really connected or not, their ap-

proximate ^coincidence seems to many persons at least

deserving of record. Among the more experienced

seamen who have visited many climates, an opinion

prevails that lightning, the aurora, meteors, or shooting
^

stars— are indicative of dintui-bance in the air— and

foretell wind or rain, if not both, in no long interval of

days.

But as this may he like £uth in change of weather at

the moon's quartering (a mere illusory deduction from

• From tho late Tjaird, Esq., of Liverpool.

t From Sir Leopold M'Clintock and Captain Alien Young.

X
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coincidences, many of wliich must occur within a day
or two of limits bounding only one week), it is men-
tioned now, merely with the view of inducing further

notice and information.

That lightning in high latitudes, antarctic or arctic,

is a certain indication of marked atmospheric disturb-

ance—has been proved.

Besides several auroral, and some meteoric occur-

rences observed during September and October, 1859,

the following are particulai ly woi-thy of notice, as hav-

ing been witnessed at Holyhead, and near Athlcme, the

evening of the Charter storm.

Sir "W. Snow Harris wrote fix)m Plymouth (Nov. 10,

1859),—
' My son, who is on the Holyhead works as a civil

en^neer, under Mr. Hawkshaw, observed, on the even-

ing of the late great storm, a very interesting phenome-

non, which should, I think, be noticed. Here is an

extract from liis letter:— "Since Wednesday, October

10, heavy winds NNE. to NNW., with bitter stonns

of hail, sleet, and rain. In the evenings, brilliant

lightning, with distant thunder ; Welsh hills covered

with snow. Monday, October 24, this weather seemed

breaking up; wind moderated; weather becoming mild.

Tuesday morning, 25th, preceding the gale, fine, with

sunshine; light easterly wind, with a thick dirty-looking

sky to leeward, as if workin;>: up against the wind. The
wind freshen ins: ^ little, but not wavy much ; bv and by,

during the forenoon, the sky became overcast, with a

uniform dull mass of vapour ; at 6 p.m. very heavy and
dark; breeze had freshened to a strong wind. At 7, a
strong gale from east ;

night very dark. I was then

walhmj info the tovm^ and was startled by what appeared

to he a bright ball of Jire directly over my head ; the liglU
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of it was intense ; it pierced through the heavy mass of

yaponr which obscured the heavens, and illuminated

the whole bay and land with the light of day. This

meteor lasted irom two to three seconds. Very soon

after this appearance, the wind increased to a hwrricaney

and the rain came down like a deluge."

^This was the evening and night just before the

week of the Royal Charter. When we consider that

for a week or two previous to this northern hurhcane

we have had blood-red streamers of aurora crossing the

Aj^ and other electrical exhibitions, such a phenomenon

is important, and should be recorded.

' I observed, on the 12th, at about 7 to 9 p.m., witliin

a fortnight of the storm, blood-red streamers reaching

quite across the zenith, from the western to the eastern

horizon—most magnificent.

'This is worthy of remark, as connecting electrical

action with the source of such a storm.*

* H<d7hcad Harbour Works,

'November 20,1859.

' It is with much pleasure that I send a brief account

of the occurrence of a meteor of OTeat brilliancv on tlie

evening of Tuesday, October 25, understanding! tliat a

description of the circumstances attending this pheno-

menon will be acceptable to you. I have heard of other

meteors having been seen, both in this country and on

the other side of the cliannel, at about the time of tlic

late heavy gale on October 25 and 2(i; but having

been much engaged lately, I have not been able tomake
proper enquiries respecting their appearance.

*0n Tuesday evening, October 25, at about 7.15

P.M., my attention was suddenly arrested by the a|)|)( ar-

ance, directly over head, of a bright ball of iii'e, tiie

z 2
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light of which rapidly diffused itself and illumined the

dense mass of vapour then filling the sky to such an

extent that objects for a considerable distance around

me became visible as by day. At this time it was
blowing a rather fresh gale from E., l)ut the wind now
began to increase so rapidly that by 9 p.m. a complete

hurricane was ra^ng, accompanied by a deluge of rain;

the wind continued increasing until it appeared to have

reached its climax some time between 2 and 3 a.m. of

October 26, tiyinir then into NE., soon after sunrise

going into X., and by 10 a.m. to NNW., from which

point it blew, if possible, harder than ever until 11 A.M.,

when the weather began to moderate— the wind, in the

afternoon irettini!- round to NW. For about a week,

previous to the pile, Ave liad very heavv cohl winds

varying from NNE. to NNW., attended by bitter squalls

of sleety hail, and rain, varied in the evenings by displays

of most dazzling lightning, although the thunder was
slight. On Monday, October 24, this weather seemed

to be breaking up: the day was tine, with light breezes,

and much wanner. The morning of Tuesday, 25, was

also fine, with sunshine, and a light breeze from east;

but by noon the sky was completely overcast; the wind

tlien gradually freshened, but not much until 6 P.M.,

when the sky l)ecaine very dense, and it began to blow

fresh, the night setting in pitchy dark. About an hour

from this time I observed the meteor I have mentioned.'

That this meteor may have been seen, at the same

time, in Ireland, the folluwiiig letter seems to show :—
' Dublin, NoTember 0, 1859.

^ As I understand that any information respecting the

storm of the 25th and 26th ultimo is acceptable, I beg

to oiler the following:—
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* I was at Belmullet, in the north-west part of the

county of Mayo, in October. There had been several

days of beautifully mild weather up to Wednesday, the

19th; on the 20th, there was a change in the weather

—

some cold showers, and in the evening haJl and snow

stonns, ^vith wind, of short duration. This state of

things continued getting worse, the mountains in the

nt'ifrlihourhood being covered with snow; and on Sunday

night the roads were two inches deep in snow where

they pass through the Erris mountains. On that even-

in*! I saw two balls of fire fall to the earth from one of

the snow-clouds. I left that part of the county on the

24th, Monday, and proceeded to Castlebar and Ballinrobe,

where, though there had been, as I was informed, some

snow, there was none on the ground, but the air was
very cold. On Tuesvlay, 25tli, I could perceive nothing

at all unusual in the appearmice of the weatlier, till, at

* half-past seven, when in the neighbourhood of Balli-

namar and Ballyporeen, abont, I should say, twelve or

fourteen English miles W. of Athloiie, the sky being

free from clouds, I saw, in the direction of the Pleiades,

a meteor. At first, when 1 saw it, it was about the size

of a star of the first magnitude; it advanced s^^lftly

towards me for about four or five seconds, rapidly in-

creasing in size, and appeared to be coming so straight

towards where I was that it created alarm ; the colour

was an intense white light, similar to the electric spark.

At the end of the first four or five seconds it changed

colour to a bright ruby red, and it seemed then (but of

this I could not speak positively) both to change its

course and to lose its velocity. While the red colour re-

mained was not more than one-and-a-half to two seconds.

It then burst into about, I should suppose, fifteen or

sixteen bright emerald green particles, which, after re*
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mainiiig visible for about two more seconds, disappeared

alto<?ether. 1 saw iiutiiinir more that night. 1 arrived

ut Atiiloiie about twelve o clock, and up to that |)criod

the sky was quite clear and calm, and there was not the

slightest appearance of storm. I was much astonished

to hear, on my arrival in Dublin, on the night of Wed-
nesday 2()th, of the violent storm that had tukeu place

on the coast of Wales.

* From the feet of the meteor appearing to come so di-

rectly towards me at first, I should find great difficulty

in giving a correct sketch of it. I think after it changed

its colour it seemed to have decreased in diameter, and

to have taken more the form of a current than a solid

substance. I am sure the whole duration was not more
than ten seconds, or less than seven.

' I should say the direction from where I was— some

twelve Englisii miles, as a crow would fly, west of

Athlone— was about NW. to N^'W.
^ Of course it is impossible for me to say at what

distance it was from me ; but if any other of your cor^

respondents observed it, some idea of its distance from

the earth might be amved at. It was the most beautiful

meteor I ever saw, and, with the exception of one I

witnessed in the day-time, a few years ago, in Oxford-

shii'e, which passed S. over Southampton, and I believe

the whole of France, I have never seen one so large as

it appeared toward the period of white light.

^ I could not but think that the &II of that meteor had

some connection with the storm.

* Thos. T. Cabtbb.'

Numerous other instiinces of a similar kind have been

mentioned; but none so marked and definitely recorded

have as yet reached the writer of these pages.
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Few Londoners have yet forgotten the state of the

ThuiiR's in 1859. Deficiency of water supply during

1858 and 1859, and great evaporation (often to fourteen

degrees of thermometric difference in Mason's hygro-

meter), caused a condition of its liquid excessively

disagreeable to eye and nose, if not actually pesti-

ferous.

Everywhere a want of water was felt, and this had

been of considerable duration. In August the heat

reached 92** (in places where usually summer heat is not

above 80°), and the temperature of evaporation was 78°,

by the same hygrometer.

Hail and snow in the N., clouds and rain in the S.,

prevailed before the Charter gale ; and this wintry

weather, on October 21, seems the more remarkable as

80 rapidly following very warm if not hot weather.

It happened that the late Mr. Laird, who made

several notes of this and following days, was in the N.

of Ireland, near Garron Tower, on the 21st. It was
exceedingly cold, the air remarkably transparent, and -~

the Scotch mountains so distinct that every one noticed

their extraordinary ^isibility. There was much vivid

lightning to the southward.

Writing about these same days, the lamented Captain

Boyd said,— ^ On the 19tih I was at Bel&st, oppressed

with heat, in close weather, with small rain. It waa

like a muggy May day. The next three da}s I was

travelling along the £. coast, cut to the vitals by a
piercing wind, with snow and hail squalls.'

The barometer continued to fall. Near London tluit

night the temperature was only 22'',* a degree of cold

* In Onslow Sqnazo.
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not often exceeded during a whole winter, and, on this

occasion, the more remarkable, from its sudden succes-

sion to very mild, if not warm weather.

On the 22nd there were northerly, mixed with

westerly winds— great variations of t^peratnre

—

within narrow geographic limits—and barometers still

low.

On this day a friend said his barometer had fidlen

very much, and asked what it could be for, as the weather

seemed fine. ^ We shall hear of much wind and snow
in the N. the thermometer is so low/ was replied. That

very eveniii;^ some relations arrived from Yorkshire,

whose journey had been delayed on the railway by a

very heavy fall of snow, with a strong K£. gale.

On the 23rd much mixture, or contest of air currents

was evident, the temperature beins^ even lower (only 18**

that night near London), and the bai'ometcr remaining

low, but unsteady,

The differences of temperature between the E. and W.
coasts of England were veiy remarkable on these days.

On October 24, -with a low barometer and excessive

differences of temperature (in very limited spaces), there

was not much ^vind, or horizontal movement of air

currents. The barometer was low, and almost equally

low, therefore generally expressive of an extensive *area

of depression,' a comparative vacuity, or diminution of

tension^ necessarily to be filled, or equilibrated, by

supplies, or by pressure, from other re gions. If this

were considered as an extensive, but shallow basin—
a lagoon, as it were, on a vast scale, into which two
streams were admitted from opposite directions— one

having the start of the other— their cflects and motions

might be rather analogous to the recorded movements of

the truly fiuidy however highly daatic^ air.



ORIGIN~ COirCLITSION SIS

On this day, the 24th, it blew hard alonc^ the coast of

Portugal, from the southward, but no eviduiico has been

obtained of any storm, or cyclonic commotion at that time

m the Atlajitic, to the southward or -westward of the

British Islands,—no proofofa cyclone having originated

considcral)ly to the south-westward, and having travelled

across mucli of the ocean.

It was blowing strongly, &om the northward, to the

W. of Ireland, on the same day (24th), but no ship

reported a storm on that or the previous two days.

The gale of October 25 and 26 appears to have had

its commencement near the Btiy of Biscay, and its

conclusion about Norway or the Baltic.

During the night of the 24th and in the morning of

October 25, there was no e\ idcnce of a storm movint^

towards England. During the previous days there

was a preponderance of northerly wind (polar currents)

over and near the British Islands. There was no cyclo<

nic commotion ofany kind to the westward or southward.

It is very important to mark these facts, because ideas

have prevailed that all cyclones crossing our islands have

travelled far, even across the Atlantic, from the SW.
Plausible theories, and elaborate diagrams have been

published, intended to show how cyclones had tra-

velled, not onlv across the Athuitic Ocean from near the

West Indies— but (havinir there altered their course,

or recurved) actually all the way from the coast of

Africa.^

That such storms do travel, like eddies in water, a

considerable distance, during two, three, or four days,

has been demonstrated; but any further extension of

* Bedfield's track of the storm of September IBSS, and other tndn
ihown by Sir William Bmd, in lui iiiTalttablo wodn.
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their continuous progress has not hitherto been satis-

&ctorily proved.

Consecutive storms, at the meetings of main currents

iu zones of latitude, at certain periods, have had appear-

ances of continuity. The iamiliar instance of the

Charles Heddle has so often been adduced as proof of

continuing circuitous action or gjrration, that it may
seem injudicious to doubt tlie evidence ; but knowing

how irequeutly circuits, or cyclones, succeed each other

rapidly^ and how unreliable are some of the earlier

logs of events in a storm, written after its cessation:

especially respecting directions of wind and coui'ses

steered, when waves and storm l)lasts were tlie guides,

not the oscillating compass (il* indeed that had not been

washed away, as in the Charles Heddle's case)— it does

not appear accordant to experience, and enlarged ac-

quaintance "vvith the subject, to imagine that such

atmosi)lieric eddies are, sui gmeti's^ erratic, and so con-

siderably independent as to cross a wide ocean.

At midnight of the 24th and very early on the 25th,

a ship named Alipore* was between 46^ and 47^ N. lat.,

13° and 14° W. long, crossing the Bay of Biscay, and,

therefore, to the SW. of the British Channel. She had

the barometer then at 28*98 with the wind at KNE.
(true) blowing hard. Clearly (by our diarts) there

was no storm to the westward of her. It was on the

other side, thou/i^h near. Its central part was at the en-

trance of the Channel, not far from the Land's End. The
Alipore had come from the SW. No cyclone or strong

wind had passed her from l^e southward. She met a
NE. gale. The Alipore could not have overtaken a

cyclone, supposing it moving only lifteen miles an hour

* Bolongipy to Mr. LindBay, MJP.
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to the north-eastward, bodily. Had it travelled from

fur westward, or south-westwjird, it must have over-

taken and passed that ship. Another ship, the Neikar,

passed down Channel to sea, on the day immediately

preceding the 25th. She met no storm. A ship

belon<iinix to Mr. Laird met none.* More V^mcial

'

instances could not be desired.

In the morning of the 25th, there was a strong

gale from between SW. and S£., over Portugal, Spain,

France, and England. This was a warm and very wet

wind, wliicli did not raise tlie then low barunicter. Foij,

dense clouds, or heavy rain prevailed. At this time a

northerly and cold wind was blowing in the Atlantic,

and soon it contended against the warm wet, southerly

wand, from which its chilling influence caused the pre-

cipitation or deposit of va[)()ur, in fog or rain, liotli

these winds were then blowing towai'd (afterward

around) that area of the region near, in which the

barometric depression was greatest.

At tliis time in Ireland, at Kingstown, there was a very

dense fog—so dense that (said Captain Boyd), * altliough

I fired full charges from guns on the seaward side, the

packet (for whose guidance into port I intended them),

thouirh not more th;in a mile distant, heard but a few.

The fog-bell was heard by her onhj as the fog * lifted*

for a time, when she was about half a mile from the bell.

In the afternoon it cleared to a fresh N£. wind. Not
till near midnight had we the gale, fierce and startling,

at the shi[). The tide was unusually high. The

weather had been singularly ominous and threatening

• S«e p. S19.
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8ome days; so baffling also as to perplex the oldest and
most weatherwise pilots.' *

The Channel squadron, under Admiral Elliot, not fur

from the Eddystone, had a strong SE. gale all the

earlier part of the 25th, but about three in the afternoon

the wind ceased and the sun shone, though the sea

coiitii iUL'd * towering up and breaking/ The barometer

on boai d was then 28*50. Suddenly, after less than half

an hour (the barometer having begun to rise), a blast

swept furiously over the ships, from NW. ; and during

the next three hours it blew with the force of a hurri-

cane. TIu'rt\ thi'H, at three o'clock, was a lull or vortex

of the stoiin, occasioned by an opposition of conU^aiy

currents of wind.

At half-past five that afternoon, Mr. Laird was in a
railway train, near Reigate, which was struck so forcibly

by a violent squall fi'oni south-east, that he ' thought

the train would be capsized. It was so very sudden

and heavy, that every one was alarmed.'

* Captain Boyd adverts to a yerj denae fbg. Sir W. Snow Hania

quoted

—

' Wben moming miata tmae/ramHnd MUi^

And the liuntaman'a liom i« free,

Fine w».'atlH'r rt'igns : but, woe tho timOi

When the miata Kefrom the tea,*

rn'?jsiirt' nf wcf^terly windf,witli n low bnrnnu'ttT, raiM- tln' s. a k-\el, t^mpo-

rarilv, round the IJiitisli If*laiuls. North-f^ajJtt rly winds, with h\\di haroinrtrr,

liave H contniry eiFect, drinug the surface water bodily, seaward^ toward

the ocean, from comparatively shallow 'aoundings.'

Before a gale is felt, its adrent is often si^niificd on the shore, or at

Light-^hips (such aa that of the Ki^h, Cockle Oat, iSrc), by the imdidation

or swell that set,^ in, cnu^od by the tli» n distant frah.'. From Valentia we have

\>( vw teh'^raphically wanied of a coTninir ;.'^alc. }»y heavy -swell OA the ahote^

a day before the wind reached even that projecting point.

Digit'. V-r;
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According to the most reliable accounts tlie centrical

area, where the barometer fell lowest,— toward which

the winds blew, while distant, and around when near,

was over Cornwall at about three o'clock in the afternoon

of the 25th, and over Lincolnshire at nine next morning,

having thus advanced about 250 miles toward the NE.
(true) in eighteen hours, averaging^ therefore, fourteen

miles an hour over land.

During the advance of this centrical area (a varying

space, in which there was heavy rain but very little

wind), from Cornwall to Lincolnshire, all places south-

eastward of the line betw€m them (axial line of the

progression shown by cliarts, or axis of the cyclone)

had a storm veering from south-eastward, through

the S. to bW., W., and NW.j while all those places

NW. of the axial line of progress found the same

storm veer round from south-eastward, through £.,

2sE., and N., to the north-westward.

This is beautilully proved by tacts, as to general

Umits and direction; but no proof is given of the con-

tour outline of that area, which, probably, varied con-

siderably as it passed over Cornwall, near the Welsh
mountains, or across the Midland counties. Excessive

quantities of rain fell on the SE. side of, and within the

area, as it progressed north-eastward: but compara-

tivdy little or none on the ISW* side of that centrical

apace.

So limited was the actual gyration, that it only ex-

tended to Kingstown, hardly to Dublin, and did not

affect France, beyond a few miles inland. Thus its

diameter scarcely reached 400 miles at the utmost, but

often was nearer 300 (as the charts show), and there-

fore while there was a storm from every point of the

compass around the progressive vortex above mentioned,

uiyiu^uu Ly Google
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the greater part of Ireland, especially its W. coast, and

ike W. of Scotland, had but little wind. The weather

at those places was actually fine.

AMiile there was an area of extreme barometric de-

pression about Cornwall, the Channel, and the ' edge of

soundings ' toward the Bay of Biscay,— there were two

strong currents of wind advancing toward that place,

one from the northward, and another, then strongest,

along Portugal and across France from southward.

Their encounter occurred near the Channel entrance,

and from that time, on the 25th, the two bodies of

atmosphere that had been drawn toward the same

place, to restore due equilibrium, mutually pressed on

to maintiiin advance, while their place of gyration, an

immense eddy, was forced north-eastward by the over-

powering mass and momentum of the southerly (or

tropical) current. But this eddy, or cyclone, com-

menced only on the 25th, and had almost expended its

enerpry on the 27th, near the coast of Konvay, having

lasted between two and three days, as a definite and

(mathematically proved) continuous circulation, or cir-

cuit. While the centrical area was mo^nng north-east*

ward, from 10 to 20 miles an hour, the sensible

velocity of wind, estimated (l)y comparison witli mea
sured pressures— and practical expeinence not only then

but at other times), could not have been less than 60

nor much more than lOO miles an hour. Probably

at the strongest part, in the SE. half of the circuit

(which had winds from SE., S., SW., W., and NW.), the

velocity was about 80 miles, which, added to near 20 for

the cyclone's advance, would make 100;— while on the

other side about 60 would be the utmost.*

• With many e.rcfjifvm/t. caused l\v l ical circnnistnnrof, and by the very

tarymg foices of heavy galea; owing to the great eUuticUy of air, to its

Digi*
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•

It has been obsenred that places in Scotland had no

remarkable wind during the night of the 25th. When
it blew hardest on the northern coasts of Britain, from

the eastward, on the 26th, there was but little wind in

the British Channel or Ireland. This shows, in con-

nexion with the fitcts inunediately preceding the circular

or gyratory movement which commenced near Cornwall,

that the nearest quantities of air were pressed by ordi-

nary dynamic laws towards the place of deficiency,

and that the two great normal movements of atmo-

sphere, from and towards the pole, were immediately

affected by the local and temporary disturbance of

equilibnum.

It may be useful to reconsider the progress of this

storm with reference to the condition and circumstances

of surrounding regions.

It has been noted that the W. coast of Ireland, and

a large proportion of that island, were not affected at

all. Scotland was not reached on the 25th, but was

so subsequently. Neither the Alipore, nor a ship sail-

ing from the Channel * (on the 23rd), nor any other

vessel, felt its influence hefore the 25th.

As the Neikar left Channel soundings on tlie 23rd,

having been off Scilly on the 21st, she must have

crossed any cyclone advancing from the south-westward,

or from the Atlantic Ocean.

One of Mr. Laird's African vessels sailed from Liver-

pool on the 2 1th. No storm was encountered. Only

strong northerly winds were found, as shewent southerly

edih/infis, and \o nainoroiis obstacles to the wind's swift ml vance b^jrizoiitall v.

Iveiimrkablo Htreauis, thread-lines, or Teins of forco have been noticed at

Obeervatoriee, especially bj Dr. Robinaon of Aimii^h, Whose aDemometric

invefltigations; in conjunction with those of Dr. Lloyd, Laye been so valuable

to their Ibllowen.

• Neikar, of HiNnbnrgh^CiqptainBrotin.
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and to the westward. But the bai'ometer was generally

low, over at least a thousand square miles of sea and

land, and had become so gradually during many pre-

vious days—about a week, indeed.

Tlie lowest point then roaclicd, however, was not

nearly so low as has been kmwn^ nor was it even

equal in depression, to that caused by the subsequent

storm of November 1, which apparent anomaly may
have been caused by tlie rapid shift to the northward^

and l)y so much pohir current resibting the southerly

mass.*

On board the Ahpore 28*98 inches was the lowest

registered pressure. The Channel squadron noted

28*50. In London, the mercury was rather below

29 inches (reduced to sea level and 32**), rain bein]G^

incessantly heavy, and wind violent from southward

all the earlier part of the night.

At this time the Royal Charter was making way
round Anp^lcsea, close in shore, to her fatal anelioraLie,

on the N. side of that island; where the lull force of

next day's tempest, from the northward, was felt,— and

that (£02^/y-powered ship, of iron, which had circum-

navigated the globe, was destroyed, with nearly all on

board, in one short hour, near 7 in the morning-. With

her power of steam, in addition to that of sails in |ut-

fect order, a few hours on the starboard tack, with but

little way, would have saved her. So much, at such a

time, depends on individual judgment. Another ship

but a few miles off, a wooden sailing/ ship, not a sti inmr^

the Gumming, and several smaller vessels, acted thus

• DanicU, Chigwick, 28-00 inchos. Howard, London, 27-73 iru lit s. Cloiia*

ion, Orkney.'*, 27"4r) incbos. Keid, West Indies, 27 00 inches. I'idding-

ton, India, 'iir ir iiirlies (?). lircent ob^ervntions in tlie Xorlli Atlautu^ ia

4l6° lat.| Willi Kew barometers^ have been as low as 26 mchea.
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— stood to the westward—and not one was wrecked;

nor even injured materially.

Unfortunately many cases might be cited of a similar

nature, in otlier storms, where accidents, heavy ex-

penses, or great losses, have been traced to similar errors

ofjudgment.

It has been supposed by many persons, and asserted

authoritatively in public prints, that if warnings had

been given from lighthouses, or salient points on the

coast, the Koyal Charter might have been saved.

Now, it is extremely desirable to separate what is

practicable, and may be accomplished, under any or

some conditions, from that which is only supposed to be

so, yet so much wished lor, that the means of etfecting

the object are over-estimated.

The Royal Charter could not have made (seen) the

land in time, or sufficiently plain, to make out a signal.

It was raining and dark on that afternoon and evening.

Ilolvhcnd, the high mass of land beliind it, and bright

lightliouse lights, were distiniruisliable, but nothing more.

No warning signal from the land could then have

averted the consequences of erroneous management.

That ship had excellent instruments on board when
she left her last port—they should have given sufficient

notice—but had they not been there, or had their indi-

cations been unheeded, those of the heavens should not

have been disregarded—overlooked they could not have

been from any ship—and were not by the Gumming, or

by numerous coasters.

Wliile the storm was most violent against Anglesea

Island, its force was not excessive at Liverpool. The
strongest part of the N W, side of the cyclonic circular

tion did not sweep over that town till shortly before

noon of the 26th. Mr. IJartnup wrote thus, ' The
Y
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storm on October 25 and 26, did not reach Liveq:)ool

till about twelve hours subsequent to the wreck of the

Koyal Charter.

*We bad at the Observatory, Liverpool, light winds

until 9 A.M. on the 26th, when the gale first rejiched us.

At 11.45 A.M. the extreme pressure was 281bs. on a

square foot^ and the greatest horizontal motion, mea-

sured hourly, was fifty-seven miles between noon and 1

P.M. The direction ik the wind being NNW.* (true).*

The greatest force recorded at Liverpool, wa^ 42 lbs.

on the squai'e foot, in December 1852, when the velocity

was seventy miles an hour. At Lloyd's, a pressure of

thirty-eight has been noted by a similar instrument (in

February, 1860), and during the St. Eilda storm of

Octol)er 18G0, the force was 28 lbs. At Lord Wrottes-

le} 's ()])servatory, on the summit of a rising ground in

Staffordshire, no pressure has been noted exceeding

16 lbs on the square foot, since his lordship first placed

an anemometer there ; being a remarkable instance of

the modify'ni;^: effect of certain local circumstances, or

an inland position. That generally speaking (allowing

such exceptions^ as those of local stoi-ms or whirlwinds,

as, for example, those of Calne,f and Cliiton,| in 1859),

there is much less strength of wind, continuously, in

iidand places, is shown by the full regular gro>\i:h and

rich foliage of trees, in contrast to the stunted, inclined,

and scantily leaved trees of a sea coast, exposed to pre-

vailing winds.

A letter from Dublin said, *' In England you have had

• At tho T.tvprpool Observatory, on one of the northern quays of tho

MtTsey, thtTf are l<Kal circunistaiu-ts ooinmon to vulley.'^ «)rlowplace8 near
heights, intliu'iiciiiir the direction as well us strengtli of wind.

t See Mr. llvwell's very intereeting statemeat.—Uxfoxd, 1860.

X Mr. Burder's account.
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a tremendous gale (Ckstober 25-26). Here it was not

&lt. The barometer fell much, but nothing followed/

Captain McKillop, R.N., inforined us that 'during

the gale which swept the coast of Engkiud and Wales,

when the Royal Charter was lost, a dead calm, and a

sharp frost of unusual severity for the country (Ireland),

was experienced along the coast, from Wes^rt to Gal-

way, the "vvind going round from NE. to SE. — when

the frost ceased, and a most unusual quantity of rain

fell, with light variable winds from S. to W/
A vessel returning from Iceland* had heavy gales

fix»n ENE. (true) between October 23 and 28. This

was in latitude 64** to and longitude 28*" to 23°. On
the 24th, 25th, 26th, the wind's force was stated at 10

to 11.f During the whole of the time when variable or

southerly winds prevailed, eastward of Ireland, as well

as while the polar current alone was felt between Ireland

and ttie Baltic, across France to Spain, and in the Eastern

Atlantic— during the whole of this time, the expedi-

tionary vessel Wyman, employed by Colonel Shaffner to

explore a submarine track for his intended telegraphic

ccHnmunication, was in northerly (or polar) winds, on

four days extremely strong, with a high barometer.

On the 28t]i the barometer had rist n considerably in

general, but not to its normal or par height.^ Winds

were variable, and temperatures extremely so. Much
rain fell.

On the 29th there was a local cyclone apparently at

the meeting of northerly and southerly currents of wind,

near the E. coast of Scotland in the North Sea. This

had not travelled. It grew and then diminished in one

* The bark AVyman, Captaiii Bakefi with Colimel Shafiber.

t In her log, kept carefully.

X Near tlurty inchea to 3000).

i 2
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locality. There was much Tariation in the temperatures

of even ndghbourmg places, showing great mixture of

air currents. There was little wind, and that very

variable — in inaiiy places from the land to the sea—the

land having been considerably chilled by previous nor-

therly winds, by rain and evaporalion, while the sea re-

tained nearly uniform, and, at that time of year, rather

high comparative temperature (October 80).* With
barometers everywhere low, and falling, ominous skies

and increasing waimth, with SE. winds, approaching

toward NE., it was seen that another gale might be

expected immediately; and next day, Slst, it com-

menced in Ireland, having been felt heavily in the

Atlantic, at a considerable distance, pre^^o^sly.

On November 1, this stoim's centre crossed Ireland,

the N. of England, and then, on November 2, appeared

to diminish rapidly in its strength as it overspread the

North Sea, [M'ogressing toward Denmark. A more
distinctly marked cyclone tlianthisas it appears demon-

strated on our charts, it is hard to imagine. That it

existed three days is proved, and that its centrical area

progressed eastward about fifteen miles an hour, on an

average, cannot be far from the truth. The barometer

fell before this storm, considerablv loAver than it did

before its more generally remarked precursor, and the

thermometer was mucli higher. These indications

showed preponderance ofthe southerly (tropical) element

over that from the polar direction ; and that the meeting

place of gyration, or node, was therefore fuilher toward

the iS orth.

That its direction of progress should have been nearer

eastward, across the British Isles, instead of more

* ATenging then 48^.
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nortliorly (in consequence of such southern predomi-

nance), may ha\ e been a consequence of the Scottish

mountains^ three to four thousand feet high, impeding

8uch a course as would have been taken across open

sea. Probably Norway had influence, similarly.

At the Board ol' Trade, at Kew, and at Brompton, the

lowest barometrical reading in the night of October 31,

or morning of Novem])er 1, was 28*80, the thermometer

in open air being then 50. It kas been stated already

that there the lowest on the night of the 25th was 29*00

(sea level and 32°), and the temperature then 25°.

Two aneroid barometers, considered to be gof)d instru-

ments, near Lake Wiiulemere, fell to 28*09 and 27*70

(approximately reduced to sea level) the night of the

Blst. The first of these showed 28*77, nearly (reduced)

the night of October 25.*

Ou the 29th, Colonel Rogers' l)arometer luid fallen to

28*42, and at 11 p.m. on the 31st to 28-27; but nothing

of consequence followed besides rain; no strong wind.

At 8 next morning his barometer showed 28*09, and at

3 P.M. the sky had cleared—the glass was rising ; Winder-

mere had felt no stoiTn, and did not experience any

strength of wind afterwards. This is by no means a

singular case, but is quoted here as one of the well-

marked exceptional anomalies that occurred during this

storm of November 1, as well as that of October 25,

on which occasion also. Lake Windermere escaped un-

disturbed. C()h)nel liogers said of that time (Tuesday

night, October 25):— 'My aneroid fell to 28*60 f at

* From Captdn Hemming, II.I.C.S., Colonel Rogers, and Captain Crowe.

Rednoed to mm level and 93^; 166 and 900 ioet having been eatimated as

their respective devationa,

t SS-?? lednoed to mean aea level, or ilo^-lMfe height, and to the freesing

point of Fahrenheit.
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night. Rain fell, but no remarkable wind occurred. It

was fresh and fjiistv, but at no time severe.' Similar

exceptions occurred in Ireland, Wales, and Scotland ; in

some degree resulting, pi'obably, from sheltering or de-

flecting effects of high land, but chiefly from the very

diversifled action of violent winds, expanding and ex-

2)ended, in some places, but so extremely compressed

(as it were) and elastic at others, that heavy weights

are lifted, large trees snapj)ed asunder, or laid prostrate,

and strong buildings unroofed.

Of this other heavy gale which fi>llowed on October

31 and November 1, it was recorded tliat on October

31, there was a circulation of "vviiid around a place

about 200 miles W. of Ireland; barometers indi-

cating very diminished pressure everywhere, but

particularly to the south-westward of Ireland, and

thermometers showinii- Ln'cat differcnees of temperature.

Extreme cloudiness, much fog, and a good deal of rain

prevailed during the 30th and 31st. It became evident

that a southerly gale was impending. Barometers near

London fell to 28*76 at midnight of the dlst, the

thermometer, exposed, being then 50°. (Near Lake

A\'indermere 28*09 was the reduced height soon after

that time.)

A steamer, in the Channel, on her passage to Cork,

during this night (31st) and the following day, thus

describes the weather:

—

*0n Monday (31st) and Tuesday follo^ving, we had

a very severe gale in the English Channel:— Noon,

October 31, wind S£. fresh, dark gloomy weather,

barometer 29*0 fidling. At 4 p.m. increasing wind
with rain at times. Barometer falling, dark and cloudy

weather at 9 P.M. In a heavy arched s(|uall of both

wind and rain, attended with vivid Hashes of lightning.

L^iyiu^uo Ly Google
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the wind changed to WNW. Midnight, blowing severe

gale from W., with low white haze, over wliich showed

a cle«ai* sky. At 1.30 a.m. tlie appearance of the

western horizon was like thick smoke, the stars visible to

the eye like balls of fire through the black haze, very

vivid lightning from the same quarter.

' Barometer then do^vn to 28*50. There was at this

moment a lull, and the wind felt quite wann (we had

felt similar heated ^^ind in West India hurricanes, also

in the tropical belt of calms during heavy squalls, more
particularly when accompanied by lightning, near the

Line). A fierce gale then commenced, the ship could

not be steered, and fell off broadside to wiiul and sea

(then running very high), and rolling the lee paddlebox

nearly under water; the gale so continued unabated till

daylight of Tuesday, with fierce gusts. On the horizon

a white haze was ^^sible about masthead high, partly

dnft or water blown up from tlie surface. With tliis

appearance the prale lasted all the day, till at 4 p.m. we
perceived a lull, and found the barometer inclined to rise*

At 6 P.M. between fierce squalls, and lulls at intervals,

the gale moderated to a strong wind, with sea decreas-

ing.'

A letter from Bute Docks, Carding stated :
—

' The gale

of November 1, b^an here at noon of the 31st. The
wind was then E. (magnetic). It veered round to the

SSW. blowins: heavily. At midnight it was WSW.
(SW. true) with loud thunder and lightnin^r, and terrific

squalls, with heavy rain ; and so it continued till alter

noon of the Ist, when the gale abated here. The heaviest

of it was fiom WSW. (SW. true).'*

At Dublin and at Kingstown, at 10 A.M, on the Slst^

it was bloAving strong from the NE., at sunset a gale

* Caidiff ia ihelteied £tom NW. by Welah moonteiiiA*
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from £S£. with rain * at 11 p.m, &om NW., with a
great deal of lightning, and at 10 a.m* on first

from W.
It blew hard all the morning of the 1st; a good baro-

meter in Dublin fell to 28*010, at 8 A.Uf while thewind
was W.f
At Liverpool the extreme pressure shown by the Ob-

servatory wind plate was only 14l}>s. on a square foot.

This was at 8 a.m., the wind being then WSW. true,

(west magnetic). The utmost liourly horizontal motion

that day was but forty miles, showing that the greatest

force of that gale did not reach the entrance of the

Mersey.

At this time the Wyman (already mentioned as

chartered f(^r exploring a northern submarine line)

was near 62'' latitude, and 18^ longitude, in a very

heavy south-east gale.

The much-lamented Captain Boyd wrote that the

night of the 29th was fine at Kingstown; on the 30th

the weather was gloomy and threatening, on the 31st a
strong gale was blowing from N£., wlule at Cork he
heard it was SE. (magnetic). Between 3 and 4 p.m.

on that day the barometer fell, at Kingsto^\ni, from 29*30

to 29*00 in less than one hour, the Avind being tJien

south-westward. The tides were much affected*

On November 1, at 2 p.m. the barometer afloat at

Kingstown showed 28*50. Heavy NW. gales followed

at Cork, likewise thunder, with li;j:htiiin_<j: and rain.

Our charts show a very remarkable rotation of wind

around the Solway Firth and the ' Merse ' of Berwick.

That Circuit or gyration had progressed across the north

of Ireland from at least two hundred miles to the west-

• >rore proLal.ly ENE. (?)

t If a hundred feot above the sea level, tiuB would be about 28*10 inchea.
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ward (as several ships' logs prove), and diminished or

dispersed toward the l^altic, apparently; but vnth

respect to its exact direction and condition, after

reaching the North Sea, &ct8 are yet wanting to de-

monstrate all the particulars accurately: though no
iiilbniiution has been obtained of its continuance beyond

Denmark and Norway.

The great range of Norwegian mountains, seven to

eight thousand feet above the sea, and always capped

unth snow, must have much influence over adjacent

areas of atmosphere.
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CHAPTER XXI

A few Extreme Cases -witncs^ied by the Author— River Plata—
Brazil— Kemarkablo Efi'ecUi of Li^btuiug— i'ainpero— Magellan

Strait — Harbour of Mevqr— Watii of Oonmuni Preeantioiis— Ex-
traorduiaij Esei^— Force and effect of veiy large Wares in Open

Ooeane.

A FEW instances of force, effect, and nature of heavily

tempestuous winds, of liglitnincr, and of waves, perso-

nally observed by the author, shall now be offered, ia

concluding this fragmentary weather book.

At BuenoB Ayres, in 1820, a storm from llie SE.
drove ashore all the smaller vessels anchored in the inner

roads,— and among tlie trees in adjacent low jcrrounds

many coasting craft (bilandras) werelbund irrecoverably

fixed next day. The water of the river (Plata) having

risen two fitthoms above its usual level, small vessels were

floated nearly a mile inland, over low level tracts.

In the outer roads {e.rceUent holding ground), H.M.S.

Owen Glendower, with topmasts and lower yards

down, brought four anchors ahead— and H.M.S.
Icarus drove about a mile, notwithstanding similar

precautions. In Buenos Ayres, it was difficult to

cross the street, so furious vvas the wind. Xot
many years before, a violent wind from northward

drove the inner waters of Uruguay and Paraguay
so much outward that all the vessels off Buenos
Ayres grounded (or stuck on the mud), and carts were
dri\ en out alongside ships, stmndcd at their anchorages.

^ Nj ^ ^d by Google
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These effects happened in the roads where usually there

are from four to two fathoms of water. A northerly

wiud always lowers the river, a southerly raises its level

at least one or two fathoms. All the country near

that extensively wide and very long river being low,

>vithout hills, near the water, every wind that blows is

lelt to the utmost, and in so hroad yet shallow an

estuary, atmospheric pressure has great iuiiuence, so

much indeed that the height of water is always noticed

by the sea&ring people, pilots and others, as indicative

<^ the coming wind and weather.

In no part of the world, perhaps, is there more
Hf^htning at times. In H.M.S. Thetis, at sea off the

Plata, the whole heavens seemed (on one occasion) like

an immense metal foundry, so incessant and diversified

were tlie lightning flashes in every direction, even from
the sea upward. Repeatedly lightning struck the water

between that ship and another vessel about a mile dis-

tant. Indeed the whole vault above was illumined, in

every direction, though black clouds shut out every star.

So errand a sifjlit the writer never witnessed. Much
rain, at times, poured down. Neitlier ship was struck,

though forked lightning was seen to strike the water in

every direction, during about three hours of illuminated

darlmess, from 9 o'clock till midnight.

Ascending lightning has but seldom been seen, but

there is evidence of its occurrence at times. Tlie writer

witnessed one instance, among many he has heard of,

besides the above described. U.M.S. Hind was at single

anchor off Corfu, in the Mediterranean, in 1823. The

day was fine, but cloudy and hot. All was quiet till

a shock startled every one, an ex])losion, and a smell

of sulphur, which seemed to be irom a gun burst. But
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nothing was visibly changed, though two men, who had

been sitting on the chain cable wlicre it passe d along the

deck, were thrown off numbed, and a strong smell of

sulphur came from the main hatchway out of the chain

cable locker. The conclusion seemed to be irresistible

that lightning had entered by the chain cable, from the

earth below the sea. No trace of it was evident on

the masts or bowsprit, but it teas felt along the chain.

Neither the Hind nor the Thetis had any kind of con-

ductors then Jixed^ though there were copper chains in

boxes hehw— aa usual.

In 1827, that frigate was struck in Rio de Janeiro

harbour, when the fore-topmast, and foremast were

ruined. In an instant the topmast was like a laggot

of reeds— so shivered was it throughout.

Not long after this happened, H.M.S. Heron (then

commanded by the Hon. Frederick W. Grey*) lost

foremast and other spars, by lightning, in the river

Plata.

It was not till 1829 that any ship was secured against

that destructiyeelement byfixed and efficient conductors.

In 1831, the writer of this account was thought very

unwise in applying for, and retaining Snow Harris's

conductors in all the masts, bowsprit, and even the

flying jibboom of the Beagle, a gunbrig of 235 tons.

The result, however, was, that during ten subsequent

years, in all quarters of the world, though repeatedly

struck by lightning, no damage was ever done by it,

not a mark even was ever left.

On one occasion, at night (also in the Plata), a violent

stroke shook the little vessel, with startling force. Up
flew the purser, out of a sound sleep, asking what had

* Hovf senior Sea Lord of the Admiralty.
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happened. The lightning conductor passed close to his

headj as he lay asleep in his fixed bed place. The shock

had waked him, but not a trace of it was visible. To
those on deck, the main-mast had seemed in a blaze.

To show how even a common want of experience, or

how incauHousness from want of thought, may cause

not only destruction of property, delay, and expense,

but loss of life—^while, on the other hand, due precaution

and acquiird knowlcdi^e, may, humanly speaking, be the

means of great saving— two instances shall here be

briefly mentioned.

In 1H29, the writer was approaching Maldonado har*

bour, in the Plata, when a Pavipero was threatening.

Signs in the sky, barometric evidence, and temperatures

shewed what a\ as coming, but want of faith in such

indications, and the impatience of a very young
commander, in sight of his admiral's flagship, induced

disregard, and too late an attempt to shorten sail suffi-

ciently. Topmasts and jib-boom were blown away, the

vessel just saved from foundering (being almost on her

beam ends) by cutting away both anchors, and letting

the cables run out to the clinch (which brought her

head to wind and righted), while two fine fellows, blown

from aloft, swam hard for their lives, but were imme-

diately over\vheImed by the sea which was torn along,

not in ^ spoondrift' or spray, but in a dense doud of

broken water.

An instance of a contrary kind happened to the same

person, then comparatively ex])erienced, in 1846. He
was in a merchant ship— the David Malcolm, anchored

in the harbour of Mercy,* at the westernmost end of Ma-
gellan Strait. Land-locked in a small and smooth water

• agMra<Mfiliaii)oiir--ofWaUistiidCarl^
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harbour, under very lofty and steep ranges of heights,

the captain of thut ship (then homeward bound from

Kew Zealand) thought the shortest scope of cable, and
the lightest anchor quite sufficient. He neither had, nor

cared for, a barometer. This iiian had kej)t no los^

going while crossing the ocean, if at any time, but navi-

gated by one indifferent chronometer, which his steward

noted, behwj when this character stamped on the deck

—

itffice to look out, and then (mee for a single sight (obser-

vation) of the sun j no more

!

Anchored thus, with all yards and masts aloft, as

arrived from sea, he would have gone to sleep, as usual,

on April 11, though the writer's two 83nnpie8ometer8

then tokl hi/n a storm aj)|>roached, and by yreat exer-

tion he did induce this Captain, Cable by name, to send

down light spars, point yards, and veer chain ; besides

getting a second anchor ready. Then the skippermade
himself happy, in his own peculiar way, below— and

was soon too sound a^ilecp, to be seen again that night.

Fast, and to a low degree, the monitors sunk, till at

midnight they were very low, twenty-eight inches and a

fraction. Aided by a good officer and a few willing

hands, the writer (whose family were on board) got the

second anclior k't go, cable veered, and then waited.

The night was beautiful, clear and still moonlight.

Eveiy one thought him mistaken. At about two o'clock,

as he was watching, in confidence, a roar was heard on
the western heights :* and in a few minutes that ship

was nearer on her beam ends than at any time, when
under sail, on her passages. A white dense cloud of

driven water, as high as the lower yards, came with the

* 1,900 to 2,000 fb«t aboTO tlie sea, and Teiy precipitona—doeely land-

locking ihiee ddes of the muaU haifaonr.
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torrent of wind, and nothing could be seen— or heard

but the roar, till the ship righted as she swung to her

anchors, dragging them both across the harbour, but

ju.8t holding on, within a stone's throw of sharp granite

rocks astern, at some distance from land, at tlie most

exposed outer point near the harbour. Had that ship

been taken unprepared, not a soul would have been

saved, in human probability; only God's providence

could have rescued any one in so desolate, wild, and

savage a countiy.

When the chain cables were hove in, after the fir.^t

storm, it was discovered that the chain by which

that ship was held against the first blast had parted

close to the bows, whirled around the other chain, then

siniiicned oiit^ slipped along, and so jammed its bare end,

with a hitch, on the then drayginy second anchor, that

during the heaviest weight of wind that ship was

held by two chain cables ^ an end *— the best anchor in

the ground, and a lighter one hanging as a weight be-

tween it and the ship— probably (with the action of a

spring) giving the chain something like the elasticity

of a hempen cable. By one half hitch only was that

first cable nipped to the wooden anchor stock. And as

it was hove to the bows— so alight was its hold— that

a sudden exclamation of ' avast heaving,' and instandy

passing a rope through the then slipping chain, saved that

ship from being adrift—close to rocks. In another

moment— the then lifted anchor— holding up the half-

hitched chain— and swinging round—would have

dropped it — and the other anchor must have been

lost— with a chain cable then holding the ship, in alter-

nate luUs and squaUs.

We all gave earnest thanks for our Providential pre«

servation. For many days afterward it was impossible
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to move out of that harbour— to us, as to others ot

former time, indeed one ' of Mercy.'

Moored dose under high steep land, in still water, so

powerful were the hurricane squalls that blew down
from those ridges which alone separated us from the fury

of a tempestuous ocean, that sometimes the ship—though

then made as snug as possible—was hove over to one

side— and then again, as she swung suddenly round,

doum on the other— as if a light boat, instead of being a
hea\y, deeply laden^ teak-built^ and very stiff ship of six

hundred tons.

From that time, stormy weather, a succession ofheavy

gales,prevailedduringmanydays—afterwhich the David
Malcolm passed through the Strait of Magellan, and
continued a very tediously slow passage to England.

Instances enough have been now given of the force

of wind. Perhaps a few words should be added about

the power of water, as a sea, or swell.

Ordinary passages, across Oceans, even to India or

Australia, are so frequently made without encountering

any remarkably high seas, that many persons, even many
of those who have, nominally, been sea&rers a long time,

have never seen really great seas, in very heavy storms.

Such huge waves as those make the very largest ships

seem small, and jeopardised, as they are tossed about

like great boats. When a three-decker is in a gale of

wind with a very high and large sea (such as ^e St.

Vincent was in with Sir Charles Napier in the Bay of

Liscay, or the Great Eastern, off Cape Clear, in the

Atlantic), even such a huge ship is hidden between two
seas, from other ships near her. Only mast-heads are

mutually visible, at times, of ships not half a mile dis-

tant. When such seas strike a ship forcibly thqr sweep
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her along (like a boat by a common wave), if freely

yielding and lurching over, with the sea, not rising

against^ or resisting it;— as when this occurs, heavy

shocks are received, and great damage is often done.

In such a sea the writer witnessed chain-plates started,

in a very fine, easy aea-boeU^ the Thetis, and a main deck

bow gun, then lashed abreast of the mainmast (having

been run in, and well secured there), turned round in

the lashings, carriage uj)^\ ards, by the shock of a great

sea, one among many that were at least sixty feet,

Tertically, from crest to lowest trough level.

In such movements, there is not only the heel or lurch,

but a great setid^ with the wave, that gives fnomentiu/i,

not only to the ship but to eveiything on board : and,

of course anything free to mavBy will continue to do so,

after the impelling force has ceased, or is become con-

trary ;— whence the difficulty of checMng motions, and

preventing injuries, or inconvenience on board sliip, in a

seaway: wlien there are the rolling, pitching, 'scending

and yawing^ besides sending motions due to momentum.

z
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A

ARRANGEMENTS FOR METEOROLOGIC TELEGRAPHY.

HiTBOBOLOoic Office:

2 Fuliament Stnet» London, S.W,

Sir,

I send the Meteorologic instruments specified^ with directions

for their use.

Will you have the goodness to read the cautionary instruc-

tions Skhout pladrig these instruments very carefully;— before

unpacking and suspending them (see * Extracts from Barometer

Manual ' in page 25).

The aid of an optician may be serviceable in fixing and first

reading the barometersy two of which should be suspended

near each other, for compariflons.

A third is intended as a Teeenre, in ease of an aoddent occur-

ring to one of the others.

The thennometers should be taken carrfuUy* from their

casesy and suspended, singly, near each other.

BeductionB and corrections will be made in this office (except

in a few special cases).

You will be expected to send the Observations as r0ad off

without alteration. We have the scale corrections of each

instrument, and shall have your elevation above the sea, in

accordance with instructions now trausmitted.

I am faithfully.

Station*

* To do diif Msily, preMonHwdfoidargiittdaiid stmp of moli], iHiik poll*

ing ont tbo tlieiniioiiMtff.
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iHSIBUOnONS.

1. Two barometen should be snspeiided in a room; one

being a check on the other.^

2. Two thennometen should be fixed outside the house, at

the north side, and a third near them, with its bulb wet» or,

rather, moisteMd (as explained in the Barometer Manual).

3. Once a day, at eight in the morning, or as soon after as

possible, the rainfall (R), the highest or lowest extreme of the

mercury in the barometer, and in the exposed thermometer,

since last report (as far as may have been noticed or can be

ascertained by the reporter), the rciuling of one l)arometer (H),

and its attached thermometer, the general character of the

weather fiince the last report ; the reading of the exposed dry

thermometer (E), tlie dilTcrence of the damp or moiyteued ther-

mometer (D ), tlie wind direction at tliat time (W), its estimated

force (F), the cliaracter of tlie weather at that time (I), and

the state of the sea (S) ; should l)e telegraphed to the Meteoro-

logic Office, in accordance with the following explanations :

—

4. Each telegram will usually consist of five or six groups of

figures (each group containing five figiures), and periiaps a few

words.
*

5. No alterations or reductions are to be made by the ob-

server, who will transmit them as * read off* (except in a few

special cases).

Rainfall {if any),

6. The first group will be 'rain&ll' (R), omitting decimal

points. (See 12, in p. 4.)

With each morning report, when rain enough has fallen to

be n^eamrabUj its duration, in hours, from 1 to 24 (or to 48,

after Sunday or a holiday), should be in the two first places of

a group, or word, of five figures ; a cypher being before 1 to 9.

Quantity of rain, &c., slionld be shown, by tlie three last figures

of five, as inches and two places of decimals. Thus, if rain

has prevailed about eight hours since last report, and an inch

* Tht diftiBgnuliiiig nmnW of nUelMTer if used, and its eBtiBiated height

bore high mUr, should be made known, hjtdegtafih, the fifst diqr: and oom-

tionaUjf afterwaida, when zequiaite.
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and half of water is in the gage, the group ahould he 08150

;

if thirteen hoon, with two inches and five hnndredths, the

group should he 13205 ; if three houzs and thUteen hvndzedths,

then 03013.*

Highest or lowest Sxtreme,

7. The second group will show the highest or lowest extreme

(the moet remarkable) of the mercury in barometer (B), and in

exposed thermometer (E), since last report by telegraph,

whether recent or otherwise.

B will have the three^frs^ places for Uui int^^ and two

first decimals; £ will have the two last figures for degrees

(only) of exposed dry thermometer. Thus, supposing Baa 30*142

and E= 59, the telegraphic group should be 01459; or if

B= 30-147 and E= 5y-8,it should be 01560 (7 and also 8 being

mure than half),

Baromder (B), omUting poijvts,

8. The third group will be the height of the barometer (H ),

read to two places of decimals, but omitting first figure, and

adding two figures for the temperature of the attached thermo-

meter, to degrees only ; thus, 90462.

9. The fourth group should express the extreme, not general

character of wind and weather (D, F, I) only, since the last

report, or during the whole time elapsed since the last hour of

reporting (as far as may have been noticed or can be ascertained

by the reporter).

The first two figures will show direction of wind (D) ; the

third and fourth figures, force (F) ; and the last figure, character

(IV Thus, supposing DslO, F=6> and Is6 (overcast), the

telegraphic group should be 10066.

ThenMmsters E and D with DvrecHon of Wind (W).

10. In the fifth group the first three figures will show the

readings of tlie exposed thermometer (E) and its dilTi renee

above the damp one (D), and the two last figures the direction

of wind (W) given by the true meridian (by the sun or pole

star, by a chart, or by the world).

* See additioiwl t!Zpla]»ti<ni, under * Bain and Fog,' in page 6.
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The direction of the wind will always be given in fignies

—

1 to 32—North being 32, East 8, South 16, West 24, and so,

proportionally, for the intermediate points (a cypher being

placed hefcre the figure indicating the direction when Uas than
10 (sN. by E. to £• by S.> Thus, supposing Es54, Ms51,
and I)s8, the telegraphic word will be 54306.

Foree of Wind (F).

11. In the Hixtli group, the first two figures will show the

estimated force of the wind (F) from 1 to 12, supposing 1 to

represent the lightest brreze, and 12 a hurricane fa cypher

being placed be/oi'e the figure indicating force when it ia less

than 10).

AtmjwU of Cloud (C).

The third figure giving the estimated amount of cloud {C ) from

1 to U.

Cha/racter of Weather—Initial L

The fourth figure indicating the character of the weather (I),

according to the abridged * Beaufort scale.'

Sea-Diaiurbance (S).

And the fifth figure the amount of * sea disturbance' (S) firom

1 to 9. Thus, supposing Fs2, Gs3, Isl, and Ss4, the

telegraphic word will be 02314.

12. No decimal points ahould be noted in the telegrams.

Using the metiiod just described, they are unnecessary : while

each decimal point might be counted as a word or figure, and
thus increase expense.

13. Five figures should be placed invariably for each wordf
(^hers being used to keep the figures in their proper relative

places; the cypher being very carefully placed, and alwa3^s

before the unit, or otiier cyjpJiei'f to whUk it refers, when used

for this purpose.

14. Special occasional information, when necessary, should

be transmitted in the common manner l)y actual words, in

addition to the above (lescril)eii groups; but ubbrcviatlons

should be made, by substituting such letters, for words, as
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are used in the aoales to which referenoe is made in these

directions.

15. No r^al&r Meteorologic Telegram is required to be for-

warded on Sundays or official holidays, but one reading of

instruments, and a regular notice of the previous weather, &c.,

sliould be taken on such occasions, and recorded, with other

daily ordinary observations, in a telegram, which should be

sent by next post.

16. It will be understood that telegrams should be d^patched

from their starting points (if practicable) at eight o'clock in the

morning, and from selected special stations at two in the after-

noon. To effect this, the observations should be made, and

the summaries of recent weather well considered^ before those

hours arrive. The elight change that Ttiay oocor, in about a

quarter of an hour, is of little importance compared with the

real advantage to the public of eao'ly and ev^ioienUy precise

information.

17. Beporters should send extra telegrams, at times, on their

own responsibility, when the barometer is falling much or

rapidly;—say, havmg &Uen nearly one-tenth of an inch,

hourly^ for more than two hours, since the last weather report

was sent to London.

18. All telegrams, from M stations, should have five or eix

groups of figures in the morning ; but in the afternoon, from

the special stations, fewer may be transmitted.

19. It should be clearly understood that the first and second

groups of figures refer to the whole interval of time (whether

only a few hourSf or one or two days and nights, as from

Saturday to Monday) elapsed since the laet official telegram,

whether a regular or an exfra report.

20. The reports of weather just recently prevailing, and the

extreme ranges between the last two transviitted records, are

very valuable ; and it is earnestly hoped that not only individual

abilities and judgement will be exercised, but also that con-

clusions may be drawn from the opinions of others, especially

seafaring persons, shepherds, fishermen, gardeners, or agricul-

turists.

21. When reports are delayed beyond such a time as would

enable them to be published in their proper order, they should

uiyui^uu Ly Google
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be Bent by the next poet : viat by telegnpby as in such cmob

they can be used only for record, and subsequent mter-oom-

parison.

22. Although reporters are not on duty beyond a certain time

of the day, it is hoped that gejMTol, and oocasionally epedal,

information will be obtained by them from other persons, which

may mucli enljiiiice the value of their communications, and will

be duly estimated in future ai laugements, as well as iu recom-

mendations to favourable consideration.

Rain and Foa.

23. Portable rain gages should be placed on the groimd, or

any position exposed to a free fall of rain, snow, or hail, where

neither buildings, nor walls, nor trees shelter, or cause eddies

of wind. They should be supports by a frame, or other

means, admittiug daily ein]^tyiiig, but preventing their being

blown down.

24. Generally, on or near the ground is preferable to an

artificial elevation
;
but, if so raised, height above ground should

be registere^l and officially reported.

25. From day to day, in the morning, the quantity of water

from rain, snow, or hail (melted) should be measured very

carefully and recorded.

2^. It is not expected that exact duration of rain, snow,

hail, or fog can be usvaVy registered, but very near approxi-

mations may be made by collecting the notices of various

persons. When fog continues for an hour or more, its duration

and character should be registered and telegraphed with the

next usual mornirig report, thus :—*Five hours of very thick

fog* till seven p.m. or, * Three hours of light fog still con-

tinuing,'f &C.

27. The measuring glass or tube should be kept apart from

the gage, which should not be opened oftener than once a day

(except on special occasions of heavy rain, thidc snow, or much
hail, in a comparatively short time).

The glass tube (supplied in duplicate) is giaduated to inches

* Or, 5 if till 7 p.m. t Of, 3 f eontummg.

Diyiiized by Google
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and decimals. The marke are fixed by actual trials and com-

parison with another kind of rain ^rage diilj Terified. They
are artificial inches. This tube sliould be placed upright in the

gage, with its upper end open ; then a thumb or finger pres8e(l

on tlie upper aperture, while the tube is lifted gently out,

holding in tlie lower part a Binall quantity of water, the upper

edge of which is at the mark to be read off, and rei^nstcred.

t^nmller decimals of an inch may be estimated by eye. Tlie

rain gage should then be completely emptied^ and carefully

rehxed.

SioBM-WAmnNe Sionals.

28. A ataflf and two caiiva^ss shapes being provided, the fol-

lowing use may be made of them occasionally ; perhaps once or

twice in a month, on a yearly average.

One sliape, that of a dmm (or cylinder), has the appearance

of a black square of (not less than) three feet (seen from any

point of view) when suspended.

The other shape^ a cone (not less than) three feet high,

appears triangular (from any point of view) when suspended.

A cone, with the point upwards, shows that a gale iaprobable

;

at first from the northward, Nobth Covs,

A cone^ with the point downwaxds, shows that a gale is pro^

babU ; at first from the 8ovihwa/rcL South Cora.

A DBim, alone, shows that stormy winds may be expected,

from more than one quarter, successively.

A cone aiul drum give warning of dangerous winds, the

probable firttt direction Ix^iiig .shown by the position of the

cone— point up, above the drum, for northerly (or polar) wind,

^\'N\V. by the N., to E8E.
;
point down, and l)elow the drum,

for southerly (or tropical) ESE. by the 8., to WNW.
2i). A conspicuous place sliould be selected for signalling;

near the telegraph station ; whence other places may repeat the

signal, or be warned ; and, if practicable, the signal staff or

pole should be in view of seafaring persons, besides the nearest

Coast-guard Station.

When both these objects cannot be attained without too

great distance from the telegraph station, one only— tliat of

visibilify to some of the seafiuing community— should be
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secured; and in this case a measagB should be sent to the

nearest Coast-guard.

30. Whenever such a signal is shown (in consequence of a
telegram from London) it diould be kept up, distinctly^ till

dusk of (hat day only, unless otherwise spedally directed.

31. These cautionary signals advert to winds during some part

of the next night and two or three days ; therefore due vigilance

should prevail (until the weather is again settled), hut without

deferring departures, or any other operations, unnece^sarih/.

32. More extended notice may be given by local intt'ir^ts and

authorities, as London can only warn principal outports. The
Coast-guard will repeat the warning as far as means allow, and

extension of such cautionary notices can be effected hy private

assistance along the mostfrequented shores, where alone they

are required.

33. When a cautionary telegram is re^eiveil at any place

after three o'clock p.m., it should be followed by a Night

SlONALy which should be hoisted at dusk, and kept up till

about nine o'clock, or even later, till towards midnight.

Night Signals.

34. Three, or four, signal lanterns are intended to be hoisted,

as shown in the following diagram.

35. They should be kept up from dusk, or the time of

receiving a warning telegram, until late the same evening

;

even till near midnight, if thought advisable on the spot, but

not after that time.

36. A person should be enipluyed to clean, trim, hoist, keep

alight, take care of, and return these signal lanterns, for wliich

service payment for each night of actual use will be nuule.

This payment is intended to be an averar/e, whether three or

four lanterns are hoisted, and for whatever time shown lighted.

37. Spreaders, or yards, not less than four or five feet long,

should be provided at each station, with good durable rope

fittings.

38. Larger signal shapes, and better lanterns, masts with

yards, and greater distances between the lights of a signal,

would be desirable—though, at present, too expensive for

general establishments

39. Telegrams will not be sent on Sundays, except on emer-
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gencies (seldom occurring), and then, of course, only to those

stations open at the time ; but as vigilance will always prevail,

by night as well as by day, on the part of those officers who are

interested in the Meteorologic Department, no extensive change

of weather, or generally dangeroiis atmospheric commotion^

ought to be unforeseen by them, nor should delay occur ai any
time in telegraphing to the coasts threatened, since attempting

to prevent unnecessary risk of human life is the important

object of these measnres.

40. It should be remembered that only the greater and more

gteMTol disturbances of the atmosphere can be made known by

this method, not merel/y loeal or sudden changes which are not

felt at a certain distance, and do not^ therefore^ affect other

localities. Local changes should be indicated to obsenrers at

such places, by their own instruments, by signs of the weather,

—and by due attention to the published Weather Reports.

41. Much inequality of electricity, atmospheric pressure

{tension)^ or temperature
;
great fall or rise of the barometer;

sudden or rapid alternations
;
great falls of rain or snow, fore-

tell more or less strong wind, with its usual accompaniments,

either in some places only, or throughout an extensive area of

hundreds, if not thousands, of miles : some tracts, however,

remaining almost unaffected, unless by rain.

42. Speaking generally, there is less occasion to give warning

of southerly gales, by signals, than of northerly ; because those

from the southward are preceded by notable signs of the atmo-

sphere, such as a falling barometer, and a temperature higher

than usual at the season : whereas, on the contrary, dangerous

storms from a polar quarter (NW. to N. and easterly)

are sometimes sudden, and preceded by a rising barometer,

which may mislead persons, especially if accompanied by a
temporary lull of a day or two, with a felladous appearance of

fine weather. This iUlacy is caused by a circuitous movement
of wind following (influencing by checking and then overpower-

ing), or uniting with a preceding similar cyclonic sweep.

43. It should be kept in mind that these signals are merely

eawtionary, to give notice of much atmospheric disturbance

over some considerable part of the British Islands; and that

they are not in the least degree compulsory, or intended to

interfere with individual judgement on any occasion.
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NoBTit Coirs. Sourn Comt. Dsam. Phtbable

CAXTTIOVABT SIOKALfl.

TO BE SUSPENDED FROM A MAST AKD YAilD, OR
A STAFF, OB ETEK A FOLB.

Oalc probrt!)ly from
tho jjortbwojcd.

Gain proliaMy from
Uie bouUiwuiL

DnnppTous WliwL*
probtibly ait flnt

Danjrrroiis Winds
probabl>- at Ont

tteaootlnraid.

srxaHT siaKALs.
(instead of the abore)

LIGHTS IN TBIANOLB OB 0QFABB.

I aad two yaztk, eadi not kw Hum fotur feet long', will be ndBdent—u onlr one dgiud wlU be luod at nigh*-
Itmu be made wfth any IrateriM, idiowtaig dther wUta,^

Jkd i» Mo4 ff^^Mr. Liunps mn prefeniJilc to eondloi. The taaljiiiti tlmild Iw good lOpe,
The lanMnuriiookl bug ai Itatt ibroc fuct oiMurt.
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WEATHER REPORT, 186i

'."^ih July 1

•
1

1

8 jui. Moiidajr. n £ n W F C I H R ft

xiHim • • • w 1 RW 7 I) * w *o S

A lvAl> 1 1 • • • mw W
AV O vv •

S
6

7 4 AV a
«

A^lin . . • • AO 5 RW 4 in o
Berwick . . .

9o RR 3 KV 1

Aj*in*f*'^ii • • • '20 "00 Sft 4 XWi.^ '* •
5 7f AV 0-18

li>riru*ii • • t
:!•)'<>:{ 9 4 <»* hu 9O

Ob 1 -1 y • • • 34V 1 (> Ml 9* 7 0 w 1

vIlilIilL.l * • • Ct'i 7 WNW. 1 4 J
-t

\ j l.~ T
1
^

1
' ' »> H • • '>H ri N \V. 1 :> 1 b

W. I 111 Hi 1 67 4 \V>\V'. n \m

Llv«T[VHil , , • 67 1 w.sw. :t
.

»

<; c — —
I VlH^^T'tKQ a •

10*1 H V 1 *• N W, 1
•) o h

1

r«'Tr/-.v'i<"« • ' • . 60 1 nn'f'. 2 4 4 c 2
Plymouth , , . 30- 17 JW fi 1 :? b 1

Jom'y.... 30-2<) 01 4 N. •5
1 i u 2

Weymouth . •

PUIUUIUDmI
30-19 01 a WSW. 1 » r.

' c 3
Wl< 60 8 NNE. ;l 1 .!

I c 2
Dorcr ... • . »o-i» fi3 1 B. 2 ! b 1

Ixmilou • • to- IS r,l 4 NNW. '2
t •J

YarmouUi . . . 30-

U

61 5 N. 'i 4 i b 1

Scarboroogh . 30-11 67 8 W. 2 8 6 b 2

Skielda . . . aw U ft w. 4 4 5 0 •t

HiMgolMd . . . dO-19 68 9 W8W. S 8 • I b I

PROIJABLE.
Tuesday. ScotlaKD. Wednesday.

W. to N. tod &t fresh to nodnate. | W. to N. and EL, nodoBte. Finei

lRET..VjrD.

W. to N. and E., light to moderate. j NE. to SR and SW., light to fresh.

Fine. |

Wmn CmKT&xi..

Vf, to KNK» moderate. Fine. |
As next above. Generally fine.

SW. Englaxd.
NW.toN.andR,varia.bIt^light to I ME. to SEaiidSV.,]Bod«nite. Fine,

modflimteh Fine.
|

8£. Emoiaiid.

As next above. | KE. toSR, nodflitto to lig^t Fine.

East Coast.

Bkaakx to abore. | NW. to modctato. Fine.

flrphinadon.

B.—Barometer oometed and reduced to 32" at mean sea level ; each ten feet, of
Tertical rise, eavslng about one bandredtb of an ineh tUminvHon ; and each ten
(?. '_'rfcj*, above ^'2'^, eaii^inn ncirlv \hrvc Imndr* dtlis iiirnasr. E.—Exposinl ther-

mometer in shade. 1).—l>ifl'ercuce of moistontHl bulb (for evaporjition and dew
point). W.—Wind direeti<m (tree—two points Ir/t of magnetic). P.—Force
(1 to 12 — estimated). X.—Extreme Force since last report. C— Cloud H to 9).

L—Initials : b.—>blue Aj ; c—clouds (detached) ; t—fog ; h.—hail ; L—ligntning

;

m.—misty (hazy) ; o.—overcast (doll) ; r.—rain ; a.—snow ; t—thunder. H.

—

Hours of R = Rainfall, or snow OT hail (meltodX since last leport 8.—SesFdis-
torbanee (1 to 9). Z.—Calm.

Exfrarf fnmiSw^Oti Scale ; vifh nrfdifions,

L^b^blue (skv). 7«"r»mn, rainj.

2»ereloads (detached). 8*s*8now.
3= f = fog, foggy. 9 = t = thunder. Lightning.
4aih»liail. And a line under, or a das)), or a
«imwmistj (haze). dot, or repetition (as r r) is for

6»o*OTeNait» MucHof either chaneter.
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Examples.

AB£BD££N TO LONDON, 25th July, 1862, 8 Kceived at 10.

South-west

—

yeaj strong wind.*

06041 98458 94668 21072
60420 05628

COMVBBSIOir TN REPORT.

1862

Friday,

25th July,
S A.M.

Aberdeen .

B

29-391

S

60

B

6

I

W

sw.

F

6

X

8

c

6

!

i

I

r

H

6

B S

8
1

1

POETBUSH TO U)NDON, 25th July, 1862.

Blowing a htnrieaDe from South-westf

92958
12968

94055 20126 52828

CONVEBSION IN REPORT.

1862 B £ D w P X c I H B s

Friday,

'2.>fh July

i'ortrush 29-3»t 62 4 NW. 12 12 9 0 8

VALENTIA TO LONDON, 25th July, 1862.

West-north-west —- very strong, with heavy 8qualli».f

90754
04217

01565 26072 59528

CoNyBBBiON nr Repobt.

1862 B £ D W P X C I H B 8

Friduv,

26th July

•lentift .

1

80-07t 69 4 NW. 4 9

j

2 h 7

• Cantiomuy Drom hoisted on the 24th, the previous day.

t CoRMted and reduced. (Scale errors, elevation, and temperature.)

uiyui^uu Ly Google
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UVEBPOOL TO LONDON, 2Mh July, 1862.

South-west At 6 a.ic. it blew wiih a fbroe of 18 Ibe. on the sq. foot*

97568 98964
20052 61424 07526

CONVEBSION IN RjElPORT.

1862 B B D W F z c I H B S

Friday,

25th July

liTopool. . 29-89t ei • 7 w. 7 9 6 C — 6

JERSEY TO LONDON, 25th July, 1862.

Soutli-west— moderate.

03042
68920

02258
08862

023C3 20032

GONVEBSION IN Repout.

1M2 B B D w P X 0 I H B 8

Friday,

2ftb July

80-21t 68 4 8W. 3 6 8 r 3 0-47t 2

YARMOUTH TO LONDON, 25ih Julj, 1862.

South-west— strong.

99864 998G3 20061

06828
64724

CONVEBSION IN Report.

1862

•

B . B D w P X C I H B s

Friday,

2Mh Jvfy
29-92t 64 7 w. 6 8 3 C 3

• Cautionary Drum was shown on the previoiin day.

t Corrected and reduced. (Scale errors, elevation, and temperature.)

A A
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Mbtbobolooic Telborafht with the Contuknt.

In telegraphing with the Continent, some modification of

these arrangements is indispensable^ on account of variety of

scales and ezpressionSi

The metric scale may be easily substituted for that of inches

on the barometer^ as three figures of either are sufficient

to express equiyalent meammi; but aa the Centigrade and

Keaomur thermometers are graduated both ways from freezing

point (thirty-two of Fahrenheit), and as mintu qoantitifls are

inconvenient in telegraphing figures, it Is eiqiedient to use a
constcmt quantity, say twenty degrees^ with the reading of a
Centigrade, or Keaumur division. Thus, +9* would be tde^

grapfied as 29**, +13*' as 33*, -7* as IS*, —II* as 9**; firom

which the numbers to be used may be immediately obtained by

duly applying 20, the constant.

A harmonious system may then be general, each observer

reading as accustomed, and telegraphing on a uniform method

of five or six groups of five fii^aires eAch. The recipient may
convert and reduce as requisite, being informed of the necessary

corrections, or supplied with observations already corrected, if

not also reduced, for inter-comparison.

As for some time past there has been a regular interchange

of observations between Paria and London» besides Greenwich,

with many other places, and as arrangements are now in

progress for communicating similarly with the NW. and

SW. coasts of France, with Hambuig, and to the northeast-

ward, it would be desirable to arrange all these interoommu-

nications on one principle, to which an appronmation might be
effected in the following manner :

—

The metric and oentrigrade scales being in general conti-

nental use, difficulty of using tiiem in cooperation with ours,

and on similar principles, may be obviated by omitting the first

barometric figure^ and, as above mentioned, by applying a
constant to the actual reading of the thermometer.

The moistened thermometer reading may be telegraphed l)y

the diftereijce between it and the dry one, which is never lower

tlian the moistened, nor more than nine degrees different from
it, near the sea, in the morning.
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Names of places may be indicated by figures:—a blank, or

cyphers, being used to preserve due position for reference when
there is a casual deficiency of a report from any station.

On these principles, two, three, four, five, or six groups of

five figures each, may be used with facility, the reporter reading

and telegraphing his own measures, and the recipient converting

them, if requisite.*

Conrections for eiror of scale, reductions for temperature, and

elevation above mean sea level, may be made as specially

arranged between authorities at the respective central stations.

GommunicationB with France may pass through Cklais ; those

for the north-eastern coasts through Ouxhaven ; from which two

stations any branchiDg arrangemeuts can be organised to

spread.

To convey our forecasts aud cautionary Rtorm sij^aials speedily

and effectively, requires special words, l)ecause tlieir varv^ing

order and character prevent figures £rom being substituted

witliout a risk of sacrificing^ security.

A sweep of five hundred geographical miles around London

includes Bayonne, Valentia, Nairn, Copenhagen, Heligoland,

Berlin, Munich, and Geneva, with all their nearest coasts.

Forecasts can be drawn here for South-west and North-west

France, Belgium, Holland, and Denmark respectively, which

may be telegraphed daily ; and cautionary storm warnings can

be given occasionally.

MovmlMr, B. Fnz BoT.

* On the Continent five figures nre counted and paid for as MM irotdL la

England auJx figure, eren a decimal point, is chaxged as a word.

A A 2
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CAUnONART STORM SIGNALS

SENT BY ELECTRIC AND mTERKATIoXAL TELEGRAPH TO PLACES AlsD PEUbONS

SPECIFIED, BESIDES RESPECTIVE TELEQRiU>ii£RS.

Lunro^a .... Secfetaij.

SOUTH-EAST ENGLiiND.

Hurst Castle
Ckywas . . .

Btsi. . . .

SoVTHASCPTOlf •

fortsmootb .

Shobbhax . .

Newhavkn . .

Btb . . . .

FoT.KRSTOjrB .

Kamsgatb . .

Secretary, R.Y.S.

Mr. Whito, Docks.

Victoria Yacht Club.

f!nlMlia^l<^1^^n»Gl^i^

H. StoTeiuon, jiin.

Collector of Costozos.

Mr. Whitehead.

EAST COAST.

Obbenock .

Harwich
AiJ)BoaouoH

Yabkoots

Hull,

BBIDUMOTOir .

ScARnoROVOS .

"Whitby , , .

HaSTLBPOOL
SofTH Sniri i)"''.

. Httbour Kastw.

. Cdleetor of Customs.

Sulors' Home.
. Collector of Costomfl.

. Collector of Customs,
Trinity House
(warns Spurn).

. Flamboroogb Head.

. Collector of Costonw.

•

. Collector of Cnatoms.
. Siuidfrland.

. Collector of CuBtoms,

and l^yimnoath.

. Badk.

SCOTLAND.

Namx. .

AwBHuaii

Dumm •

Glajqow

Mr. Penny.
Collector of Cnstoms,
and at Pctrrhoad.

Montrose^ Harbour
Hastor.

Collector of Customs.

Chamber of Com-
merce. Broughty
Ferry.

Exchange Booms.

. . CoUactor of Caatoma.

IRELAND.

BochbPoikt
(Cork)

PaasAGB East

( Waterford)

WXXFOBO . . .

"WB8T CENTRAL.

Ilfracokbi. . .

Newport . , .

Cabdot. . . .

Swawaaa. • . .

lilJUKKLLT • . .

PsXBBOlUi . . .

HOLYHRAD . . .

Carnarvon . .

CiuMnB. . . .

Orkenfteld. . .

Barrow . . . .

Vi nmmKom . .

WOBXDIVIOH . .

MasTvon . . .

DoTJOLaa

—

Man .

Harbour Mastar.
Penarth.

Mr. Sydney Hall, and
Collector of Ciistomi.

Harbour Master.

Uoyd's Agant
Pembrey.

Superintendent Dock-
avd.

Admiralty OdSeS.

Bangor.
Qneenafinij. Granolia

Quay.
Bagilt.

Mr. Ranisden.

Collector of Customs.
Collector of Cu^toms,

Harbour Office.

CoUaetor of Caatoma.

SOUTH-WEST ENGLAND.

Ilfracombb
Pbnsamcb .

Fauioirni .

Pltmoittu .

Dartmouth
TOBQVAT. .

Wnvoinv •

. Collector of Customa.
Hayle.

. Collector of CustonUL
Mr. Duckham.

. Commaiidfv-iD-Chiet
CollectorofCoatoms.

• Senior Naval Ofllecr

aft Portland.

TaUgraplicn alao irani neazaat Coaat Gnaid.

L^iyiu^uo Ly Google
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CAUnONAfiT STORM SIGNALS

SENT BT BBITISH AND IRISH MAGNETIC TELEGRAPH TU PLACES AND PERSONS

BPECIFIKD^ BESIDES RESPECTIVE TELEGRAPHERS.

WEST CENTBAL.

• ObseiTstory.

Exeh an tro. Collpctor

of Customs. Mersey
Taehtdnb.

. Bridgewater Agent
• Lvtbam.
. Hkrbonr Uwtar*

SOUTH ENOLAinX

Jwun «... Goivy.

DoTXB .... Harbour Master.

Collector ofCustoms.
Dial. . . . • CSoOmUv of Cnstonv.

EABT COAST.

MiDDLBSBOBouQU . Mr. Tallows, Dock
Office.

Redcar .... Mr. Joseph Doine.

HBUOoi.A2a> . . The Governor.

SCOTLAND.

Grajhw

POBTBITSK
Galwat.

Waitoobd

Collector of Customs.
Edinbuish.

Harbour AustCT.

Greenock.

IRELAND.

• . Balljcastle.

. . Collector of Custonui.

. . Harbour Office.

. . Knightatown.

• , ComraandtT-iii-Chiof.

Collector of Customs.

• •

• • Harbour Muster.

Howth. Dabliu.
WicUoir.

Soldike's Point
Coll(>ctor of Customs.
Gilos Quiiy.

Culton.

Collft'tor of Cnstomt,

Harbour Master.

Telegraphers also warn nearest Coast Guard.
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EXISnNG ARRANGEMENTS FOR BiETEOROLOGIC TELE-

GRAPHY BETWEEN LONDON AND PARia

Seven or eight places are represented numerically, thus :—
1. Galway. 4. Yarmouth. 7. Quee2<stown.

2. Scarborough, 5. Weymouth. 8. .

3. Valentia. 6. Penzance.

— numbers being used to indicate the names of the places.

Meteorologic data are comprised ia three groups of figiires

;

for example :
—
Meteorologic To Obeexratoi rp—Paxuk

12975 58110 06864

23002 55118 02562

32969 CO 1,10 01731

43004 58510 04112

52990 60208 04974

C2981 60112 08876

72970 G0116 0G976

The first figure in the first group on eacli line gives the name
of the place; the next four figures show the reading of the

barometer to the nearest hundreth of an inch.

The two first figures of the second group give the reading of

the exposed thermometer to the nearest degree (Fahrenheit),

the third figure the difermee hetween the readings of the diy

and moistened thermometers, and the last two figures the true

direction of wind; North being 32, NNB. 2» East 8, and
similarly for the other points.

The first two figures of the third group give the force of the

wind, from 1 to 12 (a cypher being put before the figure when
below ten to keep relative position^, the third figure given the

amount of cloitd from 1 to 9, the fourth the character of the

weather, and the fifth the amount of sea disturbance.

The addresses used are the shortest possible, because each

word of the addresses is paid for on Continental lines, which is

not the case in England. Each group of live figures is counteil

as one word, on the Continent; but eadi. jiyare as a VM/rd in

England.

Digitizoa Ly Li(.)0^1e



CONTIMBIITAL oomnmioATioN m
Example.

Paris To Meteorologic Office,

London.

Breat 753-8 p* 19-2 p 157 tr6a nuagcux O.S.O. zero, Ciilmc.

Bayonne p. 18'2 nuageux plurieux S.S.O. 2 houlcusc. Coponhague
7r»2'7 p 13*5 vent calmo pliiio mar pas de vue. Helder 758'73 S.O.

13 17*4 niuigeiix beau temps calme. Lisbonne 759*15 p 201 $.S.O. 2
ires nuageux mer belle.

* la the Mbojtf poplnt.

CoiOfUNICAIIOM WITH NOKTH-WSSI FbANCE AND KaUBUBO*

In meteorologic communication with North and West France,

thruii^h Calais, of course such information ought to be given, in

the smallest compass, as may be most useful along the sea coasts

to whioli it is sent l)y telegraph.

As at times southerly winds indicate their approach^ in Scot-

land and Ireland, before they are felt over North-west France

(strange as it may seem until explained) and as northerly winds

are always felt over England Jirst,— Londcm can aomeiimea

send useful notices, even of approaching southerly gales,— and,

generally, of ihofle which come from north-west to north-east,

the polar quarter.

For what is requisite at present, forecasts will be drawn for

North-west France, and transmitted wUh dukUy reports from

Penzance, Qneenstown, and Yalentia (or Galway^ ^ Calais,

whence these telegrams may be sent on« as authorised by the

French Government.

Cautionary notices for storm-warning signals will be trans-

mitted, as to places in South England*

On similar principles, daily reports from a few places, and

occasional cautions, can be sent through Heligoland to Cux-

haven for Hamburg, whence they may be forwarded alongshore

both ways.

Aberdeen, Scarborough, Yarmouth, and Dover, re|)orts— ^v^lh

a special foreca^st for the eastern side of the North Sea, would

inform those coasts vdthout much additional expenditure of

money or time.
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Eqt'ivalents for French "Words descriptive of Weathsb.

Beatt .

Belle .

Brouillard .

BrumeUX-8C

Calme .

Ciel .

Claire-c .

CouTort-e .

Coup (de vent)

Edair .

Faible.

Fort-e.

Oniai. •

Grand-e .

Hnmide-iU.

Intense-iU .

Legir-e-meot

Mawrai0-« •

NAlnileiis-M

Ndge-cnt .

Serein-e

Sombre

Tempfifo

TcitipK'.'-t ueux-se

ToniK'rr''

Tomunt-o .

Fine . - . , It

Smooth, still .

Fog .
•

. . t S

'^*'KKy .... ifD

Calm ....
Sky ....
Clour .... b 1

Overcast.... o 6

Heavy squall . « • q q or q
•

Tjtflitiiiiiff 1 4

lightauur around 11 or^

Light, slight . •
— —

Much, strong .
( tilum )

—

Great, anuih . *
/ ^ or • CMP iv> \

V peatod letter )
—

Bamp^ liimidi^ — —
Intense-ity . .

/ ~ or • or re- \

\ petition )

—

ligfatty .... — —
Bad, thiaataning n —
Miaty, liai^, obacnra m 6

8llOW-4Qg 8

Cloiid-a-7

Stom^y • . . .

e S

BaiiHi .... » 7

Rainy .... V —
Almost, slight

.

— —
Sudden squalls q

Serene, settled be 1

Gloomy, dark . g orgg 6

Trmpest.... w wq q

Tompostoons . . .

Thunder ... t 9

Thundery . tt

Vsty, eseeaamly .

/ or • or a re- \

\ petition /

* Beaufort Letters^ with additions. t Tekgnphiqg Kmnbeia 1 to 9.
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Tasu of Fbbbcb and EmniaB WirauM ftr tbe Si^n of tlio Bak, or *8wkoDi8-

TVBB&ircB;' corresponding witli tlitir eqvivilttnt iMUiib«i% ftv taikgnpluiig liy

gnmpt of figarai^ inilead of ipordi.

State of am, or Sw-DiftaxtMiioe BqolTalent*

Caime Dead calm .... 0

AMes ealme .... Calm 1

IrtebeUa .... Ytirj mooth .... 1

Bdlo BmooUi ..... 2

TzBiiqiiilla .... SdU 3

Fkiblehools .... SUghtiwoQ ....
Potato honlo .... Do. ....
Unpou JuniMiife SooMiirall ....
Un pen do mer

aO V
Bothornqgh ....
Bnfflody broikoiif or cnriod .

Ag^Uo Diafenrbed irvogvlari/ •

Hottlenso OooiidmUo fwoU

Trio baaloaM .... Modi givdl or ofl*

Moatomioiioo .... CiMftod wvfoi ....
Cbfoawie Cross Boa .....
ChiOMe houle .... Great swell .... 8

Haute mer .... High B«i 8

Tr6s-gro8 mer .... Vt-ry largr ami high sou 9

Wm SCALBS.

Sba ScAUi Wnn>. Laim Bomxm.

1 to 3 . mm Light m 0 to 1

3 „ 6 M Moderate 1 „ 2

5 „ 7 - Fr«ih «- 2 „ 8
7 „ 8 Strong 8 „ 4
8 „ 10 — Heavy » 4 ,» 8
10 H 12 - yidUnt » 8 8

Pressure in Founds Velocity in Miles

(ATobdapois). (Load Scale.) (Hourly).

1 « 1 10
4 .2 .28
9 - S -40
16 - 4 = fi5

25 mm 6 .70
88 - 8 » 88
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BABOMBTBIO EQUIVALBNTS

BABOMETKR.

MtLLIMETRKfl AMD BMOUSR INCHBS.

IfllJUl* Vll- MIL fincbes

712 m 7M »sn 788 80^876

3 •071 f •810 1 *M8 no •816

4 •111 8 •869 9 807 1 •865

5 •160 4 •898 8 •6M t •894

6 •190 5 •938 4 •881 8 •434

7 •229 6 28-977 6 •788 4 •478

8 '268 7 29010 6 •764 6 •612

9 •308 8 •0.')« 7 •804 6 •652

720 28'347 9 •095 8 •843 7 •.',91

1 •886 740 29- 13-4 9 •ti.S2 8 •«3l

2 •426 1 •174 760 •922 9 ••,70

3 •*M 2 ••il3 1 29-901 780 30-709

4 '60S 3 •253 2 1 •749

6 •au 4 •292 8 •040 2 •788

6 'm 5 •831 4 •079 3 •8-27

7 •623 6 •371 6 •119 4 •867

8 •662 7 •410 6 •1.58 6 •906

9 •701 8 •44» 7 •187 6 •M6
no 18^741 74» SO'iSS 788 80487 787 '80^888

T*roponional

•00 •01 •02 •03 •04 0. •oc •07 •08 •09 Inches

mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. mm.
280 711-2 7)1-4 711-7 712-0 712-2 712-6 71*27 718^0 718^2 7185 28^0

•1 1.3-7 14-') 14-2 )4-.'. 14-7 16^0 15-8 166 16-8 16-0 •1

•2 16-3 lfi-.1 10-8 17-0 17-3 17-6 17-8 18-0 18^3 18-6 •2

•3 18-8 19-1 19-3 19-6 19-8 ao^i 20^8 20-6 •20-8 21-1 •3

•4 21-3 21 -r, 21-9 22-

1

224 226 22-9 23-1 '234 236 •4

•239 24 1 24-4 24-7 24-9 '2.5-2 25-4 2.5-7 259 26-2 •6

•r, 2»V7 •.'li-9 27-2 27-4 •27-7 '28-0 28-2 •28-5 28-7 •6

"7 290 •29-2 29-5 29-7 30-0 30-2 30-.5 80-7 81 '0 813 •7

•8 il'i 31-8 33-0 32-3 32-.5 32-8 33-0 33-3 S3^6 338 •8

•9 WO 343 ."^4-6 :u-.s 36-1 a,5-3 86-6 3.5^8 .361 36-3 •9

29^0 736^6 736^8 7.37-1 737-4 7.37 ^6 737-9 738 1 738-4 738-6 738-9 29-0

•1 89^1 88-4 39-6 ,39-9 401 40-4 40-7 40-9 41-3 41-2 •1

•a 41'7 41*9 4'2-2 42-4 4»^7 42*9 43-2 43-4 43-7 44-0 •2

•3 44*8 44^» 44-7 4.50 4.V2 46-6 467 460 46'2 46^A •8

•4 40'7 47-0 47-3 47-.'» 47-8 48*0 48-8 48*5 48^8 49*0 •4

•5 49^3 49^.'i 411-S ftOl .50-3 60^6 fiO-8 ftl'l 81*8 61-6 •6

•6 ,'>I-8 r,i-i .'>2^6 62^8 63^1 88-4 88^9 64-1 •6

•7 .V4-4 .'.4-0 .•>4-9 M-\ 6.5-4 66*8 68-8 8«^1 58*4 ^•7 •7

•8 &<;-9 .07-2 57-4 67 •? 679 68-8 8«*4 88^7 A8^8 S8-8 •8

•9 .V)-4 .19-7 60-0 60-2 60^5 80-7 61*0 6^2 61 'e 9V7 •9

300 762-0 762-2 762-.'» 762-8 763^0 7<8^8 7635 763-8 764^0 764-3 80-0

•1 B4-5 64-8 C.'.-O 0.5-3 fi.5-.5 65*8 681 66-3 666 66-8 •1

•2 671 67-3 67-6 67-8 08-1 68-3 68^6 68^8 69^1 694 •2

•3 69-6 69^9 70-1 70-4 70-6 70-9 7M 71-4 71-6 71-9 •3

•4 721 72^4 72-7 729 73-2 734 737 73-9 74-2 74-4 •4

•6 74-7 74-9 7.V2 76& 76^7 76*0 78-2 76-5 76-7 70-0 •5

•« 77-2 77-.'S 77^7 78^0 78^2 78^5 78^8 79-0 79-3 79-5 •6

•7 79-8 80-f) 80-3 80-.5 80-8 »\-o 81-3 81^6 81-8 82-1 •7

•8 82-3 82-6 82-8 83^1 83-3 836 8.3-8 84^1 84-3 84-6 •H

30-9 7»4-8 786*1 786-4 786*6 785-9 786-1 786-4 7866 7869 787^1 •8

•00 *01 •02 •03 •04 •Oft 07 •00 •00

PcoportloMl
Pvta.

Mil.

O^OOl 0^03
•002 •0.5

•003 •08

•004 •10

•005 •n
•0<)6 •14

•007 •18

•008 •20

0*009 0-23
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THEKMOMETEJR.

lABBBMUJUT

FUiran- Centi- RCMI- Onti- RflMt- CeDti- Ccntl-
iMit belt ^1 iido n% IIPgmla SVMte

• o e e o e 0 o 0 0 0

1 -17-3 — 13-8 61 10-6 8*4 —17 1'4 130 11 51 -g 8'H
S 16-7 13-3 62 ll'l 8-9 16 3*3 12-8 1 « 53 -fl ! It

S 16-1 12-9 53 11-7 9-3 15 6-0 120 13 55-4 10-4
4 ir.-fi 12-4 54 12-2 9-8 14 6-8 11-2 14 67-2 11-2
6 l.vo 12-0 55 12-8 10-2 13 8-« 10-4 15 59-0 12-0
6 14'4 11 -AI/O 56 13-3 10-7 19 W) O 12 8
7 13-9 111 57 13-9 111 11 12-2 8-8 17 62-6 13-6
R 13-3 10-7 58 14-4 nr. —10 14 0 — 8-0 18 64-4 14-4
9 12-8 10-2 59 15-0 120 9 1.V8 7-2 19 66-3 16-2

10 IM 0-8 60 15-8 12-4 8 17-6 6-4 20 68-0 16-0
161 12-9 7 19-4 5-6 21 69-8 16-8

11

16-7 13-3 6 31-3 4-8 22 71-6 17-6
— 1 1 1 If 0 9 I 17-2 13-8 4 23-0 4-0 23 73-4 18-4

12 11*1 62 17-8 14-9 4 94-8 8-8 24 75-2 19-2
13 10-6 8-4 68 18-8 14-7 8 86-6 8-4 25 770 20-0
14 10*0 8-0 64 18-9 15-1 1 88-4 1-9 26 78-8 20-8
1& 8-4 7-6 65 19-4 15-6 — 1 80-3 — 0-8 27 80-6 •21 -fi

16 8-9 7-1 66 M-0 16-0 0 82-0 0-0 28 82-4
17 6*8 6-7 67 + 1 33-8 + 0-8 •j;> 84-2 23-2
IS 7-8 6*9 68 2 85-6 1-6 .30 8ii0 24 0
19 7-2 6*8 60 8 87-4 2-4 31 87-H 24-8M 6*7 6-3 70

20-6 16-4 4 89-2 8-2 82 8^>G 256
21-1 16-9 6 41 0 4-0 33 i>r4 26-4

21

22
23

u D

A.

a

—^ if

4 *l

1

7.1

21-7

ii'i

23-3

23-9

17-8
17*8
18-2
18-7

191

6
7
8
9

42-8

44 tJ

46-4

48-2

4-8
5- (5

6-4
7-2

34
.i:>

36
37

93-2
9.'.0

96-8

98-6

27-2

2H-(i

2H-8
29-6

24
25
2ti

A'A.

O *7

It'llo n

o 1

Q-7A 1

7i

7&

18

T7t

-f 10 50-0 + 8-0 88 100*4 80-4

24-4 19-6

1*7
250
25-6

2r.-l

20-0

20-4

20!)

Refto- Fahren- Centi. R«MI- Fnhirn- Centi-
28

29

O..I« ^

1 •?
A f

1 -A

1 -a

n*4

7H
79

mar. heit. gnulc mor. heit. grade

80
2*>-7

27-2

27-8
28-3

21-3

21-8
22-2
22-7

e 0 0 a 0 e

—14 0-5 —17-6 9 83-3 11.3

81 0-6 —0-4 81 18 3-8 16-8 10 M-6 12-6

32 O'O O'O 82 '.'H-9

'2-i-i>

13 6-0 16-0 11 66-8 18-8

83 0-6 + 0-4 81 •-'1>4
11 7-8 13-8 12 590 150

34 + 1-1 0-9 8-1 300 240
—10 9-5 —12-5 13 61-3 16-3

35 1-7 1-3 85 9 11-8 11-3 14 61-5 17-5

3*> 2-2 18 8 14-0 10-0 15 r,.-.-,H 18-8

37 2-8 2-2 87 7 lii-3 8-8 16 <,8-0 20-«(

SH 3-3 2-7 88
30-6

311
81-7

24-4

24-9 1

25-3

6 18-5 7-5 17 70-3 21-3

3I»

40
8-8

4'4
81
8*6

80
80

6
4
3

•2«)-8

230
25-3

6-3

r.-o

:i-H

18

19
2..

72-5
74 -S

770

'2-.'-5

23-8
2.-.-0

41

82-« 25-8 . 2 27-5 2-5 21 79-3 26-3
+ 5-0 +40 91 32-8 26-2 1 — 1 29-8 — 1-3 •22 81-5 27-5

42 ft-6 4-4 92 33-3 2fi-7 0 32-0 00 23 8;<-8 28-8
4'i 61 4-9 03 :vi<> 27 1

;
+ 1 34-3 + 1-3 24 86 0 3«»-0

41 6-7 6-3 94 34-4 27-6
! 3 86-5 2-5 25 88-8 31-3

45 7-2 fi-8 »5 35-0 28-0 8 38-8 3-8 26 90-5 82-&
4(i 7-8 6-2 96 35-6 28-4 4 41-0 6-0 87 98-8 88-8
47 8-8 6-7 97 361 28-9 6 43-8 ••8 98 95-0 S»'0
48 8*8 71 98 86-7 W-8 1 46-8 7»8 » 87'S 86-8
48 8-4 7fi 99 87'f fS-S 7 47*8 8« 80 80*ft 87-8M •i-iai» I-8-0 100 tM * 8 «H> •I-IO'O 81 101*8 88-8
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XH£KMOM£TIUC COMPAKISONa

In Fahrenheit's thermometer, generally used in England,

the space between the points of freezing and boiling is divided

into 180 parts; and as it was sup}MJScd that the greatest cold

was produced by mixing snow and muriate of soda (or common
salt), this point was made zero ; the point of freezing is there-

fore 32, and of boiling 212 degrees (at the sea level).

In the thermometer of Keauraur, formerly used in France,

the freezing point was made zero, and the scale between it

and the boiling point is divided into eighty degrees.

In the thermometer of Celsiu8» or the Centigrade, first used

in Sweden, the scale between the points of congelation^ or xero,

and ebullition^ is divided into 100 degrees.

In Delisle*s thermometer, formerly used in Bussia, the gradua-

tion commenced at the boiling point, and increased to that of

freezings which was 150 degrees. (A very inferior method.)

To convert degrees of Reaumur to those of Fahrenheit,

multiply by 9, divide by 4, and add 32 to the quotient

To convert degrees of Celsius to those of Fahrenheit, multiply

by 2, divide by 4, and to the quotient add 32.

To convert degrees of Delisle, bdow the boiling point, to

those of Fahrenheit, multiply by 6, divide by o, and from the

quotient subtract 212.

To convert the degrees of Delisle above the boiling point,

multiply by 6, divide by 5, and to the quotient add 212.

MBMOXANninc BSSFBcmia a MonmixD Thebmometeb (Damp
OK Wet Bulb), used in coupabison with a Dbt one, as a
HiGBOMEiER, on Mason's Principle.

The two thermometers should be without cases, or guards,

hung in the shade^ in still air, near each other, but not within

a less distance than two or three inches. They should be as

free from radiation as possible (from waUs/

* Homae walk, ho.itrd ground or stones, windows of warm rooms, areas near

kitchens* or npwud dianghtt from them, heated air at hatchtngra in a ship,^

Digitized by Google



IIY6R0METER 360

Rain should be kept off the dry bulb. The cup, or glass, or

other small holder of water for moisteniiig the damp bulb,

ought not to be under or too near the dry one, lest it should be

affected. This little reservoir shonld be on one side of the

damp bulb—that furthest from the dry thm&ometer.

A small strip of linen or cotton rag, or ^book muslin,' tied

slightly round, or half round the bulb ; or conunon cotton mck
opened and tied loosely round the glass stem, close to the bulb,

so as to lie on it, and reaching two or three inches from its

lower partj should dip and remain in the water—which may be

any water, fresh or salt, at the temperature of the atmosphere.

ObservatioTis .ire incorrect if made while the water is either

colder or warmer tliaii the air, therefore the water holder

should be repleuisbed after, or some little time be/ore ob-

serving.

Sometimes, at sea, when the water has heen many degrees

warmer than the air (as in the Gulf Stream for instance), a

thermometer bulb has been moistened with it, and an observa-

tion incorrectly made almost immediately, by which the tem-

perature of evaporation appeared to be higher than that of the

air at the time; the moistened thermometer reading higher

than the dry one— (of course a fallacy).

If one were to use hot, or iced water, such effects would be

shown in extreme degrees. Water or wine is often cooled simi-

larly by evaporation» a wet doth being tied round the bottle,

placed in a draught of air ; or the bottle {eofrthem jar prefer-

ably) being porous, and allowing evaporation.

But as the objects of observing the temperature of evapora^

tion are special, and have imiercoinpariaon as a principal on^
these thermometers should be in etiU air. Draughts or currents

of wind hasten evaporation, and therefore lower temperature,

more or less rapidly, according to their velocity, or strength,

which may vary considerably. (Hence the idea of Hvincjing a

moistened bulb is fallacious, as it cannot be done uniformly.)

The writer has had four paii'S of such thermometers in use

during a considerable time, and has found them accord per-

fectly, ranging in external air from a difference of fifteen

degrees, during the summer, to one degree, in very damp
weather— in and near London. He has seldom found a pair.
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366 mason's HTQBOlfSTEB

agree nearer than 1° in their reading (however exactly in

accordance when both dry) unless the bulb which should have

been dry was affected by rain, or dew, or the damp of the other

when too near ; in shorty by moM^iu^ when the bulb ought to

have been perfecUj dry.

The nraaUn, cotton, or other zag> should be washed frequently

(onoe or twice a week)^ by pouring water over it (as it hangs),

and should be cfaaaged oocasionaUy (once or twice a month),

according to its quality, and etpomae to duat or Uadsa, Accu-

nicsy depends much on this care for deanlinees and water.

Cotton wick is as good a material, for conveying the moisture

(by capillaty action) to the bulb, as muslin or linen,— when
opened out a little, kept clean, and renewed frequently, by
simply tying it round the bulb neck.

In our climate, the usual difference between the thermo-

meter readings ranges from two to twelve degrees (when the

arrangement is good) in outer air; and from five to eight

degrees in doors, in a /regueiUed room, or passage, wUJiQui

much fire.

In hot and dry climates, the range out of doors has been

found as much as eren thirty degrees. (In Africa, India, and
Australia.)

The difference between the dry and the moist, taken from

the moist reading, gives the Dew-point,* nearly (when the air

temperature is between freezing point and eighfy degrees).

When the moiBtened thermometer is froann, no reading need

be taken for ordinaiy purposes ; as, although wa^poraiion con-

tinues^ and may be noted, if the bulb be wetted beforehand,

and an observation made before the moisture is froaein— it ia

tloww afterwards, although continuing^ and may much mislead*

In fr^st, therefore, it is ecmtlj wcnth noting^ except as an
experiment; but this signifies less, because at sooh a time the

air is very dry ; and for ordinary purposes, its state then will be

known sufficiently.

* Tlw tcnipantaie at iddeh «» Sntgivw opitia^iMoiis T»pow(iiiyiiiUe nhOa
ga8)uidew; GsMtmormoMzapideondMiartionof vapovrtppcm
orhaiL
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B

TIDES.

Thbbb is 80 striking a resemblance between the general move-

ments of atmospheric currents and those of oceans, that a

reprint of the following original paper, although written a quarter

of a century ago, may now be nseiEul, if not interesting.

Dr. Whewell expressed a &Toiirable opinion of it (as the

annexed passages show) which he has since repeated recently.

In Augnst 1839, at a meeting of the British Association, in

Birmingham, * Professor Wheweil made some obserrations on
Captain I^tzroy's Tiews of the Tides. In the account of the

Toyages of H. M. ships Adventure and Beagle, just published,

there is an article in the Appendix containing remarks on the

Tides.

* Captain Fitzroy observes, that facts had led him to doubt

several of the assertions made in Mr. WiewelTs Memoir, pub-

lished in the *' Philosophical Transaction h,'' 1833, and entitled,

" Essay towards a First Approximation to a Map of Cotidal

Lines."

' Professor Wheweil stated, that he conceived dovhte— snoh

as Captain Fitzroy's— are reafionable till the assertions are

fully substantiated by fiftcts. Captain Fitzroy has further

offered a hypothesiB of the nature of the tidal motion of the

waters of wide oceans, different from the hypothesis of a pto*

gresslTe ware, which is the faasLs of iWessor Whewell's

xeseaiches.

^Gaptain Fitzroy conceiTes that in the Atlantic, and the

Pacific, ISbe masMS of water librate, and oedllate, laUraUif,
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from east to west and back, between the eastern and western

shores of these oceans, and thus produce tides.

'This supposition would explain such feusts aa these— that

the tides take place along the whole west ooast of South
America at the same time: and the sapposition might be ao

modified aa to account for the absence of tides in the central

part of the ocean. Profesaor Whewell stated, that he was not

at all disposed to deny that such a mode of oscillation of the

waters of the oceans is possiblet Wbetber such a motion be
consistent with the forces exerted by the sun and moon, is a
problem of hydrodynamics hitherto unsolved—and probably

very difficult.

* No demonstrative reason, howew, has yet been published,

to show that such a motion of the ocean waters may not

approach more nearly to their actual motion, than the equili-

brium theory, lis usually applied, does.

* When the actual phenomena of the Tides of the Atlantic and
Pacific have been fully explored, if it appears that they are of

the kind supposed by Captain Fitzroy, it will be very necessary

to cull on mathematicians to attempt the solution of the hydro-

dynamical problem, either in a rigorous, or in an approximate

shape.*—(< Athen»um/ No. 618, 1839, August, page 655.)

At the end of the year 1833, 1 received from ^fr. WTiewell a

copy of a work for which Seamen in general are deeply indebted

to him. It bore the unpretending title of an ' Essay towards

a First Approximation to a Map of Gotidal Lines but however

lightly the author might esteem it, there can be no doubt that

it tended to remove a doud which hung over numerous diffi-

culties; and to enable us not only to take a general view of

them, but to see how we should direct our course in order to

attain some knowledge of their intrioades.

In 1831 Mr. liubbock called the attention of mathematicians,

as well as of practical seamen, to the subject of Tides : but it

was iSIr. Whewell who aroused general interest
;
and, assisted by

the Admiralty, engaged the cooperation of observers in all

quarters of the globe.

At the first perusal of Mr. Whewell's essay, I was particularly

struck by the following passages : -r- * But in the meantime no one
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appean to haye attempted to trace tlie nature of tilie ooimection

among the tides of the different parte of the world. We are, per-

hape, not even yet able to 'answer deciBiyely the inqniiy which

Bacon suggests to the philoeophers of his tinie» whether tiie high

water extends across the Atlantic so as to affect^ contempora-

neously, the shores of America and Africa ? or, whether it is high

on one side of this ocean, when it u low on the other ? At any

rate, such observations have not been extended and generalized.'*

Also: t
' If the time of hijj^h water at Plymouth be five, and at the

Kddystone eight (as formerly stated), the water must be falling

for three hours on the shore, while it is rising at the siime time

at ten or twelve miles' distance; and this through a height of

several feet. We can hai'dly imagine that any elevation in one

of the situations, should not be transferred to the other in a

much shorter time than this.

* There is, in fact, no dou>)t that most, or all the statements

of such discrepancies, are founded in a mistake arising from the

comparison of two different phenomena; namely, the time of

high-water, and the time of the change from the flow to the

ebb-current. In some cases the one^ and in some the other of

these times, has been observed as the time of the tide ; and in

this manner have arisen such anomalies as haye been men-
. tioned.' And again

* The persuasion that, in waters affected by tides, the water

rises while it runs one way, and falls while it runs the opposite

way, though wholly erroneous, is very generaL*

These, and other valuable remarks, showed me what indistinct

or erroneous ideas I had entertained ; and that many other sea-

men had been similarly perplexed, I could have little doubt,

having often talked to exjierienced practical men on the sub-

ject. Perhaps the expressions * tide and half-tide,' * tide and

(juarter-tide,' S:c., conveyed more distinct ideas to their minds

than to mine ; for to me they were imsatisfactory, and although

quite aware of their meaning, I never liked them. From 1833,

T and my companions on board the Beagle paid more attention

to the subject, and made observations in the manner suggested

* PhnMophical TnuuaetioiM. 1833, p. 148. f Ibid. 167. % Ibid.
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by Mr. Whewell, as often as our other avocations allowed. It

was, however, impossible to take interest in the subject, and

discover difficulties, facts irreconcilable to theory, without try-

ing to think how to aocoimt for them— unqualified even aslknew
myself to be for such a task.* Perhape I was encouraged to

meditate by Mr. WhewelPs concluding paragraph;! and, sepa-

rated assistance, I tried to reason my way out of the di-

lemma» by the help of such few data as I could dwell upon with

certainty.

Some of the &ct8 which seem to stand most In opposition to

the theory that deduces tides in the northern Atlantic from the

movement of a tide-wave origiuated in the great southern ocean

are :— the comparative narrowness of the space between Africa

aud America; with the certainty that the sea is neither uni-

* Among the points which X oonld not catabUah in my own mind, by apped to

tufB, wm—' the tides of the Atlantic ar^ at least in their main feataraa^ of a
deriTatlTe kind, and are propngiitcil from south to north.' (p. 161.) 'That the

tide-wave travels from flu- Cm]*.- «'f (Joxl Hope to the bottom of the (nilf of Guinoa

in Homcthinp less than fi.ur li<<u!-?<.' (p. 167.) 'That tht* ti(l< -\vavi> travi l^ along

this coast (American) from north to south, employing about twelve hours in itii

motion teom. Acapnloo to the Strait ot MagelW* (p. 191.) 'Ftom the anu-
paratire narrowness of the passage to the north (of AnstrsIiaX it is almost certain

thut these tides miLst come from the sonthem side of the continent.' (p. 200.)

'The derivative fiile which enters nuch oceans (North and South Pacific) from the

Bouth-eaHt, is ditfuscd over ho wide a space, that its umoant is also greatly ivducvxL*

(p. 217.) &c
t * I cannot eonehide this memoir without again eiqpreasing vaj entire oonTiction

of its vorjr imperfect diamctnr. I should regret its publication, if I supposed it

likely that any intelbV<'tit person eoulJ consider it othennse than as nn attempt to

combine nueh intV>niiafion as we havf. and to point out the want and tlie uso of

more. I sliall m ither be hurprist-d nor mortified, if the lines which I Jiave drawn

shall ton out to be^ in many instances, widely emmeons: I olftr them only as the

simfdest mode which I can now disooTor of groupiog the ftets whibh we possoas.

The lines which occupy the Atlantic, and thnsc which are near the coa.'its of

Europe, .Tppear to have the {rr»'atcst d<>trree of probability. Thi- tid<;.«« on the coasts

of New Zealand and New Holhin^l, have also a consistency which makes them

rtrj probaUe. The Indian Ocean is less certain ; though it is not easy to see hov
the cooise ct the lines can be veiy widely dtlbient from that which we hare'taken.

T!ie course of these lines in the Pacific appears to be altogether problematical ; and
thou^li those which are drawn in the neighlKJurliond of the west mist of America

connect most of the best observations, they can hanlly be considered as more than

conjfcture : in the middle of the Pacific I liave not even venturiMl 1<) c<>njectni-c. It

only remains to add, that I shall be most glad to peoSilt by i vi-ry opf)oiiuuity of

improving this map, and will endeavour to employ for this pwpoie any inlbnnation

with which I may be supplied.'—ppb 234-&
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formly nor exceaavelj deep in that space,* and the trifling rise

of tide; not only upon either nearest shore (where it does not

exceed four or five feet at the utmost), but at Ascension Island,

where the highest rise is not two feetf Secondly, the absence

of any regular tide about the wide estuary of the Biyer Plata,

the situation and shape of which seem so well disposed for

recemnor an immense tide4 Thirdly^ the flood-tide moving

toward the west and south along the coast of Brazil, from near

Pcrnambuco to the vicinity of tlie Kiver Plata ; aiul lastly, the

almost uniformity of the time of high water along that extent

of the coast of Africa which reaches from near the Cape of Good
Hope to the neighbourhood of the Congo.

Against the supposition that a tide-wave travels along the

west coast of America, from north to south, are the facts —
that the flocxl tide impinges upon Chiloe and the adjacent outer

coast, from the southward of west ; that it is high water at

Cape Pillar and at Chil()e, including the intermediate coast,

almost at one time;§ that from Valdivia to the Bay of Mexil-

lones (differing eighteen degrees in latitude), there is not an

hour's difference in the time of high-water; that from Arica to

Payta the times Tary gradually as the coast trends westward

;

that from Panama to California, the times also change gradually

* Bt'siJi's the 'Eooca»i.' T*Vrn.'in*lo de Noronha, nml St. Pjul rocks, various

at'couiitw liavo bt-en rcft ivod, from time to timr, of sIio.iN lu'ar flir ' (juator, bt tw.cn

the meridians of fifteen and twenty-four degrees west. ThtTt can be no doubt,

fiom the ckecriptiona, that many ahmui haTO been cansed in that neig^bomrfaood

hj earthquakes ; which are, to my appreheiuiioii, indication-^ rf no rerj great depth

of wntor. In 1761, a small sandy iblund was paid to have I . en seen l>y Captain

Bouvt t, i>f Le Viiillant. This, if s.'< n, has probably f*mjk down mu-v. Kriisen-

htem saw a vulcanic eruption thensibuut in 1806. In 1816, Captain I'roudfoot, in

the ahip Triton, from Oalentta to Gibraltar, paaeed Ofver a bank, in Utitnde 0^ 82* &
and kmgitnde 17® WVT. It appeared to extend in an eaat and west directi<m three

iiiib s. and in a north and soath direction one mile. They aoonded in twenty-three

fathoms, brown <and; but saw no uppcanince of breakers.

t At St. Ill U na it is not three fit t : while at Tristan d'Acunha there is a rise of

eight or nine feet under ordinary cireumstances.

X I hare passed months in that rirer without being able to deteet any periodical

rise of water, which I could attribute to tide ; though it is said, that when the

weadier is very settled, some iiHlications of a tide may be perceived.

§ Within about half an hour ; au irregularity eafiiiy accounted for, and to which

any one place is subject.
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as the coai;t trends westward ; and that from forty to sixty north,

high water takes place at one time.

Having thus stated a few of the difBculties to be enoonntered

by a theory which supposes such important tide-waves to move
in the direction of a meridian, rather than in that of a parallel,

I will Tenture to bring forward the results of much anxious

meditation on the subject, tnuting ihtA they will be received by
the reader— not as assertions—not as conclusions to which

assent is asked without a reason for acquiescence being given

—

but as the very fiJIible opuiion of one individual, who is anxious

to oontribute a mite, however small, toward tiie information of

those for whom this work is more particularly written—namely,

seafaring men ; and who, if his ideas are fallacious, will rejoice

at their refutation by the voice of truth.

Resting in confidence upon the Newtonian theory— wliich

assigns as the primary causes of the ti<h's the attractions of tlie

moon and sun - - 1 will make a few remarks, and then state some

facts from wliich to reason.

iSome persons seem to view the tidal phenomena more in

connection with what would have happened had the globe been

covered with water, than with reference to what actually

happens, now that the oceans are nearly separated by tracts of

land. They appear to consider that the effects of the moon's

attraction (leaving the sun's out of the question at present, as it

is similar though smaller) are felt only in vertical lines $ and
they do not allow for the lateral action of the moon upon a
body of water, by which any portion is attracted towards her

before she is vertically over it, as well as after she has passed

to the westward of the meridian of that portion.

But little attention appears to have been paid to a oonsidera-

tion of the momentum acquired by any great body of water

moved from the position it would occupy if undisturbed, and to

the consequences of that momentimi, when the water returns

from a temporary displacementw And there seems to be a

difficulty in altogether reconciling the stMteinent that * tiiles

are diminished by di iVusinn,* witli tiie manner in which the

great tides of the Northern Atlantic aie supposed to be caused

• Whewcll's EsiHiy, p. 217.
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— a supposition which is mainly dependent upon the principle

of forced vibnitions or oscillations.'
*

In consequence of similar ideas, induced by the &cts pre*

iously mentioned, the following questions were inserted in the

published * Geographical Journal ' for 1836 :—
*It may appear presumption in a plain sailor attempting to

offer an idea or two on the difficult questions of ' Tides ;' yet,

with the utmost deference to those who ate competent to reason

upon the subject, I will venture to ask whether the supposition

of Atlantic tides being principally caused by a great tide-wave

coming from the Southern Ocean, is not very difficult to

reconcile with the facts that there is so little tide upon the

coasts of Brazil, Asceusiou, and (nunea, and that in the mouth
of the great river Plata there is little or no tide?

* May not each ocean have its own tides, though afifectiug, and
being affected by the neighbouring waters?

* Has not the mass of an ocean a tendency to move Avestward

as well as upward, after and toward the moon as she passes ?

If so, after the moon has pcossed, will not the mass of that ocean

have an easterly inclination to regain the equilibrium (with

respect to earth alone) from which the moon disturbed it (sun's

then action not being considered)?

* In regaining its equilibrium, would not its own momentum
carry it too fu eastward; and would not the moon's action he

then again approaching ?

' May notone part of an ocean have a westward tendency, while

another part, which is wider or narrower, from east to west, has

an eastward movement ?
' If so, many difficulties would vanish

;

among them those which were first mentioned, and many per*

plexing anomalies on the south coast of New Holland. Jour.

Koy. Geog. Soc' vol. vi. part. II. p. 336.)

In a work subsequently published (in 1837) by a most eminent

mathematician,! is the following passage:—
* Suppose several high, narrow strips of land were now to en-

circle the globe, passing through the opposite poles, and di-

viding the earth's siu-face into several great, unequal oceans ; a

separate tide would be raised in each. When the tidal wa?e had

* H«iielMl*s AOxomomjt Gbb. Cje, p. 834*

t Gharifls BaUMge^ .FJLa
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reached the farthest shore of one of them, conceive the causes

that produced it to cease ; then the wave thus raised woidd

recede to the opposite shore, and continue to oscillate until

destroyed by the friction of its bed. But if instead of cea.sing

to act, the cause which produced the tide were to re-appear at

the opposite shore of the ocean, at the very moment when the

reflected tide had returned to the place of its origin, then the

second tide would act in augmentation of the first; and if this

oontanued, tides of great height might be produced for ages.

The rescdt might be, that the narrow ridge diyiding the adjacent

oceans would be broken through, and the tidal ivave traverse a
broader tract than in the former ocean. Let us imagine the

new ocean to be just so much broader than the old, that the

reflected tide would return to the origin of the tidal movement
half a tide later than before ; then instead of those two super-

imposed tides, we should have a tide arising from the subtrac-

tion of one firom tJie other. The alterations of the height of

the tides on shores so circumstanced might be very small, and

this ndght again continue for ages, thus causing beivches to be

raised at very ditferent elevations, without any real alteration in

the level, eitiier of the sea or land.' (Babbage's * Ninth

Bri.l-ewater Treatise,' pp. 248, 249.)

Additional data, and leisure to reflect upon them, have

tended to confirm the view taken previously to askini^ th«xse

questions in the 'Geographical Journal;' but before stating this

view more explicitly, it ia necessary to lay facts before my
readers, from which they may judge for themselves.

In the greatest expanse of ocean, that which meets with only

partial interruption to free tidal movements— the zone, if it

may be so called, near fifly-five degrees of south latitude—
there is high water at opposite rides, and low water at the other

opposite rides of the globe nearly at Uie same time.

At the eastern part of the Falkland Islands, exposed to tbe

tide of this aone, it is high water, or full sea, at about nine

o'clock on the day of new, or full moon, by Greenwich time

and on the southern shore of Van Biemen Land it is high-

Vrater at about ten. This is not a point exactly opposite, it ia

true, but it is the nearest so at which we have yet observed,

• To idiich all the times are h«re rodneed tot eatj oompotuon.
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At each of these places the tide rises six hours and fiskllB six

hours, alternately ; therefore when it is low water at one, it is

also low water at the other. There is no intermediate place in

this zone, rather distant from these points, at which I know of

a tide observation deserving oonfidenoe; bat those above-men-

tioned are certain^ and seem to corroborate the Newtonian

theory m a satisfectory manner*

This ia, however, the only zone of ocean which is at all able

to follow the law which would govern its undulations if the

globe were coTered with water. In other zones (taking about

ten degrees in latitude as a zone) it is high water, generally

speaking, at one side of an ocean, near the time that it is low on

the other.

In oceans about ninety degrees wide, tliis happens very

nearly; but as the width diminishes, so do the times of high

wat+^r at each side approach ; and as the width increases beyond

ninety degrees, jva in the case of zones of tlie Pacific, the times

of high water still approach (in consequence of the tendency to

high water at opposite points), and appear to confirm further

the Newtonian theory.

For examples (on the day of full moon);— In the Pacific, at

Port Henry, in 50° S. it is higher water at 5h., at which time it

is near low water at Auckland Island, where the time of high

tide is 12b. 30m. In this case, the interval between one high

water, and the other on the opposite side of the ocean, is 7b.

30m. or 4*30; and the width of that ocean is nearly eight hours

(measured in time).

At Valdivia, in ]aL 4(f 8. it is high water at 3h. 30m., and at

New Zealand, on that parallel, at 9h. 50m. The space of ocean

between is seven hours nearly : the differences are 6.20 and 5.40.

In 30^ S., at Coquimbo, it is high water at 2h., and at Norfolk

Island it is high at about 9h. The intermediate space of ocean

is nearly eiglit hours wide.*

In 20° S., at I(|ui(|ue, it is high water at Hi. 30in., and at New
Caledonia, in the same parallel, it is high water at 9h. 15m.

The space between them is about eight hours wide : the least

difiference 4*15.

Near 10% or 12°, at Cailao, it is high water about ten ; but

^ A 4ntMltw tide nuj act htm.
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as on this parallel a multitude of islands spread across half the

Pacific, no comparison of times can he trusted.

On the c(HUitor— at the (ialapay^os Islands— it is high water

at 8h. 20m. ; and at New Ireland it is high water at 3h. 00m.

—

a difference of seven hours nearly. The ocean is here eight

hours wide; but at New Ireland there is only one tide in twenty-

four hours— an anomaly to be considered presently.

The pazallel of 10° N. is similar to that of the equator—how-
ever, we may as well examine it. At the little Isle of Coooo^ and

at Nicoya, on the main, it is high water at about 8h. ; and at

the Philippine laUnds, in the same latitude, at 4h. ; the diffe-

renoe, eight bouiSy is not far from the meridian distance^ whicb

is about ten hours; but the Philippines also feel the effects of

causes which influence the tides at New Ireland^ and» generally^

those of the Indian Archipelago.

In 20^ N., at St. Bias, it is high water at 3b. ; and at Lea
Ghu, the nearest known point of comparison at the other side

of the ocean, at lOh. The difference, 7 hours, is about an hour

less than the meridian distance. In 30' N., on the coast of

California, it is high water at 4h., and at Nangasaki, in Japan,

in hit. 3.3, at 11-12. The difference, 7*12, is nearly half an hour

less than the meridian distance. In 40*^ N. it is high water at

about 8h. on the American coast, but for the opposite shore I

have no data. In oO"* N. it is high water at Vancouver Island at

9h., and at tlie south extreme of Kamschatka it is saUl to be high

wat^r at about Gh. ; the difference, 9 or 3 hours, is anomalous——

made so probably by a derivative tide ; or by a mistake.

Having examined the Pacific, let us proceed in a similar

manner with the Atlantic and the Indian Ocean :—
In 40** S., off Blanco Bay, the time of high water is 9h. ; the

same as at the Fulk lands.

At Amsterdam Island, one says 6h., another 12h., for the time

of high water. Both cannot be right : but haying reason to think

the latter correct, I hare preferred it. In Bass Strait it is high

water about ten. Between the two extremes there are thirteen

hours, and between the times of tide there are eleven or thirteen

hours. At Amsterdam Island, high water is taken as two hours

after that of Bass Strait, but the difference of meridians is

about four hours. The difference between high water at Amster-

dam and Bianco Bay is nine hours.
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In 30 S. it is high water on the African coast at 2h., and on
the American coast at 6h« Tliere are about four hours' dififerenoe

of meridian between them in that parallel.

In 20° 8. it is high water at 3h. on theAMcan shore, and 6b.

on the Brazilian; the meridian distance is about three hours

and three quarters.

InW S.» at 3h. 15m. on the east side, and 7h. on the west;

the distance is about three hours and a quarter.

On the equator we have 4h. 30m. at the eastern limits and
nearly 8h. at the western ; the distance being about three hours

and a half.

In 10^ N.> 7h. and lOh.,— the distance being three hours.

In 20** N., at Cape Blanco, at about Ih. ; and on the north

coast of San Domiiii^'o, nearly at 11 h. The interval is about

3'4(): but theri' are interfering derivative tides, probably, as

well as local peculiarities, among the West-India Islands.

In 30° N., about 4h. on the east and Hi. 3()m. on the west.

The distanee is iR-arly five hours. This aeems anomalous.

In 40' N., .'ill. on tlie cojust of Spain, and at al»out Ih. on the

coast of America. This is another anomaly: but easy of

explanation — considering the geography.

In 50° it is hiu'h water at 4h. 36m., in the mouth of the

Channel; and at lOh. 45m. on the coast of Newfoundland*

Their meridian distance is about 3"20.

On the west coasts of Ireland and Scotland, from 5h. to 6h. is

the hour of high water ; on the coast of Xiabrador, it is firom lOh.

to llh.^ in the same parallels. The meridian distances are from

three to four hours ; but as we approach the parallel of 60" N.

the North Sea and Davis Strait open, which probably affect the

tide between Ireland and Labrador.

The Indian Ocean appears to have high water on all sides at

once, though not in the central parts at the same time. Thus,

it is high water at the north west extremity of Australia; on

the coast of Java; on that of Sumatra; at Ceylon ; at the Lac-

cadiva Islands; at the Seychelles; on the coast of Madag<uscar;

and at Amsterdam Island, at twelve ; but at the Chagos Islands

and Mauritius it is high water at about nine, and at the Keel-

ing Isles about eleven. Here^ then, it would seem that there is

cause for much perplexity.
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Having now stated the principal facts wliich occur to my
niiud, I will mention the conclusions drawn from them, and

then attempt to explain the anomalies.

Let BO (fig. 1*) represent a section of our globe, of which

A B G D is supposed to 1)0 land, and E F o H water. Let H M show

the direction in which the moon's attraction would operate.

The effect of her attraction, according to Newton's demonstn^-

tion, would be to raise the water at t by positiye attraction of

the water, and at H by attracting the earth more than the

water :— let the dotted line represent the consequent figure of

the ocean.

In fig. 2, let the ocean be supposed 90* or six hours wide ; let

the moon act in the direction mf; and let the dotted line re-

present the altered position of the water when moTed out of

its natural position (with respect to the earth) by the moon's

•attraction.

A;4:ain, in fij^. 3, supposing the moon acting in the line m k,

and the dotted line representing the figure taken in that ca^e

by the ocean.

It will occur to the reader that very little water can rise at f

and H (fig. 1), at*F (fig. 2), or at K (fig. 3), unless water falls

or sinks, at E and G (fig. 1), G (fig. 2), F and o (fig. 3), because

water is but slightly compressible, except under extraordinary

pressure, and because it is incapable of being stretched ; there*

fore, if at any place the sea is raised above its natural level, the

excess must be supplied by a sinking taking place elsewhere.

There cannot be a void space left under the sea between the

water and its bed; and there is no lateral movement of the

particles at the sur&ce only of the ocean sufficient to cause

high tides on either shore :—therefore the conclusion may be
drawn, that the whole mass oscillates or librates.

By librating I mean such a movement as that which a laige

jelly would have, if iiMV/pper part were pushed on one side^ and
then allowed to vibrate while the base remained fixed ; and by
oscillating I mean a movement like that of water in a basin,

after the basin is ^entlv tilted and let down ajmin.

That such a motion would be iTFij)eroeptiblc, except by it,s

effects, there can be little doubt, after refiecting how small a late-

* SeeDiagnmzi.
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ral movement of an ooeaa would caii<?e immense commotion at

its boundary, in consequence of the melasticity of water, free to

move and impelled horuontally.

Now let the moon be supposed changed from M in fig. 2 to M
in fig. 3. The highest point of the water would then be trans-

ferred from T to K, during which transfer the water must fiill

at r and rise at a : and so of other points. In this manner,

when the moon causes a tide bj her direct attracUoo, a wave or

swellings whose crest is above the natural level of the sea, moves

westward, until it is stopped by a barrier of land. But when it

recedes firom that barrier, how is the excess of the wave above

the height of the sea (when uninfluenced by the moon) trans-

ferred to tilt' other side of the same ocean? There is no return

wave; ii' there were, islands interniediate would have an ebb,

and a flood tide, every six hours; foiu- floods in twenty-four

hours ; but they usually have, on the contrary, six hour tides,

alternate ebb and flow, tw ico in twenty-four hours, like those of

the shores of continents, though generally smaller in amount*

Water cannot rise in one place unless it £^l0 in another— it

does fall on one side of an ocean, while it rises on the other

—

bow then is the fluid transferred? There is only one way

—

which is by the mass oscillating^. In the former case, when the

moon passed over, it was a Ubratory movement^ in this latter it

appears to be an oscillation.

If it is shown, as I believe, that the ocean oscillates, we see

that there are two principal causes of tides— one the direct

raising of water by the moon : and the other, oscillation excited

by that temporary derangement of the natural level of the sea.

From the preceding fiiets and deductions, combined with the

commonly received laws of fluids and gravitation, the Ibllowing

conclusions may be drawn :—
1. Every large body of water is affected by the attraction of

the moon, and sun, and lia-s tides caused by tlieir action.

2. j^odies of water are not only raised, or accunudated, verti-

cally, by the attraction of the moon and sun; but they are also

drawn laterally l)y them.

3. When a lar^^e body of water is prevented from continuing

a horizontal movement, it rises until whatever momentum it

had acquired ceases ; and then it sinks gradually.
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4. The momentum acquired by a body of water in thus

smkang back to the position it should occupy, with reference to

the earth's attraction only, carries it beyond that position to one

firom which it has a tendency to return again — and so to keep

up an OBcillation until brought to rest by the friction of its bed.

(Attraction of the moon and son not here included.)

5. The recurring influences of the moon and sun are checks

on these oscillations, and present their taking place more than

once between each separate raising of the water in consequence

of their attractions.

6. IHfferent zones (or widths measured by latitude) of an
ocean may move differently, each haying waves and osdUationa

at times differing from those of an adjoining zone, in cense*

quence of one having more or less longitude, depth, or fi:eedom

firom obstacles thau another.

7. Original waves and oscillations coinLiiie with, and nioilify

one auotht r, according to their relative magnitude, momentum,
aud direction,

8. The natural tendency of tide-waves (so called), or oceanic

librations, is from ea.st to west; and of oscillations, from west to

east, and east to west also; but derivative waves or oscillations

move in various directions according to primary impulse, varied

by local configuration of the bed of an ocean.

Conformably to these conclusions, I will now try to explain a

few of the more remarkable anomalies of tides, in various parts of

the world; taking it for granted that the reader is acquainted with

existing works on the subject^ especially those of Mr. Whewell,*
and the brief but comprehensive and explanatory view taken

by Sir John Herschel in his treatise on astronomy.f

I mentioned that between Oallao and the western shores of

the Pacific, in the parallel of about 12^ south, no comparison of

times can he trusted ? Why not? may be asked. Four or five

hours west of Callao, there is a multitude of iskods which

check the libration of the ocean. Another tide wave forma
westward of them, on a small scale, and it is by this second

tide, altered by derivative tides from each side, that the western

* Publiihed in the PhiloHophical l^aiunetioiii.

t Cabinet C^dopaDdia. Treatise on Aetronomy, chap. zL, jipJ 334.

6, «. 7, 8. 9.
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portion of thin zone is affected. Tahiti is thus at the r d^e,

or limits of four tides— one east, another west, a third to the

north, and a fourth to the south, and as* these tides are moving

with different impulsee^ and at different times» it is not at all

surprising that they should almost neutralise each other at

Tahiti As we go west or east of that island, we find the tides

augmenting gradually in height. At the Friendly Islands they

rise fiye feet, and at tiie Oambier Idands three feet.

Respecting the twelye Eour tide at New Ireland, and at other

places in the Indian Archipelago— appeal to fiu^ so far as we
can trace the tides at present, tends to confirm the explanation

of Sir Isaac Newton, which consisted in supposing that such

titles are compouiided of two tides, which arrive by diffLTeiit

paths, one six hours Inter than the other. * When the inoon is

in the etjuator, the morning and evt'ning tides of each com-

ponent tide are equal, and tidi s obliterate eaeh other by inter-

ference, wliich takes phiee about the equinoxes. At otlier

periods the liigher tides of each component daily pair are com-

pounded into a tide which takes place at the intermediate time,

that is, once a day ; and this time will be after noon or before,

according to the time of year.' (Whewell, in 'Phil. Trans.*

1833, p. 224.)

At New Ireland, the time of high water is about 3 ; but at

New Caledonia it is 9. Again, at the north*west coast of

Australia, it is 12 ; and at the eastern approach to Torres Strait,

10 ; at the Philippine Islands it is 4 ; and at Leu Chu 10. Now
here are various times of tide, and different impulses, crowded

together into a comparatively small space, sufficient to perplex

any theorist of the present day. Owing to local configurations,

and a variety of incidental drcumstances, we find every kind of

tide in this region, in a space sixty degrees square. Although

tidal impulses, waves, and resulting currents are checked and

altered by the broken land of the Indian archipelago, they

cannot be suddenly destroyed, or prevented from influencing

each other, while communications, nioic or less open, exist iu so

many directions.

At the Sandwich Islands there is saiil to be very little tide. As

it is high water in 40° N., on the American coa.st, at 8 ; at which

time it is also higii water at the Galapagos, it appears that the
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two zones of the ocenn— one about the equator, and the otiier

near 40° N.— have higli water, in the meridian of tlie Sandwich
falftnAr, at two YCtj (lifTerent times ; and that the high water of

the northern zone will ha^e passed that meridian about three

hours before the equatorial wave. Impulses derived from

them may succeed one anotJier at an intermediate "pomty such

as the Sandwich Islands. Besides which, there is the tide of

their own zone to be considered; in consequence of which alone

it might be high water at about 6 : thus these islands are so

situated as to receive at least thr6e tides— one primary and
two derivatiye— whose I'espective times of high water are 1, 6,

and 10, a succession which may well be supposed to neutralize

any ebb, and maintain the water thereabout above its natural

level, independent of tide.

About the Strait of Magellan, and along the eastern coast

of Patagonia, there are very high tides; apparently complicated,

but perhaps less so than is usually believed.

A powerful tide arrives at the Falklands, and at the east end

of Stateii J^and, at about 9 ; which is opposed by another power-

ful tide arriving from the west. The union of these two

accumulates the water between Tierra del Fuego and the

Falklands, and on the east coast of Patagonia.

Within the Strait of Magellan, westward of the Second

Narrow, it is high water at about 4'4(), and the tide rises only

six feet; but eastward of the First Narrow it is high at 1'30,

and the tide rises about forty feet (six or seven &thoms).

Now, as in one case the sea only rises three feet, and in the

other twenty, above its mean level, every one would expect to

find a rush of water through the Narrows, from the high sea to

the low, and such is the fact From ten to four the water runs

westwsid with great velocity, and from four till ten it rushes

eastward. During the first interval, from ten to four, the

eastern body of water, between Tierra del Fnego and the

Falklands, is above the mean level ; and during the latter

interval, from four till ten, it is below the mean level— that

which it would have it' tiiere were no tides.

From 50° S. to near ]>laneo Pay iu 4()'' S. the tide-wave

certainly travels along the coast to the north; but this is a
derivative from the meeting ot tides above-mentioned, combined

Digiti-ioa by doo^lc
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with the primary tides on tlie coast traversed. In this waj^

prindpally, we may account for a high tide in one place on this

coast, and a low one at another (similarly situated, though

differing in latitude); and, again, a high tide at another place.

During the twenty-four hours that the derivative wave occupies

in moving from Cape Virgins to the Colorado^ it alternately

augments or diminishes two floods and two ebbs of the great

ocean. Perhaps^ indeed, it reaches farther and afiects the water

about the Plata.

The extraordinary 'races' about the Peninsula of San Jos^,

and the apparent absence of currents about the straight coast

extending eastward from Blanco Bay, may be attributed to con-

flicting tidal impulses.

Why there should be no tide in the River Plata, situated and

shaped as it is, seems extraordinary: hut as it is high wat<'r at

r»li. on the coast of Hrazil, and at 9h. alxiut Hlaiico Hay; and as

a drrivative wave from this neigliboiirhood must move eastward

and northward, there is a fillin:^^ up, from the southward, as an

ehljing takes [dace in consequence of a regular six-hour tide

;

and conversely.

Tristan d'Acunha has a considerable rise of tide, ahout eight

feet, though Ascension and St. Helena have only about two

feet. The former place is affected by a great southern tide

;

the two latter are influenced by the com pn ratively small tide

which traverses the space between Africa and BraziL

In the West Indies there are varieties of tides^ caused by
primary and derivative impulses^ exceedingly modi6ed by local

circumstances ; none, however, are large, while some are as small

as those of Tahiti, about a foot at the utmost. There are places

also in that archipelago where there is only one tide in twenty-

four hours. In considering the West-India tides, those of the

east coast of Nortb America, and the exceedingly higli ones of

Fundy Bay, the 0ulf stream ought not to be overlooked, as it

may affect the tides on the coasts it traverses even more than

those on the I'atagouian coast are altered by the current driven

along it from near Tierra del Fuego.

I may here remark that some persons have been misled by

inaccurate data respecting several times of high water, of

material consequence to theories of cotidul lines.
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Looking' at the Atlantic, as reprcf^onted on a globe, we see timt

Newfoimdlancl and the mljacent coiuits are so phiced as to receive

tidal impidses from the Arctic Sea, North Athmtic Ocean, the

tropical part ot the North Atlantic, and the Gulf stream : be-

Rides which, no doubt, a derivative from the equatorial zone is

felt there.

It is high water at the ea^ side of the Atlantic, from the

Canary Islands to Scotland, within an hour or two of the same

time, on the salient points of tlie coast, namely, at about 4h.

;

and if the opposite coast were straight, like that'of Chile, and

uninfluenced by derivative tides or by currents, we might expect

that it would be high water there at about 7h., allowing that the

tide-wave moved as it is found to do generally. But it is high

water at about Ih., from 3(f to 40% the times increasing north-

ward from 40^ N. to the Bay of Fundy, and also increasing

southward from 50^ K. to that bay,^here, as eveiy sailor knows,

the tides rise higher than in any other part of the world. This

sequence of times, each ending in about 43** N., the adjacent

Gulf stream (an immense river in the ocean), and an Jiccunni-

lation of water in that corner hi«fher than is known anvwlit re

else, show that we caimot there expect to find data for tidal

rules. In that quarter is evidently a marked ext* jjtion, caused

by tlie conflux (»f at least tw<j primary tidt s, two derivatives,

and a powerful current, aided by the peculiar contiguration of

the land.

In the ^lediterranean it is supposed by many persons that

there is no ebb and flow; but Captain Smyth, who surveyed so

much of its shores, informs me that he foimd a tide, small cer*

tainly, and apparently not governed by the moon, but regular.

I have myself noticed a small rise and fall there ; and the cur-

rent, caused by tide, in the Faro of Messina, is well known.

As the moon passes over the Indian Ocean, the natural effect

of her attraction must be to accumulate the waters, and draw
the wave so caused after her, as in other places : but while that

ocean is obeying her power, and the wave is travelling toward

the west, another wave is aj)proaching from the raeitit — a w;ive

which has been retanknl in its jKissai^e— and its crest pasM-s

through the Indian archipelago, while the water would otherwise
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be falling at the western part of Torres Strait. At the same

time, a derivative* wave moving northward along the Weat

Australian ooaat^ combines with the Pacific wave to raise a high

tide about the north-west coast of Australia, where, if it were

not for these soxiliarieBy there would be low water at that time.

Six hours afterwards, one body has ebbed toward the Pacific

—

the other southward, toward the then comparatively low ocean,

south of Australia, amd what—if Torres Strait were blocked up,

and the water prevented from felling away toward the south

—

would be a high tide—is, in fact, low wcUer. The tides in the

two northern bays are derivatives, and move northward.

High water taking place at one time— withiu ;ui hour— all

along the east coa.st of Africa, shows that the rise of sea, or tide-

wave, there moves westward or eastward, and the times of high

water at the islands are farther confirmations; for the wave is

at Chagos and at the Mauritius three or four hours before it is

high water on tlie African const. The Keeling time shows that

there the water rises longer, in consequence of that part of the

ocean being affected by the advancing swell of the Pacific

The only remaining particular ease is that of the south coast

of Australia—from King George Sound to Spencer Gulf—

a

large space of sea in which there is very little rise of tide, and

even that litUe veiy irr^pilar.

As the high water moves westward from the meridians of that

great bay, a tide moves southward from the Indian archipeUgo^

where it is high water just as it should be low in the bay men-
tioned ; hence there is a filling, or flowing, from one wave,

while another is retreating. In this wide expanse, affected by
derivative tides from three adjoining oceans, we cannot but

expect irregularities—either very high tides, caused by combi-

nation ; or little or no tide, in conse<iuence of mutual destruc-

tion— one tide ebbing from—while another is flowing towaid the

same place.

Throughout these remarks I have intentionally omitted to say

much of the svm's action, because, though very inferior, it is

similar to that of the moon. Perhaps the Tahiti tide may be
purely solar; this, however, is uncertain.

It appears probable, that many important currents are caused

* Derived teem » gnat MwUieni men passing wnhnud.
0 0
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or aii|n^ent( (l, \>y such a tidal lil)rution and oscillation of tliese;i.

As the earth turns only one \va}% the moon is continually pulling,

as it were, in one direction, and to this cause much of the greater

currents may he traced. Wind, evaporation, and the Tariable

wei«^1it of the atmosphere may each have a share in moving the

waters horizontally; hut there are many fisbctB which appear to

lead to a conclusion that the moon and sun are principal agents

in causing currents* (and therefore geologic changes likewise).

Having alluded to the effect of atmospheric pressure on the

ocean, I will take this opportunity of mentioning that one cause

of water rising on the shore before hurricanes, or gales of

wind, is lightened pressure on the surface of the 8ea» as indi-

cated hy the mercury being low in a barometer. This is very

remarkable at the Mauritius and in the River Plata, at both

which places the water rises unusually before a storm, while at

the same time the mercury falls. As the column rises, so the

water falls ajj^ain. I have instanced those places as bein<,' well

known, and affected very little hy tide: but the fact has been

observed by me in many ])laces.

These causes may materially affect the heit^ht of tides, as well

a'? the strength of currents. In the wide but shallow Plata, the

depth of water and nature of current vary in remarkable

accordance with the barometric changes.

Another cause of the water rising before a liigh wind, or

storm, as well as of a ground swell, of rollers, or of that dis-

turbed tumuUuoiLS heaving of the sea, sometimes observed while

there is little or no wind at a place^ is the action of wind on
a remote part of that sea; an action, or pressure, which is

rapidly transmitted, through a non-elastic fluid, to r^ons at a
distance.

I have collected many instances of rollers, or a heavy swell,

or a confused ground swell being felt at places where not only

was there no wind at the time, but to which the wind that

caused those movements of water never reached. That they zcere

caused by wind, I proved by the logs of ships which were in the

* A continued stroam nuQrbe produced by a succession of impulses, as a rotutoiy

jstem of WBTM maj * be kept in omutaat axeakldtm bj impnlMf zeeeivied ftom
the Md'acent tidea.*—Whewell in FhiL Thuw. 188S» p. 899.
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respectiTe gales at the time their effects on the sea were thus

felt at a great distance. The places to which I particularly

allude are the Cape Verde Islands, Ascension, St. Helena^ Tristan

d'Acimha» Gape Frio, Tiena del Fuego^ Ghilde, the coart of Chile,

the GalapagoB Xdandsi Tahiti, the Keeling Islands, Manritius,

and the Caipe of Otood Hope.

Waves, or rollers, caused hj earthquakes, or volcanic erup-

tions, or electric discharges, are, of course, unconnected with

wind or atmospheric pressure^

But in accounting for currents, as occasioned in some, if not

many instances, by tidal pressure, or a succession of tidal im-

pulses, we must not overUiok the well known power of wind in

giving horizontal motion to water, as well as in elevating or

depressing it.

Wind blowing almost always in one direction is known to

communicate a movement to waters, and it is remarkable that

the general movements of the North Pacific as well as the

North Atlantic aie from west by the north to east, or, as a

sailor would say, * with the sun while in the southern oceans,

Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian, they are generally 'against the

sun,* or from west to east by the south— both corresponding to

the gmeral turn of winds in respective hemispheres.*

The Chile current, after coasting Peru, preserves a tempera-

ture of about 60"up to the Galapagos, and there it meets a warm
stream out of the Gulf of Panama, at a temperature of about

SO". The two unite together, and turn westward along the

equatorial sone. There is a remarkable exception on the east

coast of Patagonia, where the current sets northward along the

land (not far in the offing), owing probably to tides.

There may be circulations of water in a vertical direction,

or in a plane inclined to tlie horizon, as well as horizontally.

Bodies of water differing in temperature, as well as in chemical

composition, do not hastily blend together. Their reluctance

to mix is observal)le at sea, when we sail out of one current,

or body of water, into another — dittcring perhaps in tempera-

ture, diemical composition, and colour. At the meetings or

* Against the son, in wnrni't phrwe—left handed, or oontmiy to the moremenl

of watch hands.
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edges of Ruch bodieR, there is usually a \Yell defined line, often

considerable rippliugs, which indicate some degree of mutual

horizontal pressure— as of separate masses.

At the mouths of large rivers it frequently happens that salt

water is actually running up the river, underneath a stream of

fresh water, which still continues to run down. This has often

been witnessed in the river Santa Cruz. Of oouzae intermixture

takes place gradually, though by slow degrees.

The height of waves may be here mentioned, with reference

to rollers or other undulations of water however caused. Lsigs

waves are seldom seen except where the sea is deep and exten-

sive. The highest I have ever witnessed myself were not lees

than sixty feet in height, reckoning from the hollow between,

perpendicularly to the level of two adjacent waves > but from

twenty to thirty feet is a common height in the open ocean

durinrr a storm.

I am (juite aware of, and have loni^ been amused by the

assertion of some persons, wbose <^oiH\ fortune it lias been not

to witness really larj^^e waves—that the sea never rises above

twelve or fifteen feet— or, that no wave exceeds thirty feet in

height, reckoning in a vertical line from the level of the hollow

to that ()f the crest

In H. M. S. Thetis, during an unusually heavy gale of wind

in the Atlantic, not far firom the £ay of Biscay, while between

two waves, her storm try-sails were tohdly becalmed, the

crest of each wave being above the level of the centre of her

main-yard, when she was upright between the two sess. Her
main-yard was sixty feet from the water-line. At that time I

was standing near her tafirail, holding by a rope.* I never saw

such seas before, and have never seen any equal to tiiem since,

dtber off Gape Horn or the Cape of Oood Hop^ during two
drcumnavigations ; and many years of foreign service.

Calculations of tides, adopted by INIr. Whewell and most
persons whose opinions on this subject all men respect^ are

* Captain B. J. 6ulivtui, C.li^ was then a midBbipman, and in the main-top.
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equdUy applieabU to the view here taken. In either case the

time of high water, and rise of tide on a certain day, is ascer-

tained at a given place experimentally; and, as the causes of

that tide are the moon and the sun, changes in their position

with respect to tiie earth will operate changes in the tides,

which, as to time and quantity, will depend upon the above

data, and the positions of earth, moon, and sun.

The variation of tide is wliat we have to deal with in ordinary

calculation, not the original movement.

It may be added here, that altliough tidal waves are too

brojui and too nearly flat to be visibly noticed, such views iis

these which the writer has ventiiretl to pu})lish (repeatedly) do

accord with facts observed most recentbj^ as well as with old

authentic observations (such as those of Flinders, Cook, and

Dampier), throughout all explored parts of the whole world*
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CLOUDS.

Clouds were divided^ by Howard, into four classes^ called

—

CiBBus, Stbatus, Ndibus, OS CmiDLirs.*

Cirrus is tbe first light cloud that forms in the sky after fine

clear weather. It is Tery light and delicate in its appearance

;

and generally curling or waving, like feathers, hair, or horses*

tails (commonly called ^ mares tails *). It may also be called

the « Curl Cloud.*

Stratus IB the shapeless smoke-like cloud that is most common,
and of all sizes : sometimes it is small, and at a distance like

spots of inky or dirty water; its edges appearing &int or ill*

defined; sometimes it rises in fog-banks firom water or land;

sometimes it oyerspreads and hides the sky. Bain does not fall

from it. Its exact resemblance cannot be traced upon paper,

bocauso tlie edj^e.s are so ill-defiiiecl.

Tsimbiis is the heavy-lookino^, soft, shapeless cloud, from

which rain is falliiiLC- \Miatever shape a cloud may have

retained previous to raiu falling from it, at the moment of it«

change, from vapour to water, it softens in appearance, and
becomes the * Nimbus,' or ' Kain Cloud.'

Cumulus is the hard-edged cloud, or cloud with well-defined

edges, whose resemblance can be accurately traced on paper.

This cloud is not, generally speaking, so large as the Stratus or

Nimbus.

These four classifications will not, howeyer, suffice to describe

exactly the appearance of the clouds at all times. More minute

• See Diagrams n. x.
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difltinctioDS are required, for which the following may he

used:

—

Cirro-stratus— signifying a mixture of Cirrus and Stratus.

Cirro-cumulus—Cirrus and Cumulus.

Cumulo-stratus—a mixture of Cumulus and Stratus.

Which terms may he rendered more explanatory of the precise

kind of cloud by using the augmentative termination onus,

or tlie diniinutive, itiis. Thus:—Cirronus, Cirritus ; Cirrono-

stratiis, Cinito-stnituH
;

Cirrono-cuinulus, Cirrito-cnniulus
;

Stratonus, Stratitus; Ciiiimlonus, rutnulitus; ('iimnloiio-stratus,

Cuniulito-stratus ; which aie suthcieut to couvey distinct ideas of

every variuty of clouds.

These terms mav be abbreviatt^d for coininon use by writiujr

only the first letters of each word; allowiiijj^ one letter to repre-

sent the diminutive, two letters the ordinary or middle degree,

and three letters the augmentative. As Cirrus and Cumulus
be;^'in with the same letter, it will be necessary to make a

distinction between them by taking two, three, and four letters,

respectively, of Cumulus: thus, C, Ci., Cir.,; S., St, Str.; N.,

Ni., Kim.; Cu., Cum., Cumu. Suppose it were desired to

express Cumulito-stratus, C.-Str. would he sufficient,— and

simihirly for the other comhinations.
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LETTER FBOM THE ROYAL SOaETY.

BePLY of the PurslDEXT AND CorSTIL OF THE RoYAL SociETY TO A
LeTTEU FUUM XU£ BoAUD Oh' TkAD£, DJlTU) Ja^uauy Id, 1854.

Bojtl Society, Somcnet Hdose

:

Febnuuy 22, 1855.

SiB» T-In the month of June last, the Lords of the Committee

of the Privy Council for Trade caused a letter to he addressed

to the President and Council of the Royal Society, acquainting

tliein that their Lordships were about to submit to Parliament

an estimate for an Office for the discussion of the observations

on Metei)r<)h)*;y to be made at sea in all parts of the <;lobe, in

Conformity with the recommendatiim of a conference held at

Brussels in 18o3; and that they were about to construct a set

of forms for the use of tliat office, in which they proposed to

publish, from time to time, and to circulate such statistical results,

obtained by means of the observations referred to, as might be

considered most desirable by men learned in the science of.

meteorology, in addition to such other information as might be
required for the purposes of navi)j:ation.

Before doing so, howeTer, their Lordships were desirous of

haying the opinion of the Royal Society, as to what were the

great desiderata in meteorological science, and as to the forms

which may be best calculated to exhibit the great atmospheric

laws which it may be most desirable to develope.

Their Lordships further state, that as it may possibly happen

that oV)servations on land upon an extended scale may hereafter

be made and dibcusscHl iu the bame office, it dubirable that the
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reply of the Boyal Society should keep in view, and provide for,

each a contingency.

Deeply impreased with a sense of the magnitnde and impoF-

tanoe of the work which has heen thus undertaken hy Her
Majesty's Government and confided to the Board of Trade, and

fully appreciating the honour of being consulted, and the respon*

Ability of the roply which they are called upon to make—> con-

sideriDg also that by including the contingency of larid obser-

vations, the emiuiry is, in fact, co-extensive with the reqiiirementa

of meteorology, over all accessible parts of the earth's surface—
tlie President and Council of the Koyal Society deemed it ad-

visal)le, before making their reply, to obtain the opinion of those

amongst their foreign members who are known as distinguished

cultivators of meteorological science, as well as of others in

foreign countries, who either bold offices connected with the

advancement of meteorology, or have otherwise devoted them-

gelvea to this branch of science.

A circular was accordingly addressed to several gentlemen,

whose names were transmitted to the Board of Trade in June

last, containing a copy of the communication from the Board of

Trade, and a request to bo fitvoured with any suggestions which

might aid Her Majesty's Government in an undertaking which

was obviously one of general concernment.

Replies in some degree of detail have been received from five

of these gentlemen,* copies of which are herewith transmitted.

The President and Council are glail to avail themselves of

this opportunity of expressing their acknowledgements to these

gentlemen, and more particularly to Professor Dove, Director of

the nieti'orological establishments and institutions in Prussi.i,

whost? zeal for the advancement of meteorology induced him to

repair personally to England, and to join himself to the Com-

mittee by whom the present reply has been prepared. Those

who are most familiar with the labours and writings of this

eminent meteorologist will best be able to appreciate the value

of his cooperation.

The President and Council have considered it as the most

• Dr. Errnan of Rrrlin, T)r. Ileis of Miinstor. Prpt KltiX oi Vienna, Lieot.

^uiy of WMlungton, and M. Qoetelet of iiruMela. -
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conveDient course to divide their reply under the different heads

into which the subject naturally branches. But before they

proceed to treat of the8e> thej wish to remark generally^ that

one of the chief impediments to the adTaacement of meteorology

ooiudflts in the Teiy sbw progress which is made in the trans-

mission from one country to another of the observations and

discussions on which, under the fostering aid of different go-

emmentSy so much labour is bestowed in Europe and America;

and they would therefore recommend that such steps as may
appear desirable should be taken by Her Majesty's Government

to promote and facilitate the mutual iuteic'han<^e of meteoro-

logical publications emanating from the governments of different

countries.

Barometer,

It is known that considerable differences, apparently of a per-

manent character, are found to exist in the mean barometric

pressure in different places; and that thu periodical variations

in the pressure in different months and setu^ons at the same

place are very different in different parte of the globe, hctli a-s

rt;spects period and amount; insomuch that in extreme c<i4>e^

the variations have even oppositi^ features in regard to period,

in places situated in the same hemisphere and at equal distances

from the equator.

For the purpose of extending our knowledge of the facts of

these departures from the state of equilibrium, and of more fully

inyestigating the causes thereof^ it is desirable to obtain, by
means of barometric observations strictly comparable with eac^

other, and extending over all parte of the globe accessible by
land or sea, tahlea, showing the mean barometric pressure in the

yeavt in each month of the year, and in thefour meteorological

seasons— on land, at all stations of observation— and at sea,

corresponding to the middle points of spaces bounded by geo-

graphical latitudes and longitudes, not far distant from each

other.

The manner of forming such tables from the marine observa-

tions which are now proposed to be made, by collecting together

observations of the same month in separate ledgers, each of
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which should correspond to a geographiccU tpaee comprised

between apecified meridians and parallels^ and to a paaiicular

fn(nUhf IB too olndons to require to be further dwelt upon. The
distances apart of the meridiane and parallels will require to be
yaried in different parts of the globe, so that the magnitude of

the spaces which they enclose, and for each of which a table will

be formed, may be more circumscribed, when the rapidity of the

variation of the particular phenoiatiia to be elucidated is greatest

in r^'^^1rd to geograpliical space. Their magnitude will also

necessarily vary with the number of observations which it may
})(' ])f>ssible to collect in each space, inasmuch as it is well known

that there are extensive portions of the ocean wliicli are scarcely

ever traversed by ships, whilst other portions may be viewed

as the highways of a constant traffic.

The strict comparability of observations made in different

ships may perhaps be best assured, by limiting the examination

of the instruments to comparisons which it is proposed to make
at the Kew Observatory, before and after their employment in

particular ships. From the nature of their construction, the

barometers with which Her Majesty's navy and the mercantile

marine are to be supplied are not very liable to derangement,

except from such accidents as would destroy them altogether.

Under present arrangements they will all be carefully compared

at Kew liefore they are sent to the Admiralty or to the Board of

Trade; and similar arrangements may easily be made by which

they may be returned to Kew fur re-examination at the expira-

tion of each tour of service. The comparison of barometers,

wlien embarked and in use, with standards, or supposed

standards, at ports which the vessels may visit, entails many in-

conveniences, and is in many respects a far less satisfactory

method. The limitation here recommended is not, however, to

be understood as applicable in the case of other establishments

than Kew, where a special provision may be made for an equally

careful and correct examination.

At land stations, in addition to proper measures to assure the

correctness of the barometer and consequent comparability of

the observations, care should be taken to ascertain by the best

possible means (independently of the barometer itself) the

height of the station above the level of the sea at some stated
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locality. For this purpose the extension of levels for the con-

Btraction of railroads will often afford facilities.

It may be desirable to indicate some of the localities where the

data, which tables such as those which havebeen spoken of would

exhibit) are required for the solution of problems of Immediate

interest.

1*. It is known, that over the Atlantic Ocean a low mean
annual pressure exists near the equator, and a high pressure at

the N. and S. borders of the torrid zone (23* to 30*" N.
and S. latitudes) ; and it is probable that from similar causes

similar phenomena exist over the corresponding latitudes in the

Pacific Ocean : the few observations which we possess are in

accord with this supposition ; but the extent of space covered

by the Pacific is hirge and the observations are few
;
they may

be expected to bo greatly increased by the means now contem-

plated. But it is particularly over the Indian OceaTi, both at

the equator and at the borders of the torrid zone, that the phe-

nomena of the barometric pressure, not only annual but also

monthly, require elucidation by observations. The trade winds

which would prevail generally round the globe if it were wholly

covered by a surface of water, are interrupted by the large con-

tinental spaces in Asia and Australia^ and give place to the phe«

nomena of monsoons, which are the indirect results of the heat*

ing action of the sun's rays on those continental spaoes^ These

are the causes of that displacement of the trade winds, and sub-

stitution ofa current flowing in another direction, which occasion

the atmospheric phenomena over the Indian Ocean, and on the

K. and S. sides of that ocean, to be different from those in

corresponding localities over and on either side of the equator in

the Atlantic Uceau, and (probably generally also) in the Pacific

Ocean.

It is important alike to navif^ation and to general science to

know the limita where the phenomena of the trade winds nrive

place to those of the monsoons ; and whether any and what
variations take place in those limits in different parts of the year.

The barometric vcmatioTia are irUvmoAely connected with the

causes of Dieee variatume^ and require to be knoutnfar their

more perfect elucidation.

The importance, indeed, of a full and complete knowledge of
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the variations which take place in the limits of the trade winds

generally in both hemispheres, at different seasons of the year,

has long been recognised. On this account, although the present

section is headed 'Barometer/ it may be well to remark here,

that it is desirable that the forms suppUed to ships should contain

headings, calling forth a special record of the latitude and lon^^-

tude where the trade wind is first met with, and where it is first

found to fail.

2\ The great extent of continental space in Northern Asia

causes, by reason of the great heat of tiie summer and the as-

cending current produced thereby, a remarkable diminution of

atmoaplieric pressure in the summer months, extending in the

N. to tlie Polar 8ea, and on the European side as far as

Moscow. Towards tlie E. it is known to inchide the coast of

China and Japan, but the extent of this great diminution of

summer pressure beyond the coast thus named is not known.

A determination of the monthly variation of the pressure over

the adjacent jmrts of the Pacific Ocean is therefore a desidera-

tum ; and for the same object it is desirable to have a more
accurate knowledge than we now possess of the prevailing

direction of the wind in different seasons in the vicinity of the

coasts of China and Japan.

3^ With reference to r^ons or districts of increased or di-

minished mecm aTinual pressure, it is known that in certain

districts in the temperate and polar zones, such as in the vicinity

of Ci^ Horn extending into the Antarctic polar ocean, and in

the vicinity of Iceland, the mean annual barometric pressure is

coTisiderably less than the average pressure on the surface of

the globe generally ; and that anomalous differences, also of

considerable amount, enst in tibe mean pressure in different

parts of the Arctic ocean. These all require special attention,

with a view to obtain a more perfect knowledge of the facts, in

regard to their amount, geographical extension, and variation

with the change of seasons, as well as to the elucidatioA of

their causes.

Diy Air <md Aqueous Vapour,

The apparently anomalous variations which have been noticed

to exist in the mean annual barometric pressure, and in its •
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distribution in the different seasons and months of the year, are

also found to exist in each of the two constituent pressures

which conjointly oonstitute the barometric pressure. In order

to study the problems connect vdth these departures firom a
state of equilibrium under their most simple forms—and

generally for the true understanding of almost all the great

laws of atmospheric chaagey— it is necessaiy to have a separate

knowledge of the two constituents {vvl, the pressures of the

dry air and of the aqueous vapour) which we are accustomed to

measure together hy the barometer. This separate knowledge

is obtained by means of the hygrometer, which determines the-*

elasticity of the vapour, and leads to the determination of that

of the dry air, l)y enabling us to deduct the ehusticity of the

vapour from tliat of tlu' whole liarometric pressure. It is

therefore extremely desirable that tables, similar to those re-

commended under the pi'eeedini^ head of the l)arometer, should

be formed at every land station, and over the ocean at the centres

of geographical spaces bounded by certain values of latitude

and longitude, for the anntud, monthly^ and seiison pressures^

— I. Of the aqueous vapour; and 2. Of the dry air; each

considered separately. Each of the said geogray)hical spaces

will require its appropriate ledger for each of the twelve months.

It may be desirable to notice one or two of the problems con-

nected with extensive and important atmospherical laws, which

may be materially assisted by such tables.

1^ By the operation of causes which are too well known to

require explanation here, the dry air should always have a
minimum pressure in the hottest months of tiie year. But we
know that there are places where the contrary prevails—namely,

that the pressure of the dry air is greater in summer than in

winter. We also know that when comparison is made between

places in the same latitude, and having the same, or very nearly

the same, differences of temperature in summer and in winter,

the differences between the sunuuer and winter pressures of the

dry air are found to be subject to many remarkable anomalies.

The variations in the pressure of the dry air do not therefore, as

might be at first imagined, depend altogether on the differences

between the summer and winter temperatures at the plaoee

wheie the variations themselves oocur. The increased pressure
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in the hottest months appears rather to point to the existence of

an overflow of air in the higher regions of the atmosphere from

lateral sources ; the statical pressure at the hase of the cohimn

being increased by the augmentation of the superincumbent

mass of air arising from an influx in the upper portion. Such

lateral sources may well be supposed to be due to eoBetamm aa^

cenHanal currents caused by excessive summer heats in certain

places of the globe (as, for example, in Central Asia)i Now
the lateral oyerflow from such sources, traversing in the shape

of currents the higher regions of theatmosphere, and encounter-

ing the well-known general current flowing from the equator

towards the pole, has been recently assipfned with considerable

probability (derived from its correspoudcnce with many other-

wise aiioinaluus phenoiiKiia already known, and which all

receive au explanation from such supposition) to ]»e the original

source or primary cause of the rcfatl iif/ di/rms or cyclones, so

wx'll known in the West Imlies and in China under the names

of hurricanes and typhoons. A single illustration may be

desirable. Let it be supposed that such an excessive ascensional

current exists oyer the greatly heated parts of Asia and Africa

in the northern tropoal zone— giving rise, in the continuation

of the same sone over the Atlantic Ocean, to a lateral current

in the upper regions; this would then be a current prevailing

in those regions from E. to W. ; and it would encounter over

the Atlantic Ocean the well-known upper current proceeding

from the equator towards the pole, which is a current fsom

the SW. An easterly current impinging on a SW, current

may give rise, by well-known laws, to a rotatory motion

in the atmosphere, of which the direction may be the same aa

that which characterises the cyclones of the northern hemisphere.

To test the accuracy of this explanation, we desire to be ac-

quainted with the variations which the mean pressure of the

dn/ air undfri/oes in the different snisons in the part of the

globe, where, according to this explanation, considerable varia-

tions having particular characters ought to be found.

2°. We have nained one of the explanations which have

been recently oftered of the primary cause ot the northern

cyclones. Another mode of explanation has been proposed, by
assuming the condensation of large quantities of vapour, and the
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consequent influx of air to supply the place. In sucli case

the phenomena are to lie tested in considerable measure by the

ariatioo8 which the oiker conetUiA^nt of the barometric prefl-

Bure — namely, the aqueous vapour— undergoes.

3°. The surface of sea in the southern hemisphere much
exceeds that in the northern hemisphere. It is, therefore^ pro*

bable that at the season when the sun is over the southern

hemisphere, evaporation over the whole surface of the globe is

more considerable than in the opposite season, when the sun is

over the northern hemisphere. Supposing the pressure of the

dry air to be a constant^ the difference of evaporation in the

two seasons may thus produce for the whole globe an annual

barometric variation, the aggregate barometric pressure over

the whole surface being highest during the northern winter.

The separation of the barometric pressure into its two con-

stituent pres,sures would give direct and conclusive evidence of

the cause to which such a barometric variation should be

ascribed. It would also follow that evaporation being greatest

in the S., and roudensation greatest in the N., the water

which proceeds from S. to N. in a state of vnpour would

have to return to the S. in a liquid state, and might possibly

exert some discernible influence on the currents of the ocean.

The tests by which the truth of the suppositions thus advanced

may be determined are the variations of the meteorolo-

gical elements in different seasons and months, determined hj
methods and instruments strictly comparable with each other,

and arranged in such tables as have been suggested. A still

more direct test would indeed be furnished by the fact (if it

could be ascertained), that the quantity of rain which fells in the

northern is greater than tiiat whidi fiills in the southern

hemisphere, and by examining its distribution into the different

months and seasons of its occurrence. Data for such conclusions

are as yet very insufficient: they should always, howeyer, form

a part of the record at all land st<ations where registers are kept.

In order that all observations of the ela-sticity of the aqueous

vapour may be strictly comparable, it is desirable that all should

be computed by the same tables ; those founded upon the

experiments of M!M. Regiiault and Magnus may be most suitably

xecommended for this purpose, not only on their general merite,
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but also aa being likely to be most generally adopted by

obseiTera in other countries.

Tmyperaiwrt 0/ ike Air.

Tables of the mean temperature of the air in the year, and in

the different mouths and seasons of the year, at a])ove 1,000

stations on the globe, have recently been computed l)y Professor

Dov6, and published under the auspices of the fioyal Academy of

Sciences at Berlin. This work, which is a true model of the

method in which a great body of meteorological facts, collected

by different observers and at different times, should be brought

together and coordinated, has conducted, as is well known, to

conclusions of yery considerable importance in their bearing on

climatology, and on the general laws of the distribution of heat

on the surface of the globe. These tables have^ howeyer, been

formed exclusively from obsenralions made on land. For the

completion of this great work of physical geo^aphy, there is

yet wanting a similar investigation for the oceanic portion: and

this we may hopefully anticipate as likely to be now accomplished

by means of the mai'ine observations about to be undertaken.

In the ciuse of the temperature of the air, as in that of the

atmospheric pressure pre\iously adverted to, tlie centres of

geographical spaces bounded by certain latitudes and longitudes

will form points of concentration, for observations which may
be made within those spaces, not only by the same but also by

different ships; provided that the system be steadily maintained

of employing only instruments which shall have been examined,

and tiieir intercomparability ascertained, by a competent and

responsible authority; and provided that no observations be used

but those in which careful attention shall have been given to

the precautions which it will be necessary to adopt, for the

purpose of obtaining the correct knowledge of the temperature

of the external air, amidst the many disturbing influences from

heat and moisture so diflBcult to escape on board ship. In this

respect additional precautions must be used, if night obaervatlona

are to be reijuired, since the ordinary difficulties are necessarily

much enhanced by the employment of artificial light. Amongst

D D
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the instructions which will be required perhaps there will be

none which will need to be more carefully drawn than those

for obtaining the correct temperature of the external air under

the continually Taiyuig eirciuastanoes that present themselves

on board ship.

In regard to la/nd Halionej Professor Dove's tables have

shown that data aie still pressingly required from the British

North American possessions intermediate between the stations of

the Arctic expeditions and those of the United States; and that

the deficiency extends across the whole North American con-

tinent in thoee latitudes from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Professor Dot4 has also indicated as desiderata obsenrations at

the British military stations in the Mediterranean (Gibraltar,

Malta, and Corfu), and around the coasts of Australia and New
Zealand: also that hourly observations, continued for at least

oiu' year, are particularly required at some one station in the

\\'( st Indies, to supply the diurnal corrections for exiBt,ing

observations.

Whilst the study of the distribution of heat at the surface of

the globe has thus been making progress, in respect to the in£im

<mnuaL temperature in dift'erent places, and to its periodical

variations in different parts of the year at the same place, the

attention of physical geographers has recently been directed (and

with great promise of important results to the material interests

of men as well as to general science) to the causes of thoee

fluctuations in the temperature, or departures fit»m its mean or

normal state at the same place and at the same period of the

year, which have received the name of *non-periodic variations.*

It is known that these frequently affect extensive portions of the

globe at the same time; and are generally, if not always,

accompanied by a fluctuation of an opposite character, prevailing

at the 8ame time in some adjoining, but distant region; so that

by the couijKirisou of synchronous observations a progression is

traceable, from a locality of maximum increased heat in one

region, to one of maximum diminished heat in another rc^^ion.

For the elucidation uf the non-periodic variations even rnoiithly

means are iusufhcient; and the necessity has been felt of

computing the mean temperatures for periods of much shorter

duration* The Meteorological Institutions of thoee of the
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Emopean states which hsye taken the foremost part in tiiie

prosecution of meteorology, have in consequence adopted

fiv&'da/y mean8, as the most suitable intermediate gradation

between daily and monthly means; and as an evidence of the

conviction which is entertained of the value of the conclusions

to which this investigation is likely to lead, it has been considered

worth while to undertake the prodigious labour of calculating

the five-dny means of the most reliable existing observations

during iL century past. This work is already far advanced; and

it cannot be too strongly recommended, that at all fixed stations,

where observations shall hereafter be made with sufficient care

to be worth recording, five-ilays means may invariably be added

to the daily, monthly, and annual means into winch the obser-

vations are usually collected. The five-day means should

always commence with January 1, for the purpose of preserving

the uniformity at dififerent stations, which is essential for

comparison : in leap years, the period which includes Feb-

ruary 29 will be of six days.

In treating climatology as a eeimce, it is desirable that some

correct and convenient mode should be adopted for computing

and expressing the comparoitwe variabilitif to which the tem-

perature in different parts of the globe, and in different parts of

the year in the same place, is subject from non-periodic causes.

The probable variability^ computed on the same principle as

the probable error of each of a number of independent observa-

tions, has recently been suggested as furnishing an index * of

the probable daily non-periodic variation ' at the different

seasons of the year ; and its use in this respect had been exem-

plified by calculations of the * index ' from the five-day means

of twelve years of observations at Toronto, in Canada (Phil.

Trans. 1853, Art. V.). An index of this description is of course

of absolute and general application ;
supplying the means of

comparing the probable variability of the temperature in dif-

ferent seasons at different places (where the same method of

computation is adopted) as well as at the same place* It is

desirable that this (or some preferable method, if such can be

devised for obtaining the same object) should be adopted by
those who may desire to make their observation^ practically

useful for sanitary or agricultural purposes, or for any of the

o o 2
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great variety of objects for which climatic peculiarities are re

quired to be known. Having these three data, viz. the mean
annual temperatuFO^itB periodical changes in respect to days,

months, and seasons —and the measure of its liability to non-

periodic (or whatwould commonly be called irregular) variations

—we may consider that we possess as complete a representar

tion of the climate of any particular place (so &r as tem-

perature is concerned) as the present state of our knowledge

permits.

It is obvious that mucli of what has been said under this

article is more applicable to land than to sea observations ; but

the letter of the Board of Trade, to which this is a reply, requests

that both should be contemplated.

Temperature of the Sea, and InvestigaXioiM regarding

Cwrrenta*

It is unnecessary to dwell on the practical importance to

nav'ujatlon of a correct knowledge of the currents of the ocean;

their direction, extent, velocit^% and the temperature of the sur-

face water relatively to the ordinary ocean temperature in the

same latitude ; together with the variations in all these respects

which currents experience in different parts of the year, and in

different parts of their course. As the information on these

points, which may be expected to follow from the measures

adopted by the Board of Trade, must necessarily depend in

great degree on the mUUigmiM^ as well as the vnterest taken in

them by the observers, it is desirable that the instructions to

be supplied with the meteorological instruments should contain

a brief summary of what is already known in regard to the

principal oceanic currents; accompanied by charts on which

their supposed limits in different seasons, and the variatfons in

those limits which may have been observed in particular years,

may be indicateil, with notices of the particularities of the

tciiiperature of the surface-water by which the presence of the

current may be recognised. Forms will also be required for

use in .such localities, in which the surface temperatures may
be recorded at hourly or half-hourly intervals, with the cor-

responding geographical positions of the ship, as they may
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be best- inferred from obeemtion and reckoning. For sneb

localities also it will be necessary that the tables, into which

the observations of different ships at different seasons are col-

lected, should have their bounding lines of latitude and longi-

tude brought nearer together than may be required for the ocean

at large.

In looking forward to the results which are likely to be ob-

tained by the contemplated marine observations, it is reasonable

that those which may bear practically on the interests of navi-

gation should occupy the first place ; but on the other hand, it

would not be easy to over-estimate the advantages to physical

geography, of general tables of the surface temperature of the

ocean in the different months of the year, exhibiting, as they

would do, its normal and its abnormal states, the mean temper-

ature of the different paraUels, and the deviations therefrom,

whether permanent, periodical, or occasional. The knowledge

which such tables would convey b essentially required for the

study of climatology as a ecienee.

The degree in which climatic variations extending over large

portions of the earth's surface may l)e influenced by the variable

phenomena of oceanic currents in ditieient years, niay perhaps

be illustrated by circumstances of known occurrence in the

vicinity of our own coasts. The admirable researches of Major

Rennell have shown tlmt in ordinary years the warm water of

the great current known by the name of the Gulf Stream is not

found to the £. of the meridian of the Azores ; the sea being

of ordinaiy ocean temperature for its latitude at all seasons,

and in every direction, in the great space comprised between

the Azores and the coasts of £urope and North Africa: but

Major Eeonell has also shown that on two occasions, viz. in

1776 and in 1821-1822, the warm water by which the Gulf

Stream is characterised throughout its whole course (hemg
aeueral deffreea above the ordinary ocean temperature in the

same latitude), was found to extend across this great expanse of

ocean, and in 1776 (in particular) was traced (by Dr. Franklin)

qnite home to the coast of Europe. The presence of a body of

iiniisually heated water, extending for several hundred miles

both in latitude and in longitude, and continuing for several

weeks, at a season of the year when the prevailing winds hlow
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from that quarter on the coaats of England and France, can

Bcarcely be imagined to be without a oonaiderable influence on
the rehitions of temperature and moisture in these countries.

In accordance with this suppodtiony we find in the Meteorological

JouFDals of the more recent period (which are more easily

accessible), that the state of the weather in November and

December 1821 and Janiiar}' 1822 was so unusual in the

Boutliern parts of Great Britain and in France, as to have

excited ji^eneral observation; we find it characterised as ' most

extraordinarily hot, damp, stormy, and oppressive, that 'the gales

from the \V. and S\V. were almost without intermission,' ' the

fall of rain was excessive,' and * the barometer lower than it had

ever been known for thirty-Jive years before.

There can be little doubt that Major Kennell was right in

ascribing the unusual extension of the Gulf Stream in particular

years to its greater initial velocity, occasioned by a more than

ordinary difference in the levels of the Gulf of Mexico and of

the Atlantic in the preceding summer. An unusual height of

the Gulf of Mexico at the head of the stream, or an unusual

Telodly of the stream at its outset in the Strait of Florida, are

fiiets vdiich may admit of being recognised by properly directed

attention; and as these must precede, by many weeks, the

arrival of the warm wat^r of the stream at above 3,000 miles

distant from its outset, and the climatic effects tlience resulting,

it might be possible to anticipate the occurrence of such unusual

seasons upon our coasts.

Much, indeed, may undoul)tedly be done towards the increase

of our partial acquaintance with the phenomena of the Gulf

Stream, and of its counter currents, by the collection and co-

ordination of observations made by casual passages of ships in

different years and different seasons across different parts of its

course; but for that full and complete knowledge of all its

particulars, which should meet the maritime and scientifio

requirements of the period in i^ch we lire, we must await the

diq>osition of Government to accede to the recommendation, so

frequently made to them by the most eminent hydrographical

authorities, of a specific survey of the stream by vessels em-
ployed for that special service. What has been recently accom-

plished by the Goverament of the United States in this respect
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shows both the importance of the enquiry and the great extent

of the researeh) and lends great weight to the proposition which

has been made to Her Majesty's Government on the part of the

United States, for a joint survey of the whole stream by vessels

of the two countries. The establishment of an office under the

Board of Trade specially charged with the reduction and co-or-

dination of such data may materially facilitate such an under-

taking.

Storms or Qidea.

It is much to he desired, both for the purposes of navigation

and for those of general science, that the captains of Her Ma-

jesty's ships and masters of merchant vessels should be correctly

and thoroughly instructed in the methods of distinguishing in all

eases between the rotatory storms or gales, which are properly

called eyclonetf and gales of a more ordinary character, but

which are freqaently aooompanied by a veering of the wind,

which nnder certain circumstances might easily be confounded

with the phenomena of cjdonesy though due to a very different

cause. It is recommended, therefore, that the instructions

proposed to be given to ships supplied with meteorological

instruments should contain dear and simple directions for

distinguishing in all cases and under all circumstaneet between

these two kinds of st-orms; and that the forms to be issued for

recording the meteorological phenoiiu-na during great atmo-

spheric disturbances should coniprehend a notice of all the par-

ticulars which are required for forming a correct judgement in

this respect.

ThundgT'^torms,

It is known that in the high latitudes of the northern and

southern hemispheres thunder-storms are almost wholly un-

known; and it is believed that they are of very rare occurrence

over the ocean in the middle latitudes when distant firom con-

tinents. By a suitable classification and arrangement of the

documents which will be henceforward received bythe Board of

Trade^ statistiGal tables may in process of time be formed, show-

ing the comparative frequency of these phenomena in different

parts of the ocean and in different months of the year.
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It 18 known that theire are localities on the glohe where,dozing

certain months of the year, thunder-storms may be considered

as a periodical phenomenon of daily occurrence. In the Port

Boyal Mountains in Jamaica^ for example, thimder-storms are

said to take place daUy about the hour of noon from the middle

of November to the middle of April. It is much to be dedred

that a full and precise account of such thunder-storms, and of

the circumstances in which they appear to originate, should be

obtaiued.

In recording tlie plienomena of thunder and lightning, it is

desirable to state the duration of the interval between the

flashes of lightning and the thunder which follows. This may
be done by means of a seconds-hand watch, by which the

time of the apparition of the flash, and of the commencement

(and of the conclusion also) of the thunder may be noted. The
interval between the flash and the commencement of the thun-

der has been known to vary in diflerent case^ from less than a
single second to between forty and fifty seconds, and evidi on
very rare occasions to exceed fifty seconds. The two forms of
ordinary lightning, viz, slgzag (or forked) lightning and sheet

lightning, should always be distinguished apart ; and particular

attention should be given both to the observation and to the

record, in the rare cases when zigzag lightning either bifurcates,

or returns upwards. A special notice should not &il to be made
when thunder and lightning, or either separately, occur in a

perfectly cloudless sky. When globular lightning (balls of fire)

are seen, a particular record should be made of all the attendant

circumstances. These phenomena are known to be of the nature

of lightning, from the injury they have occasioned in ships and

buildings that have l)een struck by them ; but they differ from

ordinary lightning, not only by their globular shape, but by

the length of time they continue visible, and by their slow

motion. They are said to occur sometimes without the

usual accompaniments of a storm, and even with a perfectly

serene sky. Ck>nductors axe now so universally employed in

ships that itmay seem almost superfluous to remark that, should

a ship be struck by lightning, the most circumstantial account

will be desurable of the course which the lightning took, and of

the injuries it occasioned; or to remind the seaman that it is
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always prodent alter snch an accident has befallen a sliip, to

dlstnist her compasses until it has been ascertained that their

direction has not been altered. Accidents occurring on Umd
from lightning will, of course, receive the fullest attention from

meteorologifits who may be witiiin convenient distance of the

spot*

Auroras arid Falling Stars,

Auroras are of 8uch rare occurrence in seas frequented by ships

engaged in connnerce, that it may seem superfluous to give any

particular directions for their observation at sea; and land ob-

servatories are already abundantly furnished with such. It is,

of course, desirable that the meteorological reports received from

ships should always contain a notice of the time and place where

auroras may be seen, and of any remarkable features that may
attract attention.

The letter from Professor Heis, which is one of the foreign

communications^ indicates the principal points to be attended

to in the instructions whidi it may be desirable to draw up
for the obser?ation of 'Falling Stan.' For directions concern-

ing Haloes and Parhelia, a paper by Monsieur Bravais in the

«Annuaire M^t^rologique de la France' for 1851, contains

suggestions which will be found of much Yalue.

Charts of ike Magnetic VariaJtion,

Although the variation of the compass does not belong in

strictness to the domain of meteorology, it has been included,

with great propriety, amongst the subjects treated of by the

Brussels Conference, and therefore should not be omitted here.

It is scarcely necessary to remark, that whatever may have been

the practice in times past, when the phenomena of the earth's

maj^netism were less understood than at present, it should in

future be regarded as indispensable, that variation charts should

always be constructed for a. particular epochs a.nd that all parts

of the chart should show tJie variation corre^^pondinfj to the

epochfor which it is constructed. Such charts should also have,

either engraved on the face or attached in some convenient man-

ner, a table, showing the approximate annual rate of the secular
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obaoge of the Tariaition in the different latitudes and longitodes

oompriaed : so that hy means of this table, the variation taken

from the chart for any partieolar latitude and longitude may be
corrected to the year for which it is required, if that should

happen to be different from the epoch for which the diart is

constructed.

A valuable service would be rendered to tliis very important

branch of hydrography if, under the authority of the new
department of the Board of Trade, variation charts for the

North and South Atlantic Oceans, for the North and South

Pacific Oceans, for the Indian Ocean, and for any other locality

in which the requirements of navi/T^ation might call for them,

were published at stated intervalsy corrected for the secular

change that had taken place since the preceding publication.

Materials would be furnished for this purpose by the observa-

tions which are now intended to be made^ supposing them to be
collected and suitably arranged, with proper references to date

and to geographical position, and to the original reports in which

the results and the data on whidi they were founded were com*
municated. By means of these obseiTations, the tables of iqp-

prozimate correction for secular change might also be altered

from time to time as occasion should require, since the rate of

secular change itself is not constant.

All observed Tariations, communicated or employed as data

upon which variation chart-s may be either constructed or cor-

rected, should be accompanied by other observational data (the

nature of which ought now to be well understood) for correcting

the observed variation for the error of the compass occasioned by

the ship's iron. It is also strongly recommended that no obser-

vations be received as data for the formation or correction of

variation charts, but such as are accompanied by a detailed

statement of the principal elements both of observation and of

calculation. Proper forms should be supplied for this purpose

;

or, what is still better, books of blank forms may be supplied,

in which the observations themselves may be entered, and the

calculation performed by which the results are obtained. Such

books of blank forms would be found extremely useful both for

the variation ofthe needle, and for the chronometrical longitude

(as well as for lunar observations, if the practioe of lunar
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obsenrations be not, as there is too much reason to fear it ia,

almost wholly discontinued). By preparing and issuing books

of blank forms suitable for these purposes, and by requesting

their return in accompaniment with the other reporta to be

transmitted to the Board of Trade at the conclusion of a voyage,

the groundwork would be laid for the attainment of greatly

improved iiabit.s of accuracy, in practical navigation in the British

mercantile marine.

The President and Council are aware that they have not

exhausted the subject of this reply in what they have thus

directed me to addiess to you; but they think that perhaps they

have noticed as many points as may be desirable for present

attention; and they desire me to add, that they will be at all

times ready to resume the consideration if required* and to

supply any further suggestions which may appear likely to be

ttsefuL

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

W. Shabfbt, See,

To the Seetetaiy of the Lords of tho CommittM
ofAivy Cooneil fiir Tkade.

A subsequent correspondence passed, in May and June 1856,

from which the following extract may be here given, being the

only part of that correspondence which related to tiie meteoro-

logic desiderata referred to in the communication from the

Board of Trade.

It cannot be doubted that one of the most important o])ject8

of the Meteorological Department, both in a practical and theo-

retical view, is the procurement of the statistics of the direction

and force of the wind in different seasons of tlie year over those

parts of the Atlantic Ocean which are most usually traversed by

ships. The records kept by the vessels themselves, suitably co-

ordinated, may be expected in the course of time to do much

towards this veiy important purpose; but the Committee are
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deBirous of bringing under the cofisidentioii of the Board of

Trade the advieability of aiding and expediting the enquiry by
establishing, as far as may be found conyenient, self-recording

anemometrical instruments on some of the islands of the Atlantic.

Detached observations of the wind, taken at intervals on board

ship, may be most valuable in filling up the spaces between

fixed and unerring self-recording instruments, but are scarcely

suflScient to procure such exact knowledge of the variations as is

required, not less for the purposes and improvement of naviga-

tion than for the complete theory of the laws which regulate

these variations. The Azores, ^ladeira, Bermuda, AaceDsion,

and St. Helena, are all stations where continuous and exact

anemometrical records might be obtained, probably with very

little inconvenience and at a comparatiirely small cost, and

would be moat valuable in the relakon above stated. A self-

recording anemometer quite suitable for tbis purpose is now
under constmetion at the Kew Observatory ; and instruments

on the same model might be procured complete, it is believed,

at a cost of less than 502., requiring no other alteration than the

change, once in twenty-four hours, of the paper on whicb the

instrument itself records the direction and force of the wind.

Signed officially by the Secretary.

[N.B. — These admirably suggestive and directing Instruc-

tions,— a basis on which to act in the Meteorologic Office of the

Board of Trade, were written by Oeneral Sabine, now President

of the fioyal Society. B. F.]
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Square 375.

Subdivided into a, c, d, which subdivimon may be continued by quartering and
lettering a, b, c, aa /, A, &c.

Sooth AiLmna
BrasOiaa Coast (near Bio do Jandio).

For Three Months— January, Febmaiy, Uaroh.

Four Windroses are coudeused into this Diagram
;
namely, those for—

>

abed
Lata. 20'»+25*8. 20»+25* S. 25«+80*a 25"* +80*8.
and
Longs. 80*'+85'»W. 85*+40*W. 80*+85'»W. 85'+40»W.

104.^
OBSiiS 5671.

CALMS
UNIT OF SCALE 0.0044.

CALMS \
SCALE. /

OMLY CURRENT -V^

/ + 0.I FOR (

V AND RAIN

Scale of Wind:

Beaufort . 1-12

and

Laud . 1-6

f ls2sLight
2=4=Moderate
8=6sF^
4ss8ss Strong

5nl0sHeavy
. 63sl2s'^olent

Temp, sea surf. 69®

Depth 1,500

No ground at .

•

laoo

Temp, at ir>oo

440

Vaiiutiun

Dip tl

Var. (i turn)

Dip (J turn)

Sp. Gr. + 26

(1,000 + 7)
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Squabe 888.

South AiLMmo.

Brazilian Coast (near Baliia).

For Three Months— January, February, March.

Five-inch Square: half one side ( — ra<liiis of inscribed circle) has 2,500-thoU8andthB
of an iuch, in which meuduie Uac unit /or scale is taken.

WINN
15* CALMS II.

^ UHIT OF SCALE a0057.

(•toA FOR CALMS. \
UnO RAIM B6ALB.J

20'S.UT.

W.LON.

Let n =nnmber of parts in radhts (=2,500)
11 n longest point {radius)

I = length of one part of nidiii8ss(*001)
/' =Iength of unit of scale

;

then /»'

:

n

Log. n (2,500)
Log. / ( 001)

Log. 9i'=(439)

=3-3979

=3-0000

0-3979

2-6425

Unit of Scale= OOaTasS-TdS^
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416 SQUARES— SUBDIVISION

Specdien of Method adopted nr Sdbdivision of Squabes of Teh DiOBBEa

INTO WHICH THE SUBFACS OF THE GlOBB 18 SUFFOSBD TO BE DIVIDED.

AO*

M

K

M
f.

K
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I

M
I

I-
j M—^ !...<J__- ^„-;.__C—

I I K I
I I K

L I M ' L i M

1—E-—I r-B
I I K I L K

|——1«—}

1

I L I «« } U i' M I

I I K I I
I

R
J

I ! K

-fr-i--—h-A-f--i.|MILjM LIMILill ! 1

^-F r—t r—e— -:

L j M

I I K

L ' M

L j H

L

I

L

I

0

B

! I
>

F
I

E P
I

e

B- -A-

! H

I
F

B L...(^

N. LAT,

OHBQUATOIIa,

N.B. The letters in the above diagram may be of anj cliaracter.
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DIVISIONS OF THB GLOBE AND GONSTBUCTION
OF WIND CHARTS.

Diviaiona of tlte Qlobe.

TlTE mode of exhibiting barometric and thermometric oscil-

lations by diagrams is familiar to most persons
;
but, as tlie

method hert; adopted to show the results of observations of wind,

weather, and some other matters graphically, is new, it may
require explanation.

The surface of the globe is supposed to be divided into squares

of ten degrees each. Beginning at the meridian of Greenwich,

on the Equator, the numbers go westward until the same

meridian is regained; then, on the next circle, northward,

between the parallels of 10 and 20 degrees of latitude ; and so

on, omitting tiie 10 degrees' space of latitude around the pole.

From the first meridian the squares S. of the Equator are

numbered from 300 in a similar manner, but southward to

the eightieth southern paralleL Thus distinguished bynumbers
not exceeding 600, all those below 300 being N. of tiie Equa-
tor, the locality of each frequented square may soon become
fixed in the memoryof a navigator, and serve (like provinces on
land) to recall epficea to the mind, rather than points indicated

only by latitude and longitude.

Observations made in any square may be referred to the

centre of that s<piare, as to an Observatory at which observations

are made regularly.

In such spaces it is supposed that meteorologic occurrences

will not generally be very dissimilar; and that, if all are

referred to the centre of that square, or subdivision of it, in

which they occur, the mean result of a great number of obser-

vations will give a reliable and approximately correct general

average for practical use.

E B
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If l)c>twcen each time of observation eight hours elapee, three

winds (or calms) may be noted for one day.

During a certain interval of weeks, months, seasons, or years,

a number of observations are collected. These are dassiiied and

totalled under points of the compass. A circle being inscribed

in a square of so many degrees, the greatest number of observap

tions under any point governs the scale of equal parts according

to which the numbers of winds under each point are laid down,

item the centre of the circle leeuxvrdly toward its dicumfmnce,
the longest point being always equal to the radius. Through

the extremities of these lines, on points or alternate points of the

compa.ss, a line is drawn, as a curve is drawn through ordinates,

and the resulting diagram (a wind star) shows the proportion of

winds. .

Tlie greater area of the figure being to leeward of the centre

indicates, at a glance, the reldfire prevalence of wind from par-

ticular points, and its relative duration.

As a circle is said to be generated by the revolution of its

radius, so a wind star may be said to result from the motion of

a vane; and persistence in any direction may be supposed to in-

crease the length of the corresponding line or point (like the

growth of crystals).

The average strength of wind may be shown by parallel lines*

or numerically, or by dots; the per-centage of calms by a drde
of which the radius equals their number (according to the scale

of the diagram) ; the per-centage ofrain by a dotted drde, on a

similar prindple; and oceanic currents by the usual arrows and

numbers. In addition may be given, without overloading the

paper, confusing the eye, or using colours,* the per-centage of

gales or storms (by marks on the point lines), deep-sea soimdings,

temperature, atmospheric pressure, and the t^pecilic gravity of

sea water; besides variation of the magnetic needle, and perhaps

other information.

Many wind charts for the principal oceans have been pub-

lished, but they show part only of what may be given at a
future time.

* Coloon incmw the cspenw of printing.
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SIMULTANEOUS OBSERVATIONS.

It has been desired that a g^t many obsemtioDs should be

compared throughout the British Islands (with their neighbour^

ing coasts and seas), at certain remarkable periods^ to obtain the

means of delineating or mapping the atmosphere at successive

times ; and thenoe to deduce the order of those changes of wind

and weather which affect navigation and fisheries especially,

besides agriculture, health, and all ont-door occupations.

Suc h maps or charts should show the varinus liorizontiil or other

-currents of wind (existing within siuh aa urea) at one time, to

which all otlier corresponding times should be reduced by allow-

ing for tlie (I 'ljj'i.'rrnce of lan(//( ude.

They sliduld show the pressure and temperature of those cur-

rents— and oilier facts, such as the presence of clouds^ rain»

lightning, &c,, at their respective localities.

A sequence of such maps, compiled for special periods when
changes have been most marked^ would enable meteorologists to

trace atmospheric waves as well as currents, both in plan and
section, and would throw much light on meteorology.

Means should be taken, by circular letters, accompanied hy

a form for details, or otherwise, to request copies of such par-

ticular observations, made between certain limits and dates, as

might be specified in a general manner.

LETTER—FIRST CIRCULATED IN 1857.

Probably all persons who are interested in meteorology ns a
science, or in changes of wind and weather as practical matters

affecting every-day life, have more or less noticed the remark«»

able changes of the last winter season (1856-57).

9
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The meteorologio department of the Boaid of Trade is col-

lecting fads in connection with aach changes of weather and

violent winds, with the view of ascertaining exactly where and

when they occurred throughout a considerable area, including

the British Islands and adjacent localities.

This last winter has been selected as a portion of time within

which certain sequences of simultaneous observations at a great

many places may be collected, and their results arranged for

publication, with particular advantage.

The direction and force of wind, nature and changes of weather,

height of barometer, temperature of air, and moisture, are par-

ticularly desired, at whatever time actually observed, at sea or on

land, between the meridians of thirty degrees W. and thirty of

£• longitude, and between the pandlela of forty degrees and

flixl^HBeven of N. latitude.

In all caaea, tiie peculiaritiea and errora or correctiona of

instmmenta ahould be given, with the known or estimated

height (saying which) of the Inurometer, above the mean level of

the aea, beaidea expressing whether the observations are given

exactly as made^ or whether any and what oorrectioifa have been

applied toward their reduction*

The more numerous the exact observationsand details that may
be transmitted, the more valuable vn.\[ be the communication.

Captains of ships within the specified area, during the months

selected, are particularly requested 'to send in as many ob-

servations as their logs or registers cont^iin, for comparison made
with those at lighthouses, and with the nunierons records now

kept by private observers, besides those of established Obser*

vatohes.

[N.B. Theses and subsequent arrangements, enabled us to

compile and construct many hundred wind charts—to be litho-

gn^hically multiplied into very many thousand.]
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DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE PORTABLE CUP

AND DIAL ANEMOMETER.

The instniment is to be fixed, with the axis in a vertical posi-

tion, in a.s exposed a situation, and as high ahove the ground,

as may be consistent with convenience in reading. The read-

ings are taken in the same way as those of a gas-meter, com-

mencing with the dial to the Uft, or farthest from the endless

screw on the axis.

There are five dials. The figures on the first dial (to the left)

indicate so many hundreds of thousands of revolutions ; those

on the second dial so many tens of thousands ; those on the

third, thousands ; those on the fourth, hundreds ; and those on

the fifth (or right-hand dial), so many tens.

The instrument should be read erery morning at 9 o'clock

;

and, usually, it will only be necessary to read the first three

dials. The figures dan be entered as they are read ofL Should

the index point between two figures, the less of the two is to be

taken.

For example, if the first dial points to 7, or between 7 and

8 ; while the second dial indicates 4 ; and the third, 5 ; the

entry to be made is 745 (indicative of 745 thousand revolu-

tions).

Every time the index of the first dial is found to have passed

zero (0), a cross or star is to be prefixed to the next (a lower)

reading.

To ascertain how many iliousanch of revolutions hare been

made during the month, it will simply be necessary to subtract

the first reading from the last» and prefix to the three figures
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thus obtained a figure corresponding to tbe number of stars in

the column. For eveiy ihofUMmd reyolutioos there are two

miles of wind: we have therefore only to multiplyby 2 to find

how many miles of wind have passed during the month.

Two entries should be made for the last day of each month

(the one being written under the other), so as to bring the

readings down to 9 A.ic. on the 1st of the following month. Tbe
same entry which ends one month will therefore begin the next.

This repetition of one entry is necessary in order to prevent

losing a day's wind,

687
773

822

865 [N.I^ Tliis smftll but

900 accurate instrument

068 may be used at sea,

090 if duly managed,

•086 and is Teiy cooTe-

197 Dient for onr plaoe

823 on land. It has been

414 well proved Mptri^

697 meniailjfJ]

712

793

1,106 tlumMads of nrolatiaiu.
o

13 |2,212 miles of wind in period.

170 miles of wind peir daj, on
an ftTerage.

The foregoing directionB are all which require to be regularly

attended to. But it may be interesting at times to find the

Telocity of the wind during a period of a few minutes. This

may be ascertained, by observing the difference of two readings

of all the dials with an interval of Konie minutos between them,

when a very brief calculation will suffice ; but perhaps tbe sim-

plest metlnxl tliat can be adopted is the following:

—

Take two readings, with tm interval of 12 minutes between

them. The difference of these readings, divided by 10, is the

velocity of the wind in miles per hour. Thus— if the reading

of the five dials (£rom left to right) at noon is 15206, and at 12

The aooompanyiiig example of

the readinge of an anemometer

for 13 <lny8 vnW illustrato the

method of nijiking tlio entries, &c.

In this instance the first read-

ing (087) is leas than tbe last

(703). When tlie firit feeding

is greeler then the les^ it will

be necessary to borrow 1,000 iu

making the subtractionB, ntid then

deduct one from the numher of

stars. Tims, if the first reading

of the series on the margin had

been 887, the result would have

been 906 inatead of 1AOO.
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minutes past 12 is 15348* the velocity of the wind is 14*2 miles

per hour.

The following is the principle on which the instrument is

constructed:

—

It has been established* both by theory and «iperiment* that

the centre of any one of the cups moves with a third of the

wind's Telocity. The dimensions of these instruments are

such that the drde described by the centre of any cup is

of a mile. The amount of wind required to produce one of

these revolutions is three times as much, or yj^^ of a mile.

Hence 500 revolutions of the cups are produced by a mile of

wind, or 1,000 revolutions by two miles of wind.

In round numbers, the action of the wind on one concave sur-

face is fojir times that on its opposite convex : the antagonistic

forces beini,' the action of wind on three convex surfaces of the

four hemispheres* and a very slight amount of iriction.*

Velocity and Pressure of the Wind,

The pressure varies as the sqiuue of the velocity, or P^v*.

The S(|uare of the velocity in miles per hour multiplied by '005

gives the pressure in lbs. per sijuare foot, or v* x •(K)5 = P. The

square root of 200 times the pressure equals the velocity, or

^^200 X P= v, and from this formnla the second table is calcu-

lated. The first is obtained directly from it* conversely* and

both ought to accompany eveiy cup anemometer.

* See Bobinaoii and Llojrd in Tr. R. L Aoideaiy, VAL mi. With doe aUcnmict

for lenp^h of arm (or radius) which may he greater or less than that hero mcn-

tionftl, this applie8 to the lan;o, and Holf-rcgistorinp. as well as to the small por-

table Cup Anemometer, und likewine to the miniature instrumentH uHed (on (timilar

prindplct of conitnictioD) for meuuring dnughts of air in buildings.
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TELOCmr AMD PRESSURE TABLE
Omveraion Htmrfy BortMontal UoHoh into Ptantre per square foot

DM. MM* Miles nm

WW 19*0
/ o 9R-Q

4 27 3-fi 1 O it Of u
QV O «7 1 -in 7R

4 O Ol» *
1A 29 4-2 54 7Q 11 -9

V •1
X 5.'i 15*1 ou 99-0

•2
At 1 5-7 R1 19-ft

7 •2 A-1 57 l<i-2 R<7 WW D
ft •S S3 Aw o AAoo
oV •1 w o 17-4 0*4 I'i-I

10 V ut/ fi-1 AO 1/ Oil 1fi-l

•A 1ft*lt Moo 01 u
12 •7 R7

13 •8 38 7-2 63 19-8 88 38-7

14 10 39 7-6 64 20-5 89 39-6

15 11 40 80 65 211 9U 40-O

16 1-3 41 8-4 66 21-8 91 41-4

17 1-4 42 88 67 22 4 92 42-3

18 1-6 43 9-2 68 231 93 43-2

19 1-8 44 9-7 69 23-8 94 44 2

20 20 46 101 70 245 95 45 1

21 2-2 46 10-6 71 25-2 96 46*1

22 24 47 110 72 25-9 97 4 70
23 2-6 48 11-6 73 266 98 48-0

S4 2-9 49 12*0 74 27-4 99 49^
U 3*1 60 12-6 75 281 100 £0-0

PRESSURE AND YELOCITT TABLE

Prcflmira

in llM.per
Bgoare—

Velocity
in

lUlet
pwHonr

Prewiure
in lbs. pcr
Sgoore
root

VHodty
in

MiU-8
per Hour

Pnwire
in lb«. pa-
Square
RtOt

Velocity
in

MUca
par Hour

Prwimre
In lbs. per
Square
Voot

Vdodty
in

Mito
pvBow

oz. oz. lbs. lbs.

008 1-000 1000 11-180 2-26 21-213 5-50 33166
0^5 1-767 lliM 11'726 2*60 22-860 575 SS-911
0-50 2 500 12 00 12-247 275 23-462 6 00 34-641

0-75 3061 1300 12-747 3-00 24-494
!

6-25 35-355
1-00 8-536 1400 18-228 3-25 25-495 6-50 36055
2-00 6-000 16-00 18-698 S-.-iO 26-467 6"<5 36 742
300 61 23 3-75 27-386 7 00 37 416
400 7 071 lbs. 4-00 28-284 i 2o 38078
500 7-905 100 14-142 4-25 29 154 7-50 38-729
6-00 8-660 1-26 16-811 4-50 30 000 7-75 39-370

7-00 9-354 1-50 17-320 4-75 30-822 8-00 40000
8*00 1<HM>0 176 16-708 6-00 81*622 8-26 40-620

900 lO-OOO 2*00 6*26 82-408 8-60 41*281
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PBBSSURB AND TZIdOOITT TABLE

—

COTUinued

Prwararo
in ll«H. per

Fooft

Velocity
Inin

per Hoar

Premm
In IIm n mm
111 ios> per
Sqnare
Foot

Velocity
in

Uile*
per Hoar

Prewnre
in jxT
tiquare

Foot

Velocity
in

per Hoar

ill llw-. |«T
Suiioru

Foot

Velocity
in

Hllcfl

per Uoor

lU lbs. lbs.

8 75 41-833 19-25 62 04H 29-75 77136 40-25 89-721

900 42 426 19-50 02 449 30 00 77-459 40 50 90000
9-25 43011 19-76 62-849 30-26 77 781 40-75 90-277
9-50 43-588 20-00 63-245 30-50 78102 41-00 90-553

9-7o 44-158
1

20-26 63639 3076 78 421 41-25 90 829
10-00 44-721 20*60 64031 81 00 78-740 41-60 91-104
1()-J.5 45-276 20-75 64-420 31-25 79 056 41-75 91-378
10-50 45826 2100 64 807 31-50 79372 42-00 91-651
10-75 46*368 21-25 66-192 81-76 79-6R6 42-26 91-928
11 00 46-904 21-50 05-574 32 00 SO 000 42-50 92-196

11 25 47-434 21-75 65-954 32-25 80-311 42-75 92-466
11-50 47-958 2200 66-332 32-50 80-622 43-00 92-736
11-75 48 476 '2225 66-70S

: 32 75 80-932 43-25 93 005
12 00

,

48-9Srt 22-50 07-082 33 00 81-210 43oO 93-273
12-25

,

49-497 22 75 67-453 33-25 81-547 43 75 93-541

12 50 50-000 23-00 67-823 33-50 81-853 44-00 93-808
12-75 50-497 23-25 08-190 33-75 82-158 44-26 94-074
13-00 50-990 23-50 68-556

1
34-00 82-462 44-50 94-339

13-26 61-478 23*76 68-920
j

84-26 82-764 44-75 94-604
13-60 51-961 24-00 69-282 34-50 83-()Gr, 45-00 94-868

13-76 62-440 24-26 69 641 i 34-76 83-366
1 45-26 96-131

14-00 62-916 24-60 70-000 i 36-00 83-666 45-60 96-398
14-25 53-385 24 75 70-356 * 35-25 83-901 4575 95-655

14 50 63 851 2500 70 710
1

3650 84-261
1

46-00 95 916
14-76 64 313 26*26 71063

1

36-76 84-667 46-25 96-176

1500 54-772 25-50 71-414 36-00 84-852 46-.'jO

15-25 55 226 25-75 71-763 36-25 85146 1 40-75 9GO 95
15-50 55-677 26-00 72-111 36-60 85-4 10 47-00 90-953

1675 66 124 20-25 72-456 36-75 85-732 47-25 97-211
16-00 56-508 26-50 72 Sdl 37 00 86-023 47-50 97-407

16-25 57 008 26 75 73 143 37-25 86-313 47 75 97-724
16-60 67-445 27'»0 73-484 37-50 86-602 48-00 97-979
16-75 57-879 27-25 73-S24 37-75 86-890 4825 98-234

1700 68-309 27-60 74-161 38-00 87-177 48-50 98-488
17-26 68*786 27-76 74-498 88-26 87-464 48-76 98-742
17-60 69 160 28 00 71-S33 38-50 87-749 49 00 98-994
17-76 69-681 28-25 75 166 3S-76 88-034 49-25 99-247
18-00 60*000 28-60 76-498 89-00 88-317 49-60 99-498
18-25 60 415 28-75 75 828 39-25 88 600 49-75 99-719
18-50 60827 29 00 76-157 39-60 88-881 60 00 100000
18-75 61-237 29-25 76-486 3976 89-162

19-00 61-644 29-60 76-811 40-00 89-442
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H
VAPOUR IN AIR

Thb elastic force or * tenfiion ' of aqueous vapour^ at different

temperatures, has received the attention of some of the most

aagadous and distinguished experimental philosophers.— Dalton

and Vt% in England; Gay LussaCy Dulong and Arago, Kaemte,

Magnus, and Regnault^ on the Continent^ have taken the lead.

Dalton experimented at temperatures helow the boiling-point

of ifrater, and from the deduced law he inferred the law above

it Ure included high temperatures, and proved that the

inferred law of Dalton does not hold good.

Regnault's experiments (of comparatively recent date)

were conducted with great care, and improved instrumental

agency.

The tables obtained by the s»n'eral experinienters present

discrepancies of sufficient mao^nitude to prove the difficulties

that beset tlie investi;^^1tion
;
and, as might be expected, the

discrepancies are greatest at tlie high temperatures. The
meteorologist, however, has to deal only with the range from
0** to about 120** Fahrenheit, and within this interval the

approximation lies within narrow limits. It is true that, by
means of the condensing hygrometer of Daniell, or the more
accurate of Eegnault^ the temperature of saturation, commonly
termed the *dew-point»' can be reached by direct experiment

without reference to a tension table; but here we stop^ for

without a knowledge of the elastic force of the vapour suflpeoded

in the atmosphere, we can neither calculate its absolute quan-

Utj nor the ratio of its pressure to the total pressure of the

atmosphere ; and as the quantity of moisture the atmoq>hero

ca9 cany depends upon the temperature of the atmosphere,

the quantity is a function of the hour of the day, and the humid
or dry character of the ground underneath, llierefore, because
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DEW POINT—TENSION TABLES 427

the pressure indicated by the barometer la the sum of the prea-

Bttres of the dry air (oi^gen and nitrogen) and of the amount of

yapouT suspended in it, an atmospheric tide is masked by the

oaeual amount of vapour. Hence, in the dose investigation of

atmospheric currents and disturbances^ it is necessary to separate

the influence of the temporarily suspended vapour.

As by experiment) the elastic force of vapour appears to be

nearly the same in a vacuum and in air, the obvious method
for testing the accuracy of a tension table, for meteorologic

purposes, is to compare the temperature of tlie oljservcd dew-

point derived from the condensing hygrometer, with the dew-

point deduced from tlieory, coml)ined with the ohseivfd

temperature of evaporation, by means of the well-known

Mason hygrometer — assuming the law of latent or specitic

heat to be known with sufficient aceuracv.

Of the several theoretic formulas tliat have been published,

the following, by Dr. Apjohn, is perhaps the most simple,

namely

where/ is the elastic force of vapour at the temperature of the

dew*point ; / its elastic force at the temperature of the damp-
bulb ; d the depression of the latter below the temperature of

the air; 88 a coefficient depending upon the specific heat of

air, and the caloric of elasticity of its included vapour ; 30 inches

being taken for the mean height of the barometer, and h the

height at the time of experiment.

Let us suppose, for example, the following simultaneous

observations :
—

Dew-point, by condensing hygrometer, 53°'5, temperature of

air, 61"; temperature of damp-bulb, 57* ; barometer reading,

30*14 inches. Then if we adopt Begnault's tension table, '465

inch (/') corresponds to temperature 57% and

= -465 — •04G= -419

Opposite to '419, in the same table, we find temperature
64*^*1, whereas the observed dew*point was 53**5. And if the
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428 HYGBOMETBIC TABLES

other elements were correctly assumed, and no error of observa-

tion w;ia committed, the computed dew-point is too grent hy

Bix-tenths of a degree, equivalent to '009 inch in that part of

the table. This is a solitary ob8ervation»aud no opinion should

be grounded upon it Repeated experiments in the casual

temperatures throughout one year, at least, are necessary, before

adopting the table that may be safely used for deducing the

temperature of the dew-point from the indications of the damp-
bulb hygrometer. The tension table first adopted at the Royal

Observatory, Greenwich, was derived from a discussion of

Dalton and Ure*s numbers. It may be proper, however, to

keep in mind that the coefficient 88 is liable, perhi^, to a

smidl correction.

If the difference between the observed temperature of the

air, and the observed temperature of the dew-point, be divided

by the difference between the observed temperature of the air

and the observed temperature of the damp-bulb, the quotient

obviously represents a factor which may be employed in a

similar temperature for converting a dry and damp-bulb observa-

tion to a (le\v-])oint observation by inference. Thus, at Green-

wich, a long series of observations of the dew-point by means

of Danicll's condensing hygrometer, were compared with the

simultaneous observations of the damp-bulb thermometer ; the

quotients for the several temperatures were arranged, and the

means taken for the coincident temperatures. By thisproceeding,

a march is gained upon the tension tables and formulas, such as

Apjohn^s, for deriving the dew-point temperature from the damp*
bulb temperature; since the calculation is reduced to the

multiplication of two numbers, and the subtraction of the

product from the temperature of the air—no tension table

being needed, nor any necessity for considering the laws of

. specific heat.

A table of the factors derived from the Oreenwich experi*

ments vb given in the second edition of Glaisher*s valuable

hygrometric tables, from which we extract the factor for 61%
in order to exemplify the simplicity of the calculation by means
of such factors, taking the temperature of the damp-bulb ther-

mometer, as in the preceding example, thus :— Let the —
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Tanpentnire of the air be = 61% Greenwich fiEUstor, 1*87

Temperature of the damp-bulb, 57

Difference s 4

4'' X 1-87 = 7^*48, which, subtracted from 61% leaves 53^*52

for the temperature of the dew-point.

The range of temperature at any station being limited by its

geographic position, elevation above the sea, and local circum-

stances, does not afford a sufficient number of observations near

the limits of temperature, to obtain a mean at these points,

comparable with the means for points about the centre of the

range : for example, the groups of partial observations at Green-

wich crowd about a in nt h lower point on the thermometer

•scale than elsewhere in a warmer elimate ; therefore, in order to

obtain a ('(>m[)k'te table of dew-point arbitrary factors, it is

iieeeNsary to i xperiment in both w:irm and cold climates. The

laws of latent or specific h(\at, and of elastic force, are univ^ersal

;

hence, there is no reason why the factors should not be uni-

versal in their application also. If a factor, deriveil from a

large number of trustworthy observations made at one station,

is employed for calculating the dew-point at another station,

and the result is not in close accordance with the dew-point

derived from a formula at the other, the cause should be

sought for in the numerical elements of the formula, the quali-

ties of the thermometers, their position with respect to reflected

heat, or heat from the person of the observers when reading

their indications, or ordinaiy radiation from any substance near.

By whatever step the temperature of the dew-point be ob-

tained, whether by direct experiment by means of a condensing

hygrometer, or from the temperature of a damp-bulb—by a table

of factors, or from the same by the calculation of a formula—

a

tension table is needed for computing the (juaut'dy of vapour

existing in the atmosphere at the time of observation, and its

ratio (per cent.) to the laaximum quantity the air could carry at

thjit moment. This ratio is termed the humid if tj of the air—

-

an arbitrary expression, adopted for convenience, which is inti-

mately connected with weather preduiions.

If the maximum quantity of vapour the air can carry at a

given temperature be expreased by 100, the elastic force at the
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dew-point temperature (lividt'd by the eliistic force at the tempe-

rature of the ftir, multiplied by 100^ gives tiie humidity, namely

:

Dew-point elastic force.

Diy-bulb elastic force.
X by 100 = the humidity.

All thermometers should, when practicable, be compared with

a well-known standard throughout each five or ten degrees of

their ivftole scale. The celebrity of the Maker is not always a
sufficient guarantee for the zero points, nor for the calibration

:

especially of Boiling point thermometers.

The celebrated meteorologist and philosopher. Mens. V.

Begnaolt, published in the *Annales de Chemie et de Phy8i<)iie*

for Joly, 1844, an admirably-conducted series of experiments on
the elastic forces of aqueous vapour and cubical ezpaosion of air,

executed by himself, from the former of which he derived a
table which is, probably, the most correct that has hitherto

appeared. His Paper has been translated into English, and
published in the fourth Tolume of the * Scientific Memoirs,'

The temperatures are given in terms of the centigrade ther-

mometer, and the corresponding forces in millimetres; but

Mr. Glaisher h;xs adapted the tahle to Falirt^nheit's scale and

English inches, published in the second edition of his valuable

hygrumetric tables.

The expansion of dry air, which haxl generally been considered

•j-^ for an increase of one degree of temperature, appeared, by

Kegnault*s experiments, to be vyT iT
On comparing his table of elastic force with that of Kupffer,

and two others, the differences are considerable for tempera-

tures above 55\ At the freesing point, Regnault and Kupfifer

are identical ; at 40** fiegnault exceeds Kupffer by •002 inch ; at

50% by -006 inch; at 60^, by 010 inch; at 70% by •022 inch;

at 80^, by -037 inch, Ac The effect of these differences in

calculating the absolute amount of vapour is obvious; in calcu-

lating the 'humidity,* it is small for ordinary ranges: for

example, the * humidity * from Kupffer's tables throughout the

observations of four weeks, taken five times daily, exceeds

the * humidity' calculated by Kegnault's table by only one

hundredth on each obbervation.

The following are tables usually employed in the several
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reductions:— For reducing barometric readings to the tcm-

peiature 32°, the barometer frame being of brass— Table II.,

given in page 82 of the Report of the Committee of Physics

and Meteorology of the Koyal Society of London, in 1840.

For calculating the dew-point— the G reenwich factors.

And for calculatiiig the * humidity '— Kegnault*s tables of

elastic force of aqueous vapour, to whicfa» if -01 be added, the

numbers will be expressed in terms of Kupffer's tables.

Begnault's elastic force tables axe useful for obtaining the

barometric pressure of the air freed from moisture*

[N.B. The principal part of this paper is a transcript of one

drawn up by Sir Thomas Maclear, for use at the CSape of Good
Hope Observatory, and by him kindly sent to the present

writer, in 1801. A few minor, and chiefly verbal alterations

have been made, in order to render it of more general utility.]
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I

SCIENTIFIC FORECASTING.

Natfrally a truly scientific nmn inclines to rlo\il)t tlic cha-

racter of any treatment of an abstruse and ratlier complicated

subject wliich is not defined l)y number, weight, and meiusure.

Opinions, specuhvtions, and discussions are unsatisfactory wlien

not Ijased on facta of which otiiers can be judges rather thaa

a theorist himself, who may be misled exceedingly.

Hence it is, undoubtedly^ that some of the first mathema-
ticians have undervalued the science of Meteorology, esteeming

it almost empirical to foretell atmospheric change, and unwise

to attempt more than the obserration of iiuts, with their regis-

tration. Without affecting to aigue against such legitimate

opinions— even with electricity and magnetism advancing so

rapidly* by irregular flashes and darts, instead of formal and

proved steps— the writer will now attempt to approximate

toward a method of reducing fluctuating atmospheric elements

to manageable quantities, such as may enable even ordinary

mathematicians to calculate their relative values in a determi-

nate manner.

^^^lat are the qualities and values of meteorologic elements,

essential to tlie scientific forecasting of weather (as described in

in this book) which should be measured by weight, tension,

number, beat, extent, and dynamic force, or (' potential')?

They are pressure (or tension) of air— its area, depth,

and cubical content — temperature, dryness (or moifiture) of

air, and its electricity (or electrical condition).

Direction of wind : and its force and degree of purity, or of

combination.

These are the sttUieal elements partly measurable now at

any place— partly approachable only by tolerably near estima-

tions.
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HaviDg tliese amounts at varume places, more or less cor-

related in climate, important dynamic considerations appear

before us, such as reUiwe tensions and consequent horiasontal

pressures : differences of temperature: differences of humidity

:

and differences of electricity. Directions ofwind currents, also

their forces, the amounts of interference on surface, and

abovef with their respective electricity/.

For each of these fluctuating, flowing, or dynamic effects, a

'potential' may be obtained, depending on their quantities,

weights, measures, qualities, and velocities.

Due combination of such potentials, in equations and formu-

las, should be so arranged as to enable tables and brief rules to

be established, from wliich any moderately educated person

might draw results (as the junior officers of ships are in the

practice of doing, in navigation at sea), even before having

accurate knowledge of the theory, or basis, of the rules and

tables used by them habitually.

The limits assigned to a yery brief paper exclude further

examination of this interesting question now. Indeed it would

be more appropriate to the pages of a mathematical essay,

than to those of a popular exposition.

Some idea, howeyer, maj be giyen, bri^y, of the notor-

Uonj imiJts of scales, and expressions, at present thought to be

appi opriate by the yotaiy of this unfolding subject He would

propose that P should represent the polar air-current, and

that its unit of scale should be one mile (geographic). F
would stand for a true N. wind, P, for NNE., for NE., and

Pg for E.

Similarly, if p2= NNW., p^ would be \Vl>X. Also, if T
bti taken for tropical or true S., Tj to Tg may be SbW to W.,

aud to ^ bb£ to £bS.

The unit of atmospheric pressure or tension may conve-

niently be 0 (compression), and equal one-hundredth of an
inch.

Heat (H) may be indicated by the degree, as a unit (tenths

not being yet necessary).

Dryness or dampness (D) may be shown nmilarly, and Elec*

F F
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tricity (E) may be represented, for the present, by an arbitrary

scale of 1 to 9, 5 being considered par, or equilibrium, num-
bers below it indicating what is iisoaUy tinned negative, or

mvfvus electridfyj and those above, namely 6 to 9, showing

degrees of positive, vitreous, or plus electricity.

F may stand for force of wind, the unit being one^-of the

Beaufort scale (1 to 12).

Dirturbanoe ofequilibrium in any or each ofthese fiyroes being

followed, or attended by motion of atmosphere to restore it, the

direction, amount, and duration of such motion must depend

on the resulting efifect of all potentials ; and as each is more or

less nearly calculable, iiov,— the d\Tiamic consequences of a

material change of weather appear likely to become within the

grasp of a mathematician.

By potentitd (a new word to some persons) is here meant the

momentum (occasionally but erroneously called inert iay, or

the moments of flowing (moving) energy,—measured in pon-

derable inelastic matter by weight multiplied into velocity, but

in air differently, and in electro-magnetism by a totally diasi-

milar treatments

Of course the greater the differencee of equilibrium, in

tension, temperature^ and electricity, and the larffer the area

affected, the mm eztensiTe will be the resulting movement^
but the longer will be the pmrUnu interval of tms. Small

areas, however much affected, are sooner moved, and again re-

gain their equilibrated condition proportionally sooner.

Beyond tl^ point the writer is not now prepared to go in the

present paper; but he trusts that advances will be made, by
others (bo much more competent) toward accurately scientific in-

vestigation of this practically useful subject.
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The Alarum used iu Japan to give warning of earthquake,

consists of a large magnet fixed horizontally across a support

which rests on the earth. Attached, by attraction only, to the

magnet, is an iron half houk, or claw, whence a silk cord

depends that is woimd on a revolving wheel of which the axle

works, or rests, in the upright stand (or support of the magnet).

To and round the axle there is another cord, holding up a
circular (bell-metal) clapper, below which is a gong.

The rationale of this arrangement, as explained to Lieut. R.

0*B. FitsBRoy by the Japanese Ambasaadors (through their

mterpreter, on board H.M.S. Odin, when quite at leisure during

their yoyage), was this :—< Before an earthquake, the ground

being full of deotrieity» the attraction of the (bowl-ehaped) gong

beoomee greater than that of the magnet^ the daw fi^ off,

and the clapper strikes the gong with a loud reYerberating

sound, audible at a considerable distance, and warning all to

fly into open places** .

Now, without attaching undue weight to this reay curious^

rare, and ancient Japanese invention—said to be nuuiy, many
centuries old—^nsed only by the most scientifically learned men,

and not even known to exist by the great majority of their

countrymen, let us examine the Japanese explanation, before

offering another.

Direct reference to dectric'iiy— not to magnetic action (about

which those very well-informed, able, and penetrating gentlciiu n

of Japan were closely questioned)— and ilieir references to light-

ning, with its action on magnetised iron, in compasses, showed

au intelligence of the subject worthy of those with whom (it haA

r r S
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been said) the steering compaas originated (taking them and the

Chinese 88 one people— in ancient knowledge).

The correlation of magnetic action and electric may
admit of either term being used in explanation; bat ta

there any change in electro-magnetism at or before an earth-

quake? The writer beUevea there is; because he has wit-

nessed, and collected descriptions o( extraordinary effects on
animals and birds jwt before an earthquake—giving the

first premonitions to human inhabitants iiccu^omed to sneh

visitations. Such effects can only be attributed to electrical

agency ; as atmospheric tension, temperature, dr3me8s, and mo-
tion, have been repeatedly recorded as unchanged during even

some of the severest earth(iviakes—such as that of Chile, in 1835 ;

althoui^h, at times, coinculcnces (however casual) may have been

noticed^ and, naturally enough^ connected with earthquakes.

There is something more in the su])j<'ct, possibly. In earth-

quakes a most curious circular, or twisting, motion occurs occa-

sionally. At Concepcion, in Chile, some of the great pyramidal

stones (surmounting the angles of those very massive walls, four or

five feet thick, of the most solid brickwork, which, in the Spanish

cathedral, were thought to be proof against any such convulsion)

were trmsted round on their bases without being thrown down

;

whilefrom the walls, on which they remained, huge buttresses

had been severed and partly demolished— great masses of the

walls themselves having been torn out» dashed to the ground,

and scattered into fiagments.

Mr. Mallet, in his seismologic investigations, has made some
exceedingly interesting observations about twisting, or circular

actions, in connection with earih^rrente of eledricUy, And
they, again, appear to be so intimately allied to the ahnoitpherh

ciii'rents, that it would ill become the writer of these notes

to do more at present than advert to a field so widely extensive.

In contradistinction to the Japanese view, it has been urged,

by high authority, that trembling, or vibration, of the ground,

may shake off the claw^ before it is sensible to inmates of a
house, and that a simply mechanical etfect may be thus pro-

duced, entirely independent of electricity or magnetism. But
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to those who ha^ been accustomed to earthquakes by long

residence in the countries afflicted by them, this suggested

explanation ap[}ear8 insufficient. So delicately sensitiye does the

human nervous system become, after ea^periencmg earthquake

convulsions, that die very iledntest tremor, insufficient to ring a

bell, or ruffle liquid in an open vessel, is felt by human organi-

sation.

Were these alarums used only at night, during hours of sleep,

such an explanation might have more weight
;
but, since it was

first kindly offered, further enquiries have been made, from

which it appears that the instrument is as useful by day iis by

night, and that ordinary vibration or tremor of the ground,

such as carts or horses, or other passing weights cause, does not

afifectit in the least<

Directly connected with electricity— as considered in Japan,

China, Cochin China, Siam, Burmah, Ceylon, and other eastern

countries— we may advert here, in passing, to the system that

has prevailed there, from time immemorial, of placing lumps of

glass, either shapely, or irregularly massive, on the pinnacles, or

other highest points of buildings, to avert lightning.*

About the beginning of this century, the Japanese added to

some of their Avetiem European conductors, and now have

buildings supposed to be thus dovJUy pratectecL

One word about the origin of steering compasses.

Some still ascribe their invention to Chinese, and think

Marco Polo brought the discovery to Europe, because the first

used were shortly after his return, or about that period.!

But the Italian compass had the North end of the needle

marked, and the card was aita4shed to it.

The Chinese compass has an independent needle^ marked at

the eoiUh end, and not carrying a card*

One refers to the pole, the other to a meridian sun.

In Russian Tartary, at the very earliest date known to men
learned in the history of Scythic migrations, a magnetised bur of

* Soiii« tii the Britiib Ijghtlioaies had mmilar averi€r$, even in this century—

donbtleBB anggested rangiiulfy ly captains of East Indiainea

t In about 1260.
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iron was used to direct the course across steppes offering no dis-

tant object but a boundless horizon,— lilce tho Pampas,— or the

Prairies. This bar was suspended. (General Sabine would
doubtless admit it to have been the original Uw^filar.)

Consideriiig the constant intercourse of Europe with those

countries adjacent to the north-eastward, and that the first keenly

felt want of such a guide as the magnet was oocaaioned by im-
mediate predecessors of the great Golambus^ whose Tojogee ex-

tended much farther out of sight of land than any since those of

Carthaginian or Phoenician adventurers, it does seem natnraL to

suppose that ingeniousartists ofItaly (birthplace ofinventiTeand
imaginative mind) should have adapted the land directing bar to

the sea oompoM, Long after, whenits vofriation was detected

by Columbus, ItaHixoBfirst made a due average allowance for it^

in the Mediterranean, by so fixing the needle to the card, as to

show true bearings, variation being allowed for, by placing the

needle at a certain anf(le on one side of tlie north point.

But this method, being only applicable to the Mediterranean,

was not adopted elsewhere. Within that limited extent such

compasses are still used, and not many years ago a Trieste vessel

got into difficulty near England, in consequence of her captain

using a Mediterranean compass so oonstnicted, being hun-

self unacquainted with its peculiarity.

A sea-compass is said to have been known to the Chine??©

more than a thousand years before the Christian era. Gioja, of

Naples, certainly improved a mariner's compass in 1302. The
•Swedes used a needle laid on fioating wood in 1250. Although
neither Homer nor Herodotus, nor other early writers, even ofthe

Scriptures, say anything on the subject, it is not impossible

that Phoenician navigators may have had some such indicator.
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CAMPHOR GLASa

Hatinq often noHoed peculiar effecta on certain instrumentfl*

used 88 weather-glasses, that did not seem to be caused by

pressure, or solely by temperature, by dryness, or by moisture

—

having found that these alterations happened with electric

ehangee in the atmosphere that were not always preceded or

accompanied bymovement of merouiy in a barometer, and that,

among other pecoliarities, increase or diminution of winds, in tha

very 'heafii* of ike tradee^ caused effects on them, while the

mercurial column remained unaltered, or •showed only the

slig^ inter-tropical diurnal change (as regular there as a dock*)^

we have long felt sure that another agent might be traced.

Considerably more than a century ago what were called •

* storm gli'isses' were made in this country. Who was the in-

ventor, is now very uncertain ; but they were sold oil oUi London
Briil/je, at the sign of the * Goat and Compasses.*

Since 1825 we have generally had some of these glasses, as

curiosities rather than otherwise, for nothing certain could be

made of their variations until lately, when it was fairly demon-

strated that if fixed, undisturbed, in free air, not exposed to

radiation, fire, or sun, but in the ordinary light of a well-venti-

lated room, or, jyreferahly^ in the outer air, the chemical mixture

in a so-called storm glass varies in character with the dvtection

of the wind— not its force, t/peeiaUy (though it may so vary in

appearomce only) firom omOleT cause, dMIflrical teneUm,

* See Hmnbdldtfe 'P^nonal Kanmtim'
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As the atmospheric current veers toward, comes from, or is

only approaching from the polar direction, this chemical

mixture—if closely^ even microsoopically watched,—is found to

grow like/r, yew, fern leaves, or hoar frost— or like crystal-

lisations.

As the wind, or great body of air, tends more from the

cpposUe quarter, the lines or spikes— all regular, hard, or

crisp features, gradually diminish till they vanish.

Before and in a continued southerly ivind the mixtore

smks slowly downward in the vial, till it becomes shapeless,

like melting white sugar.

Before or daring the continuance of a northerly wind (polar

current), the crystallisations are beautiful (if the mixture is

correct, the glass a Hxtiirc, and duly placed); but the least

motion of the liquid disturbs them.

When the main currents meet, and turn toward tlie tresff

making eaMerly >vinds, stars are more or less numerous, and the

liquid dull, or less clear. When, and while they combine by

tJui i' f'sf, making westerly wind, the liquid is clear, and the

crystallisation well defined, without loose stars.

\NTiile any Jiard or crisp features are visible below, above, or

at the top of the liquid (where they form for polar wind) there

is plus electricity in the air; a mixture of polar current co-

existingm that looaUty with the opposite, or southerly.

When nothing but soft, melting, sugaiy substance is seen,

the atmospheric current (feeble or strong as it may be) is

southerly with ndnua electricity, unmixed with and unin/tu^

enced by the contraiy wind.

Bepokted trials with a delicate galvanometer, applied to

measure electric tension in the air, have proved these fiicts,

which are now found useful for aiding, with the barometer and

thermometers, in forecasting weather.

Temperature affects the mixture much, but not solely ; as

many comparisons of winter with summer changes of tempera-

ture have fully demonstrated.

A confused appearance of the mixture, with flaky spf>ts, or

stars, in motion, and less clearness of the liquid, indicated bouth-

easterly wind, probably strong— to a gale.
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ClearnesB of the liquid, with more or less perfect crjetalliBa-

tioii8» accompanies a combination, or a contest, of the main cur-

rents, by the west^ and very remarkable these differences are—
the results of these air currents acting on each otherfrom east-

ward, or entirely from an opposite direction, the weaL

The glass should be wiped clean, now and then,— and once or

twice in a year the mixture should be disturbed, by inverting

and gently shaking the glass viaL

The composition is camphor— nitrate of potassium and sal-

ammoniac— partly dissolved by alcohol, with water, and some
air, in a hermetically sealed glass viaL

There aremany imitations,more or less incorrectly made^
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Ab the very recent Rtorm of October 19, 1862, has been much
noticed^ and its effects in some few pl&ces ( crmiparatively) have

been calamitouBj tabular records of weather atatisticB for the

19th, 20th, and 2l8t» of that tempestuous time, are annexed—
fotlowvng this p<tffe* It was stated, in the * Timesy* that 40,0002.

loss, to underwriters, was caused by the wreck and damage of

Yeasels— out of the Tyne alone— in the gale of the 19th, and
that a great many {uniriaivrabU) liyes were lost.
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W£ATHER BEPOBT, 1869.

OctotMT
8 AM, ftn

19.

1

1

E I* w w s
—.—

II

1

It H

• • 4(1 i 3

• • •11 s\v. 7 «• 7 c 4

l..itti . 47 s\v. 7 3 c 6
|1<T'>\ il k , iS 4 4 3 c I

.\r'lrii->^.Hn > 4» t sw. 7 7 8 r - — A
rortnish .

O-TOUalway . < • 29-01 M 1 8. 8 4 8 r IS C

YalflntUi ^ 22* 52 2 KW. 10 7 9 r — 8
Qamtown * • hi 0 W. 9 4 8 r ft 8
HolyhMMl .

—
Urwpoot a 47 1 8SK. 2 4 9 o 1 3

61 1 W. 6 4 7 o >

Plynpolli
'

!••« ftS 1 SW. 9 8 9 r 6

JfTBoy • * &8 8 8W. 9 6 9 0 7

;

\V. vninalh S9'7ft S'J 3 W8W. ft 6 9 r 1

rurt-inoath »-7« 49 2 BW. 6 8 7 r
I ><i\ ( r .

1 Mill Ion 4« 1 s. 4 8 4 m 7 0*71

^ irijintuh . 2 SW. n 3
I

(1 2

v> 2 W.SW. 4 n o 4
44 sw. 4 • > 0 4

1

ileligolaod

.

« •

PfiOBABLR

IVom WeatherlUport of ths pmiow dft]r (Setaday).

Sundat/. SoonAKO. Jf^ni^agr.

sw. to NW. And liB., a gda. I W. to N. aad itnoi^ finoir or
Bainy. I

raiu.

Ibslaxd.
8SW. to NNW. and BEL, straqg.

|
W.toN.aiidllB.,atzoQg. 8qw%.

SqnaUj. I

Wmt Ck.stual.

WSW. to NNW. and mL, a gide. I W.toK.a]idlIE.,atNqg. Sbowen.
Bainy. I

SW. EaxQUkxn.

SW. to NW. and NEL, atvoog.
|

W.teN.aiidNB.,itroiig. StptJlj,

With iqiialla. I

SK £kola2(d.

88&toBSK, agda Bainy. ) S& to BS., etroiig—to IMh.

East Coast.

HW. to NE. and SB, ilioiig—to a | BBW. to SHE., alxDqg—to freah.

gale. Baiay.
|

Qdoiw or rain.

Erplanation.

B.—BaromntfT corm^ted and reduced to 32° at mean sea level; each ten feet,

of vertical rise, caa»ing about one hundredth of un inch diminuti<m; and each ten

degrees, above 32^, causing nearly three hundredths increase. B.—Blpoaed thar-

moraet^r in shade. D.—Difference of moistened bulb (f ir ovaporation and dew-
point). W.—Wind IHrection (true— two points U/t of magnetic). F.—Force

(1 to 12—estimated). X.<—Bx^me Force since last report C.—Cloiid (1 to 9).

I.—Initials: b.—bluo sky; c—clonds (detached); f.—fc^; h.—hail; 1.—light-

ning ; m.—mistr (haz^) ; a—ovexcast (duU) ; r.—rain ; a.—snow ; U—thnnder.

H.—flours of B.«BauA]I, or 8B0W or hafl (melted), suwe last report. 8w~8ea>
diatmbance (1 to 9). Z.— Caliu.

N.B.—Warning Signals shown last Sunday, Monday, FHdajf, and tlti* dag,

round the coasts.
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WEATHER BEPORT, 1962.

t

1

IB E 1> W X. c 1 JUL

Halm .... 98*61 39 a sw. 8 i 1 b 6 o-.w 9
Abcnk-cn . • . 88-S9 40 .', w. 8 •J 4 0 9 0-76 5
L»'ith .... 38-78 42 :i w. J 'J 9 o 6
lierwick . • . 28-78 4.'. 4 WhW. a n ti c 6 1

Anl!T>Hjyin . . .
4'. 4 NW. 9 9 8 r 18 1*08 6

rurtninh . • . 4<; 2 W. 8 9 2 b 9
(tolway . • . 4a 3 WNW. fi 8 5 c 18 1-13 A
Valcntia . . *.';••:}» 47 4 NW. 10 9 9 h 10 1-40 9
QuecnstoWB • 42 1 w. 3 8 4 c 3 0-81 3
fiolylwad . . 29-10 47 4 7 10 7 0 7 0*80 4
LiTcrpool . . . 30-06 47 ;> wsw. 6 10 6 e 4 0*17 4
Pemtirolu . 39*88 49 1 WNW. 8 9 3 b 19 0*M 8
Peuaiwe . 99*4ft 48 3 NW. 7 9 4 c l.'J 3*08 8
PlymooUi . 39-40 47 3 HW. 9 8 r» r 6
Jemxry.... 29*47 61 3 WSW. 7 9 8 0 I'-)

•w

AVryiiit iiilli .
•2!>-:t7 5 WNW. 7 9 6 c IS 1 •('.' r,

I'lirt-iiiiiutU i'v>-:n AH 2 W. 6 10 8 c
I>ciM r.... •i9-27 49 4 WNW. .J 8 5 0 K
L<iiiii'in . , 29-25 4& a W. 6 u C c
YMnnoutli . , . 29-17 46 4 W. 8 9 1 ll 10 0-70
ts-'ariHijMiiph • . •28-91 4£ 4 W. 4 7 1

Sllir-M^ . , 28-87 41 3 NW. 4 7 1 Si
IldiifulanU . . 38*03 0 8W. 11 9 7

'
1
"1 0*0

1

PROBABLE.

Tuesday. Sccnrt.vNu. Wedtusdni/.

W. to N. and a ffde. Bain or | NW. to NE., strong. Snow or rain,
snow.

I

Ibilamd.
WNW. to NNE., gale. Bain. |

WNW. to NNE., fzong. SqutOly.

West Ckntraj-.

W. toN. andNEfStioog. Squalls.
|

NW. to NR. atioQg— to freah.

8W. Erolaxd.
Aa neit abora. | Aa next above.

8E. Ekolaxd.
NW. to NE,, atxong. ) NNW. to ENE., ationg— to finah.

East Coast.

NNW. to £N£., gale. Sqnalla. | Aa next above. Some anow.

Explanation.

B.—Baromotcr corrected and reduced to 32° at mean sea level ; each ten feot^

of vertical rise, causing about one hundredth of an inch diminution ; and each t»>n

degrees, above 32°, causing nearly three hxmdredths increase. E.—Exposed ther-

DMnnaker in ahada. B.—^Diffravnoe of moiatenad bolb (fiir en^ofation and dew-
point). W.—Wind Direction (true— two pointa left of magnetieX F.—Force
(1 to 12— estimated). X.—Extreme Force since last report. C.—Cloud (1 to 9).

I.— Initials: b.—blue skv; c.—cloud.s (detached); f. fog; h.—hail; l.^Hglit-

ning; m.—misty (hazy); o.— overcast (dull); r.—rain; s.—fmow; t.—thund»-r.

H.—Hours of R.>- Rainfall, or anow or hail (melted), biucv last report S.—Sca-

diatnxbflBee (1 to 9). ZL—Calm.
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WEATHER REPORT, IMS.

OoMwr 91.

8 AM. ToMcbty.
._
JP

_
MM warw

'

*

1

J» •

^ Ik im\i^HIIII f % * #v 99 «1 1I . c A%
ri
<>

i\m 1^1(^11 • • •
94*40 A9 • in •

1 Ku KO
I j'it ii S9 WW A \V Q«r KU D
XmMwWK • • •

MA a9 Vw* A% D 1

^^sn^s^ • • • %1 Mm ao r 1 V%A 4
«wwdBQ • • »

AK •a w 1

1

1

1

1

1

wD AV
1^*1WAV 99*W> JO*w om MMW

•2 Aw n u «O wW
\'fL t fin< IfclL III Ilk a • «

A') 1 9 0 r Qo 0WW M w. 8 6 « o s
f 1 ' 1 1 I 1 ' M' I , , ,

't
1 \> ,^ IT •

a V o o 4
W. 10 9 o 4 0-20 4

I'liiiiin.ke . . , .VI \VN W. t «; o 4
ri-ii/,.iiiit> ... WW 63 1 WNW. H » 9 o 4 «
riMii"nth . . . J»-90 61 1 WNW. H 9 9 r :i

r-j-y.... 30-00 3 \VS\V. 1» 9 8 o M iy.,<j 8
^ rriixith . « , WNW. 7 8 r, n. 2 A

I'urtstnouth « ,
•29-si 48 WNW. 6 8 6 o 2 018 A

Dover . . , ,
JIt-T'.t 40 a NW. 4 A 9 0 &

Ix)n<1oii , » .
."••71 4«'. 4 W. S 7 8 o

Yunnouth « . 44 '1 wxw. g 9 6 o 3
S-.irUiDugh » 44 8 4 (> H r 4
SJiii-ULs . , , •jy4i 44 4 NW. 5 o 1

M • WKW. ^
i

o 10 0-M 8

PROBABLE.

^eAuvAw. SooTLAiin. 7%uniay.
inf.toME^atioqgi Biiiijoirtiioir.

|
NE. to NW., iindb. Somemoir.

Ibsjlmd.
WNW. to NNE., ftnn^ Squally.

|
NNE. to WNW., itio^ to frpdi.

WmT CEJTTttAL.

WNW. to NNE., strong. SqiuOU
|

N£. to NW., vtroiig to modenta.

SW. EXOLAXD.
NW. to N£., stioog—to fresh.

|
£N£. to NNW., fresli—to moderate.

SE. England.
As next above. j

NNE. to WNW., fresh—to modtnite.

East Coast.

NNW. to ERE, Btroug. Squally.
|

NB. to NW., afcroqg^—to ibeoh.

Explanation.

B.—Barometer corroctcd ami ro lni td to 32° at ni<'.in fu a level ; each ton foot,

of vertical riK>, cuiLsing alxnit onr Imiidredth of an inch diminutknt ; and each ten

degrees, above Z2^, causing nearly three handredthi ktemm, £.—Exposed ther-

mometer in iliade. D.—Diflineiiee <rf moiatened bolb (for erspontioo and dew
iwuit). W.—Wind dir(( li n (tnae — two points of magnetic). F.—Force

(1 to 12—eetimatod). X.—Extrtmo force since last report. C. Cl>n<l(l to 9).

I.—Initials: b.—blue sky; c.—cloutlM (dotachc*!) ; f.—fog; h.—hail; 1.— light-

ning; m.—misty (hazy); o.—overcast (dull); r.—rain; s.—snow; t.—thunder.

H.—Hoim of B.»RitiiitMl, or snow or hail (meltedX aimee laat report &—Sea-

distnrbaiMe (1 to 9). Z.—Calm.
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EXPLANATION OF DIAGRAMS.

The Diaorams from I. to T., Incluairey show the ftctual oflcilla-

tions of a Milne self-registering barometer, a barograph, during

twelve consecutive months, from January to December 1861.

As the instrument was then newly invented, and not quite

accurate, the points are only near approximations.

On the scales— showing days, horizontaUi)^ and inches, ver- •

ticaJUl/^— extremes oUwind forces (maxima and minima) are

given, for each day, at the top. Directions of wind (as general

aboub London) are at the bottom of each scale ; and mean tem-

perature, during each day» is shown by a broken line.

Diagrams tl and til illustrate the meetings of polar and

tropical cuxrentB—one or ^e other^ or a combination of both,

being suppoeedto oorer the iiohoU space (outlined beneaih them)

between Ireland and Western Continental Europe.

A f&Uf anowB diow average directions of the two enrrents

—

those for polar having full barbs and feathers— the tropical

ones only half of eadi.

The features are taken chiefly from actual statical fiusts, as

recorded. The second (vn.) may be compared with xm., the

Koyal Charter storm—as illnstralive.

VIII.— Is intended to show how cyclonic eddies, or curling

fnve-eps of atmosphere, affect each other at times ;—and how

winds veer to the right, or back to the left, in mxhinary conditions

of weather.
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EXPLANATION OF DIAQEAMS 447

IX. and X. illustrate Howard's nomenclature of clouds^ with

twelve additional varietiefl.

XL rdatee to tides. (It miglU preoede n.)

zn. and zm. are taken firom Mr. Babington's Atlas of the

Boyal Charter storm, published by the Board of Trade in 1860.

zrr. and xv. were drawn^ in 1857, to illustrate the apparent

adyanoe of (barometric curves, like) waves, and thdr approxi-

mation to synchronism from Scotland to the British Channel

(inclusively). Spaces or intervals horizontally^ represent

days,—and divisions of the vertical scale show inches and

fractions—vertically. The lenc/th of a dci fj space is insufhcient

to show 7/iU<:7i hourly variation of barometer; therefore the ap-

parent progress eastward of the maxima and minima seems

more nearly nynchronous, on paper, than it was in reality. The
so-c;illt'(l ivavcif actually advanced from the south of west.

They are placed in this volume oioiu, to show a few of the

periods, or periodic times, about equal in du/rcUion, on an

average, to those of the moon's phases.

For similar periodicity, reference may be made to our year's

series, for 1861,—to Webster's work on Becurring Periods, and

to Espy's Fourth Beport •

XVI.—^As a form for registering obeervations of weather is

often required-—by personswhomay not havebeen accustomed to

tabulate their records systematically— in as short and explicit

a manner as may be derirable for really pracHeal use—perhaps

these Diagrams may be appropriately closed by such a frame as

is used at the Meteorologic Office of the Board of Trade
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NOTE TO PAGES 223 AND 224.

J^etraet from Mb. Glaisuer's Letter respecthig his Balloon

Ascmt of SepL 5, 1862.

BhekhMHi: Kot.S2,1W2.

Our elevation on Septeuiber 5 was, at least, 36,000 feet, and

very probably exceeded 7 miles.

The lowest tenij)erature of the air I noticed was, at 29,000

feet, laimis 5'^ The lowest registered by athernKJiueter was — 12.

The temperature of tlie dew-point must have been—50.

You will be pleased to learn that most important results will

spring out of those exp^menti% For instance — the theory of

decline of tempexature of 1** in every 300 feet of elevation must

be abandoned.

In a dear sky I found 1° in the first 80 feet; becoming leas

and leBB to about 0°*3 in 100 feet at 5,000 feet.

In a cloudy sky there was about 4***5 in first 1,000 ieet^ 4^-3

in next, and reducing slowly to no more than 3* between 4,000

and 5,000 feet

In a partial dear there was between 7^ and 8* decline in the

first 1,000 feet» &*'Z in second, 4''-6 in third 1,000, 3*'-4 in

next» tiien 2^*8 ;*2^*7 slowly decreasing to 0***8 in 1,000 feet, at

30,000 feet high.

We had in the first 1,000 feet a decline of l*" in 137 feet,

and of r in 1,250 feet at 6 miles.

This result is most important : as it affects Refraction, WoUas-
ton's boiling-point theory, thermo-electricity, &c.
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Abbrkviatiom, 3il
Aberdeen, 60, 175^ 352, 834
— Earl of, fill

Abfttnct \of[, S2
Acapuleo, 370
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Iron ships, 410
I«le of Cooos, 376

Man, 301
Isobarometric, 106

Italy, 116, 141,438

Jacksoxvillb. 267. 271, 222
Jamaica, 280j 281. 282, 243
James, Sir Henry, 6, 48, 12i
' Jane Lockhart,' barque, 269
Jansen, Captain, &2
Jajian, 47, 139, 140, 376, 397, 435, 432
Japanese ambiusadors, 435
— current, 106, 1411
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' Jason,' American brig, 290. 224
Java, 322
Jenyna, 48
Jersey, 115, 192, 195, 219, 237, 353
Johnson, 48
Johnston Keith, 133
' Josephine,' barque, 221
' Judith aod l:Lsther,' brigaQtioe, 273, 274,
226

Kaemtz, Li 48, 42fi

Kamwhfttka, 376
Keeling Island, 377
Keeling, 38, 3fi2

Kew, 26, 38, 320, 325— Committee, h&— Observatory, 71, 393, 412— verified barometers, 58, 2M— verification, 2fi.

Key West, 2fi4

King George Sound, 385
Kingston, 315, 317
—

,
Jamaica, 273, 276

Kingstown, 317, 327, 328— Uay, 2fi3

— steamer, 2118

Kriel, Professor, 323
Krusenstem, 371

Kupffer, 48, 142, iM

Labrador, 131. 377
Laocadive Isles, 377
Lagulbas, Cape, 144— current, liifi

Lagulhtts stream, 82^ 1 64
Laguna, 2M
'Laidmans,' barque, 376
Laird, W., late Mr., 31^ 305, Sli, 315, 319
Lament, 48, lOfi

Land's End, 314
Lanes by wind, 266
Land Station, 401
Lanterns, 348
La Perouse, 42
Lartigue, 48
Lateral effects, 253
Law of gyration, 68, 93, 143
— fluids, 323— gravitation, 379
— storms, 36, 50, 100, 135
I.eeuwin, Cape. 163
Letter from. 221— Ireland (meteors), 309. 310. 311— Mr. Glaifther, bslloon ascent, 448— Prof. Henry to Gen. Sabine, 136. 137— Holyhead (meteor), 307. 308
— Koyal Society, 276, 281, 822
Leu Chen, .381

Leuchu, 37>>
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LiTerpool, 353
— 0b«erv»U)i7, 3«| 39i 322^ 325
LUnua, \2Q.

Lloyd, Dr. 102. 302^ 313
Lloyds, 48^ 106^ 171^ 19^, 198, ^ 423
Local change, 349
— cjclone, 325— storm*. 2Iia— — or whirlwinds, (exceptions), 322
London, 311^ 312, 329, Hfi— bridge, 443
Londonderry, Ul
Looinis, Prof., 48, 109, 132
• Lord NeUon,' E.I.C.S.. 22fi

Losses of Indiamen, 296
Low iMirometer, 146

— temperature—pressors, 312
Labbot'k, Mr., .'UiB

Loll marked, 2ijS

Lumber, 2fil

Lunar action alone, 2A&— attraction, 378, 383, 385— obsen-ations, 410
— solar tidal action, 255
— temperature, 255
Lunarists, 213.

Lunenburg, 283
Lonisolar tides, 206
Lunitidal wave, 248, 252
Le Vaiii&i.t, an
Levant, HI ,

Levanter, 125
Level, normal, 3fi— standard, 25
Le Verrier, 48
Leyden Jar, 232
Libration (shifting of climate), 121)

— of ocean, 379, 313
Life-boat Institution, 53
Light, 231— ships, 31fi

Lightning, 19, 47, 148, 232, 41fi— (accidents from), 400, 4M— (averted), 43^ AM— (ascending from sea), 331
— intervals between fUslies and thander,

408
— (cond actors), 332
Limerick, 300.

Lincolnshire, 238, 317. 318
Land, 23
Lindsay, Mr., M.P., 314
Line, LLfi— the, 121— of progression of cyclone, 317

• Lion,' brig, 223
Lisbon, 175
Liverpool, Uh 213. 266^ 27L 276, 280,

282, 305, ••321. ;m

' Madlrrkad,' bar({iip, 272

MET

M'Clintock, Sir Leopold, 165, 305
MacWar, Sir Thomns, 431

M'Killop, CapUin. RN., 323
Mac«|tie€n, Mr., 28L 282
Madagascar, 82, 128, 164, 317
Madeira, 412
Maestrale, 141

Magalhanes—Magalbaens, 124
Magellan, 15£— Strait, 152, 154, 155. 333 '

* Magicienne,' frigate, 290, 293^ 234
235

Magnet, 438
Magnetism, 204. 231, 255
— (earth's), 410
Magnetic action, 435— compass, 8.— currents, 97, IQ&— poles, lii5— storms, 305
Malacca. 121
Maldonado Harbour, 333
Mallet, Mr., 43fi

Malta, 4£2
3Iap, co-tidal lines, 367, 368
Marco Polo, 432
Mare Sargassum, 146, 154
Mare's taiU, 330
Margaret—Marion, 28.3

' Maria,' Danish brig, 2S5
— barometric questions, 390— observations, 405
Marsden, 43
Martinique, 263, 267, 268, 269, 283
Mason, 28^ 224, 304, 422
Mason's hygrometer, 311
MaUnzas, 281
Materialistic philosophy, 231
Mathematical analysief, liil

Maude, Captain, Hon., 22&
Mauritius, 127, 164, 37L 385, 386, 382— hurricane, 128, 290. 231
— storm, 290, 291. 292, 294. 295, 297
Maury, 48, 49, 65, 116, 139, 140. 3ii3— Physical geography of the sea, til

Mean annual pressure, 397
temperature, 402

— pressure of day-time, 398
Mecklenburg, 2M
Mediterranean, Ue, m, UO, U], 142,

.331. 384, 402. 438
Meldrum, 48, IM
Mendoza, 122, 123
Mercantile Marine, British, 41

1

Mercantile navigation, 50
Mercury, 343
Meridian, true, 343
Mersey, 327, 328
Meteorologic, 430
— elements—pressure and cubical roih

tentu, 432
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Meteorologio tnfornuitioo, its object, Si— instrumenta, 6. Ifil— institations, 401, iQ2— Joarnal, 406
— observations, definite objects, results,

— Observatory, 2&
. — office, 52, 342, 393, 412, M2

central, London, 217. 218. 221— papers, 93, 104^ 141— register,

— station, 138— telegraphy, 14^ 109^ 193. 213
arranpementis between London i

Paris ObservatorieB, JiM
— — example of, 359— — arrangements for, Ml
Meteorologtiits, diaiinguihbed, M.
Meteorology, 138
— historic, 4fi

— its infancy, 222— utilization, LM
Meteors, 189, 303, 306, 307
Method of working, 194

Mexican Gulf, 117.113
Mexico, 27(i— Gulf of, iM
Midland Counties, 311
Miller, A&
Milne, Sir A., 82, 41S
^fiasionary vessel, 2M
Mist, 22fL 227, 3M
Mitchell, Dr., ^
Moffat, Dr., SI
Momentum, 337
Monsoons, westerly, 115, 118.

— changes of, 126^ 127^ 212^ 211
Monte Video, L52
* Monument,' brig, 271
Moon, action, 244, 246, 372^ 323— lunar influence, A— (jnadrature, 248. 252
— tidal action, 2it2— perigee and •pogee, 2i8
* Moses,' brig, 221
Mosul, 122
Motion of waves, 2Q1
Mountain heights, 2, 12Q
Mountains, au biirriers, 123— travellers, 223
Movements of air, 92

peculiar, 180— — currents, US
Munich, 355
Muriate of soda, 364

Nairn, 192, 195^ 219. 221. 234. 35^
Mangasaki, 376
Napier, Sir Charles, 33fi

Naples, fiaa

NarfooroQgh, Sir John, 15fi

Narrative, stonn at sea, 281. 282
Narrow escape from shipwreck, 334.
335

Narrows, 382
Nassau (gale), 2^ 2M
Nature's laws, 1911

Navigation, 50, 51, 419
Navigators, early, Liii

Navire ' River Aim^,' 2G2
Navy, American, 55
Negro River, 152, 153
• Neikovi,' 315, 313
• Neptune,' 2M
Netherlands, 201
New Caledonia, 375, Sfil

Newfoundland, 84, 85, STT^ 384
New Holland, 29, 3IiL 323— hypothesis, 246. 247
— Ireland, 376, 3311— Orleans,

— Providence, 2211— York, 273, 2fiQ— ZeaUnd, 145, 159, 160, 161. 162. 334,
375, 376. 402

Newton, 89, 245, 381
Newtonian principles, 322— theory, 372^ 325
Nicoya, dlA
Niger, lOfi

Night cloud, 233— observations, 4111— warning signabi, 348. SSO
• Nile,' H.M.S., 82
Nineveh, L32
Nodal areas, 13Q
Node, 321
Norfolk, 222— Island, 325
Normal levels, 132— pressure, 142
• Nortes,' 117. 118. 119, I2i
North America, 298. 2M— AUantic, 102^ 111— Cyclonei>297,

— Cape, ai— Cooe, 342— Sea, 220, 233, 307, 323, 324j .377

Northerly gales, 242— winds prevailing, 313— polar wind, 444
NortLuiubtrland, 53
Norway, 85, 121, 131^ 134, 155, 238^ 313.
313

Norwegian mountains, 109, 32S
Nott, Mr., 132
Nova Zembla, B4

Observation hours, 32
Observation objects, 32— simoltaneotts, 34
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ObMrration, rptematic, 120.

— time of, 4 18

— when mMle, 51
Ocean, depth, 2— subdivision, i9
Oceanic current*, 418
— iuTestigaUoM, ^
•— passapeH, 3ifi— tem{>erature, 404
— tides, aza
•Odin.' H.M.S., 4M
Official arrangcmenta, 5Z
Oinbos, L(i2

Opposing currents, \^
Onf;in of oompaitecs, 437

Origin, concluiiion,

Orinoco, 106, llSi

Orkneys, 155^ 298^ 32Q
Oscillations, barometric, effects of, 385
— of ocean, STS^ 223
Osier, an
• Owen Glendower,' iLM S., aSQ
Oxford, 022
Oxfordshire, aill

Ozone, ^ 83, bG, 82
Ozonometer, 28^ 29

PACinc OcKA!», 82^ U8i 125i 159, 156.

160. 286. 367. 368. 375, 376, 38.'). M9G,

397. Alfl— North, 139, HQ— North and South, 3112— Sooth, 12G, lifl— tides, 3ai
Palambam,
Pampaa, 152^ 4a&
Pamperos, 150^ 151, 333
Panama Gulf, 125, 3U
Papagayoa, 119* 125, 153
Paraguay, 3311

Parallel currents, 70, 2^— of London, S
Parhelia, 402
Paris, 3M
Parliamentary vote, 1^
Parry, 165, IM
Passages, IAS.

— of Cyclones, 2Qa
Patagonia, 85, 124, 147, Uh 153, 154^

155. 157, 160, 161, 382, 383. 351
Puyta, 120, 371

Pelasgic argonaut*, 132
Pellew, Sir Edward, 2M
Pendulum experiments, Sti

Pennsylvania, 131

Pensacola, 267, 213
Penjauico, 237, 358^ 3iSL

Perennial winds, 125
Peril at sea, 278.223

PRO

Periodical effects, 2iS
Periudic times, 447
— variations, 1112

Peniambuco, 370 «
Persia, \21
Perth, im
Peru, 85, 119, 120,157, 352— climate, 225
Peterhead, liii

Philadelphia. 136, 2fii

Philippine Islunds, '37G. 381

Philosiiphical Trausactiuus, 368, 3Hii

Pboenician, 132— navipatorH, 438
Physical Geography, 133, 213, 234, 236,

iQl
Piddington, 48, 100, 112, 164, 3211

Pindar, Rev. Mr^ 2113

Plator river, IM. 150, 152, 373, 383. 385,

331, 332. aaa
Pleiades, 302
Plnviameter. 2S
Plymouth, 171^306, 336
Poey, iS
Polar current*, 83, 109^ 134.135. 141.205,

250. 288
— advance, 214
Polar depression, ]ASi— ice regions, 119— regions, lfi5— winds, 205, 206, 212
Polarisation of air, 98, lii2

Polarity, 1&2
Polar SM, 332— tropical current, 136, 137

Polynesian Islands, 121

Ponente, 141

Port Henry, 375
Port Louis, 23U
port Roral Mountains (Jamaica), IQfi

Port PlaU (St Domingo), 2M
Porto River, 2113

Portruih, 234, 352
Portugal. UVj 129ji 131^ 134^ 208, 318^

315, 318
Potential, 432, 433

Powder magazine, 233
Power of wind, 235
Practical navigation, 410

P rairies, 13a
Premonitions of storm, 303

Presen-alion in danger, 279

Pressure of air, I— tidal, 382
— of wind, 123
Prtstel, i&
• Pride of the Morning,' 223
Primary tide, 382, 3^3
• Prince Regent,' ship, 293
Proceedings in office, 217

Progress of storm, 319, 320
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PrometheoB, 17
Propasative impulses, 254
* ProTidence,' ship, ill
Prussia, HQ .

Psych roiDcter, 2a
Pulsations of air, QX
Pythagoras, il

Questions respecting tides,

Queenstown, UV^ 175, 358, ;{.VJ

Quete]et,M., of Bruascls, 48^ 106^ 3M

Radial lines of dii-ection, SiS.

Radiation, 9
' Raleifih,' H.M.S., 297
Rain, 91^ 115^ 125, 127^ 128. 134. 145.

232. 343, 346, 419
— cloud, 390, 321
Rain duration, 212, 34

G

— fall, 127, 342— g»ge, 8^ 298x 3M— per centage, 41^
• Rain Maker,' UA
Range in globe, I9fi

Rawlinson L32
• Rawlins,* ship. 282
Reaumur, 32, 3G4, 334
RecajMtulation, 172
Records, ^
Recurring periods, 246^ 247^ 252, 2M 442
Rcdfield, 48^ lOOj 112^ 117, 1 18, l.{5. 139,

212. 258, 314
Red fogs, 116
Red Sea, 29, 8L gfi

Reduction of barometric readings, 431
Reflections, 100
Refraction, 448
Rcgnanlt, 28, 40^ 48, 400, 426, 427, 43£l
liegions Southern, temperate, lAh
Reid, Sir W., 135^ 1G4, 212, 257, 277,

284,ai4— West Indies, 3211
Reigate, 31fi

Relative levels, 139— tension, 187
Remarkable instances of storms, 257, 340
Remarks, introductory, I

Rennell, Major, 405. 406
Replies, 325.

Reporters, 345. 346
Reports publL^hed

, 21S
Resilience of air, 21
Results of experience, UH— from marine observations, 405— publication of, 33
Return currents, 116
Revolution of cups, 421
Reward of vigilance, 335
Rhode Island, 2M

SEA
Rio de Janeiro, 232 414
Rise of tide, 311
River Plata, 320
Robinson, 30_ 48, 198, 319, 423
Roccas, 371
Rocky Mountains, 136
Rogers, Colonel. Sfii
Roller, 387
Ronalds, 4fi

• Rondon,' brig. 223
' Rosebud," 2M
Ross IM
Rotatory movement, 173
— storms, 26fi

Rowell, Mr., 322
Royal Academy of Science at Berlin, 4Q1— storm. 446, 442
•— Engineers, 50
Rojal Society, 52^ 58^431

(Committee of Physics), 431— President and Council, 51, 392
' Royal Charter,* 104, 201, 208, 299.'300,

303, 306, 307^ 320, 321, 322, 323
Russell, 48, 132
Rush, Mr., 77, 227, 2M
Russia 42. 142, Sfil
Russian, 43g— Tart*i7, 437

Sabine, GKNsnAL, 48,49,82, 103, lllfi

412^438
letter to, 13fi

Salt stream, 163
Salt-water rain, 264, 291, 222
San Domingo, 32fi
San Jos(^, peninsula, 383
Sandwich Islands, 381, 382
Sandy Hook, 281
Sauta Cruz, 267, 388
Savannah, 363
Scale, error of, 355— of wind, 37, 39. 414.— of barometer, 12— various, 31j 32, 39, 40, 41
Scarborough, 234^ 358^ 359
'Scend of ship, 33fi
Schonbcin, Professor, 82
Schwabe, lii2

Scilly, 312
Scoresby, 201
ScolhiDd, 78, 84, 131, 143, 1.54, 178. 180.

183, 196, 197.2(17, 214. 2 IS, 237. 31^
319, 323, 326, 377, 384, 447

Scotch mountains, 222, 311, 325
Scythic migration, 432
Sea disturbance, 343
• Sea Gull,' H.M.S. packet, 22D
•— level (half-tide height). 325— passages, speedy, 55, Sfi— risks. liLI— temperature, 8^
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Sea water, denaity, 2S— way, 332
— winds, I£2
Seafaring persoos, 345
Seastina, 190
Secchi, 43
Seiamologic iDTeetigation, 436
Semi-Innar periods, 247, 2^— theory, 9&
Sequences of maps, 419
SeTcm, 185. 328
Schaffner, Colonel, 323, 32S
Seychelles bles, 128, 377
Shakespeare Cliff, 234
Sharpey, \V., Esq., M.D., ill
' Sberi'lan,' packet ship (Kutfsell), 2M
Shetland, 5S.

Shifts of wind, 210, 2SS
Sbinglea, 261
Ships foundered, 2M
Shipping Gazette, 1 94
Shipwreck (Committee of Hoose of Com>

mons), GQ
Shocks of eartbqaake, 2fi2

Siam. 432
Sierra Ventana,

Sipnalling, 2M
Signals, cautionary, 190, 217. 218. 219.

221. 347. 348. 349. 350
Signs, premonitory, 177
Simooms, lii2

Simaltaneous obsenrations, 102, 104. 174.

— occorrences, 187. 2M.
Singular effects,

Sirocco, 141^ 131
Siie of waves, 2iil

Sky Colour, 275
Smithsonian Institution, 136, 123.

Smyth, Admiral, 48^ 49^ 141^ SM
Snow, 134j 232, 308, 309, 31G, 349, 364
Society Islamls, 1-2 ft

Solar action (when greatest), 24S
Solstice, 212
Solway, Lfii

Solway Firth, 32fl
' Sophia,' 2fi

South cone, 342— Sea, Great, 125^ lifi~ Sea,

—Pacific (ice), 160

Southampton, LLLi IMi aiQ
South-east America,

Southerly gale, 349
—- winds, 444
Southern hemisphere, 286
— Ocean, 373
Space (coldness of), 23Q
Spain, 49, Ui, 129^ 208, 31_5, 323, 322
S()eci6c gravity, 86, 414
Spencer Gulf,

SUB
• Sp«y,' packet, 266, 268^ 222
Spitzberpen, 84, Lfii

S.|uall8, 124, 140, m, 225^ 211
Staffordshire, 307j
State of sea, iifii

SUten Island, 155, 156, 332.
States of atmosphere, 170
Statical data, L9i— effects, IM— elements, 432 ,— measures, 2ifi

Statist ical obsenrations, 180
Steamers' passages (extracts). 326. 327
Stevenson, Mr. William, of Dundee, 102.

135, aa2
Stoneham. 171

Storm of 1705, Ul— glasses, 403i 444, 41i— great, 25— warning signals, ITO, 171^ 347. 350,

— of 1820, 330, 331
1823, 252
1853. 302
19th Oct. 1862, 433
Nov. 1st and 2nd, 1862, 3122

Indian Ocean. 2911

Cyclonic, of 1854, 141

Storms, 151.267— on our coastfl from north-east, 302.
203— Brifish, 298. 321

— centre, 324— general effect, 12fl— or gales, 407
— local, 220, 211— at night, 331, 332— not continuous, 212
Strait of Magellan, lOCj 370, 332
' Stranger,' bri>;, 285
Stratus, 390^ 321
Strength of wind, 418
St. Augustine, 271
— Bartholomew, 2fi9— BUs, 3Ifi— St. Croix, 253— Domingo, 2£9— Helena, 371, 376, 383, 386. 115
— John's summer, 76, 167
— Joseph (town), 2&4
— Kilda, 297, 322
— Lucia, 262, 266, 268— Mark (town), 284
— Martin's summer, 61^ 62— Paul Rock, an— Pierre, 2fi2— Simon's Island, 221— Thomas, 222
— Vincent, 2*7, 258j 262, 263^ 268.272,

326
SabdivisioD of squares, 414, 415, 416
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SUD

Sadden storm »t night, 335
Sufferings from storm, 276
Suggestions for simaltaDeou obaerv&tions,

Am
Salir«n, Captain B. B.N.. SM
Sumatra, 377
Sammarj of current actions, 173
Sun's action, 121
San crossing the line, 212
Sun's position, 2^
Sun, the great motor afiectii^g atmosphere,

Sunday, 342^ Ml
Sun and Moon perigee, apog«e, 245
Superficies, 204
Superintendence (central), 193
Surface of globe, U
Surface current, &
Swan River, IfiQ

Swedes, 438
Swiss mountains, 120
Switxerland, 78^ 131. 155
Sydney, 159
Sykes, Colonel, 127

Sympiesometer, 265
Synchronism, 249, 447
Synchronous tides, 378
— calma, 284, 285
Synoptic charts, 103
— wind charts, 420
Syzygy, 245. 248. 252

Table Mouhtaik, 124— of thennometers (Reanmur, Fahrenheit,

Centigrade), 2M
French words (description of wea-

ther equivalents), Ufill— .— French and English words for state

of sea), 3&1— — barometer equivalents, millimetres

and English inches,

— — persona and places to which caution •

ary signals are sent by telegraph,

366. 367— — elastic force of rapoor, 430— — hygrometer, 42fi

of factors, 428^ 422— —- pressure, Telocity, 423, 42 4^ 125
Knpffer, 84, 430
Regnault, iaft

Tahiti, 132, 381
— tide, 365, aM
Tasmania, 145, 147, 160, 161, 1B3
Telegrams, 194, 342. 343, 348
— discussion of, 214
Telegraph, 343— stations, 347 •

Telegraphic warning, 69, 179, 316
Temperate zone, 143, 144, 2M)
Temperature, 16^ 168^ 418, 429, 444

TIM

Temperatare, ayerage, 26, 22— of air, 401j 428
— mistakes, ]31— reduction, 315
— variation, 324:— of dew-point, 429
— — evaporation, ill
— — sea, 40. 42

surface, 404, 41i
wet-bulb, 42a

Temp<>ats, 113, 159, 255
Teneriffe. 120, 225
Tension or pressure, 81, 98j, 142j 349. 432— table, 422
Term days, 35
Thames, 185
Thames in 1859,311
Theory, boiling point, 443
— d«iuced from observation, 254
Thermo-electricity, 448
Thermometers, 9^ 13, 14.191. 342, 343.

864. 412— centigrade, 384~ compared, 430— comparisons. 264
— self- roistering, 85
Thetis,' H.M.S., 80^ 330, 331^ 332, 337.

Thom, 48, 164
Thomson, 48, 197
Thander. lifi— and lightning, UA— squall, 220
— Storms, 209. 407, 408, 409

local, 3Q4
Tidal action, 245— analogy, 243
— calculations, 388, 389— current 246
— effects, 244
— impul^e, 387— libration, 385
— movements, 374, 325.— periodicity, 252, 253
— variation,

— waves, 96, 388. 389
Tides, U2. 15ii 163i 367^ 368^ 442— affected, 328— half, 3fi9

— oceanic, 243— unusually high, 316
— variations, 383
Tide-wave, 243^ 245, 247, 254, 3G9, 370.

371. 373, 379. 38Q
Tierra del Fuego, 125^ 154,155 156. 160.

382, 383
Time of greatest height of storm, 2fi2— of high water, Atlantic, Indian, 377— of high water, Pacific Ooeao, 322— for telegram. 345
* Times,' 194,219
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TOR

Tornadoes, USi U6. 241
Toronto, 4133

Torres Strait, SSlj, 2&5
Torricellian column, 99^ 2^2
Trmdc wind*, 68, 116, 117^ I20i 125, 151.

246. 255, 265. 443
Trades, 115
Tranaactions of Rnjal Iriih Academy, 302,

423
TrmTellers' talea, 113
Treeless plains, 152^ L53
Tremendous storm blast, 335
Trieste, 43&
Trinidad, 112
Trinity House, IQ
Tristan d'Acconha, 371^ 3^2
Triton, an
Tropical currents, 111, 134, 136. 141. 146,

242
— currents orerfl iw, 250— winds, 205, 206
Tropics, nil ill— of Cancer, 102^ 129, 2i3— of Capricorn, 258
Turkey, Ul
Turk's Island, 282
Tweed, 1&5
Tyndall, 48
Tyne, 432
Typhoon, 294, 323— Cbio«"Sea, 222

Ultimate alterations, 184
Unifilar, 43a
United States, 48, 49, 51^ 102, 402 iQl
Unusual season, 406
Upper currents, 1^
Ure, 426, 428
Uruguay,

Valdivia, 321
Valentia, 175^ 192, 195, 217, 234, 316^

352. 355. 358. 359
Vancouver Island. 376
Van Diemen Land, 374
Vapour, 83, 90, 134, 162, 225, 226, 228,

428, 429
— aqueous, 43(1— condensation, 174, 397
— condensed, 25i— in air, 230, 426
— precipitation, 91
Variability, comparative, 403
— (probable), 4Q
Variable winds, 121, 266
«— — explained. 284
Variables, 125^ llfl

Variation, 328, 411— in pressure, 3M— of magnetic needle, 418
— non-periodic, 4fl2

WHI
V arioos alternations, 21
Varley, C. F., letter from, 3£ll

Velocity of wind eatimated, 31B
Venezuela, 111
' Venus,* sloop, 269
Vernal £quinoz, 1 66
Vernier sliding scale, 13
Very high sea, 336
Vessels wrecked, 294, 439
Victoria, 2M
Vis a tergo, 109^ 184
V^irid lightning, 311

Volcanoes, 122, 123, 140. IM
Vortex, aifi

Wales, 134, 178, 307, 310^ 32fi

Walker, 7, 48, IQfi

Wollejton, 448
Wanstead, 284
Warnings, electric, 191

Warning signals, 213. 221
— sufficient, 22fl

Washington, 136, 13a
Water, fresh, distilled, 22— salt, sea, 22
Waterspout, 74, 211
Wave, atmospheric, 34, 3S— of air, 136— theory, 80, 202, 203
Waves, lia— height of, 3afl

Weather changeable, 233— character, 344
— expected, IS2— forecasting, 231. 232. 233— glasses, 5^ 25^ 443— reports, 177, 345. 349

1862, 351j 440,441, 442— signs or indications, 21, 21— unsettled, 231— wisdom, 20,21
Webster. 48,251.447
Wells, 22a
Welsh, 48, 77, 224, 227, 230— mountains, 312
Westerly winds, 134, 146
Western Continental Europe, 41fi— islands, 155
West India,

hurricane, 117, 118, 128
islands, 132, 377
white sqnall, 273— Indies, n2, UG, UT, 257, 265, 266,

303, 383, 393, 4112

Westmoreland, 1 12
Westport,323

Wetness of western coasts, 134
Weymouth, 348
Whewell, 198, 380, 381, 3M— essay, 3GL 368, 369, 372
Whirlwinds, 74, 172, 220. 221— local or hurricane squalls, 130, 225
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• WhTinan,' barque, 323. 323
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